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1.0 PURPOSE

The purpose of this document is to provide a readily available source of the

technical reports needed for the development of the safety documentation

provided for the waste retrieval sluicing system (WRSS), designed to remove

the radioactive and chemical sludge from tank 241-C-106, and transport that

material to double-shell tank 241-AY-102 via a new, temporary, shielded,

encased transfer 1inc.
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LosAlamos
Sle!ahafIF. Agnew
Gmw CS- i~, Mail SIC? JSa6 PAX (50SXa7.aa5:

b Ahmoa NarfsnalUnafstofY’ snnar, @SSCUNLP

Lo6 AIamOS. NW ,Mtic3 a~%~
,.—Ma (s0s,s.sS- : 7s4

To: ChaffieQ’Oell,2CE-=.?X2Z Caoies !c: Harc!d Sullivan, TSA-t 1
Hany Sabad.WHC
GliverWznS, WI+C

Dear Charik:
A peryourreuu=stIhavereviewed:heinfcmatian‘hatyou [axed.meon the

iherfialprcc!am withC-i 06 ana herearsmy thcughtsand analysis.

Ciitidityis definitelynot an issue. ,Not only are .&e PU !evels we!] “ceicw my
level cf =ncem, the va~ large amount of iron(aaeulmn poiecn) in ~fie sludge (i-2
mcVL) acsalutslyprec!uaesanydicalitywithin‘mesludge.Tne mezwmsclevels of
% in a ccmcosits ai he sludgewe 3.1 gCJq end .he hisioricai esdm.svss for any
layerwitiln~hetank are in ** range13.7to &OuCVg. Cticality wcuia oca in m
infinite vclume 0/ pu.w water at abcm L<O uC~g ,?2, but thera wouic ,have iO he
mum hlgner eatcamarions wnen newfon pcraans, such as iron, are :>r=snr.
7%erefcre, itlis is a vwy Isrge non-i=ue. .

70 say the iesst, it was not a gocc idea 10 let *his tank dry oh<. S@am
~x~a~ion fr~m sludge ho! SO~S has bean ?, iracitlcnalprobiem at H.anfcrd ifl the
pas:, (i. s. ~ak owncing) en~ ,~ wiil be dealing mare with ‘J.is problem in the tuturs
with o:har t6nks. Tnistank’sprctiemstanea when it:nexpeCedly %$en :0 boil in
1g71. Much work was ceticmned m qe! tie boiling under canrcl, wnicn it has been
unril now. The secondic+ee rl4 was Gusintc ths tankinorder10betier dawrnine
Lie sludge :emperaturas for “his tank.

I+istcdcs!ly, %ere has alwaysbeen a cisc.wpancy between the wc
themtocouo!e !rees in :snk C- I C6, %-he ,6 and kc-tree rl 4. Tne my%erf has been
that the tree ;hat was ;Iaced into risar 1A in 1g~ aiways shcwed cldar ,wa.sle
iamoecasures than the original wee in riser S, akhougn the dome space
temperatures between !he trses agreed suite well.

Although (hers hava Seen many ditferent explanations for his anomaly, it now
appears :hat ?he chimney hypodmsisl has now been ?roven. %riis hypothesis wae
Lhat Ihars ,was tie sluiced pit m hole dug that was dug into the sludge layer in 1S77
when .he !ree was sriq;najly inserted persisted even after installation. Tnis hcle cr
.~chimney’ ailowed tcwae r; A !O CCOI by cmvadicn d ~h hquid arcrxd it, evan
“tmucjh he bulk waes& h fine vicirsily w always at much higher temcemturea. fie
.hd :es of ‘Lhishypothesis ,woulctkave been rc c!csa up ‘he mimney somehow and
watd~ cR?[emaaralure rise far u-tree :lA. ! sug~esr ‘hat .mis is exacly what has now
!’tapoened in C-106.

The scenario gces scmerhing Iikahis. ~,,ap~mtion+ all ~-cling water
,removed signiiicam candueicn and ~nv~jcn gmt!s fcr .~oling :he uopef s[udg%
thereby allowing upper pci-ticcs:rme $P@e (C i,y OL<. Once the siudq? had dried

1Agnaw, S..=, .Anatyss :! :,aeiqii7ary 0( ?41< ?3rri. . ILVJF?-?3-3605,CccOer i 9S2. S. 3S.5.

3
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Kouca.hot spot:= eloPs and becQme-sa suc.stantial stan sourca, much like ncw
sxiss under tank .- IM. ~k scam s=w=e drties ~e~ I~Ia !he surrounding
wasis,causing the w=re to hsave and !!CWtheraby sealing up the fissures ?mat
have developed ever L7e pSSt4nC!UCinS me tiimriey “amUCd tc-tree n4

Cncs ~8 fiSSW9s ~~ .$aaled UU.cniy Wrs :encu=ion ~aths can cacl that “hct
soot’, and ths hot siio: wfI heat 10~S=nauCJon timft.(Wecan ==rimate the sizs of
the ho: soar 5y knowing “he e%ac ~etaik $f the sx9erimenL) A any rate, water
addition ~nto “*,e driec ;IOt S?OIw’IJ SV9fiJSW Ven, UP new ,fssures and C=OI‘he ho{
spct to below the bciilng ?oim. Howeve?, during :hIs gerroa. :here wiil be Seam
surges 2s ‘me water tnc%laeback inta :tw M ~pot. which I believe is resocnsfote icr
the level fluww~ations that are now ommng. I riis eff< is much akin tc the geysefs
‘kat cexr in the =snt7s ,mantte.

Tie gcoa news is that :c.{ree rl ~ is now ‘:acke& into jle sludga_and we will
finally be gsrting rez~isrrcWmcemuns fcr the :snk esntar fcr C-1LE. I ne 5ZC ,rrews
is ‘hat it might :aka so~,e mcnrhs fcr W i=k to sertle down. Lasi!ima C-i 06 was
bcillng,rernemcer. ittcck akut a ye=rd a halfforii to “eartleccwn’. M itwas a
lot hotter back then.

XLMed findan !henxzl=aiy#,sphatiscmplelely ‘mofickl znd my cwn) :0:
‘tie deme soacs tsrnpera:urad C-1C5 :ncef various scerttics. Please :ake mese
a~”males “w”th a veV large g.min Ji salt. ix :hey are ~=ad on a tank heat load sf
S6,000 ~ttir, <mybe= e=imara 5asec an :he dome :e~eemtura ano i?e
evacoradonrate.IfI:amove ‘hesvzxra!iveneat!cssaufkaeo venriiation,Iareck
thedcne spats iemcersture‘wculdicc:ssaeti,mzmunc 9C”F ta1b-%, ore.ocutz
&E.S risain dcma scace !emcerature. T1awasra:amperature,on .~eotherhand,
willgo uo at-la= :hac>ancunt,and prcbabiymuc? ,mora. If it went up Y “mesafia

.-nac:e~~y=, Cf .c~urse,cnce ,Ae,was’a*wentamount itwcuia increase;rcJm,CL
abave Z, 2% it ,would d-y cw and :\e [+mperaturawculdin fac inc:a=e aven mere,
sines water channels WOUIChe repiac.~. iy stieam =~d gas.

Inc!osing,Isuggestmar here areotkartanksctsimilar zsncern for stem
problems with fmra water acditicns. d ,wa should JOOKs=AuIIY =! fiese tanks
befcra adding waler. ~ey inauos A-, ~, .,-.0- e i~, and a ~erjes of tanks in SX fafiTL

Sucgestad aticn: Seiieve ic-!ree rl 4 readings-:here is nothing wrong with
that tree; 1[has been accurate all along. A beriar ‘tmg to dc than verify :%t tree
would be ta ters ‘&e w<,e femperaare ini camolaisiydifferentspot, ;cr?zamole
the other side of the tik. in risem 1, 2, 3, 4, i O, m 1i. That would tell us mare abour
the waste temperature.

The steam surging phenomenon should settle down der a few mcnthe, as

tiamrasopen and allowwalercanveticn=clinq Umil[hen, we have iiltle io do. If
the &k penetrorneier were cceraticg, we csuld start punt..ing ?mfes in the wx.e !O
facilitate the pmxees, but ‘hat devics is net yel ocaraing. (Ancther gush for an in-
tank peneL-ometer, pardon ‘tie pun.)

= C:c-oc, C57.14

-----
3oo@

. .
09 ., 20s::

4

Sincerely,

.’69 ~f
Steva Agnew

., ..
---- .. ...- .

0;:9 ::: ;0s= ?? “ .< ~: .’

-—_
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I
anun~ I z5°F far !C1 and tc2 as ccmpared 10 11OaC fortc~ am! !c2 for C-l C!5,

-md he average dome s?ac~ Iewe=wre is 1es”= for c-l o~. ~nJe it is o~~y

[

74°F for c-105. Tnese rneasurem,entsarecxsis:enf Wth the t70d emte heat
Ioaa for C- I IX, as shown in Taoles I and 2 and the fa~ th~~ It is somewhat
vemiiated by ==nn=.icns !Oc-i~S.

[
Tne ?Iutcnium zssay was +reponed zs 0.8S :LCYg, which suqges:s z Pu

j~yentorv of 2,552 C cf 12.5 kg This is about a %cor af two Icvfer than I predict
b~ed o; tile layers ci wasie ?ype ShWn in ~able 7’, i have rlc explanation far

i
this di%erefl~e. ,

C-106 ‘
Soijds /ayering

Tank C-i 06 ?eceived 522 kgaicfMW in‘AT-3as c.==de frcm C-I (X,
was s!uicedin is53. and Ghereisa?~arenffyfi~j=h@el le~fmm t~isoperation
{58e F@. ;G). Tnersupon, C- ioG :ecsived538 kcjzl‘JR in’544420 kgal OWF
‘S&2 to ‘30-2, S54 k@ fmm A%I02 70-1 10‘70-4,end 2,SS2 kgal SL from ’74-
3 to’76+. Tne siucge accumulation should have been ac=rding tc !hat shown
in the T*ie 3.

Sstirrrates. et SolIds fcr C-106.
—

<ate q rneas. sands~layor ?red. prima:

1

cammenls
sollda gairi/l Qss layer type wast9

vclumel
1953 12! I 3 lMW/cas.l S32 i

195* 131 1 27 WIW :3s [
19s7 1:1 29 I 2 12 1-1 Igain ~rom ??
l~60 1~[ I ~A jG@ 14201
??jl I - i 2g Icwl I 10ss!0 ??

1963 1+1 57 I I I mess. I I
197~ 1$1 I 23 I I AR-aa2 I a~~ I
1377 !1( \ “ \ 59.2A I Afi-oo2 i \ICss (Q C-los
!97s )Zj 71 7: I I 2S92 I Z.: vai%

1985 121 197 “:- 12.1I
I

7he solidslayeringin C-106 would tiienbe 29 !qa[ LIE,28 kgal CWF, 69
kgalAR4’IG2 solids,71 kgalSL. and 32!@ ofsupernatant(which varfessines
water isadded periodically?Creplace“that last by evaporation.

l%e only wmccrded lossofsolidsisthe 24 kgal of A%30Z saik!s !o$t to
C-IC3 in ’71-1. Tmse high strontiumsolids(termed A%O02) are acw.dly ?
sdid.s(sludge from +%ex was:e) tiatwere being washed inAF.-OO2.a :=,k in
AR vault. % sclic!s ,rncstjy criqinaIad frcm A-i06, which was a primary
racs{ver for P waste fram ’60< ia ‘S2-1, afttcugtl A. 1C6 ~mv.slated SOiidS
!rcm ~-la,+ ~ .We[f- ~ccro~ma!ejv 1,% kgel cd sclicswere sluiced ~~~ ‘-i OS
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F?ad;onuc/[de iwenroy gstimate
%.sed on ‘he solias layertng anc !he csre c=riccstie iniorma:icn,i7ine

axcnriurn concentration in thecarec=mpostie is2.5 W_. wnicn wculd be 8.0
Cl& ifitwera sllccncsmratad in Me 6S ‘@AR saiias kyer. A p~eviatis reccm
by Walkeda dsrfves mucfi lager invsnlones afSr-90in C-106. I nis authcr
uses a sludge anaiysis~ thatis16.S CZ %-20, and a ictalsiuage voiume of
140 kgal, and S&es that !Re :cral %SO is‘hen 5-1C MCi. Hcvfever, this author
does not differentiate benveen SL and A,F,-3C2sludges. Tns fcrmsr has vsry
littleSt-SO, wiiiiethe fafisrhas %3C cc the arcer Cf 8.O CL ~us, waiker I
derivesk ,nueh lar~$rtotzlS(-90ih= Idc.b~ I‘Oeilev6thathis stmmium -
concentrations were nc: repr=emative at this waste ty?e’~alker did not :aks
into acs=unt Lhe absancs cf S-W in SL ‘waste. My =Siinaiss Fcr3-SO are tied

‘to z tank care analysisas opccssa io same gab sample, and are cmsis:ar.r
with‘he vfasoatype.

Tle ,racorwddsse rdin$s cn :hecme sqmsnts as they are brought tc
~,e 2JJ+2c2 are unusually hign iortie IOC ?wo segments consideringthe Icw
radic nuc!ice =antent sxp~.ed forX (E-?!antIcw-ievei)waste. Thes= dcse
nxaa.suremenlsare IICrConsiSantwirl’iimv ,rsdianIX!~GeC=ntents Znc Ican ‘t
explain :tte dlsmsparq.

Tne plutonium csn~=mmtion !or C-i OGfrom me ccre arralp”swas 3.1
&Ctig,which !eads toan inven:myof55.i kg. ,Myasrrrn=ticncf‘he plulcniura
ccnr.entof L% kmk is 63.7 kg, vmich is ccficarahle 10 :hat 3siitTldeC fmm :he
analysis.

Temperature ancm21y in C-7C&

The inadvertent adakicn of high Strontiumsludge to C-106 in 1970 has
been nated before in several regons.s~.sl.~~ Tamceratures in axcess o~ boiling
=Jrred show after the adction of :he high Sr sludge. In 197% z secand
●hermocaup[e treewas ins(sIledinriser1A of c-l 06 (ses Fig. 1) :a he!p mcnitcr
the temp+sraturecfthistank.TIS temperaturereadings fmm thermocouples at
the same levelberween thehva treesagree withinthe dome space, bur have
never agreed within ‘me waste, and rtrere are differences an the order af 35-
++ be~=n me t~s gf~a~q tin=.For example, inJanuq 1992, [c1-@
(thenmomuple 1, riser 8) was T55F, wniie :c1 -rl 4 was 11 S“F. Likewise, tie

10
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t~s were at I SI ~~ a7’F, resqe=ively. R&r 9 and %sar 14 are <&cut 30’
apak and itsaems c=unter-intu!tlve :0 have ‘he higherismoerature on the
cxrrsideof :he iafikwase. InOlkerwcrds, 1wcdd expect the !emcenture near
the tank outer wall ta be iawer at the satas levelas eamipared LOtie
temuemure afthewas:e nearthecenteraf:he:~k.

[sugg=~i thatthissxolariationforthisWWIa!y ~sa chimney $ffac:.Tna.1
is,the rtser-i4 V= was Iikaly insened with a WaOS r lana”ng oueration :hal
afise&ely drflled.a hole or chimney withinthewaste sludge. Ifhis siuc!~e
chimney did flat callapse following “the insenicn of the thermaccwple tree, it
would allow the‘fraecanveclioflC(liquidwithinthatchimney and “herefcrcthe
caoling d the wzMe around the ic tree. T%is localizedconvection ‘Wctild

proauce z caictspat iil.ZtWOUIC not.Sere~resshra~ive of the hsmperature cf :he
studge. inalllikelihood,then,the.ac:ual:se=~siudge temFeraUres atthe center,
of“Ae iafik are ad.wsl[yhi~narman Si[f=rhefmocauple vee k now msasurfng.

An excerimem to t9st ihi= chknn.% hwctiesis Wculd he w’ Siw[e =d
invclve iamping the sludge around the :G tree in tiser ~~ in order to callar= file
sludge around tffs Tee. [tis ve!y imoofi=f:0 have an acarate =?resentatfon
of the tamae=t’ure ai .Ae sludge in C-106 mc! ‘W=t wiil only be Coss;ole if “tie :=
tras is pa&sd into the sludge so as net:0 allcw ~ny free cm+ec:ion acurid the
iC irae.

Another hypcthGsis ~fa has been suqgested k :tte gresenc= ci a
.doughnu~ of s:rcntium siucqe around the cuter wail of the tank, cacentraling
+Ae heat scurcs ne= ‘Ytewell.

C-107
Tank C-107 receivediC (firscyc!edec=ntaminatlon)w=te :rcm the

BiP04 gxocess,wnich was a mixtm of me acxal wasie from tiis qc!e anct the
deckcfc!fngwssie (sac F@ ‘Ii). i c waste had ifir?hignastsdics fractioncfany
wasta straam at Hanford, being cn average 25 V014Asclids.

Table 9.
Estfrnates of Solids for C-1 07.

dac=

II
ql mea=. . sollds grad. layer prirnar

1

eommerrts

soilas gain/ldss” layer type Wxste
vo{unle

1948 13) 39s Ic I 1,ss9 ! 24.s VOW.
?? ‘1 I I L I I UrllcgsillI I

1s52 13/ 3gg I I I lm. I I
1953 131 I 11 I I % 12:11.

1962 12[ I log I I GWP / 1.36* j
19.63 121 321 I -19a i lm.1 I 10SS!0 ??

?7[i
I -72 I ~+~ I , I I mk. lass

1977 121 ~A9 } me=. I
1977,3, hi ls,~ids] ‘ ‘.repofled In

wYltY
1S92 Ill. z~j I -3 [ 25 I Sf solids I w-k Icss
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‘ LosAiamosF”’D”wM:RpT-2’3;f~-yo.;i:29-4Cs I.1;Se-sfaza?a

To: Charlie C’Ceil,OCE-5,W2 Capies :c: Harcld Sullivan, 75A-1 1
$iarryEabad, WKC
OliverWang, WHC

The s=cand issue is the z?oarem change in the Sructure C; [he sludge thar is

trappingmere heat in {he lowar sludge layer, 7%is healtrrpolngisindicaI=d+’ s
rnarkecirecue.ionin the waDcraUon rate cf surfacs water, and iS wid’ently ?ll~

cause ior ihe tempers?ure rise?. Apparently,the tanklevelhas not c5anqad at all
sincethe lastwater addition on Juiy 3d. 1% is vey dMressing since the previous
rank cooling rate involved a 22 loss of ~~tiacs water per rncnth, which would
suggest a 1.2 !oss sticuld have occurred by July Igth. Since this watef
w=noraiicn accounted fcr about 70,CO0Btu/nr fisat ramcval ~om :t%?Wk, Its lCSS
means ikt ih~ heat k :oing sornewilers sise, i.e. it is heating co ihe slud~g abcve
‘kac!itionalieve[s!Osom~ naiv<value. Until!hetar,k’sbshaviorbeccmas steady,that

13
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/.
new value cauld exceed ”.. 4 boilingpoint af thR tank liquid at! , level inthew=sie
and same kind af swsrn driveneruptionIslikely,

T7nissmction tauld range allthe W.SYkm a “~lug~~:g-Iocallzadevent to
scme ‘moredelsiedous glccaiiank “bump.” At :his>oint,it!svery diffic~lttopredi~
which cfthe wc axuemes wiiloccur. Isugges: based cm pa~, histcq{“beta “gtug-
Slug”event ismost likely,M 1.- net rule cut a more subsdmial tank bumc,

All of ‘kese nctiohs are limited by the fact that we do ao~ hswe enough analysis
of bcunding candtions fc: the hee.t souee distrtbuiian, “here is no Wtk level
behavior cn an hcur Cy hour bseis beisre, during, and afisr this pracsss s~erimem,
or any mode! of ccnvecWs driven Yumerole” sluagecsoiinq

S) The immedi~s hazard is not ?iign tampekurss ,g~rse 5ui r~iher tank

bumping due to steam wpor ~rodu~ion and veniing, We need immedl=e hel~
from :he boiiing‘waste“grsy5earc’s”forLhisycbiem. ~nere is a ni.stcry of ibis
problem at Hanford snd we should tie intc that sxceti”se.

4) S~afian intsnsivesfoflcn analysisd thebehaviorofC-106. ‘We need
betler bounding estimates of tank behavior, includingIccallzarron of heat scum
into a layer *hat is consistent ‘withhbsmricd fillreSorcs, Sr-90 c=ncsnt~iions in ihe
sludge layer as high as 20 Cl/L, with totsi inventories in the range s% ,MCi(1 .MC1=
1~- Ci), beder understanding Of seasonal avaoomion rates and seasonal behavior
cf leveland temperature,more psychrcmevic data on ‘tieOUIIS?vapors,continuous
measured ;:rsssure of the tank c’ome space =Ja .ventile;ianraie,and any other dztz
that we can get cur hands m.

d
S@’csJaiy,
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Westinghouse Internal
Hanford ComDanv Memo

From: Safety Fluid Mechanics 74220-95-SWC-O01
Phone: 376-0438 HO-34
Date: August 28, 1995
Subject: GOTHIC MODEL FOR TANKS C-104, C-105, AND C-106 TO EVALUATE

HYDROGEN GAS CONCENTRATION DATA

To: D. M. Ogden HO-34

cc: R. J. Cash S7-15
J. C. Conner H4-68
J. P. Harris, III S2-48
J. D. Hopkins R2-11
G. D. Johnson S7-15
SWC File/L8

An evaluation of flammable gas concentrations in C Farm has been
performed.

A GOTHIC model has been constructed for tanks C-104, C-105, and C-106
to evaluate hydrogen gas concentration data for those tanks. A
schematic of the model is shown in Figure 1.

Volumes 1, 2, and 3 represent tanks C-105, C-104, and C-106,
respectively. Each tank volume contains a thermal conductor to
maintain internal tank temperatures at measured levels. Ventilation
system ducts are modeled by volume 4 and flow paths 1, 2, and 6.
Pressure boundary 3P represents the ventilation outlet. Inlet risers
are modeled by flow paths 3, 4, and 8, which are also attached to
pressure boundary conditions. Underground cascade 1ines are
represented by flow paths 5 and 7. A hydrogen source is introduced
into each tank by flow boundaries 5F, 6F, and 7F through flow paths 9,
10, and 11.

The model was calibrated by setting the inlet pressure boundary
conditions to atmospheric pressure and adjusting the inlet riser loss
coefficients and the outlet pressure until internal flows and
pressures matched measurements taken during ventilation system flow
balancing operations. After the flow balancing cal ibration was
complete, the hydrogen source rates were adjusted to try to match
measured hydrogen concentrations for each of the tanks.

Table 1 shows a comparison of GOTHIC model results and measured data
for each of the three tanks. The GOTHIC results were obtained with a
hydrogen source rate of 0.0000005 1bin/s in each tank. This comparison
suggests that the hydrogen concentration levels measured in

Hanford Op.ratio.. and En.ain..ri.a Contractor for the US DePamnanl of En.coy
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D. M. Ogden 74220-95-SWC-OOI
Page 2
August 28, 1995

tanks C-104, C-105, and C-106 are consistent with approximately equal
hydrogen generation rates in all three tanks and are consistent with
the measured and predicted tank ventilation flows.

Table 1. Hydrogen Concentration Comparison for C-104, 105, and 106.

Measurement GOTHIC model
Tank

=

P PP )

:’

S. W. Claybrook’
Consultant

bab

Attachment
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ATTACHMENT
Page 1 of 1

FI gure 1. GOTHIC Model for C-104, C-105, and C-106”.

:-1W,105& 10& EqualHZ SOUrCeS
h AU 2809:53111995

2;OTHI Version4.2- September 1994
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Internal

Hanford Company Memo

From:
Phone:
Date:
Subject:

To:

Projects SAR Engineering
376-2058

JCC-8M200-005A

August 17, 1995
OFFICIAL PROJECT FILES RECORD OF REVISION TO”WHC-SO-WM-SEL-033,
REV 1, INTERIM SAFETY EQUIPMENT LIST FOR 241-C-106 WASTE
RETRIEVAL, PROJECT W-320: COVER BLOCKS SUPPLIED BY PROJECT W-320

J. W. 6ailey
J. P. Harris III
K. W. Leliefeld

cc:

References: 1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

S6-12
S2-48
s2-4a

F. W. Bradshaw S2-47 J. J. Huston
R. W. Davidson S2-47 L. E. Johnson
D. L. Evans S2-47 Official Project
K. 8. Fer7an 52-48

S6-12
H4-68

Files R1-28

Internal Memo, J. C. Conner to J. W. Bailey, et al.,
“Official Project Files Record of Revision to
wHc-so-WM-SEL-033, Rev 1, Interim Safety Equipment List for
241-C-106 Waste Retrieval, Project W-320: Cover 810cks
Supplied By Project W-320

Internal Memo, J. C. Conner to J. W. Bailey, et al.,
“Official Project Files Record of Revision to
WHC-SD-WM-SEL-033, Rev 1, Interim Safety Equipment List for
241-C-106 Waste Retrieval, Project W-320

WHC-CM-4-46, Safetv Analysis Manual, Section 9, Table 1,
Revision 1, “Safety Classification Criteria and Components, ”
Dated May 17, 1995

WHC-CM-4-3, Volume I, Industrial Safetv Manual, Section G-1,
Revision 3, Change 1 , “Operations Lock and Tag Program, ”
Dated April 28, 1995

WHC-SD-WM-OSR-005, Sinqle-Shell Rank Interim Operational
Safetv Requirements , Section 3.6.1 Revision O-A, “Transfer
System Cover, ” Oated April 3, 1995

WHC-SD-WM-SEL-033, Interim Safetv Eauioment List (SEL) for
241-C-106 Waste Retrieval, Revision 1, Oated November 15,
1994 -.

WHC-SD-WM-SEL-020, Aqinq Waste Facility Interim Safety
~i ist (S , Revision 2, Oated June 9, 1993

WHC-SD-PSE-010, Preliminary Safetv Evaluation (PSE) for
241-C-106 Waste Retrieval, Revision 2, Oated October 19, 1994

21
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J. W. Bailey JCC-8M200-O05A
Page 2
August 17, 1995

This revision represents S1ight editorial changes and clarification of the
evaluation of the Waste Retrieval Sluicing System design and the EDE dose
consequences caused by a postulated break of both SUPPIY and return transfer
1ines during a seismic event. This memo supersedes Internal Memo number
JCC-8M200-004 dated August 16, 1995 (Reference 2).

terim Saf tIn e v Eauioment List Safetv (SEL) 1for 241-C- 06 Waste Retrieval,
(Reference 5), has been produced in support of the Preliminar~ Safety
~val uation (PSE) for 241-C-106 Waste Retrieval, (Reference 7), for Project
W-320 . The Interim Safety Equipment List (Reference 5) is presently being
revised to reflect further progress made in the design of Project W-32O and
subsequent safety analyses of this design. This memo serves as the official
project file record of an additional revision made to the Interim Safety
Equipment List (Reference 5) and supersedes Internal Memo number
JCC-8M200-004 dated August 8, 1995 (Reference 2).

In the Interim Safety Equipment List (Reference 5), the waste transfen pits
for AY-102 have been classified as Safety Class (SC)-1 according to the
Aaina Waste Facilitv Interim Safety Eo Euioment List (S 1~,(Reference 6). The
pit/box structure (cover block) performs SC-1 functions based on the
analysis in Reference 6. The safety function of the pit/box structure is to
contain any spill and confine resulting aerosols. If the cover block is
properly installed, the pit/box will perform its safety function.

During waste transfer or recirculation of 1iquid waste within C-106 ‘pits, a
spray leak scenario could be postul ate? that would lead to SC-1
consequences. Such an accident scenario could consist of the follo~ing
events:

a. An initiating event where a spray leak occurs in a pit due to
failure of jumpers, connection or flange

b. A single failure where a pit cover block is left off

c. The spray is oriented such that it sprays out of the opening in
the pit

d. The leak detectors may not activate because of most of the spray
is out of the pit, and also, not enough 1iquid is lost that could
be detected by material balante discrepancy (MBD) analysis.

Calculations were performed for the above scenario, and the resulting
offsite Effective Oose Equivalent (EDE) value for a connector failure, with
the pit cover block off, exceeds the risk acceptance guidel ine and is
unacceptable.

22
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J. W. Bailey JCC-8M200-005A .
Page 3
August 17, 1995

Based on evaluation of the Waste Retrieval S1uicing System design and the
EDE dose consequences caused by a postulated break of both SUPP1y and return
transfer 1ines during a seismic event, redundant seismic switches will be
instal led to shut down the sluicing transfer system. With the operation of
the seismic switches and a postulated release of waste for approximately 10.
seconds (the seismic switches wil1 terminate operation of the pumps, and the
liquid release to the environment will stop within 10 seconds allowing for
pump coast down), the calculated EDE offsite and onslte dose consequence
values are reduced to 1.OE-3 mSv and 1.OE-3 Sv, respectively. A connector
break inside the pit with the cover block on, with all openings closed, and
a release time of 8 hours, the offsite EDE dose value of 3.8E-6 mSv. is well
within the allowable 1imit of 5 mSv, and the onsite dose value of 3.6E-6 Sv
is wel 1 within the allowable 7imit of 50 Sv based on Section 9 of !4HC-CM-4-
46 (Reference 2). Therefore, if the pit covers are installed before any
transfer operation via the jumpers/connectors within the pit, there is no
impact to health and safety of personnel or to the environment. The pit
covers are required to be installed and remain in P1ace while performing the
transfer per Section 3.6.1 of the Sinqle-Shell Rank interim Operational
Safetv Reouirement$ (Reference 4). In addition, Reference 3, WHC-CM-4-3,
Industrial Safetv Manual Section G-1, Revision 3, Change 1, “Operations Lock
and Tag Program” wil1 be implemented to ensure safety of the personnel and
the environment.

The seismic switches have been classified as SC-1 per the safety function
they perform and WHC-CM-4-46, Criterion 2 of Table 1, Section 9, (Reference
2). The standalone seismic switch enclosures are located outside the C-106
and AY-102 facilities, and have two independent compartments housings for
each of the redundant switches. A barrier wall is provided between the two
compartments, designed for missile protection in accordance with the SC-1
requirements of Hanford P1ant Standards SC 4.1.

The safety function of the cover blocks to be provided by Project W-320 is ‘
to confine any spill and resulting aerosols, which are evaluated to have SC-
3 consequences if the cover blocks are properly instal1ed, and based on the
safety function that the seismic switches perform. Therefore, the cover
blocks to be provided by Project W-320 wil 1 perform a safety class three
function and are classified as a SC-3.

If you have any further questions please cal1 me at 376-2058.

jjpk c- &~.-
0. Conner, Principal Scientist
Project SAR Engineering

jwh
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Internal
Hanford Company Memo

From: TWRS Safety Engineering 8MI1O-JCC-95OO2
Phone: 376-2058 H4-61
Date: February 6, 1995
Subject: SOURCE TERM FOR SAFETY ANALYSIS SUPPORT OF THE WASTE RETRIEVAL OF

TANK 24I-C-106

.
To: J. W. 8ailey S6-12

J. P. Harris III S6-12
D. J. Shrimpton S3-10
Official Field File S6-12
Official Project Files RI-28

cc: C. A. Augustine S6-12
K. D. Gibson H4-61
JCC L8/File

The initial sample data used to develop the radiological and toxicological
unit doses in support of the safety documentation for the waste retrieval of
Tank 24I-C-106 was obtained from WHC-SD-WM-TI-565, Radionucl ide and Chemical
Inventories For the Sinale Shell Tanks (SSTs\. This document 1ists the
highest concentrations of radionucl ide and chemicals found in a survey
conducted by WASTREN of sample data maintained by Tank Waste Remediation
System (TWRS) engineers and by the Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC) Tank
Character zation program. The reported analyses were, in general, from the
most recent waste tank samples up to approximately 1990. This data was
believed to give a reasonable indication of the radionucl ide and chemical
concentrations for use in safety analysis. This data does not represent the
entire universe of sample data available at Hanford.

The data for this document was CO1lected, entered into a data base, and
plots were prepared by Kaiser Engineers Hanford (ICF KEH) . Sample or
calcul ated results were obtained from:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

WHC-SD-WM-TI-565, Radionucl ide and Chemical Inventories For the
Sinale Shell Tanks (SSTs~.

The Tank Sample Analysis Data 8ase prepared by Westinghouse
Hanford Company’s (WHC) Risk Assessment Technology group (Braun
Database).

The files of sample data CO1lected by the Tank Characterization
Program.

Tank Characterization Reports (TCRS).

The Tank Characterization Database (TCO) maintained by Pacific
Northwest Laboratories for WHC.
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6. The Track Radioactive Components (TRAC) database. This document
does not contain actual sample results but gives calculated
concentrations of radionucl ides derived from production records
and waste process flowsheets.

7. wHc-sD-wh-TI-628, fstimated Chemical and Radiochemical Inventories
Spreadsheet: NE Ouadrant. A. AX. BX . Farms. This document
does not contain actual sample results. It gives calculated
concentrations of radionucl ides and chemicals derived from process
flowsheets and historical data on transfers in and out of the
Hanford tanks.

Eleven radionucl ides and 25 chemicals were identified for review using the
scatter plots. For radionucl ides, the 11 radionucl ides were plotted for C-
106, in both the liquid and solid phases. For the chemicals, the 25
chemicals were plotted in both the 1iquid and solid phases.

On each plot, a concentrateion 1ine was drawn that corresponded to the
concentration originally obtained from WHC-SO-WM-TI-565, Radionucl ide and
Chemical Inventories For the Sinale Shel 1 Tanks (SSTs~. Since the purpose
of the review was to ensure that the unit doses calculated from this data
was an upper bound, sample points that were higher than the concentrate on
1ine was reviewed by a panel to determine ff the higher points should be
used for calcul sting the unit doses.

The review panel consi stealof experienced personnel from the analytical
laboratory, process chemistry, TWRS engineering, waste tank operations and
safety analysis. Data base support was provided by ICF KEH. The review
panel used their cumulative knowledge of the Hanford Chemical Separations
processes, references on the history of the Hanford tank farms, and files of
1aboratory sample reports to evaluate the sample points. If the panel
determined that al1 the points on the plot which were above the
concentration 1ine were not applicable, then the concentration represented
by the 1ine continued to be the concentration used for unit dose
calculations. If the panel found a point above the concentration 1ine that
could not be eliminated, then that point became the basis for a new, higher
concentration for unit dose calcul ations.

The panel documented their rational for rejecting or accepting sample points
on the scatter plots and on separate Concentration Data Evaluation forms
which were filed with the scatter plots. As the review has been completed
the recommended concentrations for each radionucl ide was provided to
Criticality and Radiological Analyses for calculation of unit doses.
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The following 1isted data represents the maximum sample activity
concentration for use in the safety analy:is effort to support the waste
retrieval of Tank 241-C-106:

C-106 Solids

Radionuclide

A%

c~u

C060

Cs137

Eu154

NPU7

PU=8

Pu239[2h0

PU24,

‘i90

Sr90

Contentration

5.~8 E7 Bq/L (decayed)’

No dataz

3.0 E7 Bq/L (decayed)3

2.67 E1OBq/L (decayed)4

5.04 E4 #Ci/kg (not decayed)

No datas

No datas

3.27 ES (decayed)7

Calculate from Puzko

Equal to Sr90

9.75 EIO Bq/L (decayed)E

‘ Decayed to Oecember 1994

2 Data appears in WHC-SD-WM-SARR-016, Tank Farm HLW ComDositions and
Atmospheric Oisoersion Coefficients or Use IN ASA Consequence Assessments

3 Decayed to December 1994

L Oecayed to December 1994

5 Data appears in WHC-SD-WM-SARR-016, Tank Farm HLW Comoositions and
Atmospheric Dispersion Coefficients for Use IN ASA Consequence Assessments

6 Data appears in WHC-SD-WM-SARR-016, Tank Farm HLW Compositions and
Atmospheric Dispersion Coefficients for Use IN ASA Consequence Assessments

7 Decayed to December 1994

8 Decayed to December 1994
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Composite 100 Percentile

Volm. CEDE Heat LwIg Bone Sur
Act iv. Dose Cyt. Load Cent . Dose Cc+lt. Dose cult .

MIIClide (BalL) (Sv/Ll (UIL) <%> (Sv/L) (%) - (Sv/L> (%)

c 14 1.2E 04 6.9E-06 0.0 0. OE+OO 0.0 6.9E-06 0.0 6.92-06 0.0

Co60 3. 0E+07 1. 8E+O0 0.0 1.2E-05 0.1 1. OE+O1 0.1 4.lE-01 0.0

sE79 O.OE+OO O.OE+OO 0.0 O.OE+OO 0.0 0. OE+OO 0.0 .0. OE+OO 0.0

SR90 9.72+10 6.3E+03 S.8 3. OE-03 16.0 3 .6E+02 3.3 7.1E+04 5.7

Y 90 9.75+10 2. 2E+02 0.3 1.5E-02 67.0 9.1E+02 8.4 1.5E+O0 0.0

ZR95 O.OE+OO O.OE+OO 0.0 0. 0E+60 0.0 0 .OE+OO 0.0 0 .0WOJ3 0.0

TC99 1.2s+07 3.22-03 0.0 1.6E-07 0.0 4. lE-03 0.0 5.2E-04 0.0

Ru106 O. OE+OO O. OE+OO 0.0 0. OE+OO 0.0 0. OE+OO 0.0 O.OE+OO 0.0

SB125 O.OE+OO O.OE+OO 0.0 0. OE+OO 0.0 0. OE+OO 0.0 0. OE+OO 0.0

1 129 4 .3E+03 2.OE-4 0.0 5.4E-11 0.0 1.3E-06 0.0 5.9E-07 0.0

Csl 34 0. OE+OO O.OE+OO 0.0 O.OE+OO 0.0 0. OE+OO 0.0 O.OE+OO 0.0

CS137 2.72+10 2. 3E+02 0.3 3.4E-03 15.7 2. 4E+02 2.2 2.1E+02 0.0

CE144 O.OE+OO O.OE+OO 0.0 0. OE+OO .0.0 0. OE+OO 0.0 O.OE+OO 0.0

PM147 O.OE+OO O.OE+OO 0.0 0. OE+OO 0.0 O.OE+OO 0.0 O.OE+OO 0.0

EU154 1.1 E+09 8. 8E+01 0.1 2.8E-04 1.3 9. OE+O1 0.8 6. 0E+02 0.0

MP237 O.OE+OO O.OE+OO 0.0 O.OE+OO 0.0 0. OE+OO 0.0 0. OE+OO 0.0

PU238 1.4E+08 1.5E+04 20.5 1.2 E-4 0.6 2.5E+03 23.5 2.6E+05 21.0

PU239 3.3E+OS 3. 8E+06 52.9 2.72-04 1.2 5. 72+03 52.2 6.9E+05 55.2

PU240 O.OE+OO O.OE+OO 0.0 0. OE+OO 0.0 O.OE+OO 0.0 O.OE+OO 0.0

w241 2. 6E+09 5 .72+03 7.9 2.lE-6 0.0 1.9E+01 0.2 1. 1E+05 8.6

AU241 5.5E+07 6. 6E+03 9.2 4.9E-05 0.2 1. 0E+03 9.3 1. 2E+05 9.5

AM242M O.OE+OO O.OE+OO 0.0 0. OE+OO 0.0 0. OE+OO 0.0 0. OE+OO 0.0

m243 O.OE+OO O.OE+OO 0.0 0. OE+OO 0.0 O.OE+OO 0.0 O.OE+OO 0.0

CM242 O.OE+OO O.OE+OO 0.0 0. OE+OO 0.0 O.OE+OO 0.0 O.OE+OO 0.0

CM244 O.OE+OO O.OE+OO 0.0 0. OE+OO 0.0 0. OE+OO 0.0 0. OE+OO 0.0

EU155 O.OE+OO O.OE+OO 0.0 O.OE+OO 0.0 0. OE+OO 0.0 0. OE+OO 0.0

Total 2.3E+11 7. 2E+OL 2.2 E-2 1.1 E+04 1.3E+06*

* Indicates whole body or organ 1imited.
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The 1isted data of the 25 chemicals will be provided at a future date. If
you have any quest~ons, please contact me at 376-2058.

& L/c,ca..—

C. Conner, Principal Scientist
TWRS Safety Engineering
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Acronyms and Initialisrns

Btu
CAA
CPS
CRR
CY
DBE

DOE
DOH
DST
EA
Ecology
EDE
EPA
HEPA
HVAC
kW
LCF
m
NRc
RCRA
rem
SST
Tri-Party Agreement
TRu
WAC

Defhtion of Terms

As Low As I&sonably Achievable
British thermal unit -

Clean Air Act of 1970
Criticality Prevention Specifkation
Cultural Resources Review
Calendar Year
Design J3r&s Earthquake
U.S. Department of Energy
State of Washington Department of Health
double-shell tank
Environmental Assessment
State of Washington Department of Ecology
Effective Dose Equivalent
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
High-Wlciency Particulate Air
heating, ventilation, and air conditioning
kilowatts
latent cancer fatality
maximally exposed individual
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Resource Con.serwdon and Recove?y Act of 1976
roentgen equivalent man
single-shell tank
Hanford Federal Facility Agreement and Consent Order
tmrrsumnic
Wmhington Admim”strativeCode

As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALAR/Q. An approach to radiation protection to
control or manage exposures (both individual and collective to the workforce and general
public) as low as social, technical, economic, practical, and public policy considerations
permit.

Double-shell tank. A minforcat concrete underground vessel with two inner steel
liners to provide containment and backup containment of liquid waste; armulus is
instrumented to permit detection of leaks from the inner liner.

.-,——
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Deftition of Terms (cont.)

Effectl“ve Dose EAuivflen(. A value used for estimating the total risk of potential health

effects from radiation exposure. This estimate is the sum of the committed effective dose

equivalent from internaI deposition of mdionuclidea in the My and the effective dose
equivalent from external radiation received during a year.

Flizh-heat waste. Liquid radioactive waste which has the potential to generate
sufilcient fission product decay heat to cause self-boiling and self-concentration.

J-I@h-level waste. The highly radioactive waste material that mwdts from the
processing of spent nuclear fuel, including liquid waste produced directly in reprocessing that
contains a combmtion of trausuranic waste and fissionproductsinconcentrationsrequiring
permanent isolation.

Latent cancc r fatality. The additional cancer fatalities in a population due to exposure
to a carcinogen.

Low-level waste. Waste that contains radioactivity and is not classified as high-level
waste, transuranic waste, or spent nuclear fuel or byproduct mateti where the concentration
of transmanic mdionuclides is less than 100 nCi/g.

Maxmr“ allve XDOSCdindividual. A hypothetiwl member of the public residing near the
Hanford Site who, by virtue of location and living habits, could receive the highest possible
radiation dose from radioactive effluents released from the Hanford Site.

Person-mm. A population dose based on the number of persons multiplied by the
radiation dose.

~. Acronym for roentgen equivalent man; a unit of dose equivalent that indicates the
potentifl for impact on human cells.

SineIe-shell tank. Older style Hanford Site high-level waste underground tank
composed of a single carbon steel liner surrounded by concrete.

Sluicirw. A method nf waste retrieval which utilizes a high-volume, low-pressure
stream of liquid to mobilize the waste prior to pumping.

Suoematant. The relatively clear liquid which is located over material deposited by
settling or precipitation.

Transuranic waste. Without regard to source or form, radioactive waste that at the end
of institutional control periods is contaminated with alpha-emitting transuranic radionuclides
with half-lives greater than 20 yam and concentrations greater than 100 nCi/g.

--—
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Deftition of Terms (cont.)

Watch List @. These tanks have been identifkd as Watch List Tanks in amtiw
with Public Law 101-510, Section 3137, Safety Meoqo-es for Wrote Tanks at Hoqford
Nuckr Resew@”on, “195K2.These tankshave been identifkl as the Priority 1 Hanford Site

Tank Farm Safety Issues: “Issues/siWtions that contain most necessary conditions that could
lead to worker (onsite) or offsite radiation exposure through an uncontrolled release of fission ‘

Products, e.g., Tank SY-lO1. ”

.-.
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Metric Conversion Chart

If Yom how
I

MtiPIY by To gei

La@

C6Am&Il 0.39 incba

memtl 3.28 fm

kilmneta” 0,62 da

Area

gram 0,035 W..-

kitosmfll 2.20 pcur.ds

dtigrulu 2.20 x lW pcwxfs

Vobnue

he” 0.26 @om

cubicmeters
I

35.3
I

cubicfed

Tcmpratm

Celsius multiplyby 915tbs,then.dd 32 F&mtIdt

kk.wan6 3412,14 Bnfhb 111.KNI“tit

3’mSmre

kitoglamu per-qu-”limucc 14.22 pound,per-$quam-inch

Source CRCHnn&mk of C3un!irtryandPhysics,Robe-!C. Wwt, FII.D.,70J Ed., 1989-t9S0,CRCpress,fro., Sxa Fax,
Fbridl

Scientific Notation Conversion Chart

Mrd+i#ier E@imtmt
,0, 0.1

,.., .0I

,0., JmI

10” cooI

,@ .Coxll

10’ .DxQ1

1u’ ,Sccc031

IF .Qxaxol
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Executive Summary

The U.S. Department of Energy @OE) needstotakeaction to eliminate safe~

concerns with storage of the high-heat waste in Tasdc 241-C-106 (Tank C-106), and

demonstrate a tank waste retrieval technology. llds Environmental Assessment (EM) was

prepared to analyze the potential impacts associated with the proposed action, past-practice

sluicing of Tank c-106, an underground single-shell tank (SST). Past-practice sluicing is

defined as the mode of waste retrieval used extensively in the past at the Hanford Site on the

large underground waste tanks, and involves introducing a high-volume, low-pressure smarts,

of liquid to mobilize sludge waste prior to pumping. This EA describes the pmposd action,

the affected envkmrnent, reasonable alternatives to the proposed action, and provides an

analysis of the potential environmental impacts.

It is proposed to retrieve the waste fmm Tank C-106 because this waste is classifkd

not only as transumnic and high-level, but also as high-heat, which is causal by the

radioactive decay of strontium. This waste characteristic has led DOE to place Tanlr C-106

on the safety “Watcblist.” Historically, water has been added to the tank to provide

evaporative cooling of the waste and to prevent the sludge from d@ng out. In the absence

of these water additions, the heat load in Tank C-106 might exceed allowable temperature

limits with the potential for structural damage to the tank. The tank is currently classit%d as

sound, but there is a concern that should the tank start leaking, continued water additions

could result in an increased amount of waste released to the environment.

Specifkally, this action would accomplish the following:

. Remove at least 75 percent of the high-heat waste, which would reduce the tank

heat load to less than 11.72 kilowatts (kW) (40,000 British thermal units ~tu]

per hour). Water additions could then be stopped, and the tank removed from the

safety “Watchlist”

:-— ...: - ...’
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● Demonstrate one form of SST retrieval by October 1997 as called for in Hanford

Federal FaciMy Agreement and Consent Order (M-pasty Agreement) milestone

M-45-03a, “Initiate Sluicing Retrieval of C-106.” DOE bas cmnrnitted to IESOIv@

the safe~ concerns of the waste tanks at the Hartford Site in a more expedient

timeframe. Cons.tquently, the accelerated schedule calls for an October 1996 &te

for the waste retrieval demonstmtion.

Past-practice sluicing would be accomplished by tmnsferring waste from Tank C-106 to

tbe receiver tank, Tank 241-AY-102 (Tank AY-102), an underground double-shell tank

(DST). llvo bansfer lines would comect the tanks. One line would csny the slurry (the

sluiced waste) to the DST, and the other would carry the supernatant liquid from the DST,

which would be used to mobti the waste in Tank C-106 to facilitate pumping and waste

transfer. The primary equipment necessary for this action would include pumps in each of

the tanks; sluicer(s) to remotely aim the sluice streams in Tank C-I06; a slurry distributor in

the DST; an air ventilation system on Tank C-I06; and additional monitoring devices. To

provide adequate receiving space in Tank AY-102, its supernatant would be pumped out

prior to sluicing. It is proposed that supernatant fmm Tank 241-AY-101 (Tank AY-101) or

other appropriate sluicing fhsid would be used as the sluicing agent. This sluicing fluid,

which may consist of chemically treated water, would be pumped to Tank AY-102 prior to

sluicing. Chemicats may be added, as necessary, to prevent potentially undesimble waste

characteristics or to control corrosion.

Several alternatives to the proposed action are discussal briefly in this document. They
include:

. Batch Transfer. This alternative would use an accumulation tank of 189,000 liters

(50,000 gallons) that would alternately hold the supernatant from Tank AY-102,

and the slurry fmm Tank C-106. The transfers would occur when this

accumulation tank was fuU, and not simultaneously.

EnvironmentalAssessment
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●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Once Throuzh-No R=vcle. Tfsisalteroative would useatanker truck to supply

the sluicing medium instead of using the supematant from Tank AY-102.

Ldted Mixer Purim. A tanker truck would provide the sluicing fluid which

would utilize sluicers, and a combined mixer and tmnsfer pump, to create a slurry

which would be sent to the receiver tank in batches.

Recirculate Within a SST Vla Mixer PumD. Two mixer pumps would use the

sluicing fluid, intmduc.ed by a tanker truck, to mobilize aU the sofids

in Tank C-106. Tbe tank contents would be transferred to the receiver tank.

Internal Recirculation. Its this rdternative, the sluicing fluid from a tanker truck

would be routed though a loop in the sluicing system. After the waste has foxmcd

a slurry, some of this waste would be sent to the receiver tank, while the rest

would be reused as a sluicing fluid.

Hv dsaslic Mining. A crane would lower a mining tool into the waste

in Tank C-106, and shoot a high-pressure stream of liquid fatemlly. As the waste

is pumped, a cavity forms in the layer of waste desired.

Center Pivot Drerke. This akemative would retrieve the waste in Tank C-106 by

mechanical dredging equipment which would access the tank by a new 1.5-meter

(5-foot) opening.

No-Action. This alternative would involve leaving the high-heat waste

in Tank C-106, and continuing to add cooling water periodically.

These alternatives were examined and found to either pose a gmter threat to the

~nv~~ent thm the pmpsd action, or failed to meet one ofthetwo wu~ments ofthis

project. These requirements consist of reducing the heat load in Tank C-106 to below

11.72 kW (40,060 Btu per hour), and bciig able to start retrievaf by October of 1996.

—-= ... ;,....
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Impacts from the propmd action were found to be small in comparison to

Hanford Site operations as a whole. Environmental impacts to the air and water would be

witbin all applicable standards. The proposed action would not lead to a substantial increase

in human health effects and would be in compliance with all standards pertaining to public

health. No impact is expectd to any threatend or endangered plant or animal spczies,

critical or sensitive babltat, or cultrsrrd or historical resources.

Impacts from accidents were examined and evaluated The worst-case scenario, for

both onsite and offsite ppukstions, would involve an unfdtered release through a brtach in

the recirculation duct of the ventilation system using Tank AY-101’s supernatasrt as a sluicing

fluid. The likely mechanism for this accident is a vehicular collision, however it is possible

that a Design Basii E@hquake (DBE) could lead to similar results. It is assumed that one “

hour elapses before the leak is detected. This duration can be considered conservative due to

the presence of design features which would shut off the sluicing operation, and identify a

release, well before one hour. The offsite maximally exposed individwd (MEQ has been

calculated to receive a dose of 5.2 x ld roentgen equivalent man (rem) Effective Dose

Equivalent (EDE), which would represent a probabtity of 3.0 x 10’ that the individual

would develop a latent cancer fatality (L(X). The onsite MEI was calculated to receive

5.0 x 10-] rem EDE. This dose would represent a probability of 2.0x ld that the. onsite

individual would develop an LCF. The effect to offsite and onsite popuktions from this

scenario would be a calculated 0.0 and 0.02 LCFS, reqxctively.
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1.0 Purpose and Need for Agency Action

The U.s. Depastrnent of Energy (DOE) needs to take action to eliminate safety concerns
with the storage of high-heat waste in Tank 241-C-106 (Tank C-106), and demonstrate a tank
waste retrievaf technology. The action would address the following concerns:

● The heat generation for Tank C-106 is estimated to be 32.24 plus or minus
5.86 kilowatts (kW) (110,000 plus or minus 20,000 British thermal units ~tu]
per hour) (WHC 1993a). The heat is produced from the radioactive decay of
sadionuclides present in the waste, principally strontium-90. This decay heat is
currently being removed by evaporative cooling. Approximately 22,700 fiters
(6,CKY3gallons) of water are added to thetankeach month for this purpose. It is
believed that without active cooling, temperatmes in the tank would exceed
established limits and eventually affect the stmctuml integrity of the tank with a
possible breach of containment.

. The continued addition of cooling water to the tank increases the amount of waste
that could disperse into the soil column if Tank C-106 starts to leak. Even with the
continued additions of cooling water, Tank c-106’s integrity could still faif due to
the fact that it is storing waste beyond its design life. In addition to the possibtity of
a tank leak occurring due to the age of the tank, a natural occurrence
(i.e., an earthquake) also could lead to a release of the tank’s contents to the
environment. It is, therefore, advantageous to remove the waste from this tank as
soon as possible to protectthe environment against an accidental release.

● Hanford Federal Facilify Agreemenl and Consem Order (Tri-Party
Agreement) Milestone M-45 -03-TO1, “Complete SST Waste Retrieval
Demonstration, ” cafls for the completion of a waste retrieval demonstration by 2003.
Tank C-1 06 has been selected by DOE as the demonstmtion tank for this milestone.

The State of Washington Department of Ecology (Ecology) has concurred in this
selection and the Tn-Party Agreement names Tank C-106 as the retrieval
demonstration tank. Sluicing has been identifkd as a reference retrieval technology
for single-sheLf tank (SST) waste. While past-practice sluicing has been practiced
extensively at the Hanford Site, ”it is identifid as a demonstration technology because
it has to be proven effective under the current reg.datory fmrnework which is much
more stringent than past m@rcments. Sluicing will be evaluated as a method of
waste retrieval for all SSTS. Tn-Party Agreement Milestone M-45-03a, “Initiate
Sluicing Retrieval of C-106, ” also cafls for the initiation of sluicing retrieval
of Tank C-106 by October of 1997 to resolve the high-heat issue. This project has
been identifkd by DOE as a Secretary of Energy Safety Initiative, and its schedule
has been accelerated by one year over the date committed to in the Tn-Party
A~ment. This reflects DOE’s desire to resolve the safety issues surrounding
specitlc waste tanks at the Hanford Site in a more expwhent msumer. The new,
accelerated date proposed for initiation of the retrievsf of the heat-generating waste
from Tank C-106 is October 1996. Construction activities required prior to sluicing
operations would last approxinsately two years, while the actual waste retrieval
activities would take between six months and one year.

- -—
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2.0 Description of the Proposed Action

2.1 Background

The National Defense Authorkadon Act for Fiscal Year 1991, Public Law 101-510,
Section 3137, “Safety Measures for Waste Tanks at Hanford Nuclear Reservation,” mandates
that DOE develop plans to respond to safety issues associated with underground waste
storage tanks on the Hanford Site, and report the progress of implementation of these plans
to the U.S. Congress. The tanks identified as having safety issues associated with them
belong to the safe~ “Watcblist.” The report eorstaining the response plans has been prepared
as Status Repon on Resolm”on of Waste Tank Sqfety Issues at the Hanford Site
(WHC 1993b), which identiles Tank C-106 as one of the “priority 1,” safety issues at the
Hanford Site.

The proposed action would involve sluicing the waste from Tank C-106, a SST, and
transfeming the waste to Tank 24 I-AY-102 (Tank AY-102), a double-shell tank (33S2”),
through one of the two proposed double encased (pipe-in-pipe design), bermed lines.
Past-practice sluicing involves introducing a high-volume, low-pressure sm of liquid to
mobilize sludge waste prior to pumping. Tank C-106 is lecated in the 200 East Area
(Figure 1). Tank c-106 is 23 meters (75 feet) in diameter, and is constructed of reinforced
concrete with a earban-steel liner on the tank bnttom and sides. The tank has a
31-centimeter (12-inch) thick dished bottom, and a use-able waste depth of approximately
4.8 meters (16 feet) at the sidewall. The dome of the tartk is constructed of 38-centimeter
(15-inch) thick reinforced concrete. Tank C-106 was constructed between 1943 and 1944,
and has the capacity of approximately 1.9 million liters (500,000 gallons). Figure 2 shows
the proposed conf@ration of Tank C-106.

In 1992, the ventilation system failed on the tank, and the practice of addirtg cooling
water was halted for a period of six months while the ventilation system was beiog repaired.
The tank was continuously monitored for waste level decreases that might indicate that there
was a loss of confinement in the tank. During this period, the waste level in the tank did not
decrease, but actually rose as a result of thermal expansion due to the increased temperature,
which supported DOE’s classh%ation of the tank as sound.

The waste in Tank C-106 consists of 746,000 liters (197,000 gallons) of sludge. The
waste is srmtifkd into two layers. The top layer consists of 655,000 liters (173 ,00Q gallons)
of sludge, containing a suftlcient amount of strontium to be considered high-heat waste
(WHC 1993a). This layer generates approximately 32kW (110,000 Btu per hour). The
bottom layer consists of 91,000 liters (24,000gallons)of low-heatproducing hardened
material. Approximately 121,000 liters (32 ,000 gaUons) of supematartt exists above the
sludge layers, and would be pumped to Tank AY-I 02 as part of thk project, just prior to
sluicing operations. In order to resolve the heat issue associated with this tank, sluicing
would need to remove approximately 75 percent of the high-heat waste to lower the heat
output of the remaining waste to less than 11.72 kW (40,000 Btu per hour). Before the

—-. ...
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addhion of the strontium bearing waste in the 1970s, Tank C-106 did not exhibh a heat
problem. There was also an observable hardencxl layer at the bottom of the tank. After the
sluicing operation which introduced the strontium waste was completed, the level of solids
in Tank C-106 was observed to increase. At the same time, the waste started generating
excess amounts of heat. Figures 3 and 4 show Tank C-106’S volume history and heat
generation, by layer, respectively.

A core sample tsken from Tank C-106 in 1986 showed that stratitlcation of the waste
layers persisted. The bottom layer was observed to remain as a hardened layer while the
upper layer still temained a soft sludge. It was concluded that since the layers did not
commingle, the constituents generating heat remained in this upper soft layer.

In addition to producing signifkartt quantities of heat, the waste in Tank C-106 has
greater than 100 nanocuries per gram tmnsusanic (lTtU) content (WHC 1994a). This
qualitles the sludge as both a high-heat and TRU waste (WHC 1993a). The chemical
composition of the sludge also classitles the contents of the tank as a “listed waste” in
accordance with Wb.rhirsgtonAdrnim”srra”veCode (WAC) 173-303, “Dangerous Waste
Regulations. ” The heat generation xate for this sludge is estimated to be 32.24 PIUS or minus
5.86 kW (110,000 plus or minus 20,000 Btu per hour) (Bander 1993).

Tank AY-102, which rdso is located in the 200 East Area, was built between 1968 and
1970, and has an operational capacity of 3.7 million liters (980,C00 gallons). Tank AY-102
is currently near its operational capacity, but would undergo a waste transfer operation prior
to sluicing to provide receiving space for Tank C-106’S waste. The tank “is currently
classifkd as sound (WHC 1993a), and was built with a design life of 50 years.
Tank AY-102’s waste comes fmm a variety of sources and is considered TRU and of a
noncomplexed organic nature, which poses no criticality issues with the waste
from Tank C-106 (WHC 1994a). Tank AY-102 was chosen as the receiver tank because it is
a DST, which provides an additional barrier against the release of the waste to the
environment; has a newer, larger capacity ventilation system which can dissipate much larger
amounts of heat; and has a suftlcient amount of space available for waste storage. The
transfer of the waste to this DST would eliminate the high-heat problem associatal with the
waste because Tank AY-102’s ventilation system (which serves four DSTS) is capable of
handling 1,173 kW (4 million Btu per hour). Tank AY-102 would store the waste until fti
treatment options become available (currently scheduled for the Year 2009). Figure 2 shows
the proposed com5guration of Tank AY-102.

2.2 Proposed Action

The proposed action would remove the high-heat solids in Tank C-106 by a close&loop,
continuous sluicing process. Specifkally, this would entail introducing a high-volume,

low-pressure stream of fiquid (supernarant or treated water) to mobtie the sludge waste
in Tank C-106 and prepare it for pumping. Up to two remotely aimed “sluicers” would he
installed in Tank C-106 at separate locations to ensure full sluicing covemge of the waste.
As soon as the sludge is broken up by the sluicers, and a slurry formed, a slurry t.mnsfer
pump would remove the mixture for tmrrsfer to the receiver @ at approximately the same
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ratethat the supernatant is being introduced to Tank C-106. The waste would be transferred
to Tamk AY-102 through one of two proposed, double encased pipelines, which would be
installed to support this waste retrieval project. These pi@ines, which would comect the
two tanks, would measure approximately 0.4 kilometer (0.25 miles) in length. Figure 5
depicts tank-to-tank sluicing whiIe Figure 6 shows the location of the proposed waste transfer
fines. The slurry would be deposited in Tank AY-102 through a slurry distributor (located
below the liquid level), which would greatly diminish the flow velocity and allow the
heavier, sludge particles in the slurry to settle under the force of gravity. The liquid portion

of the slurry would remain on top to be recycled to Tank C-106 as the liquid sluicing agent
(supemstant). A sluice pump would sinmkaneassly transfer the supernatant
fmm Tank AY-102 to Tank C-106 through one of the two, newly installed, pipelines to the
sluicers where it would be used to mobti additional sludge in Tank C-106. The pipelines
would be pardafly buried and covered with so earthen berm to limit personnel dose exposure
to tank farm workers (Figure ~.

At the beginning of the sluicing operation, the 120,000 liters (32,000 gallons) of

supernatant presently in Tank C-106 would be pumped to the receiver tank (which would be
approximately half full at the time of sluicing) to allow improved sluicing efficiency
in Tank C-106. The valves on the slurry transfer pump in Tank C-106 then would be set to
allow the slurry to recirculate Wy to the sluicers. This process would allow the mixture
recirculating within Tank C-106 to be monitored for waste consistency. Once the slurry has
the desired chamctenstics (mainly for percentage of solids), the valves on the slurry transfer
pump would be switched to allow the slurry lo pump through the transfer line to
Tank AY-102. At this point, the maximum amount of superrratant pumped from
Tank AY-102 would be roughly 19,000 liters (5,000 gallons). The sluice pump would send
the supernatant simultaneously from Tank AY-102 to the sluicers, creating a continuous
process.

During this process, the sluice pump in Tank AY-102 would deliver 1,324 liters
(350 galfons) per minute of supematant to the sluicing nozzles in Tank C-106, with a
pressure of 12.5 kilograms per-squam-cerrtirneter (180 pounds per-square-ioch), and a
temperature between 24 and 29 ‘C (75 to 85 ~. This pump maintains enough agitation to
prevent any solids from settling in the transfer lines. Up to two sluicers (Figure 8) would be
installed in Tank C-106, and would use the supematant from Tank AY-102 to break up the
sludge waste. One sluicer would operate in the existing sluice pit, while the other would
operate in the existing pump pit, if needed. During most of the waste retrieval operations,
only one sluicer would operate at any given time.

An in-tank imaging system would be used to monitor the operation of the sluicers by
locating sludge concentrations, and determining the effectiveness of the sluicers. This
imaging system would allow for sluicing operations to proceed with a minimal volume of
liquid in Tank C-106, which is desirable for safety (tank h?akage) considerations and proper
positioning of the sluicers for maximum solids removal efficiency. The sluicers would be
directed with the aid of this imaging system to cut troughs in the waste during the initiaf
stages of waste removal. These troughs, which would produce channels in the waste leading
to the slurry pump, would increase shsiciug eftlciency (Figure 9).
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A new submersible pump would be installed in Tank C-106 to transfer the slurry
(i.e., the sluiced waste) to Tank AY-102. To allow for slurry elevation changes, the sIurry

tmrrsfer pump would be manually adjusted to maintain sut%cient suction-had pressure. The
sluicing operations would stat from the center of the tank, rmd work to the outside, by
remotely adjusting the angle of the sluicera. The waste soIids located along the tank walls
would riot be rem-oved un-ti the end of sluicing operations (Figure 9). l%i~ would mirdmim
the potential for the sluicing stream to cause a leak by impinging upon a weak point in the
tank wall or by opening a pre-exisdng corrosion induced or sludge-plugged leak site.

The slurry would be pumped @to the transfer line and deposited into Tank AY-102. A
slurry distributor would evenly spread the Tank C-106 waste solids in Tank AY-102. This
would provide a more uniform heat source in TanX AY-102. The distributor rdso would
provide a siphon break for the transfer line back to Tank C-106.

Various techniques exist for determining the amount of sludge the sluicing operation has
transferred frum Tank C-106. Two of these techniques include direct observation by the
in-tank imaging system and the usc of process instrumentation. Instrumentation included in
the transfer lines would offer a direct measurement of the quantity of waste transferred. In
addition to assessing the amount of sludge tmnsferrcd, the sluicing system proposed for this
operation, combmcd with the level indicator located in Tank AY-102, could be used to
determine whether Tank C-106 has developed a leak. A running material balance inventory
would be maintained to assure that all liquids (within the accuracies of the Tank AY-102’s
liquid level instrument and the transfer lines’ flow meters) remain accounted for. The
presence of flow meters on the transfer lines and material balance controls on Tank AY-102
would detect a leak when approximately 30,000 liters (8,000 gallons) are removed from the
sluicing process by means of a leak somewhere in the closed-loop system.

Determination of the end point for the sluicing operation would depend on the results of

an in-field evaluation to determine the heat balance of Tank C-106. When the majority (at
least 75 percent) of the high-heat waste has been transferred, the evaluation may be
consider@ although the evaluation may be conducted at other times if other situations arise.
If this evaluation confiis that the heat load in the tank is below 11.72 kW (40,000 Btu per
hour), the sluicirrg operation could end; however, additional waste might be sluiced to
demonstrate the effectiveness of this waste retrieval technology.

Chemical additions of sodium hydroxide and sodium nitrite (to maintain the waste within
the DST operating specitlations for corrosion control), would be distributed through an
existing riser in Tank AY-1 02, as needed. In addition, caustic solution (namely sodium
hydroxide) would be added, as necessary, to the supematant prior to and during sluicing to”
promote waste compatibility. .:

The project would be designed to incorporate features that would protect workers. The , :
waste transfer lines would be pardally buried and bemred for radiation shielding. The
proposed new ventilation system for Tank C-106 would be designed to reduce the time
workers would spend changing falters. Workers in the 241-C Tank Farm would wear all of
the appropriate protective clothing, and may use respiratory equipment (e.g., face masks and

bottled ‘fresh’ air).
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Prior to the actual sluicing opmations, several actions would be required to prepare the
tanks for the insertion of the pumps and/or equipment. Some of the existing equipment in
the pump and sluice pits of Tank C-106 must be removed and stord at the Hanford Site for

subsequent treatment and disposd This removal wouId be accomplished by hoisting the
equipment through existing risers into flexible receiver containers. These containers would
be lowed into specially constructed cmtes positioned on a tmiler, and sent to the Hanford
Central Waste Complex. During the actual sluicing operation, it may be necessary to
remove additional equipment if it is determined that this remaining, obsolete equipment
impairs sluicing efficiency. The same method of equipment removal described above likely
would be utilized for these removals as well. The inside of the pump and sluice pits would
require ckaning, and the application of paint or fiber to the surface, to provide a surface that
can be more easily decontaminated. Equipment removal and pit decontamination are routine
tank farm activities, as previously considered in the preparation of the Final Environnsenral
Impact Stmemenr: Disposal of Hmford Defense High-Level, Transurm”c and Tank Wates,
Hanford Site, Richland, Wmhington (HDW-EIS) (DOE 1987), and the Errvs”rorsmental
Assessment: Wrote Tank safety Program, Hanford Sire, Richland, Wdsington (DOE 1994).

It is proposed that the initial sluicing fluid used to sluice Tank C-106’S waste would be
Tank 241-AY-101’s (Lank AY-101) superrratant or other appropriate fluid. Alternative
sluicing agents may consist of supematant, or fluid, from another waste tank (or waste
stream at the Hanford Site) or “buffered” water (water which has been chemically treated for
corrosion control). The decision on which fluid to use as the sluicing agent would consider
factors such as waste compatibtity, cost effectiveness, waste minimiition guidelines, and
coordination with ongoing tank farm operations. Prior to the transfer of the sluicing fluid
into Tank AY-102, the supematant currently in Tank AY-102 would be sent to the
Evaporator Bottoms System or another DST because of potentird waste compatibfity
concerns with the sludge in Tank C-106. This type of tmrrsfer is performed frequently at the
Hanford Site, and is considered to be a routine action required for proper waste storage and
treatment. The removal of Tank AY-102’s supematant, even with the introduction of the
new sluicing fluid, would create approximately 1.9 million liters (500,000 gallons) of space
in the receiver tank for this transfer and would eliminate the potential for overflow as a result
of the proposed sluicing operation.

To minimize releases to the atmosphem from the ventilation system on Tank C-106, the
proposed action would instaU a H.igh-l?ifticiency ParticulateAir (HEPA) filtration system
for Tank C-106. Additional fdtration elements (which could include mist eliminators and gas
fdtration units) would be included in this system as required to meet regulatory release
requirements, such as Best Available Control Technology for both toxic and radionuclide
emissions, These additional elements would be added before sluicing opemtions commence
if ongoing air emission studies demand their inclusion. New exhaust ductwork would be
designed and installed to discharge through the new fdtration system. The old ventilation

system and ductwork would remain in place and operational for Tank 241-C-105
and Tank C-1 06 major maintenance operations. Dutig these infrequent major maintenance
operations, an air flow of approximately 75 cubic meters (2,500 cubic feet) per minute would
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be discharged through this ventilation system. The new fdtration system would discharge a
maximum of approximately 9.9 cubic meters (350 cubic feet) per minute during normal
operations. Section 5.1 presents a description of emissions from sluicing operations.

A metal fdtmtion unit would be installed upstream from the HEPA fdtmtion units, which
would catch the majority of the cxmtaminants before they reach the HEPA fdtem. This
would negate the need to change these =A fflters during the opesatiorsal life of this
project. This metal fdtmtion unit would be included to meet As Low As Reasonably
Achievable (ALAIW) requirements, which are designed to minimiz worker exposure. to
radioactive air emissions. Since the metal fdtration unit is flusbable, little or no solid waste
is expected to be generated by the entire air fdtration system. At the conclusion of these
waste retrievrd activities, the disposable part of these filter units would be disposcxl of
properly at the Hanford Site.

To control the temperature smd humidity of the Tank c-106 vapor space during sluicfig,
the proposed action would install a secircufation line in the ventilation system. This
recirculation line would consist of a condenser, a dehumidification coil, and a recirculation
fan. The proposed action would include a supplemental cooling system, if necessary, to
provide a mtzms of removing excess hem from the tank and to preclude steam generation
fmm within the waste. A supplemental cooling system would allow sluicing to proceed

safely and more efficiently. This cooling may be accomplished by modifying the piping on
tie ventilation system to allow the use of the proposed recirculation duct air chiller with the
existing tank ventilation system or may involve the addition of coofing liquid (e.g., water),
either prior to, or as part of, the sluicing process.

Additional instrumentation would be required in both tanks (Tanks C-106 and AY-102),
and in the transfer lines between the tanks. Tank C-106 would receive instrumentation
that would monitor tank pressure to ensure Cofimement. Temperature monitoring would
be pruvided by using a thermocouple tree. Sluicing pump control and status
instrumentation also would be provided. A double-wide trailer would be installd outside
the 241-C Tank Farm, and would serve to house centraliml monitotig and contrul
instrumentation. Additional monitotig devices would be installed in Tank AY-102, as
needed. Leak detection would be provided for the new transfer lines and the pump pits, and
a seismic switch would be added to reduce the volume of a spill from a rupture of the
transfer lines that could be caused by a Design Bask Earthquake (DBE).

Support services in the form of raw water, sanitary water, electrical power,
telecommunications, and hoisting hardware, would be provided. The use of existing septic
systems or portable facilities for sanitary sewage would be conside~ for the personnel using
the control trailer. A sanitary catch tank, sized for one week of ok%ation, may be provided
should it be determined that existing facilities are inadequate. This catch tank would be
emptied periodically (weekly) to a properly sit~ facfity for ~tment in accor~ce with
approved Hanford Site procedures. Standby power and/or uninterruptible power supplies
would be provided, as required.
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The project has a maximum design life of two years, although actual sluicing operations
should take approximately six months to complete. After the retrieval operation is complete,
the used equipment and waste transfer lines would be decontaminated and stored for timsre
treatment and disposal. Other project waste would be disposed of in a properly sited landfill
in accordance with all applicable state and federal guidelines.

This project is designed to, at a minimum, remove 75 percent of the high-heat waste,
which would lower the heat output of the remsining waste to less than 11.72 kW
(40,000 Btu per hour). Sluicing would attempt to remove as much waste as possible beyond
this 75 pement to demonsaate a waste retrievaltechnology. At the end of sluicing
operations, however, a 0.3- to 0.6-meter (1- to 2-foot) layer of hardened waste may remain.
This hudened layer, if not removed during the sluicing operation, would be removtxl by a
different technology which is under development as part of a separate project, and will be
addrmsed by future National Enw”ronnsenralPolicy Acr of 1%9 documentation. hr the
interim period, betsveen the conclusion of the proposed action and the initiation of this future
retrieval action, the hardened layer would be monitomf and treated (e.g., removing any
potential excess heat by utilizbsg air chillers, and sprirdder systems), if necessary, to prevent
this waste from dryiig out and potentially developing undesirable characteristics. The waste
in Tank AY-102 also would be monitored to ensure that the stosage of waste is within the
tank’s operating specitlcations. Proper measures would be taken, which may include the use
of airlift recirculators, to prevent the waste from forming potentially hazardous physical
properties.

--. $
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3.0 Alternatives to the Proposed Action

Sluicing alternatives to the proposed action were identifkd and described in Appendix F
of the Ton-k 10I$C Sluicing L4vrer Repon (WHC 1993c).The sluicingalternatives
mentioned,including the No-Action Alternative, are listed below. Section 5.3.1 contains a
discussion of the impacts from these alternatives.

● Batch Transfer. This option would utiIize a 189,000-liter (50,000-gallon)

accumulation tank, which would hold both the srrpernatant from Tank AY-102, and
the slurry from Tank C-106, alternately. Tlris supematarrt would be used as the
sluicer fluid for Tank C-106 waste. When enough solids were pumped to the
accumulation tank, the material would be batch transferred to Tank AY-102. The
accumulation tank then would be reffled with supematant from Tank AY-102, and
tie cycle repeated. While deftitive design for this alternative has not been
completed, it is anticipated that the accumulation tank would be located within the
241-C Tank Farm boundaries. This alternative has been used at the Hanford Site as

a proven technology used to retrieve waste.

● Once Throuzh -No Recycle. This alternative would use a tank truck to supply the
sluicing medium to mobilize the solids in Tank C-106, which are then pumptxl to the
receiver tank. With no recycling, the amount of liquid, most likely taw water
(chemically adjusted for cmrosion control), pumped to the receiver tank would be
larger, relative to the amount of liquid pumped from the proposed action. Some of
this excess liquid would be pumped from the DST for additional treatment or storage
(i.e., sent to an evaporator or another DST with more available space). This
alternative, one of several which would use a tank truck, would allow for continuous
operation.

● Ltited Mixer Pump. This alternative is simitar to the Once Through--No Recycle
described above in that it would utilize a tank truck to provide the sluicing agent.
This alternative, however, would use sluicers and a specially designed combined
mixer and transfer pump to mobtie a portion of the solids in Tank C-106 in a
bowl-shaped depression (utilizing the remaining solids as an additional barrier totank
leakage). The homogenized slurry then would be transferred to the receiver tank in
batches to reduce the amount of extra liquid waste produced. While this alternative
is not expected to produce as much additional waste as the Once Through--No
Recycle Alternative, it still would require mo~ storage space than the proposed
action or the Batch Transfer Alternative.

● Recirculate Within a SST Vla Mixer ~D. Again, a tank truck would be used to

supply the waste mobtiig agent. However, sluicers would not be used in this
option. Instead, two tier pumps wou~d use the introduced liquid to mobilize all of
the solids in Tank C-106 into a homogeneous slurry before transfer. This option
would have roughly the same waste space requirements as the proposed action;
however, them are sever-al drawbacks that make this option unattmctive. These
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drawbacks include higher heat input to the waste due to additional mixing and
agitation; increased environmental risk due to possible damage to the tank from the
mixing pump outlet spray impinging on the tank walls and a much higher liquid
inventory maintained in Tank C-106 during the retrieval opmation; the need for an
additional 107-certtimeter (42-inch) riseq aud a longer design and testing period.

● Internal Recirculation. The last alternativeexarnisd using a tank tntck, internal
Rezirctdation, would use a portion of the slurry (i.e., the already-sluiced waste) as
an additional mobtition agent. Some of the slurry would be pumped to the
receiver tank, and some would be fed back into the sluicera. This would limit the
amount of mobilization agent needed from the tank tmck. As with the other
alternatives that use a tank truck, the amount of slurry waste would be somewhat
greater than that of the proposed action.

● J3vdraulic Mining, This rdtemative would use a variation of a technique used in the
mining industry. A crane would lower a mining tool that would penetrate the waste
and shoot a high-pressure stream of water laterally. A slurry inlet pmt would pump
the slurs-y out to the receiver tank, creating a waste cavity in the section of waste
desired. More complex than the proposed action, this unproven alternative would
have the potential for the greatest waste minimization of any of the alternatives.
However, the amount of time required to develop and test the method would be
much greater than any of the other rdtematives.

● Center Pivot Dredge. Dredging involves utilizing a 1.5-meter (5-foot) opening to
allow mechanical dredging equipment to access the tank. This option involves the

highest cost and complexity, and yet provides the lowest probability of success
because of the technical difficulty of dredging around obstructions (i.e., failed
equipment and instrumentation), which extend from the risers. In addition, the
amount of time needed to test and develop appears to be prohibitive. The exposure
to workers is anticipated to be higher due to the 1.5-meter (5-foot) opening.
Concerns on exceeding tank dome weight limits also exist with this option. The
potential for worker exposure is greater, and the amount of equipment to be
decontaminated and decommissioned is larger.

● No-Action. This rdtemative would involve leaving the high-heat waste
in Tank C-106 and continuing to add cooling water.

Of the sluicing alternatives presented above, only the pmposcd action and the Batch
Transfer Alternative meet the two requirements considered essential to addressing the
concerns mentioned in Section 1.0. These requirements consist of reducing the heat load
in Tank c-106 to less than 11.72 kW (40,000 Btu per hour), and choosing a sluicing method
that would be capable of starting retrieval by October of 1996. The other rdtematives were
not capable of meeting one or both of these requirements and, therefore, were not examined
further. The Batch Transfer Alternative, while it meets the two requirements, would entail
more desi~, procurement and construction costs, and would be less likely to mmt the start
date.
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The ‘No-Action Alternative would mxult in maintaining Tank C-106 its its present
condition. No waste traosfer operations would be performed, and the high-heat producing
waste would contirrue to generate excessive thermal loads. In order to maintain the
temperature of the tank to levels below the point where the tank structural integrity would
not be affected by excessive heat, cooling water would continue to be added. Alternative
means of cooling the waste, such as using a sprinkler system, an air chiller (which would
introduce cooled air into the tank), or a combination of the two, am currently being
examined. These cooling methods m’e designed to be used as a contingency plan should the

tank start to leak. Because Tank C-106 has reached the end of its design life, the possibtity
of a tank leak is fairly high and will increase over time. The condrrued addition of cooling
water, which would likely proceed under the No-Action Alternative, would increase the total
amount of possible contamination which could leak into the soil column. No matter which
cooling method is used (either the addition of cooling water or the development and use of an
air chiller), the problem of high-heat producing waste would persist, and the Tn-Party
Agreement milestone (M-45 -03-TO1) for the demonstration of a waste retrieval technology
would not be met.

Alternatives to the use of Tank AY-102 as the receiver tank were exarnisted at the

inception of thk project. AU DSTS iU the 2C4) Esst h were examined as poten~ ~iver
tanks. The SSTS were excluded due to fact that most, if not all, of the SSTS are beyond
their design life and do not meet double containment requirements. Of the DSTS examined,
ordy the Aging Waste Facility (including two tanks in the AY Tank Farm and two tanks in
the AZ Tank Farm) contained a ventilation system capable of handling the additional heat
load of Tank c-106’s waste. Only the two tanks within the AY Tank Fartn were found to
have suftlcient storage space. Later analyses examined the waste forms from both of the
AY tanks for compatibility, and found the best waste compatibility aspects in terms of
storage to be with the Tank AY-102. As was mentioned earlier, it has been determined that
the supernatant from Tank AY-101 would be used as the initial sluicing agent.

No other r%onable alternatives to past-practice sluicing have been identifkl.

{
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Affected Environment

4.0 Affected Environment

4.1 Hmford Site

Tanks c-106 and AY-102, are locattxiin the 20fl East Area of the appmxinrately 1,450
square kilometer (560 square mile) semi-arid Hanford Site in Southastem Washington State
(Figure 1). The 200 East Area is approximately 10 kilometers (6 miles) west of the
Columb~ River, the nearest natural watercourse. The nearest population center is the
City of Richland, approximately 32 kilometers (20 miles) to the south. The City of Richkind
has a population of 32,315, while the population within an 80-kilometer (50-mile) radius of
the 200 keas is approximately 380,000. Roughly 2,800 employees are working in the
200 East Area, and an estimated 20 workers would be directly involved with the sluicing
operations. The 200 East Area is not located within or adjacent to a wetland, or in a 100- or
5oo-year floodplain.

The geology of the site where the proposed action would take place is typical of the
200 Areas. The surface is covered with lees and sand dunes of varying thickness, although
the tank farms and the majority of the area between them is compard of a disturbed gravel
layer. Under the surface layer, in ascending order, are basement rocks of undetermined

origin, the Columbia River Basalt Group with intercalated sediments of the Ellensburg
Formation, the Ringold Formation, the Plio-Pleistocene unit, and the Hanford Formation.
The depth to gmundwater in the 200 J3akt Area is 75 meters (246 feet). Groundwater flow is
generaUy in an easterly and southeasterly direction, toward the Columb~ River (PNL
1994a).

The Hanford Site has a mild climate with 15 to 18 centimeters (6 to 7 inches) of annual
precipitation, and infrequent periods of high winds of up to 128-kilometers (80-miles) per
hour. Tornadoes are extremely rare; no destructive tornadoes have occurred in the region
surrounding the Hanford Site. The probability of a toroado hitting any given waste
management unit on the Hanford Site is estimated at 1 chance in 100,000 during any given
year.

The region containing the Hanford Site is categorized as one of low to modemte
seismicity. The annual probability (frequency) of a DEE has been deterndrd to be
7.0 x I(H. The DBE determines the structural standards which a facility must meet.

Additional information regsrding the Hanford Site can be found in characterization
documents (PNL 1994a and PNL 1994b).

4.2 cultural W(J Biological Resources

The Hanford Site is known to be rich in cultural resources, and contains many
well-preserved archaeological sites &tirrg back to both prehistoric and historical periods.
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Over 10,000 years of human activity have left extensive archaeological deposits along

the Columb~ River shoreline and at well-watered inland sites. By virtue of their inclusion in
the controlled Hanford Site, archaeological deposits have been spared some of the severe
disturbances that have befallen unprotected sites in the area.

The proposed activities, past-practice sluicing and waste transfer operations, would not
occur in a known environmentally sensitive area. The tank farms affected by the sluicing
and waste transfer actions have been reviewed, and have not been found to contain any
cultund resources. Appendix A contains the Cultuml Resources Review (CRR) for the
impacted ma and states that, “due to the highly disturbed mture of the area, no cultmal
resources are expected. ” If the work being proposed uncovered any items of sigoitlcance
(e.g., bones and ardfacts), work would be halted until proper mitigation measures are taken.
Additional information regarding the Hanford Site’s cultural and biological resources can be
found in characterization documents (PNL 1994a).

No plants or animals on the fedeml list of “Endangered and Threatened Wildlife and
Plants” (50 Code of Fedeml Regulations 17) are found in the immediate vicinity of the
proposed action. Consequently, there is no need for formal consultation with the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service. In addition, none of the severaf species of plants and animals, which
am under consideration for formal listing by either the Federal Government or the State of
Washington, would be adversely impacted by the proposed waste retrieval activities. In fact,
there arc relatively few species of either plants or animals found in the proximity of the
propacd action due to the highly disturbed nature of the area. Appendix B contains the
Ecological Survey for the impacted area, and states that no state or federal tb.matened,
endangered, or candidate species would be adversely impacted.
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5.0 Environmental Impacts

This section presents information on those potential enviromneatal impacts that have
been ideatifkd as a result of the proposed activities for past-practiw sluiciag of waste
from Tank C-106 to Tank AY-102. Also, environmental impacts are preseated for
reasombly foreseeable accideat scenarios, impacts from the reasonable alternatives to the
proposed actioa, smd cumulative” impacts.

5.1 Analysis of Past-Practice Sluicing of Tank 241-C-106

It is expected that proper coatrols on the tank ventilation systems would operate in
accordance with Cfeun Air Act of 1970 (CAA) requirements for gaseous and particulate
discharges to the atmosphere. The tank veatilatioa system would maintain a negative
pressure inside of Tank C-106. This would keep the gaseous and particulate coateats iaside
the tank in the event of planned or unforeseen openings of the tank risers. The HEPA
fdtration units would be employed at the Taak C-106 exhaust stack, which would satisfy
AL4RA principles, and meet state and fedeml regulatory requirements. These rqsiremeats
would limit emissions from both tanks, Tanks C-106 and AY-102. Emissions from
Tank C-106 as a result of sluicing operations, which are expected to be shghtly higher than
curreat levels, would represent only a small fraction of total Hanford Site tank farm
emissions. In 1992, the average dose to the offsite maximally exposed individual (MET),
based on measured emissions, from the combined ffltmtion stack which services Tanks C-106
and 241 -C-105, was 6.23 x 10-7 rniUirems (DOE-RL 1993). The average dose to the offsite
MEI from the operation of the AY and AZ Tank Farms for 1992 was 4.4 x 10-5 millirems
(DOE-RL 1993). Since the four tanks which comprise the AY and AZ Tank Farms all
release through a common ventilation stack, individual release data from Tank AY- 102 is not
available. This number is aot expected to increase either during or after the waste transfer
operation. The proposed action would aot result in a greater impact from emissions to either
on- or offsite populations than the status quo.

Most of the liquid necessary for the sluicing operations would be obtained from, and
returned to, Taak AY-1 02. The overall amount of liquid in Tank C-106 would aot increase
substantially during sluicing operations because the amount of material being shriced is
approximately equal to the amount of supematant added. During the initial stage of retrieval
operations, the total amount of waste in Tank C-106 would be increased by roughly
19,0W liters (5,000 gallons) of supematant from Tank AY-102. Additional liquid, which
would consist primarily of clean water, might be required for sluicing-line cleanout, but
would not be a signifkant increase in total volume used, and would be within the receiving
tank’s storage capacity.

Sanitary services for the support trailer would consist of either a buried catch tank
designed to collect sanitary waste, which would aced to be emptied weekly for the duratioa
of the project, or portable facilities. The waste from the catch tank would be pumped to a
trailer truck and sent to a properly sited facility for tr@ment in accordance with approved
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Hanford Site procedures. A permit for this catch m would be requird from the State of
Washirtgton Department of Health (DOW if this option is chosen.

The sluicing and slurry transfer lines would comply with Resource Conservti”on ond
Recove?y Act of 1976 (RCRA) requirements, ad include full pipe-in-pipe containment with
leak detection capabfity. The sluicing line valve box would be designed to have a drain
system capable of handling a worst-case spill scenario. This drain system also would serve
to prevent releases to the environment. tidally, sluicers would direct the diluted srrpematant
toward the center of the tank. As the retrieval operation proceeds, the sluicers would be
dirrztd OUtWM’d. ThiS would minimize the time that the tank liner is directly exposed to the

sluice strwrn, and mkdmize the potential for a sluicing-induced tank leak.

During normal sluicing operations, no releases of tank contents would be expected.

During jumper change operations (which is defused as the replacement of the hoses which
comect the transfer lines to the various pumps, and shsicers), small residual amounts of
radioactive material would be available for release. Leaks within the pump and sluice pits
would be detected by apecid instrumentation which might include conductivity probes. Pit
drains would return leaked wastes to either Tank C-106 or Tank AY-102 for compatible
waste stosage. M resulting in measurable accumulation of solution on the floor of the
pits would be detected, and the waste m.tumed to the tank. For smaller leaks, detection
would be accomplished by visual inspections or engineered features. The pits would
maintain slightly negative pressures, maintained by the tank ventilation system, to prevent
release of any aixborne radioactivity from the pit to the atrnosphese during retrieval activities.
Administrative controls, such as lock and tag procedures, would require that all pit covers be
in place before any transfer. The transfer pumps would be locked and tagged-out while the
pit covers are off. The removal of the pump lock and tag requires that the pit covers be in
place. Only after the lock and tagout requirements are met, would the pumps be allowed to
operate. Spray and washdown systems would be incorporated into the design to reduce any
contamination in the pits before they are opened for any maintenance activities.

Leaks in the primary piping system of the transfer lines would be controlled by the
secondary containment system (the outer encasement pipe). This secondary containment
system would be desigsml to collect released waste at a common point for detection and
removal Leaks from the DST would be controlled by the secondary containment shell,
which is designed to collect and transmit released waste to a common point for detection and
tmnsfer. Inspection for potential leaks and waste transfer would be possible through a
number of risers located on the DST.

There would be some radiological exposure to workers involved in the propmed

activities. However, the anticipated exposme would be no gr=ter than other routine tank
farm activities. Avenge occupational external exposure to workers in the Hanford Site tank
farms (as measured by individual dosimetry records) is approximately 14 milliremper year
per worker (WHC 1994b), which is substantially less than the maximum allowable exposure
of 5,000 millirem pcr year as set by DOE guidelines. For comparison purposes, the national
average dose to the public from natuml sources is 300 millirem per year (PNL 1994b).
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Some additional exposure might occur to workers involved in decontamination of excess
equipment at the conclusion of sluicing operations. Decontamination is considered a routine
action at the Hanford Site. Engineering controls would be in place prior to decontamination
activities to prevent any excess radiological exposure. Further, the workers are trained and
would be attired in appropriate protective gear. Therefore, workers would not be expected
to rewive more than the allowable 5,000 millirem per year set by DOE guidelines. Also,
decontamination activities could lead to exposuse of hazardous chemicals used in the
decontamination process. Proper training, equipment, and procedures would prevent adverse
human health effects from the handling of these hszardous chemicals.

Workers involved with the sluicing operation would use proper respimtory equipment as
required, (which may include masks and bottled ‘fresh’ air) while in the 241-C Tank Farm
for the duration of the project, to avoid the possibti~ of inhalation of toxic vapors, which
may emanate from other tanks (notably Tank 241-C-103). Tank c-106 is not expected to

produce toxic vapors in detectable quantities and no threat to worker safety is predicted.
Toxic air pollutants from routine operations would be within acceptable source impact levels

at the Hanford Site boundary, and would pose no threat to the pubfic.

Based on a dose-to-risk conversion factor of 4.0 x I@ (onsite) latent cancer fatity
(LCf?) per person-rem (56 FederaJ Regisrer ~] 23363), the average tank farm worker with
the previously mentioned dose rate of 14 millirem per y~ would have an estimated annual
probability of an LCF induced by the radiation of 5.6 x l&. The estimated probabtity of
the worker dying from cancer induced by such radiation doses over the worker’s projected
exposure period (2 years) is approximately 1.1 x 1@ (or 1 chance in 100,000). Further,
assuming that annually 20 tank farm workers are directly involved with operations associated
with the proposed actions, and those workers are exposed to the average annual dose rate for

tank farm operations (i.e., 14 millirem), a totaE of 2.2 x l& LCFS over the two year
projected exposure period would be expected.

No public exposure above that curzently experienced from Hanford Site operations
would be anticipated as a result of these actions. As reported in the Hanford Sire
Environmental Repon 1993 (PNL 1994b), the potential dose to the hypothetical offsite MEI
during Csdendar Year (CY) 1993 from Hanford Site operations was 3.0 x 102 milfirem. The
potential dose to the 380,000 persons which constitute the affected population (defined as the

:.:

number of peaple living within 80 kilometers [50 miles] of the source) from 1993 operations,
was 0.4 person-rem. The 1993 average dose to the population was 1.0 x 10-3 milk-em per

..

person. The current DOE zadiation limit for an individual member of the public is
100 millirem per year.

The proposed action would result in the generation of solid waste during the life of the ‘“
project. Such waste would be surveyed and disposed of in the Hanford Site Solid Waste
Landfffl if uncontaminated, or another applicable, pemrittcd location if found to be
contaminated with hazardous or radioactive constituents. Transportation of hazardous and/or
radioactive waste is considered a routine activity at the Hanford Site. Proper administrative
controls and operating procedures would minimize the impact of tmnspardng this waste. At
the completion of activities, nonwntaminated equipment would be excessed where applicable,
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whiEe contaminated materials and components would be packaged and stored in an onsite

permitted facility as is the current practice.

Trenching would be reqsired for the installation of the transfer lines, power and
instrumentation control cable lines, and for the tie-down operations requhed to install a
double-wide trailer(two single, modular trailers combmed into one facility). This facility
would be located between the 241-C and the 241 -AY Tank Farms. An Excavation Petit
would be required for tire trenching required for the power and instrumentation control cable
lines, the buried waste transfer lines, and the tie-down opmations needed for the double-wide
trailer. Appendix A of this document is the CRR for this project, which states that no
cultuml resources are expected to be disturbed.

The area where the work is to be performed (i.e., the 241-C and 241-AY Tank Farms)
is a developed, highly disturbed ma, and is currently under vegetation management. The ‘
pipelines would be partially buried and covered with an earthen berm for shielding. Neither
the pipelines nor the support facility would have a negative impact on plant or animal species
of concern. The work would not disturb any sensitive or critical habitat. There arc no
animal species of special concern that arc known to use the area exclusively. The 200 East
Area is not located in a floodplain, and the tank farms am. not located on land that could be
considered wetlands. Appendix B consists of the Ecological Survey, which states that no
adverse impacts are expected to any plant or animal species of concern because the proposed
action takes place in such a highly disturbed location.

The proposed action likely would result in a minor release of particulate from
construction activities needed to prepare the tanks for sluicing. These particrdates, which
consist chiefly of dust, would be mitigated by proper dust controls whenever necessary.
Thermal discharges to the environment would be generated by equipment and vehicle
exhaust, but can be considered minor when compared to sitewide thermal releases. Noise
levels would rise in the vicinity of the 241-C and 241-AY Tank Farms during the sluicing
operations, but would return to present levels when the project is ftishcd. The equipment to
be used (e.g., stcd and other metals for piping and enclosures that arc necessary for sluicing
operations) represents a long-temr commitment of nonrenewable resources. A Hanford Site
Radiation Work Permit would be required for work within the tank farms.

protective clothing requirements would be prescribed in the Hanford Site Radiation
Work Permit and would be selected based upon the contamination level in the work area, the
anticipated work activity, worker health considerations, and regard for any nonradlological
hazards that may be present. The Tank Farm Health and Safe~ Pkn (WHC 1994c) lists
controls and procedures which arc in place to protect tank farm workers. This document
spccitles clothing requirements (including respiratory equipment), monitoring procedures,
tank farm access restrictions, and standard operating controls. III addition, workers would
have completed all proper procedural and safety training prior to commencement of sluicing
activities. This would result in having trained persomel present during all phases of the
project, especially during the duration that the pumps arc operating.

Construction activities would not generate any substantial risk to the existing opesating
facilities in the 200 East * located near the waste transfer site. Routine construction
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hazards would exist both before and during the retrieval operations. Field and constmction
operations would be conducted to ensure a safe working environment in accordance with both
frxieml and state standards. The project would be designed to minimim the amount of
hazardous and nonhazardous waste generated.

There would be no substantial effect to the work for@ at the Hanford Site, from either
construction activities or during the actual sluicing operations. The 50 construction workers
needed for work on the tank farms prior to sluicing would be taken from the existing local’
work force. As there would be no need for additional employees to be hired, there would be
little effect on the local economy.

Neither the use of Tank AY-102 as the receiver tank nor the two preliminmy supernatant
transfers (from Tank AY-102 to the evaporator or another DST and from Tank AY-1OI
to Tank AY-102, if that is the sluicing agent chosen) would cause an adverse impact to the
overall waste management strategy at the Hanford Site. The supematant from Tank AY-102
would be sent to an evaporator for volumetic reduction before its subsequent storage in
another DST. Such transfers at the Hanford Site cccur routinely and are part of normal
waste tank stoxage activities as described in the HDW-EIS (DOE 1987). For each of these
routine tmnsfers, a apeciilc procedure, work plan, and/or work procedure would be written
in accordance with approved DOE contractor procedures. Finally, these transfers would be
evaluated to ensure that tbe DST storage criteria fall within an acceptable range for waste
storage (i.e., temperature, chemical compatibility, organic material, and liquid level). No
additional impact to human health or the environment would occur as a result of these
transfers. Capabtities of DSTS other than Tank AY-102, either in existence or proposed,
would exist to handle planned waste transfers in the futme.

5.2 Analysis of Accidents

Table 1 displays the accident scenarios relevant to the proposed action. In addition, this
section analyzes the issue of waste compatibility. For each accident scenario in the table, the
probabfity of the accident occurring and the accident’s potential impacts arc provided. The
consequences arc conservatively presented assuming that Tank AY-101’s supematant is used
as the sluicing agent. If another sluicing fluid is chosen that has a lower source term than
Tank AY-101’s supcmatant, these doses likely would be lower. The probability for marry of
the accident scenarios is dependent on the probabfity of a DBE occurring at the Hanford
Site. III fact, the worst case scenario for this sluicing operation would consist of a
combination of the three accident scenarios discussed individually in this section. These
scenarios consist of a DBE leading to an untltercd relrase through a breach in the
recirculation duct (which is not the only mechanism for this accident), a break in the waste
transfer lines, and the rupture of Tank C-106. The presence of a DBE does not necessarily
mean that all, or even some, of these accidents would happen, only that the medasrism exists
which might lead to their occurrence. These accident scenarios were addressed in tbe
Preliminary Safery Evalu&on for 241-C-IG6 Waste Rem”eval(WHC 1994a), an engineering
study on leaks from Tank C-106 as a result of bydmulic retrieval OVHC 1993d), and a waste
compatibility study (1994d). The range of reasombly foreseeable accident scenarios
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associated with the proposed action, w bich Could result in a release of dioactive materiak
to the environment, are discussed in detail following the table.

Table 1.
Reasonably Foreseeable Aeeident Scenarios.

Accidrzrt Scenario AccidentComequemces Annual Frobabiity Reference
Docrnncntation

(1) Wise leaktim jumper off~itew do-of 1.6 x Id mmEDE, 2.6 X 10-Z Wsfcw%
.Xco-r

ti,te d.~ of 1.5 X I&]re,nEDE.

(2) W,* a-msfe, line 1.4 offtib MS[ d.- of 1.0 X 1~ rE~EDE. 7.0 x Id” Wffc19%

OrAdosnofl.9 X l@lrUCJEDE.

G) T,* mptum d.. m DBE PotcntidlyJmwIUI. envimnm.nul 7.0 x I(Y” N/A (UM W)

-mmnirAoa of d d Srouad..tc,.

(4) Tmk C.lL?+l~k from Releuaof submanti.1.nm”nuofI@idw.rle Uedcutid (- km) WffclP93d
.I.i..ng la b. er.vimruaea(d u.d possibly

gmundwatec).

(5I Recirculationlinebmch OffsitehfEIdo#eof5.2 x lCP~~EDE. U.d.lennir,ed** Wsfc lPP4a

tim d.- of 5.O X 10-’remEDE,

* 11.probsbtirychow.forthe zcenatioIii III.oc.urre.c. of I DEE,how.,.,,tb.pmenceof. DBEk w nesuurilyman
tie *ccident would occur, Tbe worn c-e scemrio involvu. DBE !i-@.etig lb- IWO.ccider.u.s weU .s wpmti~ tbcjHVAC!

ruirc.1.tion duct. %1. it is not accurste 10 sdd Lb. hunun health effccu from a.h ccemric., the c.w.ene- would be fairly
similar1. tbcmcdIccu.scdforthebreachof themcircul.tio.d.cl.

.. ~ be .b=.w of “fey f~turet,tie nvsticomon G3echuisrnforthk●ccidentis human a’mc (e.g., Vehic.k Cdi.ion), h is dta

possible that. DBEmightruultinabmcb.

Accidents occurring during sluicing operations involving environmental releases of the
tank waste to the atmosphere or soil column would result in the greatest impacts. .h
atmospheric accident would involve either a SPmy lea-k in a valve pit, an unfiltered rdease
through a breach in the recirculation duct of the heating, ventilation, smd air conditioning
(HVAC) system leading to a radioactive release, or a transfer line break. A soil column
accident would involve a breach of containment in the tank, leading to a spll of the liquid
component of Tank C-106, which is not held up in either the sludge or hardened waste.

Many of the accident scenarios assume that releases occur for a prolonged duration.
During the sluicing phase of the project, when the pumps arerunningand thewasteisbeing -
retrieved,trainedpersonnel would be present. The presenm. of these workers would
minimize the duration of a release and restrict access to the release site. Additional
precautions would be taken to protect on and offsite personnel in the event of an accident

. .

(such as stopping the pumps immediately, stabtiing and contig the release and
evacuating onsite pcrsomel as needed). Table 2 presents the accident scenarios,
consequences, assumptions used, and administrative ad desire feam~s in place which could
lower the consequences of these accidents further.
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For the accident scenarios, the offsite population is defined as the 115,000 people
located within 80 kilometers (50 miles) of the release point in a southwesterly direction. The
uninvolved workers (numbered at 1,630) are defmd as personnel in the ma greater than
100 meters (328 feet) to the south of the release point. Onsite health effects in terms of
LCFS are presented for the uninvolved worker only. The risk to the directly involved
worker (those workers directly involved with the proposed action, which may or may not be
within the 100 meters [328 feet]) is highly dependant upon the worker’s spec~lc location,
meteorological conditions, and nature of the accident. All of tbeae circumstances could
either increase or mitigate the severity of the consequences. Therefore, no quantification of
risk to the directly involved worker is available; however, it is assumwl that the directly
involved worker could receive a substantially higher dose given the proper conditions.

Accident consequences are evaluated in terms of human health effects from radiological
exposure. Nonradiological hazards, during normal sluicing operations, would be controlled
by strict adherence to the contractor guidelines dealing with industrial safety
(WHC-CM-4-3). PotentiaI nonradiological hazards encounter during postulated accidental
releases would be controlled by adherence to emergency procedures to be written prior to the
initiation of the sluicing operation. These emergency procedures would be based upon
artrdyses to be performed as part of future safety documentation. The Prelimimuy Safety
Evaluation (WI-IC 1994a) examined the chemical constituents in Tank C-106, and indicate

that toxic chemicals would not be available for release from the various accident scenarios in
large quantities.

Waste Leak From Jurrmer or Cormector. The frrst scenario considered was a waste
leak from a jumper or a connector in a pump pit. Equipment in a pump pit would include
valves that were provided with welded comections and double stem seals. Although the
system would have been leak tested before operation, it is postulated for this scenario that an
external leak could develop in the valve pit. Leakage, in the form of a spray in a valve pit,
may result in an atomizing (spray) leak and release of waste material from improperly scald
openings in the pit covers which allow monitoring equipment to access the pump pit. From
such a leak at 12.7 kilograms Per-squm-centirneter (1 80 pounds per-square-inch) and for a
duration of two hours, an aerosol capacity of 10 milligrams per cubic meter
(1.0 x 10-’ pounds per cubic feet) of tmnsportable, respirable liquid aerosol equivalent to
3.0 x 102 liters (2.1 x 1(Y gallons) would be generated (WHC 1994a).

The mitigating feature of administrative controls (i.e., lock and tag procedures), which
would ensure that the pit covers are always in place during waste transfer operations would
reduce the consequences of a spay leak to the atmosphere to much lower levels than might

occur in the absence of pit covers in the pump pits (WHC 1994a). With pit covers in place,
the dose to the offsite MEl is calculated to be 1.6 x 104 rem Effective Dose Equivalent
@DE), which is within the “low” category of radiological dose consequences
(TVHC-CM-4-46). Uninvolved workers could be exposul to 1.5 x 10-’ rem EDE, also in the
“low” category. Additional administrative controls which would include scaling the pit cover
openings and exlgescould lower these numbers substantially. While there is no accurate
method for calculating the dose received to the directly involved worker, it is conceivable
that the dose could be somewhat greater. All doses in this section are considered to be a
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50-year committed dose. With pit covers in place the chance of either the offsite or onsite
MM developing an LCF, which is calculated by multiplying the dose with the conversion
factors of 4.0x I@ (onsite) and 5.0 x 104 (offsite) (56 F’R 23363), could be considered
nonexistent (8.0 x 10s and 6.0 x 10-s respectively). Even assuming that the directly involved
worker receives a dose several orders of magnitude greater than that of the uninvolved
worker (which can be considered extremely conservative), it is not likely that any adverse
health effects would occur.

Waste Transfer Lme Leak. TM scenario assumes that both transfer lines (and both
pipes comprising double containment) fail and the waste leaks at a rate of 1,324 liters

(350 gallons) per minute from each line. It is further assumed that seismic switches located
on the transfer lines would be activated and would shut down the pumps immediately. A
duration of 10 seconds is used to estimate the time required for the pumps to stop completely
and cease adding fluid to the transfer lines. Based upon this 10 second duration, an
estimated 10,500 liters (2,800 gallons) couid be released to the soil column. Due to the fact
that the rel+e is below grade and covered by an earthen berm, only a small amount of this
total spill volume would pool above ground and affect human health. The majori~ of the
waste would migrate downward and laterally from point of origin. Ordy a small percentage
of the waste that pools on the surface would be in a condition to be considerd as a possible
source term which might impact human health. The mechanism for this accident has been
determined to be a DBE, which has an annual probability of occurring (frequency) of
7.0 x lo~.

For the accident scenario dealing with a leak in the tmnsfer line, the dose to the offsite
MEi has been calculated to be 1.0x ld rem EDE, which is within the “low” criteria range
for offsite populations. The onsite MEI has been calculated to receive a dose of 1.9x 101
rem EDE, which also is within the “low” criteria range for uninvolved workers
(WHC-CM-4-46). Based on the above numbers, the accident scenario dealing with a waste
transfer line leak would result in a probability of 5.0x 10* that the offsite MEI would
develop an LCF and a probabihty of 7.6x ltY for the onsite uninvolved worker. The total
number of LCFS for the affected offsite population, determined to be the 115,000 persons
residing within 80 kilometers (50 miles) southeast of the release site, has been determined to
be 5.3 x 10s. This number was calculated by multiplying the offsite probability by a
conversion factor of 2,500 (which can be calculated by dividing the collective dose to the

affected offsite population by the dose to the offsite MEI) (1-each 1993). The uninvolved
worker population (1,630) was calculated to have approximately 0.2 LCFS. This number
was calculated by multiplying the vohrme of waste avaitable on the surface as the source
term, 1.0 liters (0.27 gallons), by the conversion factor of 0.16 LCFS per liter (0.6 LCFS per
gallon). Given the proper conditions (i.e., the dmtly involved worker is in the immediate
vicinity of the spill and the wind carries contamination toward that worker), the possibfity
exists for the directly involved worker to experience an adverse health effect, which might
include genetic effects or even the occurrence of a fatal cancer.
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Based upon the 10-second spill duration, and the SOfl characteristics of the area, it can

be assumed that less than 28.3 cubic meters (1,000 cubic feet) of soil around the ruptured
pipe would be contaminated and would need to be cleaned up. Radiation cleanup workem
would wear proper clothing and respiratory protcdion when performing the remexlisdion for

this accident scenario. It is further assumed that five radiation cleanup workers would be
employed for a period of one week. The absence of these seismic switches in the tmnsfer
lines could increase the amount of waste released hto the environment by several orders of
magnitude. The higher cost of eventual cleanup of a two hour spill duration, and the
increased exposure likely to the cleanup workera, fufiher justiiles the presence of these
switches.

For CY 1992, the average dose to radiation clcasmp workers was 8 millirem Wr year
(WHC 1993e). This number yields a collective dose to the five workers involved in the
cleanup of the 10-second release scenario for a period of 1 week of 7.7 x 10_’person-rem.
The number of LCFS expcted from this dose is 3.O x 107. III other words, an individual
worker has less than one chance in one million of contracting an LCF as a result of cleanup

activities.

The contaminated soil would be tmmported to existing onsite disposal or storage
facilities. After the contaminated spill area is cleaned up, the spill area would be properly

posted. Overall site rcmediation at and around the spill area would be included as a part of a
Hanford Site operable unit cleanup.

Tank Ruuture Due to a DBE. bother soil column accident would be the result of a
seismic event which ruptures the tank. This accident scenario would be possible at any time
and regardless of this specific waste transfer operation. Subsequently, a detailed discussion
of this accident is not presented. The annual probabfity (frequency) of a DBE at the
Hanford Site is 7.0x 104 per year. While human health effects would prubahly not be a
factor, the accident could involve the contamination of a large volume of soil depending upon
when the accident occurs during the sluicing operation, which would rcquim. a signifkant
cleanup operation. The total amount of waste in all forms in Tank C-106 is not expected to
be greater than 750,000 liters (200,000 gallons) at any time, however, ordy that portion of
the waste in a liquid foxm would contribute to the amount of waste released.

An accident of this magnitude could result in long-term health effects to the public if
the contamination reached the gmundwater and the groundwater was accessible to the public.
However, the chance of contamination reaching the gmundwater is remote since the most
conservative release from Tank c-106 is estimated to be less than 662,000 liters
(175,000 gallons), and the majority of radionuclides would be trapped in the top portion of
tbe soil column. Cleanup of a leak of more than 375,0@ liters (1OO,OCQgallons) would
likely be performed with the evenhsal cleanup of tbe tank farms and would be completed well
before the waste reaches the groundwater. As bas been mentioned, this scenario is possible
for normal waste storage activities and is not exclusive to this action. In fact, this waste
retrieval operation would reduce the risk of a IY3E induced 1* from Tank C-106 by
removing the waste and storing it in a DST.
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Tank Leak From Sluicing. Sluicing operations have the possibtity of releasing liquid
waste from the tank to the soil column. The probabfity of this happening is undetermined

because of the lack of information concerning the condition of Tank C-106’S bottom and
sides. l%e most probable occurrence would involve the skricersopening a plugged leak in
the tank wall. The leak soun.x term during sluicing would be any fme-aranding liquid
present in the tank during the sluicing operation, the drainable interathbil liquid above the
level of the leak point, and the sluicing stream as it impacts the tank wall. Based on
historical leak rates of other SSTS, the actual leaked vohsme is expected to be on the order of
a few cubic meters (several thousand gallons). However, the most conservative estimate has
a release of up to 150,000 liters (40,000 gallons) (WHC 1993d). This cdrrrate assumes that
the leak occurs early in the sluicing operation, that leak detection devices and controls fail,
sluicing operations proceed without these leak det~tion devices, the leak(s) occur at the
bottom of the tank, and the remaining sludge does not plug these leaks. The size of any
leaks would be Iirnitsxl by: (1) the ability to detect leaks, (2) administrative controls on
liquid inventories, (3) the tendency of solids in the sludge to plug any leaks, and (4) the free
liquid in the Tank c-106, is limited, and could be pumped out in a short time. The presence
of flow meters on the transfer lines and material balance controls on Tank AY-102 would
detect a leak when approximately 30,000 liters (8,000 gallons) are removed from the sluicing
process by means of a leak somewhere in the closed-loop system.

Any postulated waste leak, upon reaching the soiE, would be driven downward by the
moisture recharge, rainfall and runoff, from the tank dome. Travel time for the fmt of the
radioactive constituents in the waste to reach the aquifer is calculated to be about 60 years
(WHC 1993d) (though most of the constituents would be held up in the top portion of the
soil column and would take sigoifkantly longer to reach the aquifer), provided the amount
leaked was small compared to the rate of recharge, and no preventative measures were taken
to halt the migration. It has been shown that surface barriers are effective in limiting the
migration of any tank leaks. Any contaminated soil could be recovered or treated after
sIuicing, if required, as part of the overall siteclosure activities under the Tn-Party
Agreement milestone M-45-06. No immediate human hcakh effects are anticipated from this
accident; however, if left unchecked, the rehease would have the potential to contaminate a
relatively small section of groundwater.

Recirculation Lme Breach. Ithas been postulated that a mechanical accident (e.g., a
vehicular collision) or a DBE (with a probability [frequency] of 7.0 x 104 per year) could
result in a breach in the recirculation line of the ventilation system, leading to a mlcase of
radioactive air emissions. A DBE would pose a threat to normal tank waste storage
activities; however, in this scenario, the DBE would damage the recirculation line installed
by this project. Therefore, this DBE accident is .spccK]c to this pmjcct, and is evaluated k
this section. For this scenario it is assumed that the secircukstion duct has been breached and
unfiltered ventilation flow passes through the stack, and that the failure is not detected for
one hour (it should be emphasized that this duration is extremely conservative since
engineered features would be designed to shut off HVAC system when a break occurs to any
of its piping). Based on a vapor space capacity of 100 milligrams per cubic meter (1.3 x 107
pounds per cubic feet), approximately 0.146 liters (0.04 gallons) arc released, leading to an
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offsite dose calculation of 5.2 x Id rem EDE to the MEI, which is within the “low”
category, and an onsite dose of 5.0 x 10-1 rem EDE, which is within the “high” category
(WHC 1994a). These numbers represent a probability of 2.6x 107 that the offsite individual
would develop an LCF, and 2.0 x I& for the onsite population. Using the conversion factor
mentioned in the transfer line leak scenario, an anticipate 2.0 x Id LCFS would occur to
the entire affected offsitc population (identifkd as the 115,000 persons residing to the
southeast) (Leach 1993). Based upon 0.146 liters (0.04 gallons) release volume, and the
onsite population conversion factor of 0.16 LCFS per liter (0.6 LCFS per gallon), no LCFS to
the uninvolved workers would be expected (the actual number being 0.02 LCFS for the
uninvolved worker population of 1,630). It is not likely that any adverse health effects
would occur to the directly involved workera.

This scenario is considered the worst case accident when examined separately. It is
possible that a DBE could trigger not only a recirmdstion duct break, but also a rupture of
the waste transfer lines and a breach of tank confinement in Tank C-106. If this were to
occur, the health consequences to on- and offsite populations would he close to, but
somewhat higher than, the health effects presented for this scenario. In addition, the
potential for large scale soil contamination, and possibly groundwater contamination, would
exist. As noted earlier, however, the impacts from a DBE-initiated leak are not spccflc to
this proposed action, but could occur for normal waste storage operations.

5.3 Waste Compatibility

The transfer of waste from Tank C-106 to Tank AY-102 raises the issue of waste
compatibility. The Chem”cal Comp~”bili~ of Tank Ware in 241-C-ICk5,241-AY-101 and
241-AY-102 (WHC 1994d) evaluated waste compatibility (WHC 1994a), and stated that
using Tank AY-102 would not result in potentially dangerous situations. This document
verifies that no chemical compatibfity safety issue currently understood or perceived to exist
would be adversely impacted by the proposed waste transfer operation. Additionally, the
waste in Tank AY- 102, after sluicing, would not be in a condition that precludes future
treatment options.

Specifically, the compatibility safety issues addmsscd in this waste compatibility
evaluation are criticality, energetic, corrosivity, and flammable gas accumulation. It was
determined that criticality was not an issue based on analytical data. A criticality is defined
as a self-sustaining or divergent neutron chain-reaction that has the potential to release large
amounts of energy. Plutonium concentrations were determined to be so minimal as to be

impossible to Support a criticality prior to, or as a result of, waste transfers. Transfer of the
fissile material contents, namely plutonium, from Tank C-106 to the receiving tank fully
complies with, and does not exceed current criticality safety evaluation report limits. A
waste characterization report (WHC 1988) provided analysis of a core sample
from Tank C-106. The plutonium concentration is given as 7.1 x 10-2grams per liter
(9.0 x 103 ounces per gallon), a value less than 8 percent of the Criticality prevention
Spccifkation (CPS) limit. The tsansfer of this waste to Tank AY-102 would satisfy limits
provided by the applicable CPS. Further analysis of this criticality issue, which supports the
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above conclusion, is addressed in the CriticaZiV Safety of Single Shell Waste Storage Tanks
(wHC1994e).

The analytical data also indicatedthat there is minimal organic carbon contained in the
wastes of Tanks c-106, AY-102, and AY-101. Furthermore,if theorganiccarbon is
conservatively assumed to be entkely in the form of Sodium Acetate, then them is stilI
greater than twice the needed water to suppress the limiting exothexmic reaction that might
be postulated. This provides imsurance that no propagating exothermic reaction is sustainable
before, during, or after combtig these wastes as described in the proposed action. Further,
the concentrations of hydroxide, nh’ate and sdtite, as well as the avemge tempmatm
(all parameters affecting corrosion of the tank walls) would continue to be well within
acceptable limits.

Finally, the existing and resultantapecitlc gravities of the wastes would not result in
exceeding specifkmions for pfacing the tank(s) on the flammable gas “Watchlist. ” The
specflc gravity provides an indication of the capability for retention of flammable gases
(e.g., hydrogen) within the waste. While the waste compatibfity evaluation indicates that
hydrogen buildup would not be a problem, further safety analysis will evaluate this issue. It
is possible that the initial sluicing fluid to be used may be supplemented with a caustic
solution (sodium hydroxide) to ensure that flammable gas generation is not a problem. It is
proposed to utiIize the existing airlift recirculators in Tank AY-102 to agitate the waste after
the sluicing opmation is completed, if needed. This agitation would result in the constant
release of potentially flammable gases, and the prevention of a surface layer in the waste that
could trap these gases. If the possibtity arises for hydrogen accumulation, hydrogen
monitoring equipment may be installed. In addition, the introduction of the initial sluicing
fluid to Tank C-106 would maintain a large margin of safety, and would not result in
compromise of chemical compatibility between the sluicing fluid and the waste in
Tank C-106 (WHC 1994a).

Certain accidents that were not analyzed in this Environmental Assessment have been
analyzed by other tank farm facilities. These accidents include tank dome failure due to
exceeded weight limits, tank bottom penetration by dropped equipment, and riser damage due
to excavation and/or construction activities. These accidents were found to have a smaller
risk, where risk equals the product of probability and consequence, than the analyzed
accidents. In other words, either the probability of the event occurring was outside the realm
of reasonableness or the consequences were not considered substantial enough to warrant
discussion.

5.4 Analysis of Alternatives

5.4.1 Analysis of Alternative Waste Retrieval Methods

While all of the rdtematives presented in .%=tion 3.0 were designed to retrieve the
waste in Tank C-106, they ofien involved additional envimmnental impacts. Sevemf of these
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alternatives had greater impacts than the proposed action, while others posed less of a threat
to the envimmnent, but involved substantially snore design or construction costs which likely
would mean failure to meet the October 1996 targeted start time.

The Once Through--No Recycle, Limited Mixer Pump, and Internal Recirculation
Alternative would utilize a tanker tmck to provide the sluicing medium to mobilize the solids
in Tank C-106. Since none of the slurry deposited in the receiver tank would be recycled,
the space requirements for Tank c-106’s waste would ~ gn?ater than the proposed action or
the Batch Transfer Alternative. This additional waste would add to the total amount of waste
which would eventually have to be treated, and does not support the waste mkdmization

policy pxacticed at the Hanford Site.

TWO of the alternatives, the Reeiiulate Within a SST Via Mixer Pump, and the
Center Pivot Dredge Alternatives, both pose greater environmental risks than the proposed
action. The Reciiulate Within a SST Via Mixer Pump Akemative would introduce
potentially more heat than the proposed action from the increased mixing and agitation
of Tank C-106’S waste. This alternative also would increase the environmental risk, relative
to the proposed action, due to possible damage to the tank from the mixing pump outlet
spray impinging on the tank walls, and maintain a much higher liquid inventory in the tank.
In addition, this alternative would involve installing a new riser to the tank, and would
require a longer design and testing period. The Center Pivot Dredge Alternative raises issues
on worker safety due to the need for the construction of a 1.5-meter (5-foot) opening
necessary to allow the dredging equipment access to the waste. This would lead to the
possibfity of a higher exposure to workers both during the creation of this opening and
during operation of the dredging equipment. There also are concerns on exceeding tank
dome weight limits with this alternative. Other negative factors include a high cost to
implemenfi greatest design complexity compared to alternatives; and the amount of
equipment to be decontaminated and decommissioned is larger than the other alternative.

The Hydraulic Mining Alternative would have the potential for the greatest waste
minimization of the alternatives, but would be much more complex than the proposed
actions. As this is an unproven technology, unlike the propwzd action which has been used
extensively in the past at the Hanford Site, the time required to develop and test this method
would probably lead to failure in meeting the accelerated or Tn-Party Agreement timeframe.
while the waste minimiza tion aspects make this alternative attractive, the time required to
design and implement this alternative makes this method unacceptable.

The Batch Transfer Alternative would utilize a temporary receiver tank which would
require additional ventilation systems, and more waste transfer line jumpers, which would
increase the probability of a waste leak from a fti~ jumpr. The temporary receiver tank
would be an additional source term that would have the possibility for release in the event of
an accident. Due to this alternative’s increased complexity c~t~ by the additionrd
engineering requirements of the accumulation tank, an agitation system, and the additional
pumps required to pump waste from the accumuktion ~ to T* AY-102 and supcmatarrt
from the accumulation tank to Tank c-106, it is estimated to extend tbe project duration by
2 to 3 years and would mean the pmhable ftiurc of the Octokr 1996 start date. Further,
this waste retrieval operation is estimat~ to entail a higher cost (SS much as $10 million)
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than the proposed action, and may require more detailed and extensive environmental
permitting due to the construction of the new accumulation tank.

5.4.2 Analysis of the No-Action Alternative

Under this alternative, the high-heat waste would rvmain in Tank C-106 and continue
to generate sur%cient heat to require active cooling. T1.teprimary cooling method would be
the continued addition of cooling water, however, alternative means might be avaiJable, such ‘
as an air chiller or a combination of an air chiller and a sprirdder system. Regardless of the
method used to cool the waste, the threat of a structural failure of the tank would remain,
and increase over time. The probability of the DBE, which could lead to a breach in tank
confinement, would continue to exist. The waste would continue to be stored in a tank
which is considered pastits &sign life and more susceptible to release than if it were stored
in the newer DST.

Using the same conservative assumptions which were presented in the accident scenario
dealing with a tank lrdc created by sluicing opmations (i.e., leak detection devices and
controls fail, the leaks occur at the bettom of the tank, and the remaining sludge does not
plug the leak sites), the possibility exists for a large leak to develop. If Tank C-106’S waste
is not retrieved and remains in the tank for an extended duration, the likelihood of the tank ‘,
failing, and a leak occuning, becomes greater. The presence of leaks in other SSTS at the
Hanford Site indicate that it is only a matter of time before these tanks lose their integrity.

Tank C-106 would continue to remain on the safety “Watchlist,” and continue to pose a
risk to the environment. In addition, the Tn-Party Agmment milestones for the retrieval
of Tank C-1 06’s waste, and demonstration of a waste retrieval technology, would not be met.

5.5 Cumulative Impacts

The potential impacts from the proposed action are not expected to contribute
substantially to the cumulative impacts of tank farm operations. In fact, because the
high-heat waste would be removed from Tank C-106, which is at the end of its design life, it
is expected that there would be a dccrcase in the overall risk to the envirumnent.

Radioactive materials and nomadioactive chemicals are handled routinely on a daily
basis throughout the Hanford Site. Standard Operating procedures, and administrative
con~ols, would provide sufficient pcrsomel protection such that ewsum to mdiologicd and .,

chemical materials would be kept below DOE guidelines, and within the policy of ALARA.
The sluicing and waste tmnsfer opmations would not have a substantial cumulative effect on
day-to-day operations on the Hanford Site with respect to worker exposu~. The incremental
impact from handling radioactive or nonradioactive materials that would result from the
proposal action would be very small, and when added to the impacts from existing
day-to-day operations on the Hanford Site and surrounding community, the to~ impact
would remain small.
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While sluicing operations would release some radionuclides, the proposed action is not
expected to substantially increase the amount of radioactivity released from total Hartford Site
operations. DOE limits the dose received to an individual worker to 5,000 millim.m per
year. In 1992, the offsite ME was exposwl to 3.7 x 103 miUirem EDE from total air
emissions (DOE-RL 1993), well below allowable limits (10 millirem to the pubiic from
airborne sources) set by state and federal regulations (WAC 246-247). The potential dose to
the hypothetical offsite MEI during CY 1993 from Hanford Site opemtions were
3.0 x 10-2 millirem (PNL 1994b). The potential dose to the population within 80 kilometers
(50 miks), established at 380,000 persons, from 1993 operations was 0.4 person-rem. The
1993 avenge dose to the population was 1.0x 10’3millirem per person.

Waste generation resulting from the proposed activity is not expected to be a substantial
quantity compared to annual Hanford Site waste generation. For example, small quantities of
low-ccmcentration hazardous waste (e.g., solvents, cleaning agents) could be genesated as a
result of performing the proposed activities. These materials would be managed and
disposed of in accordance with applicable federal and state regulations. Liquid waste
generated from decontamination of equipment and tbe transfer lines is expected to be less
than 26,000 liters (7,030 gallons), which could be easily stored in Tank AY-102. This
project could potentially nxult in the creation of approximately 2,000,000 liters
(500,000 gallons) of additional liquid waste if an uncontaminated fluid is used as the sluicing
agent. While this would represent so increase in the amount of waste to be stomi and
treated at the Hanford Site, it is within current tank farm capabilities and in accordance with
current waste management strategies (i.e., it could be sent to the evaporator for volumetric
reduction). Radioactive waste, radioactively contaminated equipment, and mixed waste
would be approptitely packaged, stored, and/or disposed of at existing treatment, storage,
and/or disposal units on the Hanfosd Site. It is estimated that this project would produce an
average of 62 cub]c meters (2,200 cubic feet) of low-level and low-level mixed waste per
year. This waste would be sent to either the Hanford Central Waste Storage Facility or the
low-level burial grounds. This number represents only a minor amount of waste received at
these facilities in the course of a year and would not substantially impact their opmation or
design life. The recorded total volume of waste nxe.ived in the 200 Areas for storage in
CY 1991 was approximately 6,028 cubic meters (213,00Q cubic feet) (PNL 1992).

5.6 Environmental Justice

Executive Order 12898, Federal Actions to Aaliress Environmental Justice in Minority
PopuLzions and LowIncome Populations, rquires that Federal agencies identify and
address, as appropriate, disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental
effects of their programs and activities on minority and low-income populations. DOE is in
the process of developing oftlcial guidance on tbe implementation of the Executive Order.
However, the analysis in this EA indicates that there would be minimal impacts to both the
offsite population and potential workforce during the proposed action, under both routine and
accident conditions. Therefore, it is not expected that them would be any disproportionate
impacts to any minority or low-income portion of the community.
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6.0 Permits and Regulatory Requ.irements

It is the policy of DOE to carry out its opemtions in compliance with all applicable

federal and state laws and regulations, PreAdential Executive Orders, and DOE otders.
Eovinmmental regulatory authority over the Hanford Site is vested both in federal agencies,
primarily the U.S. Environmental protection Agency (EPA), and in State of Washington
agencies, primarily Ecology.

The SSTS are being operated under interim status as treatment and storage units under
WAC 173-303. A dangerous waste closure/postclosum plan would be submitted to Ecology
for closure of the SSTS (Ecology et rd. 1993). Specitlc re@rements under RCRA include
revisions to the Part A permits for both the SST and DST Systems, and revWlons to the
Rut B permit for the DST System (WHC 19930.

Notitleation and approval from the DOH would be required because of the potential
increase in radionuclide air emissions. AdditionaUy, a National Emissions Standards for
Hazardous Air Pollutants Permit is required by the EPA (40 CFR 61), and an approval for
Toxic Air Pollutants is requinxl by Ecology. AU of these approvals would be obtained
before the start of construction for this activity. Phase I and Phase II CAA Permit
Applications would have to be prepared and submitted to Ecology, the DOH, and the EPA.
Phase I applications deal with non-HVAC systems, while Phase Xl applications deal
.spedIIczdly with HVAC systems.

The project would not be subject to the “National Primary and Secondary Ambient M.r

QMl@ stitiS” (40 CFR 50), the federal new source review program,or emission
limitations in an air quality control region. The project would conform to the State
Implementation Plan for air quality.

A permit would be required from the DOH for the installation of the sanirary catch
tank to be buried at the control bailer if this option is chosen.
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7.0 Organizations Consulted

Prior to approval of this document, a draft version was sent to Ecology, the Yakama
Indian Nation, the Confederated Tribes of the Umadlla Indian Reservation, the Nez Perce
Tribe, and the Wanapum. Comments were received from the Yakama Indian Nation and
we~ considered in the preparation of this document. Appendix C contains the Yakama
Indian Nation’s comments and the DOE responses.
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Figure 2.

Tank 241-C-106 and Tank 241-AY-102 Conjuration.
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Figure 3. Tank 241-C-106 Volume History.
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Figure 5. Tank-To-T@ Sluickg.
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Proposed Location of Waste Transfer Lines.
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Figure 9.
Tank 241-C-106 Sluicing Featwa.
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Appendix A ‘“’‘
Cultural Resources Review

(HCRL #93-200-111)
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@Battelle
Pacific NorrtnveSt L~bOra\Orie~
i3melle Bo.lwwd
PO. BOX5-s$
R,chlmd, Washingtons935.s
Telephone(m)

372-1791

August9,1993

Mr.WarrenRued
Wes4ksghouaeHanfordCompany
Restoration andRenssdatbn
P.O. 6(IX 1970rUS-26
Riihland,WA 39352

Ne KrwwrrCulturalResources

CULTURAL RESOURCES REVIEW OF PROJECT W-320,TANK 241-C-106SLUICING.HCRC
#93-200-l11.

DearWenen

Inrsa+sznse10yourrequestrece”h%dAugust4,1993,staffoftheHanfordCufturalfle~urces
Latvmtory(HCRL)condusteda wilurafresourceereviewofthesubjectproject,IcatedInthe
200AreaoftheHanfordSic.AcxxsrdhgtotheirrformatiinthatyciJsupplied,theprojectentails
sluicingTank241-C-106torenwe sofiiwasteandtransferringthewastetoTank241-AY-I02.
The slu!!ingandtransferwiflrequiretwotrensierpipestobe inslelledabovegroundbetweenthe
twotanks,exceptwhereW!+pipesmeetexisthgroadwayswfwn thedepthofburialwillnot
exceedsixtt,amftheinstallat”mnofa double-widetrailer.

Ourfidemtureat?drecordsreviewshowsthatprojeclk locatedinan areathatfsm hem frigfdy

diiturbedbyprevbusconatnscfbn.Itisveryunlikelythatanyintactcuffuralmaterialswoufdexist
insuchdisturbedground.Sutvayandmonitoringbyan archaeologistarenotnecessary.

ItisthefirdingoftheHCRL staffthattherearenoknowncufturalresourcesorhisforfcproperties
wMin theprojectarea.The workem,however,mustbedirectedtowatchforcwfluralmaterials
(e.g.,bones,artffacts)duringexcavations.ffanyart?eriaumered,workkrthevkinlyofthe
d-very nut stopumifan HCRL arcfweobgisthasbeenmtffid,assessedthesignificanceot
thefind,and,Ifnecessary,awangedform~iatknsoftheimpaclstothefind.Thisisa Cfassfll
case,&finedasa projectthatlfWOIVeSnew amstructiinina disturbed,bw-eensifivityarea.
Please!mtifyusifchangestotheprojectfocetiinordimensbnsarearrtiwipated.

A mpy ofthisletterhasbeensenttoChad% Pastemak,DOE, RichlandOpsrafbnsOffii,as
officialdocumentation.ifyouhaveanyquestiins,pleasecellBethCrfst,ASclCorpwetiin,at
372-1791.PleaseusetheHCRUl aboveforanyfutureczxresponderweconcerningthsproject.

Verytru~yours,

/.,4.4Jzj4tijJ.&
M. K.Wright ‘
Sciintisf
CufturalResourcesProject

cc :l~wPastemak,RL (2)
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Ecological Survey
(#93-200-40)
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Westinghouse
Hanford Company Internal

Memo
From: Environmental Technology and Assessment
Phone: 376-9956 H4-14
Date:

25320-93-126
August 16, 1993

Subject: SURVEY NUMBER 93-200-40

To: U. J. Rued

cc: L. L. Cadwell
K. A. Gano
A. R. Johnson
D. S. Landeen
M. R. Sackschewsky
J. C. Sonnichsen
S. U. Seiler
R. S. Weeks
S. Weiss
DSL Fi1e/LB

H6-26

P7-54
XO-21
H6-30
H4-14
H4-14
H4-14
B4-64
H6-26
H6-02

This letter is in response to the request for a biological
assessment in support of the transfer line between 241-C tank farm
and the 241-AY tank farm as part of Project W-320, “Past Practice
Sluicing of Tank 241-C-106.” Although no biological surveys have
been conducted in the near vicinity during 1993, no adverse
impacts to any PIant or animal species of concern are expected to
occur because the proposed routing of the transfer 1ine is
adjacent to established roadways and through highly disturbed
areas. Most of this area is currently under vegetation
management.

w+
M. R. Sac schewsky
Biological Sciences Team
Senior Scientist

mjm

CONCURRENCE:

/

M?
Sonnlchsen Jr. , Manager ‘ate’ &~

Envi~onmental Technology
and Assessment
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Appendix C

Yakama Indian Nation’s Comments
and

DOE Responses

NQX& Edz.ation of tie EM may have resulted in changes to the specific
pages/paragraphs referred to in the DOE response letter to the Yakama Indian Nation.

I

I
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vConfederatedTribesand Bands Establishedby rhe
oftheYakhnaIndianNation TreatyofJune 9. 1855

. . . . ....-. ..—..-—. —. ..—. . . . . . .. -. -.. . ------ .—— - _____
v
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K?. John Wagoner, Manager
m

Richland Operations Office -@UP

Department of Energy
P.O. Box 550 A7-50
Richland, WA 99352

‘*
E%?

Subject: R4VIRONMS24TALASSESSMENT FOR TAWR 241-C-106 PAST-PRACTICE
SLUICING WASTE RSTRIEVAL; COMMENTSON-- $%

Dear I.fr. Wagoner:

Department of Energy Richland Operations letter 94-PRJ-006 from M.
Dunigan of your staff reqmested comments on the subject environ-
mental assessment (EM .

We support the action to expedite the remediation of Tank c-106;
however, we are concerned with the potsntial environmental impacts
associated with tbe evolution and recommend that thorough engineer-
ing evaluations be accomplished and reported by means of the
subject SA.

We consider that, in general, SA’s should be used more consistently
as a project controlling document to assure comprehensive engineer-
ing evaluations for projeccs are accomplished and potential impacts
properly identified and quantified.

This type of information is necessary to rationally reach conclu-
sions about the conceptual design of a project and impact
mitigation measures. It is consistent with Mr. Grumhly’s recent
initiative to improve the front-end planning as a means of reducing
project costs.

Comments concerning the subject EA for Tank c-106 reflecting this
consideration are contained in the Attachment to this lett,ar.

Sincerely,

@2=-+gL
Russell Jim, Manauer
Environmental Res ~orat ionl Wast e Management Program

Yakama Indian Nation
P. O. Bo~ 151
Toppenish, WA 98948

ATTACHMENT: Cmunantsa Xnviro-td
Past-Practice Sluicing Waste Retrieval
(see next page for distribution)

241-c-106

194-PR,)-nn7 %-M23
PM Office Em 15 I. ForI Read Toppenish. WA 981MR (.WI .w-s I’21

.
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cc: K. Clarke, DOE/RL
M. Riveland, .WA Ecol.
G. Emison, U.S. EPA Reg. 10
T. C= W!MY,OOE/EM
Washington Gov. M. Lowry
U. s. Congressman J. Inslee
U. S. Senstor P. Murray
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ATTACHMENT: C~ ts on ZZtvironasental ASaB9emsnt Tsnk 241-C-106
Palt-Pr=tiC9SlUiCiZU2ita6t0Retrieval mwnlm

C—ts prepsrsd by D.Ii. BrOdaur# P-z.

General Comment:

USE OF EA ‘S TO IDSNTIFY ENGINESRING SCOPE AND SNV2RO~ti ISSUES-

We consider that Environmental Assessments (SAS), including the
subject F.A, provide a primary means of identifying issues and
concerns about technical aspects of a project. However, the
subject (EA) does not adequately address engineering concerns
associated with potential environg’entalimpacts of the subject
project.

Our concerns reflect a potential for significenc snvironrsental
impacts, such as leaks or spills resulting frnm the sluicing
operation, end we consider these concerns should be addressed end
resolved. Resolution of some of those concerns msy be the respon-
sibility of the various engineering functions of the project and
I=Y not necessarily be resolved in the EA; but the EA should
provide the formal vehicle to commit to addressing the concerms snd
should respectively identify or reference che appropriate engineer-
ing documents that are plsnned or completed.

It appears that there is insdeqzate prelimimry engineering assess-
ment of the subject sluicing project to comprehensively scopa
technical issues and establish conceptual designs. We note tbst
Kr. Grumbly, in connection with the recent stand down, identified
the need to perfo?.mmore comprehendive engineering at the initial
stages of major projects such as this one. We a~ee that compre-
hensive engineering in the initial stages of various DJE projects
has been a root cause of cost over-runs and inefficient operations.
In it’s currsnt form, the EA falls short of providing a true
assessment of the impacts to the environment. Furthermore, it
aPPearS tO bs based on a collection of disorganized, uncoordinated
documents that use inconsistent design and operational criteria.
The 5A should be revised to correct the deficiencies identified
below.

SPECIFIC COMMENTS:

1. LEAK EVALUATION, OVER-FILLING TANK-AY-102--Page 2-1, 3rd par ---
This paragraph states that c-106 contains 173,000 gal. of top layer
sludge of which at least 75% is to be removed (129,750 gal.) to AY-
102 in the sluicing operation. However, according to WHC-EP-O182-
64 (TF surveillance and Waste Status) , Tank AY-102 only has 131,000
gal. of space available. This leaves only a 1250 gal. difference.
Additionally, both the 5A and the functional design criteria (FDC)
(WrfC-SD-W320-FDC- 001 Rev. 1) indicate that the transfer lines will
be flushed after completion of the sluicing operation.

3

,:
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We assumed from the description of operations in the EA that pump. ”
ing of liqud from c-1136 WI1l be accomplished at the same rate at
which sluicing liquid is pumped into c-106 (350 gpm) . Therefore,
after pumping 75% of the liquid from C-106 there would only be a
maximum of 3.5 minutes before.the PUMP must be turned off to assure
AY-102 is not filled beyond Its capacity.

Tt&s will require careful monitoring with adequate inatrumentation
and operational controls to prevant spills and overfilling tank AY-
102. In this regard monitoring criteria should be specified in tha
F.A, and the EA should assess the environmental -act of leek or
~ill co~idering the capabilities of the instrumentation.

In summary, our concern is that t~ AY-102 may be filled beyond
design capacity, resulting in sn environmental impact due to a
release from the first shell of the double shell tank. We c~~ider

that additional engmeermg is required to address and prevent this
scenario.

The SA should consider the realistic impact of overfilling AY-102,
and such a risk should be minimized by adequate process design,
instrumentation and automatic pump controls.

2. 0PSSATION2L CONTAOLS TO PP.SVENTLSA3CS/SPILLS--
The EA is not clear about the amount of liquid that will be in Tank
c-106 at any time during the sluicing operacian. The functional
design criteria (PDC), described in WHC-SD-W320-FDC-001, provide an
uPPer l~it Of liwid in the tank at 79 inches (217,000 gal).
However, this document a) does not indicate how tbe amount of
liquid in the c-106 will be minimized; b) does not state what
criteria will be used to decide when pumping from c-106 will occur; ,
or c) does not indicate, if there will be any additional controls
to minimize the liquid. Also, there is no explanation of the
sequence of events relative to the pumping snd sl”icinq operatio~
in the S?+,in the FDC, or in the procedural report (WHC-SD-WM-ES-
234).

The following additional questions should be resolved by the
engineering documents justifying the subject operation: a) Will
the existing liquid in the tank be pumped prior to introduction of
the sluicing liquid? b) Will the sluicing liquid be pumped from C-
106 during the sluicing operation? c) Will there be a significant
fluctuation in the liquid level? Appropriate operational limits
should be specified in the procedures.

The SA should provide a clear statement as to the maximum volume of
liquid to be placed in tankc-106 at any time, and it should clear-
ly indi,catethe sequsnce of the pumping and sluicing operations.
These process design data should ha used as input parameters in che
tank leak engineering study (WWC-SD-WM-ES-218). Currently, that
study assesses tank volume criteria that are inconsistent with the
FIX

4
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A primary concern is that leaving a large amount of liquid in c-106
during the sluicing operations could promote a leak from the tank
and result in an environmental impact. The EA should consider such
an impact and assess this impact. (The significant cooling antici-
pated by the rsmoval of the sludge will cause thermal contraction
of the tank that could lead to tank failure.)

.3a. LEAX DETECTION CAPABILITY--
AS suggested by the comments above, questions ramain about the
current ability to detect leaks and the reaulting environmental
impacts from undetected leaks. The tank leak engineering assess-
ment (WHC-SD-WM-ES-218) postulates a low volume leak, even though,
as a result of poor precision leak detection instrumentation, a
high volume leak may go undetected,

Therefore, an engineering assessment of the Ha.aford single shell
waste tank lssk detection systems to be used in the sluicing
operations should ha completed and those data should be used to
provida input to the tank leak engineering atudy. This, in turn
should ha referenced and used in the EA. Engineering evaluations
of the leak detection systems that axist should be made public as
background information.

The EA should provide a cradible assessment of the maximum leak
volume to compare with our estimate of 200,000 gal (See comment 3b
below) that could be released in the sluicing operation, and am
evaluation should be made of various sluicing methods so as to
minimize the chances of a leak from c-106.

3b. TANS IIWEGRITY WITH SLUICING--Section 5, p? 5-7 & 5-8--
We have a major concern about the currant integrity af Tank C-106;
about the possibility that the sluicing operation will induce
further leaks from the tank; about the inadequacy of the leak
detection instrumentation; and about the imdequacy of the EA in
assessing the impacts resulting from a leak.

The question about the currant integrity of the tank has not bssn
addressed in the EA. However, documents describing studies about
possible tank leaks in the C-farm, specifically addressing possible
leaks from c-106, have not been reviewed or referenced in the SA.
Studies about the integrity of c-106 have not been completed (see
recommendations section of WHC-SD-F2?-TI-185). Specifically, there
is contamination in the unsaturated zone on the north-west and east
sides of this tank that is of unknown origin. Some of that
contamination is deep in the unsaturated zone and is probably not
from downward migration of surfaca contamination. Additional
studies are required to identify the sources of that contamination.
Such squdies, together with a comprehensive assessment of the
origin of the unsaturated zone contamination end che tank integrity
should be completed. This study should inciude a review and
analysis of all historical tank leak detection data.

5
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Weconsider that the sluicing operation should not proceed without
knowing if the tank is currently sound, if it has leaked in the
past, if the operation will induce another leak, or if the s luictig
operation could be performed with a minimsl amount of free liquid
in the tank to mitigate such a potsntial leak.

To evaluate the worst case scsnario, the EA should assess the
impacts resulting from a large leak (over 200,000 gal) . In any
caee, adequate tankintegrity chsracterizat ion should bs perfonned
snd sluicing operational controls should be put into place to
minimize the possibility of a large leak.

4. LEAK DETECTION FOR TRANSFER LINES AND PUMP PITS--Page 2-3--
The last sentence states ‘Leak detection would be provided for the
new transfer lines and pump pits. o Since leak detection is
critical to prevention of spills, considering the spill history at
C farm, more detail concerning this iseue is warranted in the EA.
A more rigorous assesmnsnt of the possibility of a spill is needed.
Such an assessment should identify the instrumentation required to
assess a spill and evaluate the probability of a spill. This was
not accomplished in the referenced Hazard Classification (WHC-SD-
W14-HC-007). AS a result, the real hazard associated with a spill
is not determined, and the potential environmental impacts were not
assessed.

5. FACILITY DECONTAMINATION ANl?WASTE DISPOSITION--Pg 2-4, Par. 2-
This paragraph discusses decontamination of the transfer lines and
ewipmsnt. This decontamination process will generate both liquid
and solid waste. Estimates of the nature of this decontamination
waste and its environmental impact should bs provided, as well as,
a description of how the decontamimtion waste will bs handled,
including facilities needed to accomplish the decontamination and
plans for disposal.

6. INCORRECT TSANSFER LINE FLOW P.ATES--Section5, p 5-6, par. l--
The transfer line leak scenario appears to incorrectly use a
transfer line flow rate of 105 gpm, which is inconsistent with the
sluicing pump output which would pump liquid from AY-102 at a rate
of 350 gpm (pg. 2-2, par 3). The scenario should be re-evaluated
to include the highest possible flow rate. Additionally, the
probability that has been ‘determined- may not be correct. The EA
should incorporate the probability calculations or a proper
scientific reference.

7. WORXSR PROTECTION PROM TANx C-103 TOXIC VAPORS--
There is nothing in the environmental assessment which addresses
the problm of worker protection from organic vapors arising from
Tank C+03. The assessment of a vapor release from C-103 during
the sluicing operations is critical to the health and safety of the
workers. Measures appropriate to mitigate the impact on workers
from such releases should be identified.

I
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8. RECOVERY FROM A LEAK FROM TIUJKC-106--Page 5-7, par 2---
This perasrraphimplies t~t a s=face b=rier will be constntcted
ever C-106 if a leak occurs. Further, it alludes to an action of
recovering or treating -Y cOnt~inated soils. These statements da
not constitute an assessment of the ~act of a release on fie
groundwater or unsaturated zone envxonment end remediation
associated with these natural resources. Aa noted above, a proper
and comprehensive assessment of theSe potential impacts, together
with possible radiation, should be completed in the EA.

7
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o

a Department of Energy

v
Richland OQeCaUmS OWCE

P.o. ea. SW

Richland. Wao!ington 99352

J:fi 1 T ~~

,

94-THP-104

Hr. RussellJim, i4anager
ConfederatedTribes and
Bands of the Yakama Nation

P.O. Box 151
Toppenish,WA 9!3948

Dear Hr. Jim:

RESPONSESTO COM14ENTSON THE ENVIRONMENTALASSESSMENT(EA) FOR
TANK 241-C-106PAST-PRACTICESLUICINGUASTE RETRIEVAL

The Departmentof Energy,RlchlandOperationsOffice (RL),appreciatesyour
effortsin reviwing and commentingon the EA for Tank 241-C-106Past-Practice
S1ulcingHaste Retrieval. Enclosedare RL’s resp+nsesto your commentson
this EA and one copy of the revisedPreliminarySafetyEvaluationfor 241-C-
106 WasteRetrieval, Project N-320,which includes the revised Chemical
Compatibility of Tank Wastes in Tanks 241-C-106,241-AY-101,and 241-AY-IOZ
Reportas an attachment. The EA is being revisedto incorporatechanges in
responseto your comnents. lie will sendyou a copy when it is finished.

If you or your staff wish to receivefurtherinformationabout this activity,
please contactMr. S. D. Bradley,of the Tank Haste ProjectsDivision,on
(509)376-7333. If you desire furtherinformationaboutthe National
EnvironmentalPolICY Act (NEPA)process,pleasecontactme on
(509) 376-6667.

PJR:SDB

I

Sincerely,

Enclosures

. .

>

I
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Department of Energy Richland OperationsOffice

Subject:Responses to the Yakama Indian Nation Conanentson the .Environmental
Assessment (U) for Tank 241-C-106 Past-Prattice S1ucing Waste
Retrieval, letter dated February 24, 1994.

1. According to HHC-EP-0182-64 (TF Surveil1ante and Waste Status), Tank AY-
102 only has 131,000 gallons of space available. This leaves only I,z50
gallons difference between space available and the 129,750 galions of waste
needed to be sluiced. Additionally, the transfer lines will be flushed which
will produce more 1iquid waste. Towards the end of the S1uicing operation
(after 7S% of the waste has already been transferred)there wi11 only be 3.5
minutes before the pumps must be shut off to prevent Tank AY-102 from being
fill ad to capacity (based upon the 1,250 gallons of space mentioned above).
The EA should specify the monitoring criteriawhich would prevent tank
overfilling and the environmental impact from a spill or leak given the
instrumentationcapabilities.

Disposition of Come nt 1; Section 2.2 has been expanded to include a
discussion on the preliminary activitiesneeded to Tank AY-102 to prepare it
for sluici,ngoperations. The 2nd paragraph (on page .?-5)explsins that the
supernatant currently in Tank AY-102 would be pumped out and sent to the
Evaporator Bottoms System or another double shel1 tank (OST). Either Tank Ay-
101’s supernatantor treated water would be pumped into Tank AY-102 to provide
the Initial sluicing agent. This would be done because both AY-101’s
supematant and treated water have better compatibilitycharacteristics with
waste in Tank C-106 than the supernatantin Tank AY-102. The paragraph
states, ‘...The removal of Tank AY-i02’s supernatant,even with the
introductionof Tank AY-101’s supernatant,would allow for sufficient space
requirements for the receiver tank and would eliminate the potential for
overflow as a result of the proposed sluicingoperation ‘.

2a. The EA does not indicate how the amount of liquid in C-106 will be
minimized; what criteria will be used to decide when pumping from C-106 will
occur, what additional controls {if any) will be installed to minimize the
liquid, AISexplanation?is needed in the M on the sequence of events relative
to pumping and sluicing.

JMsmsition of Csnanent2a: The EA describesthe process that would be
involved in sluicing in Section 2.2 (whichhas been modified). The
description emphasizes that the process would be a closed loop and would not
introduce additional liquid to Tank C-106.

A paragraph has been added (page 2-3) which explains that at the start of
sluicing, the slurry transfer pump in C-106 would be configured to run the
slurry internally through the sluicers. This closed loop wmuld be monitDred
to ensure that the proper consistency is reached before the slurry is
transported to A’i-102. This section (Section2.2) has been modified to
provide a more detailed description of the overall sluicing process, and
indicates that this is a continuous, simultaneousprocess (where the volume
being pumped out is roughly the same as the volume of supernatant added).
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2b. The following questions should be resolved by engineering documents
justifying sluicing: a) will the existing liquid in the tank be pumped prior
to the introductionof the sluicing 1iquid? b) will the sluicing liquid be
pumped from C-106 during the sluicing operation? c) will there be significant
fluctuation in the 1iquid level? Appropriate operational 1imits should be
specified in the procedures.

Dim 1*100
. .

f Cmrant2b: As has been mentioned, the Ist ful1 paragraph of
Page ;-3 sta;es that the 1iquid currently in C-106 would be pumped nut to
improve sluicing efficiency prior to the actual slufcing. The revised Section
2.2 describes the process used in this project which wntians that the
supematant would be used to S1uice the S1udge and fom a S1urry. This slurry
would be pumped through the transfer 1Ines into Tank AY-102. The heavier
particles would settle out under gravity while the relatively clear 1iquid
would remain on top to be used as the supernatant (and thereby forming a
continuous operation). The greatest 1iquid level would be at the start of
operations. The S1urry pump would remove the S1urry at roughly the same rate
as the supernatant 1s added, keeping the 1iquid level fatrl y constant
(approximately 5,000 gallons). The overall waste volume would steadily
decrease throughout the project.

3al. Questions remain about the current ability to detect 1eaks. An
engineering assessmentof the SST waste leak detection capability should be
completed and includedin the tank leak engineering study, which should, in
turn, be referenced in the EA.

DisooSItiorlof Conaeent3a1~ The EA was modified to include a discussion on
the ability to detect leaks during sluicjng. Both SectIon 2.2 (3rd paragraph
on page 2-4) and Section 5-2 (first paragraph on page 5-11) mention that the
presence of flow meters on the transfer 1ines and mass balance controls on the
receiver tank would detect a leak when approximately8,000 gallons were lost.

3a2. The EA should provide a credible assessmentof a laak of 200,000
gallons.

Disw sition of Co~ Due to the presence of the above controls, a leak
of 200,000 gallons frmn sluicing is unrealisticand overly conservative (see
response to Consaent3b3).

3bI. Concerns exist with the integrityof Tank C-106. Additional studies are
needed to identify the source for the current soil contamination in and around
C-Farm.

LSisoosition of Comnent 3bl: A paragraphwas addecLon page 2-1 explaining why
c-106 has been characterizedas sound. In 1992, the ventilation system failed
and the tank was monitored for a period of roughly six months. During this
time, with no additicmalcooling water added, the level of waste within C-106
remained constant.
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3b2. $luiclng should not be allowed until informat~onis available on if the
tank is currently sound, if it has leaked tn the past, if it Is possible to
slufce with a ❑inim~l amount of free 1iquid in the tank to mitigate a
potential 1eak.

9“s00 ItIon of C~en t 3b2: The tank will be sluiced with a maximum of 5,oOO
g~llo~s of supernatant added to the sludge at any time. The maximum amount of
waste that could be released under these conditionswuld be the 5,000 gallons
and any interstitialliquid in the waste.

3b3. To evaluate a worst case scenario, the EA should examine a leak of over
200,000 galIons. In any case, adequate tank integritycharacterizationshould
be performed and operation controls should be put into PIace to minimize the
posslbility of a large leak.

DisD itiosl of Corment 3b3: As has been mentioned, leak detection devices
woul~identify a leak when approximately8,000 gallons of 1iqutd is
unaccounted for in the sluicing process. The EA further mentions that a
conservative estimate of a leak is 40,000 gallons (and would be deterotinedby
the amount of free llquid in the tank, the detection devices, and the ability
of the waste to plug the leak site). It is unrealisticto address a leak of
200,000 gallons from routine sluicing operations,when the total waste volume
in C-106 would be less than this amount, The sluicing process, by wwrking
from the center outward, is designed to minimize the amount of waste that
could leak to the environment. By the time the sluicers are applied to waste
near the tank walls, the amunt of waste would be greatly reduced.

4. More detail is warranted in the EA on leak detection of the transfer Iines
and pump pits. A more rigorous assessmentis needed to determine the
probability of a spill and the instrunmtation required to assess the spill.

OiSDOSitt of Cssfment 4A The PUP PI ts would return any 1caked waste back
into thei?respective tanks. The transfer 1ines would collect waste from a
break in the primary pipe and carry it to a common point for leak detection.
There is a ~:l~~;sionw~fs~~esep;i~~s on Page 5-2 (3rd and 4th paragraphs).
Please see ed ets o sian reauiremen&

The probabilityof a spill from the transfer1ines has been determined to be
7.0 x 10-’> the frequency of a Design Basis Earthquakeat the Hanford Site.

5. A mwe thorough discussion of the decontaminationprocess is needed,
including the nature of the decontaminationwaste and its environmental
imrlact.

pisDosition of Cormlent5: Decontaminationof equi-~ent and materials used in
this project would produce roughly 7,000 gallons of additional liquid waste
which would be sent to AY-102 and would still be well within the oDeratina
capabilities of that tank. The equipmentwould be excessed where ~ractic;l or
disposed of as waste. The volunR of 1iquid waste generated from this action
is mentioned on Page 5-16.
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6. The transfer 1ine leak scenario should use the pump flow rate of 350 gpm
to be consistent with the descriptionof the proposed action. The probabllity
of this accident should be reexamined.

Qfsm $$t0 1on of Comseent6: Section 5.2 of the EA was revised to address
consnentcontents.

7. Measures appropriateto mitigate the impact on norkers from organic vapors
which might arise from Tank C-103 should be identified.

D~SOOsltion of Come nte 7t Section 5.1 page 5-3, Znd paragraph of the EA was
revised to state that proper respiratoryesr.!iPment wi11 be used as
appropriate.

8. Statements in the EA on potential surface barriers should a leak occur and
future recovery and treatment of contaminatedsoi1s, do not reflect an
assessment of the impact of a release on the groundwateror unsaturated zone
and remediation associatedwith these resources.

Dlsm ition of conmant B: Wordingwas added to the EA to reflect that the
accid~nt scenario of a tank rupture from a DBE (which has the possibility of
the most severe waste release to the soil) is not exclusive to the proposed
action. This accident could occur during nomal tank storage activities and,
therefore, should not be a factor in determiningthe environmental
significanceof this project, Existingwording in the E4 explain that a
postulated 1eak would take a miniram of 60 years to reach the groundwater (and
only the most mob{le portion of the leak). The EA also explains that
contaminated soil from such a spill would 1ikely be remediated as part of the
overal1 site closure of the tank farms under the TPA Milestone (M-45-06).
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AGENCY: U.S. Department of Energy

ACTION Finding of No Signifkant Impact

SUMMARY: The U.S. Department of Errergy (DOE) has prepared an Environmental

Assessment (EA), DOIMZA 0933, to assess environmental impacts associated with

past-practice sluicing as a means of waste retrieval for Taok 241-C-106 (’h& C-106), and

activities nccesawy to support this work at the Hanford Site, Richlrmd, Washington.

Tank c-106 is an underground single-shell tank (SST) located in the 241-C Tank Farm in the

200 East Area of the Hanford Site. Alternatives considered in the review process included:

the No Action alternative; the preferred alternative to remove heat-producing sludge from

Tank c-106 by sluicing using a high-volume, low-pressure stream of liquid to mobilize

sludge waste for tmrrsfer through two transfer lines to a receiver tank, Tank 241-AY-102

(’h& AY-102), an underground double-shell tank @.ST) also located in the 200 East Arq

and a batch-transfer alternative that would use an accumulation tank comected to the transfer

lines to hold in turn the supemate from Tank AY-102 that would be used to sluice the waste

in Tank C-106, then the sluiced solids from Tank C-106 to be sent to Tank AY-102.

Based on the analysis in the EA, and considering proapproval comments from the Yakama

Indian Nation, DOE has determined that the proposed action is not a major fderal action

si~lcantly affecting the quality of the human environment within the meaning of the

National Enn”ronmentalPolicy Act of 1969 (NEPA), 42 U.S. C. 4321, et seq. Therefore, the

prepamtion of an Environmental Impact Statement (F.IS) is not rcquimd.

ADDRESSES AND FURTHER INFORMATION

Single copies of the EA and further information about the proposed action arc available
from:

Leif Erickson, Director
Tank Waste Disposal Division
U.S. Department of Energy
Richland Operations Ofi%e
P. O. Box 550
Richland, Washington 99352
(509) 376-6406
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For further information regarding the DOE NEPA process, contac~

hl M. Bergstrom, Director
Oftice of NEPA Oversight
U.S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, S. W.

-‘ Washington, D.C. 20585
(202) 586-4600 or (800) 472-2756

PURPOSE AND NEED: DOE needs to take action to eliminate safety concerns with the

storage of high-heat waste in Tank C-106, and demonstmte a tank retrieval technology.

BACKGROUND: In November 1990, Public hw 101-510, Section 3137, “Safety

Measures for Waste Tanks at Hanford Nuclear Reservation” was enacted, which mandated

that the DOE develop plans for response to safety issues associated with the waste storage

tanks at the Hanford Site, and to report the progress of implementation of those plans to the

U.S. Congress. In the resulting “Status Report on Resolution of Waste Tank Safety Issues at

the Hanford Site,” Tank C-106 is identifkd as a high-heat tank and one of the “Priority 1”

safety issues at the Hanford Site.

Tank c-106, which was built during 1943 and 1944, measum 23 meters (75 feet) in

diameter. It contains 655,000 liters (173,000 gallons) of sludge containing a sut%cient

amount of strontium to be considered high-heat waste. It is estimated that this sludge

generates 32.24 plus or minus 5.86 kW (110,000 plus or minus 20,000 Btu per hour). This

decay heat is being currently removed by the addition of approximately 22,700 liters (6,000

gallons) of water per month which provides evaporative cooling. It is believed that without

active cooling, temperatures in the tank could exceed established tilts and eventually affect

the structuml integrity of the tank resulting in a possible breach of containment. Also, the

continued additions of cooling water would increase the amount of material available to be

released to the soil column if a loss of containment occurs due to the age of the tank.

In addition, sluicing the waste from Tank C-106 would demonstrate a form of tank waste

retrieval as calkxl for in Hanford Federal Facility Agreemenl and Consent Order

(Tn-Party Agreement) MiIestone M-45 -03-T1 “Complete SST Waste Retrieval

Demonstration. ” While the sluicing operations would need to retrieve approximately 75
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percent of the high-heat sludge to lower the heat output below 11.72 kW (40,000 Btu per

hour) (the level at which active coding is no longer required), the proposed action would

attempt to retrieve as much waste as possible beyond this 75 percent to demonstrate waste

retrieval efficiency.
. .

PROPOSED ACTION. The waste retrievaloperation would irtvolve introducing a

high-volume, low-pressure stream of liquid to mobilize the sludge waste in Tank C-106 arsd

prepare it for pumping. One or two remotely-aimed “sluicers” would be installed in

Tank C-106 at aepamte locations to ensure full sluicing coverage of the waste. Tbe

mobilized waste would be retrieved from Tank C-106 with a submersible pump that would

transfer the waste to Tank AY-102 through one of the two newly installed, double-encased

pipelines. The waste would be deposited in the reseiver tartk where the majority of the

heavier solid waste particles would settle to the bottom whiIe the liquid portion would remain

on top as supernate to be recycled to Tank C-106 as the liquid sluicing agent. A sluice pump

would be installed in Tank AY-102 to provide this sluicing agent. The two pipelines, one

carrying the sluiced waste to Tank AY-102 and one carrying the supernatant back to

Tank C-106, would be partially buried and covered by an earthen berm to reduce radiation

dose to tank farm workers.

One of the sluicers in Tank C-106 would operate in the existing sluice pit, while the other

would operate in the existing pump pit, if needed. VaIves would d=t the supemate liquid

to one of the sluicers depending upon the area of the tank being sluiced. If it is determined

that portions of the waste camtot be mobti by the one sluicer, the valves would direct the

supematant into the second sluicer. OnIy one sluicer would operate at any one time.

A new submersible pump would be installed in Tank C-106 to transfer the slurry (i.e., the

sluiced waste) to Tank AY-1,02. To allow for slurry elevation changes, the slurry tmnsfer

pump would be mamdy adjusted to maintain suftlcient suction-head pressure. The sluicing

operations would start from the center of the tank and work to the outside by remotely

adjusting the angle of the sluicers. This is designed to minimize the time that the tank liner

is directly exposed to the sluice stream, and minimize the potential for a sluicing-induced

tank leak.
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‘fire slurry would be pumped into the transfer line and deposited into Tank AY-102. A

slurry dkritsutor would evenly spread the Tank C-106 waste solids in Tank AY-102. This

provides a more uniform heat source in Tank AY-102. The distributor rdso would provide a

siphon break to the transfer line back to Tank C-106.

Prior to the sluicing operations, several actions would be required to prepm the tanks for

the insertion of the pumps and equipment. Some of the existing equipment in the pump and

sluice pits of Tank C-106 must be removed and storrxi at the Hanford Site for subsequent

treatment and disposal. These pits would then require clcarring and the application of paint

or fiber coating to the inside surface, which would provide a surface that can be mom easily

decontaminated. Before the waste from Tsnk C-106 cars be tmnsferred, the supematant from

Tank AY-102 would be pumprxi out to allow for sufficient space for the waste transfer.

After the supematant frum Tank AY-102 is pumped out, supematant from Tank AY-101 or

other appropriate sluicing fluid (which may consist of treated water), would be pumped into

Tank AY-102 to be used as the initial sluicing agent.

A new High-Eh%ciency Particulate Air (HEPA) fdtration system would be added to

Tank C-106 to minimize releases to the atmosphere. To control the temperature and

humidity of the Tank C-106 vapor space during sluicing, the proposed action would install a

recirculating air system. Additionrd methods of cooling the tank may be used, as necessary

which may consist of either comooting an sir chiller to the recirculation duct or by

introducing cooled fluid prior to, or during, the sluicing opmation. Additional

instrumentation would be required in both tanks and in the transfer lines between the tanks.

A double-wide trailer would be installed outside the 241-C Tank Farm, and would serve to

house centmlized monitoring and control instrumentation. Finally, support services, in the

form of raw water, sanitary water, electrical power, telecommunications, and hoisting

hardware, would be provided.

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED: The EA discussed a variety of sluicing alternatives as

well as the No Action Alternative. of the sluicing alternatives, all but one, the Batch

Transfer Alternative, failed to meet the two essential requirements necessary for this project;

the abfity to remove enough of the waste so that the heat production in Tank C-106 is less
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than 11.72 kW (40,000 Btu) per hour, and that the sluicing method start retrieval by October

1996. The other alternatives discussed in the W either resulted in the generation of greater

quantities of liquids requiring tank farm stomge or rely upon technologies unproven in a

waste tank environment.

Batch-Trans fer Alternative. Of the alternatives described in the EA, the only option that

could conceivably meet the two requirements was the Batch-Transfer Alternative. This

alternative would utilize an accumulation tank which would hold both the supematant from

Tank AY-102 and the slurry from Tank c-106 at various times. The accumulation tank

would fwst be ffled with strpemate from Tank AY- 102, which would be used to sluice the

waste in Tardc c-106. The solids from Tank C-106 would then be transferred to this

accumulation tank and the mateti batch transferred to the receiver tank. The accumulation

tank then would be reffled with supemate from Tank AY-102 and the cycle repeated. While

this alternative appears to meet the requirements, it would involve more design, procurement

and construction costs, and would be less likely to meet the start date.

No-Action Alternative. This alternative would result in maintaining Tank C-106 in its

present condition. No waste tmnsfer operations will be performed, and the high-hat

producing waste will continue to generate excessive thermaE loads. Water addkions to

provide evaporative cooling will continue, which increase the amount of liquid avaiEable for

release to the soil column in the event that the tank starts to leak. This alternative will not

resolve the safety issue associated with Tank C-1 06 and will necessitate missing a Tri-Party

Agreement milestone.

ENVIRONMENTAL JMPACTS: Routine conduct of the proposed activity would not result

in any signifkant increase in tank farm emissions. Before beginning the proposed activity,

appropriate procedures and administrative controls would be in place to maintairr exposure to

workers and other on site persormel to within requirements established by DOE Orders and as

low as reasonably achievable principles. The exposure received by onsite persomel is not

expected to be greater than doses currently received from routine Hanford Site operations.

Potential radiological doses to the public from routine operations would be extremely small

and are not expected to result in any health effects. The risks to workers from chemical
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exposures,noxious vapors, bums, and other common industrial hazards arc expected to be

low, and would be minimkd by training and the use of appropriate personal protective

equipment.

The Tank C-106 ventilation system would keep emissions witbin applicable regulatory

requirements for gaseous and particulate discharges. Tbe tank ventilation system would

maintain a slight negative pressure inside Tank C-106 in the event of planned or unfoms.eers

openings of the tank risers.

Most of the liquid necessary for the sluicirtg operations, after the initial supernatant transfers,

would be obtained from and returned to Tank AY- 102. Since the amount of slurry is

approximately .x@ to the amount of supernate used to sluice the waste, the overall amount

of liquid in Tank C-106 at any one time is not expected to increase substantially. Additional

liquid might be requited for sluicing line clean-out, but would not be a sigrsitkmt increase in

total volume used, and would be within the receiving tank’s storage capacity.

The proposed action would result in the generation of solid waste during the life of the

project. Such waste would be surveyed and dkpesed of in the Hanford Site Solid Waste

L.andfii if uncontaminated, or another applicable, permitted location if found to be

contaminated with hazardous or radioactive constituents, At the completion of activities,

noncontaminated equipment would be excessed where applicable, while contaminated

materials and components would be packaged and stored in a permitted facility as is the

current pmctice at the Hanford Site.

The 200 East h, and the project location specit%ally, is a developed, highly disturbed

area, and is currently under a vegetation management program which eradkates vegetation.

No sensitive or critical plant or animal habitat would be affected. There arc no animal

species of special concern which are known to use the area exclusively.

The proposed action would not release any particulate matter, thermal releases, or gaseous

dkcharges in signifkant amounts. Noise levels would rise only slightly for the duration of

the project with the majority of the impact during the early constmction phase.

.,
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XXX&Sin the pump and sluice pits would be detected and controlkt by special

instrumentation during normal sluicing operations. Pit drains would return leaked wastes to

one of the two tanks involved for compatible storage. Leaks in the primary piping system of

the tmnsfer lines would be controlled by the secondary contient system (the outer pipe).

~‘ This secondary containment system would be designed to collect releawd waste at a common

point for detection and removal.

Bxisting Hanford workers will perform the preparations and sluicing. Therefore no

socioeconomic impacts are expectd from this action.

Cumulat3“ve Inmacts

The proposed action is not expected to contribute substantially to the overall cumulative

impacts from operations on the Hanford Site. Standard Operating Procedures wilI provide

sufficient persomel protection such that expaure to radiological and chemical materials wilJ

be kept below DOE and contractor guidelines. Routine sluicing operations are not expects-l

to signitlcantly increase the amount of radioactivity released from total Hanford operations.

In 1993, the maximally exposed offsite individual was exposed to 3,7 x 103 millirem EDE

fsom total air emissions, well below allowable limits set by state and federal regulations.

The wastes generated from the activities would not add substantially to waste generation rates

at the Hanford Site and would be stored or disposed in existing facilities.

ExecutiveOrder 12898, Fedeml Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority

Populations and Low-Income Poptdations, requires that Federal agencies identify and

address, as appropriate, disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental

effects of their programs and activities on minority and low-income populations. This

proposed action would occur within the Hanford SiteBoundary. Since no socioeconomic

impacts or health effects are expected, it is not expected that there would be any
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dispsqxxdonate adverse effects to low-income or minority populations in the srsrmunding

community.

Imuact s Fmm Postulated Acc idents.

In addhion to environmental impacts that were postulated from routine operations, the EA

discussed a range of rasonably foreseeable accident scenarios that could lead to

envimmnental impacts.

An unfiltered release through a breach in the recirculation duct of the ventilation system

using the supematant from Tank AY-102 as a source term was the accident scenario resulting

in the highest dose to both onsite and offsite populations. The resulting So-year committed

dose from this potential accident was found to be 5.0x 10-] roentgen equivalent man (rem)

Effective Dose Equivalent (EDE) for the onsite maximally exposed individual (MEl) and

5.2 x I& rem EDE to the offsite MEL The likely mechanism for this awident is a

vehicular accident, which has a remote probability of occurring if proper admirristmtive

controls am in place; however, it is possible that a Design Basis Eartbquale (DBE) could

lead to similar results. It is not expected that there would be any latent canca fatalities to

either onsite or offsite populations from this accident.

Other accidents analyzed in the EA consisted of a waste transfer line break, a breach in tank

confinement as a result of a DBE, a leak developing in the tank as a result of the sluicing

operation, and a spray leak fmm a jumper or connector. It should be noted that a DBE has

the potential to initiate three of the accident scenarios; a breach in the recirculation duct, a

%pture oft he tank, and a break in the transfer lines. However, the impacts fmm the three

accident scenarios, in terms of human health effects, would not be substantidty greater than

those described for the recirculation line breach except for a potentiality greater amount of

soil contamination. In addition, the EA examined the possibility of harardous conditions

existing in the receiver tank after sluicing. It was determimxl that no waste compatibility

issues would result fmm the proposed action. It is not likely that the accidents which were

anatyzed would produce any cancer fatalities,
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Other accidents that were not analyzed, such as tank dome failure due to ex-ed weight

limits, tank bottom penetration by dropped equipment, riser damage due to excavation and

. construction activities, have been analyzed by other tank farm facilities. FinalIy, the EA

addressed the possibility of a sudden release of steam from a submerged waste layer which

-‘ could overpressurize the tank and lead to a faihm of the ventilation system. These accidents

- were found to have smaller risk, where risk equals the product of probabfity and

consequence, than the accidents described in detail in the EA.

DETERMINATION. Based on the analysis in the EA, and after considering the

preappmvrdreview comments of the YakamaIndianNation, I conclude that the propos.d

Past Practice Sluicing of Tank C-106 at the Hanford Site, Richland, Washington does not

constitute a major federal action signifksntly affecdng the quality of the human environment

within the meaning of NEPA. Therefore, an EIS for the proposed action is not required.

K
M

Issued at Richland, Washington, this ~y of February 1995.

ywjk@%’-
Ohrt . Wagoner

Manager

Richkmd Operations Office
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Westinghouse Internal
Hanford Company Memo

From: Waste Tank Process Control 71320-94-056
Phone: 373-2461 R2-11
Date: December 6, 1994
Subject: PROJECT W-320 REVISED HEADSPACE CHARACTERIZATION

To: J. W. Ba~ley S6-12

cc: E. G. Allen G6-02 N. W. Kirch~~ti R2-11
B. Apolinario R2-70 T. H. May S6-12
D. E. Bowers S6-01 D. A. Reynolds~W.. R2-ll
J. C. Conner H4-61 SDE File/LB
J. P. Harris S6-12

Reference(s): (1) Internal Memo, S. D. Estey to J. W. Bailey, “Project
W-320 Revised Headspace Characterization, ” dated
December 16, 1993.

(2) WHC-SD-WM-TI-565, “Radionuclide and Chemical Inventories
for the Single-Shell Tanks, ” Rev. 1, dated 1993.

(3) DSTRP-CY94-041, “Aerosol Characteristics in the Offgas
from a Pilot-Scale Sluicing Operation, ” (Draft),
dated 1994, Paciftc Northwest Laboratory, Richl and,
Washington.

This memo revises the tank 241-C-106 (106-C) air stream characterization
provided as design criteria for that tank’s heating, ventilating and air
conditioning (HVAC) unit for the Waste Recovery Sluicing System (WRSS).
Subsequent to the development of the previous airstream characterization
(Reference 1) the project baseline has changed, providing for the use of
conditioned water for sluicing in place of dilute complexed supernatant.
Current planning calls for sluicing the tank 106-C sludge with 1,900,000
liters (500 kgal) of water adjusted to 0.05 M [OH-] and 0.011 M [N02]. This
revised characterization accounts for the baseline change as well as
incorporating numerous modeling refinements.

The primary non-atmospheric vapor constituent in tank 106-C headspace during
sluicing operation is expected to be water. As a conservative assumption,
the tank atmosphere is,assumed to be saturated with water vapor. In the
model described here, temperature effects only the concentrations of air and
water in the tank headspace. Due to unknown WRSS operating characteristics
and the potentially large energy input from the system pumps, an equilibrium
water temperature is difficult to predict at present. The assumption of
vapor-liquid equilibrium requires that the tank atmosphere be maintained at
the same temperature as the circulating water. Tank atmospheric pressure is
stated as 740 mm Hg (14.3 psia). Based on estimates of the WRSS operating
characteristics which consider the waste heat input to the process from
normal pumping operations and radioactive decay, the temperature of the
sluicing water may well be capable, depending upon the actual efficiencies
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of the WRSS, of reaching the operational temperature 1imit of 49°C (120”F).
This temperature would require suspension of sluicing operations to allow
the waste to cool by forced ventilation. However, the analyses indicate
that 35°C (95°F) is a reasonable estimate of the equilibrium temperature for
the circul sting water and suspended wastes during Project W-320 sluicing
operations should the WRSS perform as efficiently as desired. Additionally,
35”c (95°F) should be significantly warmer than the water temperature at the
start of WRSS openti ons, al1owing an amp’1e operating margin for commencing
the tank-to-tank sluicing activity. Therefore, 35°C (95”F) is chosen as the
estimated equi1ibriurntemperature for the circulating WRSS water or S1urry
solutions.

The presence of any significant quantities of ammonia and other volatile or
semi-vol stile vapor phase components in the headspace cannot be objective y
justified by process knowledge or by available characterization data.
Significant amounts of ammonia are not.expected because none has been
identified in the historical characterization data (Reference 2) and no
source mechanism has been identified for its production in tank 106-C. This
reasoning also applies to the presence of volatile organic compounds
(Voc’s). No characterization data on these compounds has been identified
for tank 106-C sludge. The position that no VOC’S exist in tank 106-C is
supported by its thermal history in which its high temperatures indicate
that any VOC’s would have long since been exhausted from the tank. The
analysis of gaseous emissions from studied single shell tanks has revealed
an essentially non-existent tritium source term. Additionally, no
characterization data on tritium concentrations has been identif-ied for tank
106-C sludge. This characterization estimates that any concentrations of
“ammonia, VOC’s and tritiated water in the atmosphere of tank 106-C during
WRSS operations are below detectable 1imits, which is further defined here
as being non-existent.

During the retrieval operation, it is anticipated that the sluicers,
spraying 1arge amounts of pressurized 1iquids with entrained radioactive
sludge, will also contribute to the tank airstream mass loading by way of
mists and aerosols. The generation of the mists and aerosols is the only
mechanism by which significant quantities of radioactive materials can be
introduced into the tank atmosphere. Since the mists and aerosols are
mechanically generated, even non-vol stiles can be suspended in the
headspace. The 1iquids and solids so suspended are assumed to be composed
of process water adjusted to the proper corrosion control chemistry, and
tank 106-C sludge, itself a mixture of water and insoluble solids. The
characterization data (Reference 2) provides no information on the existence
of soluble component concentrations in the S1udge. If the limiting water
saturation conditions are not reached in the tank atmosphere, the aerosol
concentrations may be affected by tank temperature and pressure. Therefore,
varying temperature and conditions of water saturation in the tank
atmosphere may alter the component mass distributions in the S1uice
generated aerosols. However, because of the complexities of modeling ,
aerosol behavior in an unsaturated atmosphere, this characterization
specifies that the aerosol contribution to the airstream mass loading wil 1
not change based on variations in atmospheric temperature, pressure, or
degree of saturation.
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The 1imit for slurry transfer from tank 106-C to tank 102-AY is 30 wt%
solids, and a 1imit of 10 wt% solids is assumed for the maximum amount of
solids in the sluice flow being returned to tank 106-C. The
characterization data, as shown in Attachment 1, indicates that tank 106-C
sludge contains no soluble solids (salts) and is approximately 41% by weight
insoluble solids and 59% by weight water. This analysis assumes that the
maximum activity of the S1uice stream wil1 be reached when a 10 wt% solids
S1urry is uniformly built-up throughout the WRSS. This corresponds to the
situation where no settling of insoluble solids occurs during sluicing
operations. With a water volume of 1,900,000 liters (500,000 gallons), a
10 wt% solids slurry would be initially reached after about 600,000 kg sludge
in tank 106-C (about 56% of the total estimated S1udge content in tank 106-C
removal from tank 106-C would require that an equal amount of sludge settles
in the receiving tank, 102-AY, to prevent exceeding the solids loading limit
in the sluice stream. These calculations are shown in Attachment 2.

Due to the many concerns regarding the complexities of aerosol generation
and characterization as applied to the WRSS operations, Project W-320
commissioned PNL testing in hopes of refining some of the estimates made in
the previous airstream characterization (Reference 1). The findings of the
PNL testing activities are described in Reference 3, which indicate that
earlier estimates of aerosol loading were lacking in conservatism.
Descriptive information can be found for both wet aerosols (aerosols with
insoluble solids and liquids of water and soluble solids (salts) in
solution) and dry aerosols (the wet aerosols after evaporation to dryness) .
Results of the PNL testing indicated that insoluble solids in the aerosols
would preferential ly settle out of the tank headspace when compared to
1iquid aerosols, such that the ratio of aerosol insoluble solids mass to
liquid mass is only approximately one-half that of the source stream sprayed
into tank 106-C.

The PNL testing referenced by this analysis was based on a feed slurry
characterized by 4.4% soluble solids, 8.9% insoluble solids, and a balance
of water. this provided a breakdown of the aerosols by total mass
concentration, composed of soluble solids (dissolved salts) , insoluble
solids, and water. These test results were scaled to estimate the behavior
of the aerosols which will be generated by the sluicing operations in tank
106-C. These calculations is shown in Attachment 2. This Attachment
provides the mass fraction values and subsequent seal ing calculation upon
which the aerosol composition is based.

With assumed characterizations of tank 106-C sludge and conditioned water,
Attachment 3 determines the aerosol composition in the tank 106-C headspace.
The results show a total aerosol mass of 313 mg/m3. Of this total, 95% of
the aerosol mass is water, 4.8% of the mass is the insoluble solids from
tank 106-C sludge, and 0.2% of the mass is the soluble sol ids formed by the
NaOH and NaN02 added to adjust water chemistry. These component
distributions indicate an aerosol activity of 202 ~Ci/m3, which is contained
entirely in the suspended insoluble solids. 89’90Srcomprises about 85% of
the total airstream activity.
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The size distribution ranges for the aerosols are reproduced from Reference”
3 as follows:

Bulk Aerosol (Water, Soluble Sol ids, Insoluble Sol ids)

Mrodvnam+c ~ % of Total Wet Aer sol Masso

‘ “>lo#m
1 - 10.#m
<1/.fm

Dry Aerosol (Soluble

60 - 70

10 :020
1.

Sol ids, Insoluble Sol ids)

W odwsamic Particle Diameter Ranas % of TO al Wet t Aero sol Mass.

> 10 pm 30
1- 10 .um 50
< 1 pm “ 20

In conclusion, the estimated characterization of the airstream from the
106-C atmosphere entering the HVAC system during sluicing operations is
summarized as follows:

- water saturated air at 35° C (954F), 740 mm Hg (14.3 .psia)

- ‘an aerosol mass loading of 313 mg/m3

tank

- an aerosol composition of 4.8 wt% insoluble sol ids, 0.2 wt%
NaOH and NaN02 as soluble sol ids from tank 106-C sludge,, and
95.0 wt% water

- an activity of 202 #Ci/m3

. an 1291 concentration of 7.1X10-6 #Ci/m3

- no detectable concentrations of ammonia, VOC’s, and 3H in the
tank atmosphere.

./.@ fq

S. D. Estey, Engineer
Waste Tanks Process Engineering

mjg

Attachments
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An,chttmot 1 Page 1 of 1

Chamcuc,zattc4 of Tank 241<.106 Sludg.

Char.cmrizmi.n Dam is from R. J. ‘Jan Weal. 1993. “R*dl.nuchde and Chermc91I..8.1OI,.. for tie 2in@-Shell Tanks-
W16C.SD.WF.6-TI.566. Rev. 1, Wudnohousa Hanford C.mpanv, Ri.?hland,Washinwo.

ASWmpdorm

l%!. malysis usm !h. clufmmdzmtion dm rw!onti In tie scum. d.cunmm 10I tie tank sludge.
71u chamateritim dam la sssum4 to ha moorud an a btik mnvlo beds U.*., P*I kg of 0- lltm al t!!. sludw sanwlel.
w. mdvti cc$midwsdu nc+=amoua oonoonoms of m. SIMQ* to b. iucd.bh solids. md ** .o.-mwmmu comrmnenta
I. ttw imwsmial Il@ds m h wlutd. adds (lmwww. *. r. fermca fism M Chemlcd Chw=tartzmU.n d-u on interstind liquids).
Th. rafaranca d.aucmmt Ilsts%m dmmitv of mnk 106-C d.dq. u bath 1.76 and 1.43.
The SW. .91.43 h chomn for tba d< swum chwactmlzsdo. cdculationa.
7his chsmcmrizmd.anauum+s mm drain.bl. liquid llsmd In *. reference d.:.nmn 1...2 tie amne u m. !mwsud.1 liquid t. me sl.d~e.
B-. dn dminabla Ilqdd scdvidm we so much IOWU thm Um sludge mrili-,
any “mm mm Wuld h introduced if this nunnrmm. Vaong w. slbaht.
7%. cepormd ●dwdcs.1 the dudge are adlu$ted m what should be expected from a 32 MW (110 kBwhrl decay heat lad.

1.43 E+CX3

R.owwd RO!Jwmd Cdcul.md
mass of 106< mu. of 106< INu of 106-C
hsdubh solid Int.rsmdal liquids i.tmddsl liquids
(lmE/koSIwd!l.1 (n@tm ,Iudgal {rrraik’aSludael

Calculated Caloul.wd
m- .f 1ort-c ~“ of Toe-c

soluble solids bulk dud.3e
{mgik.a sludge) lnwilw dudg.1

1.15E +06
2.90E +03
3, SOE+02
3.50E +02
3,50E +02
1,90E +03
4,90E +02

O.WE +02
0.006 +3.3
0.03E +02
0. WE+C42
0.006 + @J
O.WE +CQ
O.COE+CQ
O.COE+00
0.00E + 00
0.C43E+ W
0.c”3E+ 00

0.00E+OO
0,00E +03
0.00E+OO
0,00E+OO
0,00E+@3
0.00E+oo
0.00E+oo
0,00E+WJ
0.COE + 00
0.00E + 00
0.00E + 00

1.16E +06
2.90E +03
3.90E +02
3.50E +02
3.60E +02
1.90E +03
4.90E +02

Akmimm
Antimlw

Armnk
B*rium
80,..

Cdci.m
Carwm

Chromium
Cwm

1,.”
Lead

Mag”adum
Mmwmse
Neod”mJum

Ph.aqhoro-
Sdanium

--1.756+03
3.00E +02
S,24E +04
2,60E +03
4.20E +02
4.50E +03
5.60E +02
7.30E +03
1.40E +03
2.60E +04
2.1 OE+O3
1,66E +05
1.1 OE+O2

1.76E+03
3,00E+02
9.24E+04
2.50E+03
4.20E+02
4.50E+03
S.60E+02
7,30E+03
1.40E +03
2.60E +04
2.1 OE+O3
1.56E +05
1.1 OE+O2

0.C0E+@3
0.00E + 00
0.@3E +00
0.00E + 00
0.00E + 00
0.00E+OO
0.00E+CQ
O.GOE+OO
0.00E+ 00
OJXIE + 00
0,00E+OO
0.00E+OO
0,00E+OO

0.00E + 00
0.00E+00
0.00E+00
0.00E+ 00
0,00E+OO
0,00E+OO
0.WE + 00
0.00E+oo
0,00E+OO
0.00E+OO
O,OOE+1313
0.00E+OO
0.00E + 00

slucm
silver

S.?dhlnl
Sm.ntium

Thallium
Tltullum

Natu,d U,mi”m
Zkccmi.m

1,20E +03
3,30E + 02
4.09E + 02
8.00E + 02

1.20E +03
3.30E +02
4,09E +02
6,00E + 02

4.09E + 05
5.91 E+06
1.00E +06

Sum.1 . ..+c7u...s c.rrnments
W,tm
Total

4.09E + 05 0.00E + 00 0.00E+oO
0.00E+OO
0.00E+oo

0.00E + 00

Calculated Interstitial liquid spw,
Calculated Insoluble sol,ds so~. -

N/A
2.05E+O0

C,lcul.ted. Cdcula,ed - Calculated. Calculated - Calculated -
acnvrty of 10&C wvmi .1 106.C tiviw .1 106.C acdviw of 106-C scdvitf of 106.C

insolubls solids i.tamddd liquids Inwrstitld hq.ids sol.bl. solids bulk sludse
IKiilq slud~e) (uc.i,liter d.d@ l.c,mg dud@ (U~1719sludge] l“Ci/kQ slud.@

R,dlonuclidee

14C
60 co

8W30 s’
99 T.
1291

137 C,

5.57E.01
2.13E +03
4.75E +06
5,26E +02

1.94E+1
7.92E +05

0.C4E +00
0.00E + 00

0,00E+c.2
0,00 E+IXI
0.00E + 00
0.00E + 00
0.00E+oo
0,00E + 03
0,00E + 00
0.00E + 00

0.00E + 00
0,00E+OO
0,00E+OO
0.00E + 00
0.cC!E+OO
0.00E + 00
0,00E+OO
0.00E+OO

5.57E.01
2.13E +03
4.75E + 08
5.26E + 02

1.94E431
7.92E +05
8.46E +03
2.52E + 03

0.00E + 00
0.00E+oo
0.00E+OO
0,00E+OO

239/240 P.
241 Am

6.48E +03
2.52E +03

0.00E+OO
0.00E+OO

6.56E +06 0.00E +00 0.00E + 00 0.00E+OO 5.56E +06

- calculated “dues .,. adjusted to equate to the 32 kW (1 10 kBWlu) tank decay heat load b“ multlPl”inQ ,eo.ailed “,1.,, by 2.4
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DeterminationofsluicestreamcompoailtonatthelimitingacMy concentration.

The firstissueiatodeterminethecompositionoftheconditionedwatertobe used intheWRSS.
What emount ofNeOH and NaN02 mustbe mixedwithwhatamountofprocessweterso thatthe
resultingsolutionmaataDST corrosioncontrolchemisw requirements(choaanaa an OH-
concentrationof0.05M (0.85~) and an N02- concentrationof0.011M (0,51gfl))?

The followinginformationisknown orassumed:

Water in the conditioned water solution haa a apg. of 1.000.

1 g NaOH contains0.425g OH- and occupiesa volumeof0.334ml insolution.Thisgivesdissolvad
NaOH an apparentSW. of2994 g/1.

1 g NaN02 contains0.667gN02- and occupiesa volumeof0.356ml in solution. This gives
dissolved NaN02 an apparent apg. of 2809 gll.

It is assumed that any volume changes upon mixing the cauetlc and salt wkh water is indicated by
the value of the apparent spg. of that apeciea in the aolulion.

The following relalfonahipa can be developed:

Vw is the volume frstion of”water in the conditioned water solution.
Voh is the volume fraction NaOH inthe conditioned water solution.
Vno2 is the volume fraction of NaN02 in the conditioned water solution,

The system of equations to be solved is

Vw + Voh + Vno2 = 1.0 (Iiiers)

(Voh(liiere~2994g~ 0,425g/g)/(Vw + Voh + Vno2) I = 0.85 gfl

(Vno2(liiere~2809gfl”0 .667g/g)/(Vw + Voh + Vno2) I = 0.51 gll

The equationsolution usestha Math cad 4.0 program (1), starting from initial gueaaes for Vw, Voh
snd Vno2. Specific gravity of the resulting solution is stated as sww

Vw .= 0.999

Voh :=0.0005
Vn02 ‘=0,004)5

(1) copyright 1991-1993 by MathSoft, Inc., 201 Broadway, Cambridge, MA 02139
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VW+ Voh+ Vno2= 1

‘0h”2994”0”425 -0.85
Vw + Voh + Vno2

‘n02”2809”0”667=0.51
Vw+ Voh+ Vno2

[1
0.99906

tind( Vw,Voh,Vno2)= 0.00+3668

0.000272

WIM~ := 0.99906.1.000

NaOH :=0.000668.2.994

NsN02 :=0.CC02722.809”

spgw :❑ watar+ NaOH + NsN02

them := NeOH + NaN02

masawater~=~
VW

~sssNaOH,=~
Vw

massNaNo2:==
VP

Watar=0.99906

NaOH = 0.C02C0

NsN02 = 0.CO076

SPEW,=I.C0182

them = 0.00276

masswater =0.99724

massNaOH = 0.00200

massNsN02 = 0.0Q076

Page 2 of 6

kg of water per Iiier of conditioned water

kg of NaOH per Iiier of condtionad water

kg of NaN02 per Itier of conditioned water

aP9. Of conditioned water (kgfl)

kg of NaOH and NaN02 per liter of
conditioned watar

kg of watar per kg conditioned watar

kg of NaOH per kg conditioned water

kg of NaN02 per kg conditioned water

The result is that the volume fractton of process water = 0.99906, the volume fraction of the added
NaOH ia 0.000666, and the volume fraction of the added NaN02 is 0.000272. One liter of chemically
conditioned water will contain 999.06 grama of water with 2.00 grams NaOH and 0.76 grame NaN02
in solution. The apg. of the conditioned water is 1.00182.
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The water volume chosen for the WRSS upon which the airstreem characterization is based is
1,900,000 liters (500,000) gellons of water adjusted to a [OH-] of 0.05 M and an ~02-] concentration
of 0.011 M. The model assumes that early in the sluicing operation the slurry solids concentration
builds up uniformly to 10wt%, and until this point is reached the ratio of the concentration of insoluble
sofffs to soluble sofiie is equal to the ratio of those sofiis in the bulk 106-C sludge adjustad for
NaOH and NaN02 added to the water for corrosion control. At this point, a gfven amount of sludge
from tank 106-C wfll hatie been aluicad out and converted into the uniform 10vA% solidsloading of the
elurry In tha WRSS. Thereafter, the 10VA% solidsIlmft must not be exceeded in the sluice header.
Therefora, any further tranefer of sludge out of tank 106-C must be accompanied by a continuous
aetffing out of insoluble aofiis in tank 102-AY.

Knowing the volume and composition of water in the WRSS, a simple mass balance allows a
determination of the amount of sludge which must be sluiced from tank 106-C to achieve a uniform
1@@% eofids slurry throughout the ayfdem.

mass fractfon (mf) = mass of all solids/(masa of ail sofids + mass of all water)

mf = mass of (sludga sofids + NaOH + NaN02)

mass of (sludge sofide + NaOH + NaN02 + interetftlal water+ process water)

mf(mass of (sludga sofids + NaOH + NaN02 + intarsWal water + process water)) = mass of (sludge
solids + NaOH + NaN02)

‘mass of (sludge solids) - mf(rnass of sludge (aofids + interatiliai water) = mf(mass of (NaOH +
NeN02 + process water)) - (mass of (NaOH + NeN02))

However, the mass of sludge solide + interetftfal water ia aqual to the mass of sludge, and the ratio of
the mass of sludge solids to the msaa of sludge is known (0.409 from Attachment 1)

0.409 (mass of sludge) - mf(mass of sludge) = mf(mass ot (NaOH + NaN02 + process water))
- (maas of (NaOH + NaN02))

(0.409 - mt)(mase of sludge) = mf(mass of (NaOH + NaN02 + process water))
- (mass of (NaOH + NaN02))

mass of sludge = [mf(maee of (NaOH + NaN02 + process water))
- (mass of (NaOH + NaN02))]/(0.409 - mf)

solids ..0.1 masa fraction (mf) of solids in slurry

w .. 1900CO0 volume of water in WRSS (1)

insf =0.409 mass fractfonofinsolublesolids in 106-C sludge (from Attachment 1)

Self := 0,000 mass fraction of soluble solids in 106-C sludge (from Attachment 1)

sludgef. = insf + self mass fractfon of total sofids in 106-C sludge

intf:. 1- sludgef mass fraction of interstitial water in 106-C sludge
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_ ,=aOli&.(apgw.w) - w.ohem
mass of106-Csludge which must be sluiced out of the tank

Sludgcf- Soli& to i%t achieve a lCW% solids slurry (kg)

maaa=5.99013.10’

insf.maas= 2.44996-10’ . Xdf.nlaaa= o.00ooo corresponding insoluble and soluble
masses in the above sludge msas

inafmaaa+ df.maas + w.than .0 ,Om check of the msas rlaciion of solids in this slurry
wspgw+masa

W.mass———— -0.97901 fracflon of soliis that sre from 106-C insoluble solids
inafmaw + soif.mass + w.them

SOK.masa
———.—.———— - O.OWD fraction of solkfs that are from 106-C soluble solids
insf.msss+ sOlf.mass+ w.than

w them——— — =0.02099 frac+Jon of solids that are from added NaOH & NaN02
inaf.mass+ wE.maas+ w.than

rhoslurryCl 06 is the density of the sluice stream returned to tank 241-C-1 06 (kg/l). it is assumed
that the clear solution denaily (soluble sol!ds in water) is gtien by the relationship
Solution Density = 0.0085935(wt% salt) + 0.99345. The maas and voluma of the suspended
insoluble solids is then factored Into the density equation:

(mass of insouble aoliis + maas of solution)l(volume of insoluble solids + volume of solution)

‘iwc106=~=)+[ooo85,35.(,::*;;w)+o,934,1

FAuJYCIC.5 = 1,04824

~lMw,w%,(solfmss, + w’.chcm)100
W% soluble solids in the sluice stream returned to tank

w.spgw + maaa 241 -C-1 06

Cl06solwt%=0.20986

~,wti,w% ,=~~fm~) 1~ wI% insoluble solids in the sluice stream returnsd to tank
w.spgw + mu 241 -C-1 06

C106ins01@$=9.79o14

C,06WOW%.(water’w+ inff’mass).100
wI% water in sluice stream returned to tank

wspgw+mas.s 241-C-106 ~

C 106H2OW4% = 90.0CW3
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Reference 3 presents scaling equations to be used to estimate the aerosol densities present in the
hsadapace of tank 241-C-I 06 during sluicing. The expacted Sluicing slurry composition is ratioed to
the test slurry compositkm and the experimental reauib3 which wera determined. From tha process
mass balance information, ths 10 vA% solids slurry has a spg. of 1.04545 and is composed of 90
wt% water, 6.43 wt% insoluble solkds, and 3.57 wt% solubia solids. The information below is taken
fromRefarence 3 describing the test condition with both soluble and insoluble solids

tcstmgsel .= 15.1 mg/m3 of soluble aerosols in test air (dry basia)

testsolwt%:=4.4 wt% solubla solids in pilot scale test sluice stream

te&sinsO1 := 14.1 mg/m3 of insolubla aerosols in teat air (dry basis)

tcsdnsehvt% ‘= 8.9 wI% insoluble solids in tast sluica stream

pslunytcst .= 1.09 slurry density of test fluid (kgrl)

The above parameters are used in tha following equations to determine the masaas of the various
areosoi components in the tank 241-C-106 airetraam:

[
Xsol= ,testmgsd UHuwi%%)mg/m3 (dry aerosol basis) of soluble aerosol

expected in tank 241-C-106

(SinSol:=WmjnsOl. :::fiR)”(?i%’5‘xpededintank241-c-106
mg/m3 (dry aerosol basis) of insoluble aerosol

xtd‘=XSO1+ Xtil total mg/m3 (dry aerosol basis) expected in tank 241-C-I 06

~W,=ml + ~timl+ ~1, C106H2OWMtotalmg/m3 (wet basis aerosol) expected in tank 241-C-1 06

C 106selwtVU

Solving the four equations yields

XSO1= 0.69261

til =14.91601

xtd = 15.60861

xtw = 312.63925

and, calculating the mass percentages of soluble solids, insoluble solids, and both combined:

lCO.@ =0.22154 xinsal
loo.— =4.77100 100.~ = 4.99253

Xtw w Xtw
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s“nmary

Code

a

b
c
d

e
f

9
h

I

I
k
I
m

n
:

0

P
q

c
s
t
“
v

w
x

Y
7.

I

O.mtity

slurry @ids fraction =

conditlcmad water v.al.nm =
conditioned water density =
conditioned watef salt co.camration =

‘106.C S1.dge Mass Fractions -

fmction insoluble =
Iract,on soluble =
hacti.an au solids =
fraction intmsdriil water =

mass =

- 10wt% Solid, Slurry Maw Fracti.ans -

solids =
106.C insoluble sdiis .=
106.C soluble sofids =
NaOH & NaN02 sold, =

slurry dansity =

- 10wt% Solids Slurry Mass Pwce”tages.

C.106 SOIW1% =
C.106 insolwc% =
C-106 H20wt% =

‘Oma from Refer . . . 3-

testmgsol =
tastsolwt% =
teWlVJi”80t =
testlnsolwt% =
test slurry densily =

‘Calculated Ammo! Ouantities-

X,ol =
24”s01 =
xtd =
Xtw =

value units Ew.ti.ns [.81.0 C.d.d khtifi.r. for the appficabb Cfuanthl.s).3 Notes

1.00E-01 ldune”do”less) .$-J.” duke flow edids kmk

1.90E +06 liters . value from conditioned warer mass ba!a”m - paga 2
1.00E +00 kgfiitw value from conditioned water mass bt,la”ca - IMga 2

2.76E-03 kgilite, . v. I.. Irom conditlo”ed water mass ba!nnce - page 2

4.09E.01 (dimensionless) “d”e f,om Attachmem 1 Y . .

0.00E+oo {dkne”sio”less) val.o from Attachnw”t 1
4,09E431 (dimensimdeml value from Attachnwnt 1
5.91 E.01 (dimmmionless) value from Assachnw”t 1

5.99E+05 kg le. b.c - b.d)llg - al mass of sludge raq.ired t. form the fknhhg slurry concentration

1.00ECI1 [dimensionless) a the Iimklng slurry s.aliis mass fractln”
9.79E-02 (dime.nsionlwis) e-ii(a.b + 1) . the .onaspo”d,”.g f ractio” of xd”ble shy SOWS fmn C-106 shdOe

0.00E+ 00 (dimensionless) f .If(a?b + i) the corresponding fraction of i“sol.bks sl.rrv solids fmm C.106 sl.dOe
2.1 OE-O3 (dknem$io”lessl b.dl(a. b + II tha .Orrespondi”g fraction .1 N.OH & NaN02 from condaicmad waler i“ the sl”ny

1,05E+O0 kgililm {i + b.c)/lle.i/2.05 )+llb. c + f.i + h.1)/(0.0095935 .100.lf”l + b.dl + 0.99345 )/(f. i +h.1 + b..)))
specific fl,aviry of the 10 W% solids slurry wirh rnaxlmurn radmn.cfide mme”t

2.1 OE-O1 m% 100. (f. i +. b.d)llb.c + i) soluble SOWS in sofutio” Incl.dl”.g NaOH & NaN02
9.79E+O0 W% 100.. .l/lb.c + 1) insol”b!a solids suspended h the sol.tie”
9.00E+O1 wt% 100.1h.1 + b.lc-dllllb. c + i) balance of wmet i“ the solution

1.51 E+01 rn@3
4,40E+O0 wt%
1.41 E+01 rn@rn3
6.90E+04 WI%
1.09E +00 k~iliter

6.92E-01 rm3/m3
1,49E+01 nw/m3
1.56E+01 mQ/m3
3.13E+02 mQ/m3

obtained from test r.” h Rafere”ce 3
obtained from tmst r.” In Raference 3
obtained from test ,.” h Refare”ca 3
obtalrmd from test r.” h Reference 3
c.bt, d”ed foam test run in Referanca 3

obtained from SC..II”U aquml.”s given in Refarence 3

{r. olsl. WV) solub!n SOW Co”.ent,atlcm in aerosol lncl.di”~ NsOH a“d NaN02
(T. P/ul. WV) Insoluble sofiis co”ce”tration i“ OWOS.1
w + x total dis c.”cemlr.ci.” i“ *wo.5.I
w + x + w.qlo ,..,. total seroscd cc.”ce”tratio”

100. XSoux,w . 2.21 E.01 wt% 100.w/z ,11.SS % solubk solids h amoscd
100. xin. wlixtw = 4.77E+O0 W% 100.x/z mass % insoluble .mfids in aerosol
100. xtdlxtw = 4.99E+O0 W% 100.Y/z mass % total solids i. ..,.s.1
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Internal

Hanford Company Memo

From: Waste Tanks Process Engineering 75510-95-027
Phona: 373-2461 R2-11
Date: May 9, 1995

- Subject: TANK 241-C-106 HEAOSPACE ORGANIC CONCENTRATION DURING PROJECT
W-320 SLUICING OPERATIONS

To: J. P. Harris S2-48

cc: J. W. Bailey S6-12
W. B. Barton ~ R2-11
N. A. Homan H6-25
T, H. May S6-12
SCIE File/LB

References: (1) Internal Memo, S. D. Estey to J. W. Bailey,
“PROJECT W-320 REVISED HQJJSPACE CHARACTERIZATION ,“
dated December 6, 1994.

(2) WHC-SO-WM-TI-578, “101-AY, 102-AY, & 106-C Data
compendium;” Rev. 1, dated 1994.

(3) Internal Memo, S. O. Estey to J. W. Bailey, “PROJECT
W-320 REVISED HEAOSPACE CHARACTERIZATION, ” dated
December 16, 1993.

Reference (1) provides the latest direction for the concentration and
speci ation of waste materials present in the atmosphere of tank 241-C-106
during sluicing operations. However, the waste characterization upon which
the atmospheric model was based contained no provisions for the presence of
organics, and therefore the model predicted that no organics would be
present in the tank headspace. Project W-320 has since identified the need
to specify the concentration of TOC present in the tank headspace during
sluicing operations, as well as speciation of the constituents whose carbon
atoms contribute to the value of TOC.

Reference (2) surveys the avail able characterization data for waste in tank
241-C-106 and provides a basis for the mass concentration of TOC contained
within the tank waste. This memo wi11 project an expected concentrateion of
TOC in the headspace and wi11 offer an estimated “character zation of the
TOC . Reference (3) provided a basis for the speciation of TOC in the
headspace, and that basis wil 1 be expounded upon in this memo.

The mass of TOC in the sludge in tank 2$I-C-106 is taken from Reference (2)
as 6.06 grams/kg, or a mass fraction of 0.00606. [t is assumed that the
concentration of solids (both soluble and insoluble) suspended in the
headspace as aerosols has the”same mass fraction of TOC. The suspended mass
of aerosol solids is taken from Reference (1) as 15.6 mg/m3. Therefore, the
mass of TOC suspended in aerosol form is assumed here as:

(15.’6mg/ms)*(0.00606) = 0.0945 mg/m3 TOC

-.
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sodium
From Reference (3), percentages of carbon in the TOC value are present as “
the carbon contained in salts of organic acids. These include the
salts of ethylenedi aminetetraacet ic acid (UITA), N-hydroxyethyl -

““ ethyl enediamine triaacetic acid (HEDTA), citric acid, and various
degradation products of these materials in the fol1owing amounts:

sodium
sodium
“sadiurn
sodiurn
sodium

salt of EDTA 6.3 %
salt of HEDTA 5.2 %
citrate 29.5 %
oxalate 29.5 %
formate 29.5 %

The molecular weights
gram mole are:

, Comoonent

sodium salt of EDTA
[ (NaOOCCH2)2NCH2CH2N(CH2COONa)2 ] 380 72

(MW) of the organic species and grams of carbon per

m a carbon /amol

sadium salt, of HEDTA
[ (NaOOCCHz)zNCH2CH2N(C#60H) (CH2COONa) ] 343 72

sodium citrate
[ ~H&OH(COONa)3 ] 258 72

sodium oxalate
[ Na02CCOzNa ] 102 24

sadiurn formate
[ HCOONa ] 68 12

The masses of these organics in the headspace atmosphere are abtained by
multiplying the fractian of the TOC contained in the individual arganic
species by the ratio af the (MW of the organic compound) /(grams carbon per
mole of the organic compound) :

EDTA : “(0.0945 mg/#)*(0.063)*( 380/72) = 0.031 mg/#
HEDTA: (0.0945 mg/n/)*(0.052)* (343/72) = 0.023 mg/#
citrate: (0.0945 mg/#)*(0. 195)*(258/72) = 0.066 mg/#
axalate: (0.0945 mg/#)*(0. 195)*(102/24) = 0.078 mg/n$
formate: (0.0945 mg/#)*(0.195.)* (68/12) = 0.104 mal

concentration af organics in headspace = 0.302 mI@

If you have any questians please call me at 373-2461.

1 u.%7S. D. Est Engineer
Waste Tanks’ Process Engineering
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Westinghouse Internal
Hanford Company Memo

From:
Phone:

,. Date:
Subject:

To:

Waste Tanks Process Engineering 75510-95-040
373-2461 R2-11
June 23, 1995
TANK 241-C-106 HEADSPACE ORGANIC CONCENTRATION DURING PROJECT
W-320 SLUICING OPERATIONS

J. P. Harris S2-48

cc: J. W. Bailey S6-12
W. B. Barton @ R2-11
N. A. Homan H6-25
T. H. May S6-12
SOE File/LB

Reference: Internal Memo, S. O. Estey to J. P. Harrisl “Tank 241-C-106
Headspacs Organic Concentration during ProJect W-320 Sluicing
Operations, ” dated flay 9, 1995.

This Memo supersedes the direction of the Refersnce by providing additional
conservatism in the logic and correcting various calculational errors.

The mass of TOC in the S1udge in tank 241-C-106 is stated in the Reference
as 6.06 grams/kg, or a mass fraction of 0.00606. This is further qualified
by using as a basis the mass of sludge solids instead of the total sludge
mass. This increases the mass fraction by a factor of 100/65 yielding a mass
fraction value of 0.009323. The aerosol mass loading of TOC is then
determined as 0.009323 times the mass of the suspended aerosol sol ids (15.6
mg/m3) or O.1454 mg/m3. The distribution of organics remains at 6.3% sodium
salt of EDTA, 5.2% sodium salt of HEDTA, 29.5% sodium citrate, 29.5% sodium
oxal ate, and 29.5?4 sodium formate.’

The fol lowing corrections are made to the remaining calculations:

Comoonent ~ 9 carbon /omol

sodium salt of EDTA
[ (NaOOCCHz),NCHzCH2N(CHzCOONa)2 ] 380 120

sodium salt of HE!JTA
[ (NaOOCCH2)zNCHzCH2N(CzH$OH)(CH2COONa)] 343 ‘ 120

sodium citrate
[ C3H&OH(COONa)3 ] ;! 258 .72

sodium oxal ate
[ Na02CCOzNa ] 134 24

sodium fonnate
[ HCOONa ] 68 12
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The masses of these organics in the headspace atmosphere are obtained by
multiplying the fraction of the TOC contained in the individual organic

.. species by the ratio of the (MW of the organic ccnpound)/(grams carbon per
mole of the organic compound):

EDTA : (0.1454
HEDTA : (0.1454
citrate: (O.1454
oxal ate: (O.1454
formate: (O.1454

concentration of

mg/n$*(0.063)*( 380/120) = 0.GZ30 mg/m3
~9/M1)*(0.052) *(343/120) = 0.0216 mg/ms
mg/m )*(0.295)*(258/72) = 0.1537 mg/m3
mg/ms)*(0.295 )*(134/24) = 0.2395 mg/m3
mg/m3)*(0.295)* (68/12) = 0.2431 maims

organics in headspace = O .6869 mg/m3

In 1ight of the uncertainties in this analysis, it is recommended that an
, organic concentration of 0.7 mg/m3 be used.

// Zy7

S. O. Estey, Engineer
Waste Tanks Process Engineering

mjg
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Hanford Comt)anv Mamo

From:
Phone:
Date:
Subject:

Waste Tanks Process Engineering 75510-95-031
373-2461 R2-11
May 25, 1995
WASTE COMPATIBILITY EVALUATION FOR INHIBITED PROPYLENE GLYCOL

To: D. J. Minteer S2-24

cc: E. G. Allen G6-02
W. B. Barton .@ij’ R2-11
W. W. Jenkins S2-24
J. R. Kriskovich S2-24
R. A. Pins S2-47
l). A. Reynolds R2-11
SDE File/LB

Reference(s): (1) Internal Memo, S. D. Estey to E. G. Allen, “WASTE
COMPATIBILITY EVALUATION FOR INHIBITED PROPYLENE
GLYCOL, ” dated March 23, 1994.

(2) R. Reid; J. Prausnitz, T. Sherwood, THE PROPERTIES
LIQUIDS AND GASES, 3rd ed., McGraw-Hil 1, New York,

Interpretation of Reference (1) lead to additional auestions about the

OF
1977.

conditions under which propyjene glycol could vapori’ze to form flammable
mixtures in air. In the context of Project W-320, Tank 241-C-106 Sluicing,
Reference (1) avoided these questions by stating that the necessary conditions
for such an event could not occur. However, if this is not the case,
postulated accident scenarios of an extreme nature could be thought to produce
conditions whereby, provided a sufficient amount of fuel (propylene glycol ) is
present, a flammable mixture could form in the tank atmosphere. This memo
analyzes these conditions, and makes the case that such conditions are
incredible.

In every case, the minimal requirements would be that the 1iquid and vapor
phases of the propylene glycol were at or above its flashpoint and that
propylene glycol be present in sufficient quantities to form flammable
mixtures in air. Reference (1) analyzed a formulated propylene glycol mixture
containing about 5% detergent by mass with a stated flashpoint of 214”F. This
memo considers only pure propylene glycol , which is conservative from a
flammability standpoint (i.e., has a lower flashpoint) . The flashpoint,
210 “F for pure propylene glycol, can be interpreted as the temperature at
which the vapor pressure of the combustible liquid is high enough to form a
flammable concentrate on in air. The conditions required are that a sufficient
mass of fuel is present to produce the requi site amount of vapor, and that the
vapor be allowed to concentrate in the volume of the tank atmosphere. Such

Hanford Opwatl.an, and En#neeIIng Contraoto, for the US Oqwunent c,f Ene,gy
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D. J. Minteer 75510-95-031
Page 2 of 4
May 25, 1995

conditions could occur as a result of an extended loss of forced ventilation.

The most simple condition to analyze is the presence of a volume of pure
propylene glycol in contact with the atmosphere of the tank. If a sufficient
mass of 1iquid propylene glycol pools on top of the sludge, the vapor pressure
of propylene glycol will eventually reach its equilibrium value in a stagnant
tank headspace. If’the tank were dry the sludge would be more 1ikely to reach
or exceed 210”F. There must still be a heat transfer mechanism which could
keep the tank atmosphere at or above 210”F, and if water is absent from the
tank, sludge temperatures would have to increase drastically above 210” F in
order to maintain the atmosphere at 210e F. It is highly unlikely that such a
pool, or some other separated phase, of pure propylene glycol could form in
the tank as the glycol would most 1ikely enter the tank as a 50/50
water/glycol antifreeze mixture. In this case, the partial pressure of the
glycol in the tank atmosphere would be reduced compared to the vapor pressure
of the pure component.

In more realistic cases, the volume of water in the tank should be large
compared to the volume of propylene glycol which could leak into the tank. “
If significant amounts of water are in the tank (eg. 30,000 gallons), the
propylene glycol would be diluted to a very low concentration in the water,
and the equil ibrium concentration of its vapor above the glycol-water solution
would have be determined through analysis of vapor-1 iquid equilibrium data for
a water-propylene glycol mixture. The simplest example would be a Henry’s Law
(y = kx) type of relationship, where y is the vapor phase mole fraction and x
is the liquid phase mole fraction. In such cases, the effect of the dilution
water wil 1 be to reduce the partial pressure of propylene glycol in the

“ atmosphere when compared to the partial pressure of the pure component in
contact with the

A calculation of
an LEL condition

Given:

Propylene G1 ycol

atmosphere.

the amount of propylene glycol which must evaporate to form
in the headspace of tank 241-C-106 follows:

MW = 76.11
Specific Gravity = 1.0361
Flash Point - 210”F
Vapor Pressure @ 20°C = 0.07 mmHg
LEL = 2.6%

A quick check of the properties of concern to vapor phase flammabil ity is
through verification that the vapor pressure of the material at its flash
point is equivalent to the LEL. A method for estimating the vapor pressure of
a pure substance as a function of temperature is provided by Antoine’s
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Equation. Reference (2) gives the following form of Antoine’s equation for
propylene glycol:

vapor pressure (mmHg) = exp[20.534 - (6091 .95/(T - 22.46)]

where T is in K: ‘(’T(K)= 273.15 + (5/9)*(T(” F) - 32))

This equation yields a vapor pressure of 0.14 mmHg at 20”C (68-F) compared to
the commonly stated value of 0.07 mmHg. At 210” F, the vapor pressure is
calculated as 22.4 mmHg or 2.9%, which is close to the LEL of 2.6%. In this
case, Antoine’s equation produces a reasonable correlation between the vapor
pressure at the stated flash point (210”F), and the LEL.

Determine volume of tank headspace:

dome volume - 33,000 ft3
cylindrical volume = (500,000 gal - 197,00$ gal )/(7.48 gal/ft3)
total volume = 33,000 + 40,500 = 73,500 ft

Determine lb mols (n,i,)of gas in tank headspace at 210” F:

n = (P*V)/(R*T)

P= 1 atm
v = 73,500 ft3
R = 0.7302 (ft3*atm)l(lb mol*OR)
T = (210SF + 460”F)(0R/”F) = 670°R

n,ir =

nair =

Determine lb mols
tank headspace:

ng[ycot

ng(yco{

(1 atm * 73,500 ft3)/(0.7302 (ft3*atm)/(lb mol*”R) * 670”R)

150 lb mols

of propylene glycol (n9~YCO() required to reach the LEL in

= nai, * LEL/100%

= 150 lb mols * 2.6%/100% = 3.9 lb mols

Converting to gallons of propylene glycol evaporated:

volume - 3.9 lb mols * (76.11 lb/lb mol )/(8.34 * 1.0361 lb/gal)

= 34 gallons propylene glycol

Therefore, under the conditions mentioned previously, if 34 galions of
propylene glycol were to evaporate into a 210” F headspace, a flammable mixture
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D. J. Minteer 75510-95-031
Page 4 of 4
May 25, 1995

COU1d be formed. This is the limiting condition which could only occur if the
volume of 1iquid propylene glycol were present as a separable phase in the
tank. If any propylene glycol leaking into the tank mixes with the water
already in the tank, the partial pressure of the propylene glycol will be less
then the vapor pressure of the pure substance. In this case, as a minimum
requirement, temperatures higher than the flashpoint would be needed to form a
flammable vapor concentration. Even then, the partial pressure of water may
lower concentrations of fdel and oxidizer in the headspace to a level which
would not support combustion. Therefore, the 1imiting condition, and thus the
probability of formation of a flammable atmospheric mixture, is considered
incredible because:

1) The propylene glycol would be added to the tank as a 50/50 mix
with water.

2) Propylene glycol entering the tank would most 1ikely be further
diluted by a large volume of water already present in the tank.

3) The partial pressure of any water in the tank will dilute
concentrations of both fuel (propylene glycol ) and oxidizer
(oxygen) in the headspace, possibly to the point where combustion
could not occur.

4) ~he temperatures required to produce the necessary vapor pressure
of propylene glycol could only result from an extended loss of
forced ventilation (i.e., on the order of about one year at a
minimum).

5) The history of tank farms always indicates that for steady
gas/vapor release scenarios, the combination of natural or other
inadvertent means of tank ventilation prevents the formation of
flammable concentrations in the tank headspace.

,. .’,d.zzzzd’S. D. Es y, Engineer
Waste Tanks Process Engineering

mjg

Concurrence:
*4 DJ’

(signature indicates agreement with this memo and the supporting memo
Reference (1) )
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ffCF KAISER
,ENGINEERS

A-94-001
,-’.

January 10, 1994

ICF K.!.., E.awecrw, l.c.
6400 U,, C,W,,13LVD., SU,,E3S7W
ALs.ouEnouE, N6WMEXW0 87110
5.05/881-1593 F.x50S/881-0814

Kaiser Engineers Hanford Company
1200 Jadwin Avenue
Richland, WA

Attention: Mr. D. J. Shrimpkon

Reference: Project W–320, Tank 241-C-106 Sluicing

An analysis of the energy balance surrounding the referenced
projeck has been completed. The report of results is enclosed. The
purpose of the analysis and report is to illustrated the effect of
various operating scenarios upon the temperature which may be
attained in Tank AY-102.

As shown in the report, temperatures under certain scenarios may
reach above 150 degrees Fahrenheit. The scenarios themselves
include some cases where the assumptions are inconsistent with
operating reality. For instance, operations are assumed to be
continuous for up to one year with high stream factor and high
solids loading of the transfer slurry. Under these conditions the
transfer operation will either only take a very short time or the
entire solids content of C-106 will be euspended and recycled
without settling in AY-102. Thus these scenarios should be
considered bounding rather than necessarily expected.

This analysis assumed as given the design performance of the C-106
vent recycle energy removal system. It is noted that the design
point of this system for exhaust vapor is based on 95 degree
temperature with 100 percent relative humidity. Should the
temperatures reach well above 95 degrees, several impacts on the
vent system should be considered. Included are:

● overloading of the exhaust cooler with condensate
flooding the heat exchanger.

8 overloading the compressor of the refrigeration unit.

● increasing the temperature requirements of the vent gas
superheater.

8 possible need for thermal protection insulation on some
piping systems.
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The report has been written in WordPerfect* 5.1 with tables
generated by Microeoft Excel. Included in the transmittal are two
bound copies, one unbound copy, and a disk file.

Reports from other subtasks will follow this week.
,,.

w
xc: R. Smith, fCF-KE-AL

W. Cureton, ICF-KE-LA
T. Thomas, ICF-KE-AL

*WordPerfect is a trademark of the Wot-dperfect Corpora tion ./N’
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Unii 5taf6ssQovemment ~ , Dowrhent d Essergy

memorandilm

delegation of Appraval~Aut.hmrftyto Streamlina Tank iiaste Mediationmwlm
~eten (TUSS) IkmtrOqtlfsn ,

T& @Wi@r, WE Rlchhnd bporathns Offka

1ey elements for succsss6f tbt tanksafetyurogram lnclude developing
Igh- ●lity do~tatian of Safety ad Envlranmntal Asaessnmti :

WAS/&) and. $tr~aaliningtha precassused far ●ppruving these documents.
Oeasistent with tho dfvisidhof relesand respanslbilItlesaddressedin
Tom 6rumblrs maorand~ ta YOU,datedAugust23, 1993,the ME Ridded
Operations Office (~), Ins the prieary raepansibil ity ts ensurethat
Usstinghauselhnfard~~any (WC] docuswm ara adsqu*te7yrwlawd end
qhwked far quality. ;Toacconplish this objoct.iva,U ~st betechnically
and manageri●lly cap~le of ensuringthe develOpmant of high-qualitySAs
jnd EAa.

5ocretarialSaf=tyIn&latiws issuedon Septamber13. 1993. require ME
thiadquarters(HQ) ta take fouractionsin Naveaber 1993;

● Accapt Interim Safety Eesis;
D Oe_lagate authorityjtaIL far approvalof SafetyAnalysisReports;
● Oelagate approvalauthorityfar NationalEwf ranareistalFaifcyAct (KEPu}

dn~tatian and SafetyAsssssaentsfar the 106-C SluicingPraJeeton a
pilot besis;and

o Delegate PragramSecretarialOfficer(PSO]approvalauthority,to ttm XL
~ tianager,far precureaantactionsand Key Decisions 3 and 4, also On a

pi)at basis. -.

1. plan M accept the ieterin Safeiy ~s~s ( i~) and its irnp~atin9
pracaduras basedOISyour rsvieMand approval. + discussedin JillL.ytle’s,
wayS, 1993,guidance;saorasadumto You concemlng safetyanalyiis for the
iianfordhl~h:levslva$ta @k farms, the Headquarterfocus will be to
e$tabi$sh a mawehmstve safety anvela8e cancfderingal? haaardsfrost
auclear and chmaicalW=X thatare ieqwtantto wrker protection and
facityty oporatians. :EVOn thoughthe 1S8 is based in part OSIesisting ,

operationsand t. prcm?e$vith certainactivitiesralatadto the resolutims
$afsty AnalfiisRapas?s SARS),uo ==wiza tha need to supportan-going

Acce tamsof the ISE is matingent on your aggressive
~~&&~~{cmnp&nsivQ saf.sty basis by J.lY 1994, as laid out in
the secretary’s Safety Initiatives.

Ragarding the delegation of approval authority far S& and S4%, it appea=
there Is an inCOSISISbKY in theSafety[mitlatives. It fs prudent for us
to take ● phased approachIn delegatingthfs criticalautharity.
Thornfars, ua are delegatingto tho KL Managertbe authorityto ●pprove
safety docmo.entation for the 106-C Sluichtg Project on a pilot basis.
Please suhsit a PI an ta us by January10, 1994, describing how RL and the
ilWCwould assumeth* autharity and =countabil\ty for appravlngU&$ for
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all TURS activities. please ensure that this plan rafiects the ~M~t
principles as di$tu$swi ,X tbe,SemetarY in hw Hay 10, 1993, Town Ikating

$3-: ZWx%Xw’sh% NS?ylxag g *,’”
199% to a bw,RL sad MC the qwortnnity to dmonstrat? your

plpnning/approval precais ulth thm Tank 106-C $luising Project safety and
environmental docms+lon:

With raspad tutheME@ dosua$etation far the Tank 1064 Slucing Project,
by!her signa~are on tbi$ amrsndun YOU ham bean delegated the ●uthority
to, approve the Tank 106+ E4 ad issue the finding of no $Ignifieant
iqaet, if aP repriata, !by th Assistant Secretary for Environment,Safatv
ad Health. h staffs* t~ Offk$, @f Ensi~ntal Retimatio. and
Watts ifanagamentand Envlmnwnt, Safety and Health wil 1 be deyelaping
pfiraance msasures to;gauge the successof this dalegetlon of authority.

WeI are mu also dalegat ing”thaPSOapproval authority to the RL Hanagcr for
procurement actions and:,tiy Oacisions 3 and 4 an a pilot basis for the Tank
106=C Sluicing Projnct., RLwill be respofi$tble for fully documenting the
Hanford d~cision-aukinq processes and uil 1 cuntinue t~ ra$ort progress to
HW current ati dated plamia9 and unawsmt =ntml do+snts will be
provided to HO for info~tioo.

we; ●long miih the Secrptsry. are condttsd to eqcusrlrtg th= field; i.e.,
giving qreater responsipil.ity and Kcomtabil Ity to the Operations offices ,
and Management and Opewtiag contrastom for pmmm and P@ed e-cut ion.
Ue Iam interested its dshsgating appropriate resporxsibilltyto RL and MHC
far all Hanford uaste ajmsgemantprograms and project managementprocesses.

F’l&ese pravide us your mncept$ and 1an% in cmpl i ante with ME Order
!’ “ ‘4700.1, for accapting these responslIIltles and demonstrate ng

acaountabil i ty, with measurable’lerfnnnancs neasures. Identify the 1eval

iqlemnt tlk .* responsibility, Aat iopadiments =ist to sucmsful
of Ipwrq rodect managemnt authority you dees appmpriats, hon YOMuil 1

ProgradwOjed iaqlenntatian, and tiat ruponsibil i ties needto be
delagated frm W. Please prwlde us your plan by Jaxumy 10, 1994.

In: all nf these acttons, it is criticzl that inforsatian flon upwards,
unimpeded, from the subcontractors to Wc. to RL, ~d to HQ. N ease cal 1
us for Jill Lytle if you have any questions. Staff contact for this progrti
is John T$$fl$ 301-a03T7170.

fl_ ~~~ m

“T+a tl’Toole, H-II..
Assistant Secretary
Enwimnmaht, Safety

M.P.H. Thomas P. Grdly
/ ‘.Assistant Secretary fo Env.ironmntal

and Health Restoration and )lasta )lanagerusnt
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Westinghouse Internal

Hanford Company Memo

From: Consequence Analysis 8M400-BEH-95015
Phone: 376-2921 H4-64
Oate: October 19, 1995
Subject: ESTIMATEO DOSE TO ONSITE INDIVIDUAL FROM TANK C-106 TRANSFER POOL

SPILL

To: J. C. Conner

cc: L. E. Johnson
O. S. Leach
J. C. Van Keuren
BEH LB

As requested, doses were calculated for the subject scenario using
assumptions consistent with Section 3.4.2.3 of WHC-SD-WM-SAR-065, Rev. O,
“Interim Chapter 3.0 Hazard and Accident Analysi s.” Specifically these
assumptions are:

1. The radioactive liquid spills onto flat ground and soaks down to a
depth of 31 cm.

2. All radioactivity is captured in the top 5 cm of the soil layer.

3. Soil density is 1.6 g/cc and porosity is 30 %. Source shielding
effectiveness is treated as low density concrete mixed with water.

4. The onsite individual is represented by a dose point 100 m from the
nearest edge of the pool and 1.5 m above the ground.

5. The exposure duration is 8 hrs.

Results for two spill sizes of 320,000 and 5,200 L are 9.8 R and 170 mR
respectively for an 8 hour exposure. Doses are approximately linear with
pool spill volume. Therefore, alternate doses can be estimated by linear
interpolation. Ooses are also proportional to exposure time and
approximately proportional to CS-137 concentration. The bremsstrahlung dose
due to Sr-90/Y-90 contributes less than 5% of the total dose.

Attached are the code output produced during the analysis. Also attached is
the C-106 radionuclide inventory assumed in the analysis.

If you hav any questions concerning this information, please do not

:gr~

Principal Engin er

gjr

Attachment

Concurrence: .“0/20/7s
b. EfF--
Consequence Analysis
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ATTACHMENT

CODE OUTPUT FOR ANALYSIS TO ESTIMATE DOSE TO ONSITE INDIVIDUAL FROM TANK C-106
TRANSFER POOL SPILL
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MicroShield 4.00 - Serial #4.00-00128
‘Westinghouse Hanford Company

Page :1 FileRef:
DOS File: V1.MS4 ~~ Date:
Run Date: October 19, 1995 By:
Run Time: 3:21 p.m.. Thureday Checked:
Duration: 0:02:55

Case Title: Pool Spill of 320,000 L - Co,’ Cs and Eu Direct Contribution

GEOMETRY 8 - Cylinder Volume - End Shields
centimeters feet and inches

Dose point coordinate X: 13340.0 437.0 8.0
Dose point coordinate Y: 150.0 4.0 11.1
Dose point coordinate Z: 0.0 0.0 .0

Cylinder height: 5.0 0.0 2.0
Cylinder radius: 3340.0 109.0 7.0

Air Gap: 145.0 4.0 9.1
Side Clad: 10000.0 328.0 1.0

Source Volume: 1.75232e+S cm-3 6188.25 CU ft. 1.06933e+7 cu in.

MATERIAL DENSITIES (g/cm-3)
Material Source Air Gap Side Clad

Shield Shield
Air 0.00122
Concrete 1.6 1.6
Water 0.3

BUILDUP
Method: Buildup Factor Tables

The material reference is Source

INTEGRATION PARAMETERs

Radial
Circumferential
Axial (along Z)

SOURCE
Nuclide curies pCilcmA3
Ba-137m 2.1987e+O05 1.2547e+003
CS-137 2.3242e+005 1.3263e+O03

Quadrature Order
22
22
22

NUCLIDES
Nuclide curies pCi/cm-3
CO-60 2.5937e+002 1.4801e+OO0
Eu-154 9.4574e+003 5.3971e+OOl
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Page :2
DOS File: V1.14S4 .

Run Date: October 19, 1995
Run The: 3:21 p.m. Thureday
Title ‘. : Pool” Spill of 320,000 L - Co, Cs and 13u Direct Contribution

=============================== RESULIIS .-------------------------------------------------------------
Energy Activity
(MeV) (photonsjsec

0.6625 “7.417-e+015
0.8723 4.910e+013
1.0024 9.948e+013
1.2651 1.391e+014
1.3325 9.597e+O12
1.5767 1.233e+013

TOTAL : 7.726e+olS

Energy Fluence Rate Exposure Rate In Air
) (14eV/sq omlsec) (mR/hr)

No Buildup With Buildup ..No Buildup With Buildup
1.046e+O04 5.263e+O04 2.027e+001 1.020e+O02
1.192e+002 4.879e+O02 2.242e-001 9.180e-001
3.174e+002 1.lSle+003 5.848e-001 2.176e+OO0
7.008e+O02 2.249e+003 1.231e+000 3.951e+OO0
5.351e+001 1.665e+O02 9.283e-002 2.889e-001
9.526e+OOl 2.706e+O02 1.581e-001 4.491e-001

1.174e+004 5.698e+o04 2.256e+OOl 1.098e+O02
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MicroShield*4.oo - Serial #4.00-00128
Westinghouse Hanford company

Page :1 File Ref:
DOS File: V2.MS4 Date: ii
Run Date: October 19, 1995 By:
Run Time: 3:28 p.m. Thursday Checkecl:
Duration: 0:04:23

Case Title: Pool Spill of 5,200 L - Co, Cs and Eu Direct Contribution

GEOMETRY 8 - Cylinder Volume - End Shields

Dose point coordinate X:
Dose point coordinate Y:
Dose point coordinate Z:

cylinder height:
Cylinder radius:

Air Gap:
Side Clad:

Source Volume: 2.9044e+6

centimeters
10430.0

150.0
0.0
5.0

430.0
145.0

10000.0

cln-3 102.568

feet and inches
342.0 2.3

4.0 11.1
0.0 .0
0.0 2.0

14.0 1.3
4.0 9.1

328.0 1.0

al ft. 177238. cu in.

MATERIAL DENSITIES (g/cm-3)
Material Source Air Gap Side Clad

Shield Shield
Air 0.00122
Concrete 1.6 1.6
Water 0.3

BUILDUP
Method: Buildup Factor Tables

The material reference is Source

INTEGRATION PARAMETERS
Quadrature Order

Radial 22
Circumferential 22
Axial (along 2) 22

SOURCE NUCLIDES
Nuclide curies pCiJcm-3 Nuclide curies
Ba-137m

flCi/cm-3
3.5792e+003i 1.2323e+003 CO-60 4.3228e+OO0’ 1.4884e+OO0

CS-137 3.7835e+O03[ 1.3027e+O03 Eu-154 1.5402e+002z 5.3030e+OOl

%oshield is a registered trademark of Grove Engineering, Inc. , kockville, 110.
~N
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Page :2
DOS File: V2.MS4
RUn Date: October 19, 1995
RUn Time: 3;28 p.m. Thursday -.

Title :-Pool Spill of 5,200 L - Co, Cs and Eu Direot Contribution

------------------------------- RESULTS..----— ------------------------ __________________ ______ _____________________________________

Energy Activity Energy Fluence Rate Exposure Rate In Air
(MeV) (photons/see ) (14eVlsq cmlsec) (mR/hr)

No Buildup With Buildup No Builrlup With Buildup
0.1231 2.306e+o12 3.270e-001 6.832e+OO0 5.135e-004 1.073e-002
0.246 3.892e+Oll 2.050e-001 2.208e+000 3.771e-004
0.4426

4.061e-003
5.300e+o10 8.450e-002 5.309e-001 1.655e-o04 1.040e-003

0.5907 3.552e+011 9.754e-001 4.S41e+O00 1.905e-003 9.457e-003
0.6625 1.207e+o14 4.l16e+O02 1.874etO03 7.978e-001 3.632e+Oo0
0.8723 7.996e+Oll 4.580e+OO0 1.722e+OOl 8.619e-003
1.0024

3.240e-002
1.620e+O12 1.206e+OOl 4.151e+OOl 2.222e-002 7.649e-002

1.2649 2.269e+O12 2.618e+OOl 7.864e+OOl 4.599e-002 1.382e-ool
i. 3325 1.599e+011 2.035e+000 5.943e+000 3.530e-003
1.5767

1.031e-oo2
2.009e+011 3.496e+OO0 9.388e+OO0 5.803e-003 1.558e-002

TOTAL : 1.289e+O14 4.615e+O02 2.041e+003 8.869e-001 3.930e+000
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HicroSkyshine*

P= $?u~lear & Radiological Safety Analysis - .l~~l-:CJ~~

Fife: V1. SKY
Run: 3:34 P.m.

Date : / /
: October 19, 1995 ‘3’ —Checke :

CASE: Pool Spill of 320,000 L“- Co, Cs and Eu Skyshine

GEOKSTRY: Vertical cylinder area source behind a wall

DIKSNSIONS (meters):

Distance between wall and detector....... ... X
Dethofsource behind wall. ............. ...Y
Of~set of detector....................... ...z
Depth of dose point...................... ...H
Di+tance between center of source and wal ... R1
Thickness of cover slab......................T1
ThLcknessof second shield................... T2
Radius of source.............................w
Heig.htof source.............................L

INTEGRATION PARAMETERS:

Number of Radial SeSments.....................M
Number of Circumferential SeSments............N
Number of Vertical Segments ...................c
Quadrature Order............................

100.
$.5

3$4

3!:4
0.05

5
5

d

HATERIAL DENSITIES (s/CC):

Ambient air: .0012

Material Cover Slab Lower Shield Volume Source
---------- ---------- ------------
Air

-------------

Water
Concrete

0.3

Iron
1.6

Lead
Zirconium
Urania

Buildup factor based on: WATER.

*Microskyshine is a registered trademark of Grove Engineering, Inc. , Rockville, Mrl.&d
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CASE: Pool Spill of 320,000 L - Co, Cs and Eu Skyshfne

SOURCE NUCLIDES:
...-.._

!-, ,! .,

Nuclfde Curies Nuclide------- -----.---- -----.-
Ba-137m 2.1987e+05z
CS-137 2.3242e+05/

CO-60
Eu-154

2ESULTS:

“v’ %3’ (Pfwwec) ::::/pR&:----- ------ --.---------- -----------

i
1.30 1.497e+14
1.02

3.332e-20

3
1.108e+14 3.449e-20

4
.84 6.425e+13
.66

3.364e-20
7.422e+15 3.456e-20

5
6

.48 3.416e+12

.40
3.543e-20

7.328e+ll 3.439e-20
i

;;: 2.310e+13 3.165e-20
7.949e+ll 2.988e-20

J
.12 1.416e+14 2.350.e-20

-------.-
TOTALS: 7.917e+15

Curies
--------- ,-
2.5937 e+02/
9.4574 e+03/

Dose rate
(mr/hr)

---.-----
2.05Be+Ol
1.575e+ol
8.912e+O0
1.058e+03
4,991e-01
1.039e-01
3.015e+O0

::1?::;%

-.-------
1.120e+03
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MicroSkvshine.
pa ~~llear & Radiological Safety Analy:& - L~~-~C)/~

Fife: V2 .SKY
Run: 3:37 p.m.

Date: /
: October 19, 1995 ‘3; ‘—Checke

CASE: Pool Spill of 5,200 L

GEOMETRY: Vertical cylinder

- Co, Cs and Eu Skyshine

area source behind a wall

DII!J2NSIONS(meters):

. . . . . . . . . x

. . . . . . . . . ;

. . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . .
d wall. .. !!1
......... T1
......... T2
........ w
......... L

INTEGRATION PABAXSTERS:

Number of Rqdial Segments.....................M
Number of Circumferential Segments............N
Number of Vertical Segments...................c
Quadrature Order............................

100.
1.5
0.
0.
4.3
0.
0.
4.3
0.05

5
5

12

MATERIAL DENSITIES (g/cc):

Ambient air: .0012

Haterial Cover Slab Lower Shield Volume Source--------.. ---------- ------------
Air

--------.----

Water
Concrete

0.3

Iron
1.6

Lead
Zirc?nium
Urania

Buildup factor based on: WATER,
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CASE: Pool spill of 5,200 L - Co, Cs a“ndEU Skyshihe

SOURCE NOCLIDES:t----qi

Nuclide Curfes----.-- —--.--.----
Ba-137m 3.5792 e+03~
CS-137 3.7835 e+03f -

Nuclide
---..--
CO-60
Eu-154

gn$ y
W’p “ 7-----.--------

1
2

1.30
..

3
1.02

4
.84
.66

5-
;

TOTALS:

RESULTS :

Activity
(photons/see)

DO::,pg:&g
-.----------- -----------

2.442e+12
1.807e+12

2.734e-20
3.012e-20

1.046e+12 3.023e-20
1.208e+14 3.327e-20

---------
1.261e+14

Curies---------- /
4.3228e+O0
1.5402 e+02,

Dose rate
(mr/hr)

---------
2.753e-01
2.245e-01
1.304e-01
1.658e+Ol

----..---
1.721e+Ol
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Table A-1. .C-106Radionuclide InventoryData. (Savino 1994 and Co;ner 1995a)

Sm 1** Dra!nabte Inte,,titi, t I{quid Stldg ●lsl”rl-f SC4ids Tank imv.

saMPLE DATE 05/19 [26 C5/191.% 05/ 19/86

Densiw s/.( 1.43

Vol. (KGAL) 16 197 213

VaL. (L) 6.06 E+C4 7.44 E+Q5 8.06 E+05

Cuqx. site 100 Percmtite - sc.ltd3
(Maximm sqle Act!vity Ctimtr.tim)

NucLi* Volllna CEDE Dose cMtrl - lleat Lcd Cmtri - LWW Dose cc,ltir - Bone s“, cmtri -
Activity (s”/L) tutic?l (lI/L) tutirn (Sv/L) bdtic.n Dose &rim

(241) (x) (!4) (.2) (Sv/L) (%)
,,

c 1.2 E+06 6.9 E-06 0.0 0.0 E+oo 0.0 6.9 E-06 0.0 6.9 E-06 0.0

“co 3.0 E+07 1.8 E+OO 0.0 1.2 E-OS 0.1 1.0 3+01 0.1 4.1 E-01 0.0

%. 0.0 E+OO 0.0 E*OO 0.0 0.0 E*OO 0.0 0.0 E+C4 0.0 0.0 E*OO 0.0

-s, 9.7 E+1O 6.3 E*O3 8.8 : 3.0 E-03 14.0 3.6 E+02 : 3.3

-E

7.1 E*O4 5.7

9.7 E+1O 2.2 E*O2 0.3 1.5 E-02 67.0 9.1 E+-2Z 0.6 1.5 E+OO 0.0

0.0 Too E+M I 0.0 I0.0E-M I 0.0 1% 0.0 E+OO 0.0 E+OO 0.0 0.0 E+oo

“T. 1.2 E+07 3.2 E-03 0.0 1.6 E-07 0.0 I 4.1 E-03 I 0.0 I 5.2 E-W I 0.0

‘-R” 0.0 E*OO 0.0 E+OO 0.0 0.0 E400 0.0 0.0 E+OO 0.0 0.0 E+OO ] 0.0

‘“Sb 0.0 E+OO 0.0 E+OO 0.0 0.0 E+oo 0.0 I0.0E+OT3I 0.0 I 0.0 E+OO I 0.0 1
“’I I 4.3 E+03 I 2.0 E-4 I 0.0 I 5.& E-11 I 0.0 1“ 1.3 E-C6 I 0.0 I 5.9 E-07 I 0.0 I
‘“Cs 0.0 E+OO 0.0 E+oo 0.0 0.0 E*O 0.0 0.0 E+@ 0.0 0.0 E+OO 0.0

“Cs 2.7 E+1O 2.3 E+02 0.3 3.4 E-03 15.7 2.6 E+02 2.2 2.1 E+02 0.0

‘-Cc 0.0 E+OO 0.0 E.00 0.0 0.0 E+OO 0.0 0.0 E* 0.0 0.0 E+OO 0.0

‘“h 0.0 E+OO 0.0 E+OO 0.0 0.0 E+LIO 0.0 0.0 3+00 0.0 0.0 6+04 0.0

-3. 1.1 E@9 8.8 E+O1 0.1 2.8 E-04 1.3 9.0 E+O1 0.8 6.0 E+02 0.0
,x “

0.0 E.00 0,0 Etao 0.0 0,0 E+OO 0.0 0.0 E* 0.0 0.0 E_O 0.0

-F-u 1.4 E+08 1.5 E+V, 20.s 1.2 E-06 0.6 2.5 E+03 23. s 2.6 E+05 21.0

-P” 3.3 E+08 3.8 E+% 52.9 2.7 E-W 1.2 5.7 E.03 52.2 6.9 E4 55.2

% 0.0 E+OO 0.0 E+OO 0.0 0.0 E400 0.0 0.0 E+-30 0.0 0.0 E+OO 0.0

““m 2.6 E+09 5.7 E+03 7.9 2.1 E-LM 0.0 1.9 E+CJ1 0.2 1.1 Ew35 8.6

‘“h S.5 E+07 6.6 E*3 9.2 L.9 E-OS 0.2 1.0 E+03 9.3 1.2 ENS 9.5
s“

“A.a I0.0E+OOI0.0E+OOI 0.0 I 0.0E+OO] 0.0 1 0.0E+OO1 0.0 I 0.0E+OO I 0.0 1L
‘“h 0.0 E+iIO 0.0 Eu20 0.0 0.0 E+OO 0.0 I 0.0 5+2 I 0.0 I 0.0E+OOI 0.0
‘% 0.0W200.0E+OO0.0 0.0Eu20 0.0 0.0E+M 0.0 0.0E-30 0.0
“h 0.0E+OO0.0E+OO0.0 0.0 C-oo 0.0 I0.0Em ] 0.0 I0.0E+OOI 0.0
‘% 0.0E+OO0.0E-90 0.0 0.05+00 0.0

TotB1 2.3 E.11 7.2 E+04 2.2 E-02 I 1.1 E44 I I 1.3 E%. I
- lrdicares hole kdy *r .Cgw limited.

J

IO.OE-M T 0.0 I 0.0E*O I 0.0 1

Cxtdxr 20, 1W3
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PEER REVIEW’ CHECKLIST

Document, Reviewed: 8M400-8EH-95-015, Internal. Memorandum to J. C. Conner
entitled “ESTIMATED DOSE TO ONSITE INOIVIOUAL FROM TANK
C-106 TRANSFER POOL SPILL’!

Author: Brit E. Hey
Oate: October 19, 1995

Scope of Review: Entire Document —

Yes No NA
[I[l[d

[<[1[1
[<[1[1
[+[1[1
[ti[l[l
[3[1[1
[J[l[l

[d [ 1 [ 1-

[d[l[l

‘[<[ 1 [1

[J[l[l
[4[1[1

[I[l[r

[<[1[1
[d[l[l

[d[l[l

[I[l[x

[1[1[/

[X[l[l

Previous’ reviews complete and cover analysis, up to scope of
this review, with no gaps.
Problem completely defined.
Accident scenarios developed in a clear and logical manner.
Necessary assumptions explicitly stated and supported.
Computer codes and data files documented.
Data used in calculations explicitly stated in document.
Oata checked for consistency with original source information
as applicable.
Mathematical derivations checked including dimensional
consistency of resultsi
Models appropriate and used within range of validity or use
outside range of establ ished val idity justified.
Hand calculations checked for errors. Spreadsheet results
should be treated exactly the same as hand calculations.
Software input correct and consistent with document reviewed.
Software output consistent with input and with results
reported in document reviewed.
Limits/criteria/guidelines applied to analysis results are
appropriate and referenced. Limits/criteria/guidelines
checked against references.
Safety margins consistent with good engineering practices.
Conclusions consistent with analytical results and applicable
limits. -
Results and conclusions address all points r’equired in the
problem statement.
Format consistent with appropri ate NRC Regulatory Guide or
other standards
Review calculations, comments, and/or notes are attached.

Document approved.

~tit_hO WIy w. gQVtrnb h (Q /b ~$-

Reviewer (Printed Name and Signature)’ Date
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United States Government Department of Energy

hernorandum Richland CJperations OfficS

SUSJE:7: PRELIMINARY SAFZTY 3/ALUATION RE?ORT (PSZR)

TO: J. O. !iagoner

Attached is a %el iminary Safety Evaluatian !?eoort(PSH) ?ar ?ro.ject
W-2Z0 , Z4!-C-!06 Wasca ?etrieval S1uicing Syst=m. Completion oF Projec;
W-3Z0 is included in the Tri-?arry Agreement ,Wjlestones. This ?SZR
documenr.s the TWRS inaegendent rsvi ew of WHC’s Prsl iminary Safscy
Asszssnent.

00E Order 5480.23 rsquirss that 00E oer:orm an inaegendenc rsview of the
contractor’s safety analysis and documenr. that review in a Safety
Evaluation Report (SZR). TFne attached rsgresents the first such comol iance
,with that requirement. at Hanford. [t is our intent that future TWRS
projects ‘wi~1 also camel y with this reguiwnent as we imnrave our safety
oversight resgonsibil ities and intagrats safsty more fully into the program
management orocess.

Your aporaval of the att~ched PSE?. is rscmmended.

. . // /tfz%%’x— .
“/ Jackson E. Kinzsr, Assistant Manager

Off i c= OF Tank Nasts ,Qemediation Systm
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;ii:OFF FILE
PRI ROG FILE
CCC FILE
0. ALSXANOEI, PRI
K. BRACKEN, TWR
W. EDWAROS, PRI
W. lfRZ5SiNSiiI,TWP
SANO&7S, TWP .
KRUGER, OSA ,

RECORD fiOTE: NONE

File: PW :OWA/?rlinx.Safetiy

A
OFFiCS > P!tr //)& IPRI

DOE-8UCCr
IWP ITAP ~sA

S. .WE>” AL::MIJEI /EOkIAROS I!4RZSSINSKI f5ANDE3S

FAR

~KRUGER ~iyzs)
OATS >

f /23/, w p..w CCWR I%!51,. pm-d P&J. (b.@”. lp#-cl/.@.&Jfi;j<
(Please Retur# TO ~orothy Watkins, 5-7574, F&J/714 BUO)

DOCUMENT NO. 48752
,,.
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SAFETY EVALUATION

Preliminary Safety Sval uatian
Project M-320

241-C-106 Haste Rerrieval Siuicing System
(~HC-5~-~M-?SE-IJI0,Revision 2; Occaber, 1994)

December 19S4
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S.4ETY ?/ALUA710N ZE..ORT:PRELIMINARY SAP= 9/ALUATiON; ?RuJECT ‘J-WI,
VI-C-106 ,JAS7EiWRIEVAL SLUfC:NG 5YSiSl (IJHC-SWN-?SE-WJ, ?av 2)

CONCURRENCE:

$

PAGE

44=2 .>/z2_ ,A~>
.4 T. R. Sheridan, Acting Asslstanc Manager, TWRS1/
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INTRODUCTION

rflisregort provides,the U. S. Department OF Energy (OOE) Ricnland Operations
Of?ica (RL) orsliminary sa:ety evaluation of the praoosed sluicing of the nuclear
‘wasts in single-shelled, high hear, “war.tilist” ‘Tank 24!-C-106 (C-106) and
transfer of this wasta to aouisle-shel lea Tank 2~1-AY-!OZ (AY-!02). T’nis
evaluation is based in part on the ?rsl iminary Safety Evaluation (?SE), WHC-SLI-
WM-?SZ-O1O, Revision 2, datsd October 1994, and in oart upon inaeoendent review
meetings and cmmenrs. ~ne purpose OF this review is to suooorz the saFecy-
relatsei information provided in the Envi ranmental Assessment and to determine
whether project plarming and system design, cansrructian and tsstinq should be
continued as prooosed, be modi Fiesi, or be terminated becausa of safety
considerations. This safety evaluation does not addrsss non-safety rslatsd
issues wisich could imoact on project success unless those issues also could
impact the health and sa~ety of on-site or off-sita personnel or the snvironmenc.

Becausa this is a iimited-scooe avaluarion it does nor comoletsly conform to the
requirements of Attachment 1, Section ~.f of OOE Order 5480 .?3, nor does the ?SE
on ‘which it is primarily based. Guiaancs ?rom 00E Heaaquarrars (HQ; let?.sr,
T5engi+.~nt:onen,Ju~y 13, 1993) ~~es not requjrg a new or ravj secj Safety

Analysis Report (SAR) ror this action. RL, using their Deiegacion of Authority
. (letter, O’Tool e and Grumhly co Manager, RL; Oecsmoer 9, 1993) , has adoocsd this

same guidance as their own. ?hersfors, a F’veliminary SAR ‘wil1 not be required
prior to the start o? the Waste Retrieval Sluicing Systsm procurement and
construction, and a Final SAR ‘wil1 not be rsquirea grior to operations. RL ‘wil1,
however, review and apprave a Safety Assessment (SA) prior to authorizing ‘wasts
retrieval operations.

Pubiic Law 101-510, Section 3137 (Wyden Amendment) , “SaFety iteasurss far !4asts
Tanks at Hanford Nuclear Reservation”, mandatss that the United Statas Oepartnsent
of Energy develoo plans For rssoonse to safety issues assaciatad ‘with the ‘wasts
storage tanks at the Hanford Sits, and to raport the progress o+ implementing
these plans to Congrsss. The “Hanford Fsderal Faci1ity Agrssment and Consent
Order 89-10”, also !known as the Tri-Party Agrsement, includes milestones to
demonstrate single-shell tank (SST) ‘wasts retrieval . ililestone i4-45-03A,
“[nitiata S1uicing Retrieval of C-106, ” by October i997, requirss the rstrieval
of waste fram Tank 24I-C-106 to rssol ve the high-heat safety issue and to
demonstrate ‘wasterstrieval . Tank Z41-C-106 has been identified during the 1994
rs-negoti ation of the Tri-?arty Agrssment as the M-4S-03 retrieval demonstration
tank by the DOE and the Washington Stats Oeoartnent of Ecology.
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#ACXGMIJND

Tank C-106 is a 2-roil1ion L (530,000-gal) c~oacity SST. It contains
agnwximatsly 746,000 L (197,000 gal) of sludge ‘waste. This volume c~nsiscs OF
a 91,000 L (24,000 gal) hard-pan 1ayer, 534,003 L (141,000 gai) of high-heat
sludge, 121,000 L (32,000 gal) of supernars, and a mineral crust (at the location
0< $0 !986 care sample) . The sludge is bel ieved to cantain a high concantracion
or Sr, making it the major sourca OF heat. Currsnc heat-generation race is
aszimatd at 116-$lJ/h(110,000 3TU/h), enauqh to svaporar.e ;oproxtmatsly 23,000
L (6,000 gal) a+ makeuo ‘water per month. Ihe objective .or this pr~jec: is to
rsducs the heat generation rata io below 42 tiJ/h(40,000 3TU/h). Reducing the
heat load to this level ‘willallow closurs of the tank safety issue.

Tne postul atsd safety hazard for the tank without the mitigating ?ffects af the
orogosad project is high-level nuclear wast? release cusad by the loss of tank
incaqity. There are two potsntial scsnarios leading to loss of tank intsgri ty.
The rlrst scsnario is the inevitable degradation of the tank due to its use ‘wel1
beyond its design life, resulting in a signiflcanf. tank leak. The second
scsnaria (!vhichmay result From the first scsnario or arher causes) ?ostuiacss
loss of evaporative cooling followed by siudge dryouc, resulting in the
reinforced concrats overheating and Fail ing. Reflooding af the sludge aft.ar
dryout could present stsam sputtering that wouid further” strsss the tank 1iner
and canc~eta.

1: is es~imatad by Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC) that ‘withour rameaiation
this single shell tank cwld rsquirs cool ing ‘wacsraddition until the year ZO~5.
Tank-to-tank sluicing ‘willprovide the earl ies; reasonable closurs of this saf+ty
concsris. Removal af the heat-*generatingslua:e is ?xpectsd to allow tarminatian
of the coal ing watsr addition and permit tanK C-!06 to be placsd inta a safe,
intarim-stabilizsd stats.

This project is to design, Fabricat+, develop, test, and operata a new rstr~e’lai
system, the Wasts Retrieval Sluicing System. . Tine design objective or the
retrieval systsm is to r~move a minimum OF 75% OF th- heat-generating ‘waste in

Tank C-106. The proposed design uses double-~ipe transier 1ines to move sludge
from Tank C-106 to AY-102 and to return sluiclng fluid From AY-102 to C-106. Two
S1uicing nozzles wil 1 be designed and fabricated for the project. Tine nozzles
wil 1 ~oe rsmocal y operated from a control room using visual information From in-

tank closed-circuit TV. .

This project has identi ?ied that radioactive and chemical hazards ars available
during the construction oeriod. Oesign and installation will have to account for
the sxi stancs of-these nazards.
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Evaluation

Desigtsand operation

Far the purposes of this evaluation, possibly the most imOortant Factor is that
the proposed S1uicipg operation has besn completed succsss:ui 1y mors than fifty
times in the o,ast. T!nis is particularly imoarzanc because it aliminates the
question of wnecher the sluicing M. be conauctad safaly. Pas?. sluicing
operations, oartiml arly those conauczad prior to 1S60, experienced ogerar. ional

prooiems, primarily ‘with pump Failures. Sluicing operations after that time,
using improved pumgs, have not exueriencad similar problems. Line plugging,
although it hasn’ t occxrred in the past, is a valid concsrn. Pragosad imprwed

inst~~mentation should provide sarly information and rsduca this concern.

AS prcsoosed, the was:s transfer 1ine wil 1 be a doubie-wal led oioe and wil 1 be
designed to cisnform to .LIOEOrder 61LZ0.lA. [nstrumentatian wiil be orovided to
detecc leaks of the tnside pipe. ‘While this design ,wauld aopear to provide
improved sa:ety, it is not clear that this apgroach is the mast cost -sffecztve
method of enhancing ?acil ity safety. Because the mast 1ikely pioe rupturs
mechanism apgears to be a seismic~liy initiated failure or other mechanical
damage, safety may be enhancad at 1ower cosc by using sin~ls-wal led piping,
designed to the most stringent ASi4E caaes with 1arge seismic design margins.
Ooubl e-walled piping is particularly useful wisen carrosian or erosion t~~e
fai1urss are a conc+rn; neither should be an issue Far this short s?rvics 71~s
syszsm. However, Washington Administrative Code (WAC) Part 173, Section 303 .6~0,
Paragraph 3 r~quires dauisle containment at al1 points $or this type of oo-eration.
The cost and scheaul e impaccs aF obtaining a varianc~ from this Part or the ‘WAC
for this project ars not of~sat by any aecrsasa in risK, but at some 1atsr time
may oe wat-rantad generic~l 1y far futurs Hanford Sits tank waste rstrieval
ageratians.

WHC has statad (letter 9L0728Z8 ?1, C.A. Augustine to R.L. Long, November 29,
- 1994) that the Project !J-320pipeline system is designed in ac:ardanca with ANSI
- code S31.3, Chemical P1ant and i?e?inery Piping. T’nischoica ‘wasidentiFied as an

apor~pri ate c~de for the prcsdect in compl ianca Wit!sthe al1owance of OIJEOrder -
~430. 1A, sec~f on 13013, ~ar the use af Cornparabl e sa~~ty-r~l a~?d codes. RL agrees
that for the low prsssurs, short li~e servics of this piping, ANSI 831.3 is an
aporoori ate code to sati SFY the requirements a? 00E Order 6430. 1A far the inner
plping~ RL also agress that the aucsr oiping, which is arimarily a leak
collsctor and spray inhibitor,
however,

can be designed to less str~ngent standards;
those standards must be c1 early identi fied, justi fied and careful 1y

fallowed. Me nats, however, that the design of the outar aiping ,must be such that
it does not allow its axistance, ooeracian or ?ailurs to degrade the inner piping
or limit the inner piping’s ability to meet its code requirements. Saismic
rsquirsments ?ar “bath pipes shal1 be such that it can be Mown by analysis that
the inner piping ‘wil1 not fail when the entire system is subjected to a Catagory
1 (0.Zg Z?A) earthquake.

At prssent, al1 involved tan’ks (C-106, AY-!132 and AY-!Ol) ara substantial lY
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subcritical by both fissile cmscwrt?ation and nuclear ~oison concsntratian. The

sluicing OF C-!06, slurry trans~er, and dispersal in lank AY-102 ars all mixing
type aperatians which should maintain potential criticality praaucts in dispersed
form.

Similarly, this agitating and mixing aoeratian snauid serve ta 1iberata, rather
than cagcurs, farmed ar rsleasad hyarogen during the sluicing and trans:er
aoeration. Accordingly, hyaragen build-up during the sluicing and transfer
aoeracions should ~ot be a concsrrr. Althaugis hydrogen accumul a’cion during “
sluicing and trans:er shauld not be an issue, at least :aur alternative sluicing

media other than the ane described in the PSZ have been prooosea. AFtsr the
trans%r aoerat ion is compl eced, the cmtsnts af Tank AY-i02 may be af a
c~mpositian that wi 11 trap :1amsriablegases, eventual 1y releasing them suddenl y
inta the tank headspace at abave the lawer r~aamsability 1imit. The ?SE daes nat
discuss this mechanism Far the variaus sluicing Fluid options. ~ne 5A musx,
t!rersfore, provide an appropriate analysis and justificacian far the sluicing
fluid chosen, p.articularly as it affsc-d rscsiver tank chemistry. and the
patenci al far hydrogen rstention and subsequent rslease.

A passibie concsrn is erasian of Tank C-!06 durinq the sluicing ooeratian. Ta
adarsss this issue, WHC proposes to work From the csnter af the tank aurwara,
impinging sluicing fl”uia on the tank ‘wallsonly when the minimum amount af slurry
is le% in the tank. This appears to be a reascwsaols approach in the avenc that
S1uicing aczian causes failure of an alreaay lweakenedtank wal 1 ar rsooens a tank
1eak currently piugged hy carrh; ian products ar viscous sludge. A related
concarn is the shoc!c wave ar direct shac!k $ffecc of the sluicing fluid,
trans,mittad to the tank ‘#al1 and causing (mechanicalfai1ure. !4HChas statad that

the design af the sluicing syscam pumas and nazzles ars such that sluicing medium
vel acity is Iimitsd ta a degree that this is nac i seriaus concsrn, but this
information is nac discussed in the PSS. Limits an sluicing snergy must be
covered in the SA ana assacfatsd Technical Safaty Requirsmencs.

IWHC’s preliminary safety evaluation has identified a seismically initiatsd
transfer 1ine braak as ane of thg “event hazardaus canditians “estimatad ta be
worst case”. Their analysis assumes that (far the worst case, unmitigated
scsnario) pumping cantimues “and a substantial fraction o? the tank contants are
released to the graund surfacs. To nitigat+ the .cansequencss of this accident,
they propose a seismic swi tch, ini tiat+d at some naminal graund accalsratian,
which would shut af? the pump and minimize the amount of radioactive matsrial
rsleasad ta the asviranment. This seisinicswitch is a fairly simole device which -
rsducas risk during a seisinicevent; however, it cannot be crsditad w.ith absaluta
reliability. The design evaluatsd in the SA should consider the !knawrf
r~liaoiTjty a: the Sa:ety c~ass I ~eisajc jwftches to bettsr demonstrate th~ the

“.resultant risk is ‘wel1 within the acceptable.range.

Canclusian - the praposed design aopraach appears rsascmable, axc~pt that sY5tSOIS
for transferring tank waste should be analyzed ta shaw their abillty to withstand
at least a O.Zg Z?A without containment failure.
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Accident Analysis

The ?S5 provides deterministic analys.esof a sgectrum af pastuIated accidents.
Rough estimates af accident prabaoil tties are presented but nor.used to calcul ate
quantitative risks. The spectrum af accidents cassidersd ap?ears reasanabl e, and
cansaquenca calcul’atians are adequately, passibly excsss; vely, conservative,
Calculations ars 1imited ta standard nearest sita baundary and 100-metar paints.
This apgroach is adequate at this PSZ stage becausa it baunds pas.sinle
cansequencss. At the SA stage, accident calcular. ians should use ,mors real ist.ic,
although cansarvative, number,s and should ,make reasonable estimatss af risk in
arder ta better identify necsssary safety snirancaments. Faci1ity wor!ker sa?ety
must alsa be SXUI icitly addrsssed.

This PSZ assumes that far accidents with unacceptable consequences, use af
safety-cl ass equipment ar barriers ‘wil1 rssult in acceptable results, a.g. the
s.eisnic switches and the c~ver blac!<s an the pump and jumper nits. Tinis is a d.e-
Facco orabaoil istic analysis that assumes that the ‘praaability of thesa
enisance!nentsfail ing is sufficient y small ta make the averall prababil ity of the
event accqstabl e. Tisis is an accsgtable appraach at this ?SZ stage; hawever, the
SA must provide suf:f cient quantit~tive infarmacian ta canfirrn;hese assumutians,
ar additional design (ar aperatianal) stags must be tak~n.

Revision 2 af the PSZ gravides C31CU1 ated .ZF7ective Oosa Equivalents (EIE) far
unbounded accidents (beyand 08As) whic!r ars substantially in excsss af chase
allowable by ‘WHC and 00E guidelines, particularly on-sj t+. Tnese EJE’s ars
clearly conservative and not inconsistast ‘with thasa used .Far other HarsFard
prajects. As such, they reprssant zn adequats basis for estaol ishing that this
project rqrssents na greater baunding hazard than athers at the Han Fard site.

Tne S.4 should oravide mors rsal istic calculacians, including beyand 08As, ta
placa a better perspective an the averal 1 project risk.

The PSE daes not calcul ate hazard consequences from chemical rsleases. it daes
indicats that such consequences ars axpected ta be smal1 wisen comparsd with
radial agical consequences. ~nis is a reasonable pasiti,an at this PSiZstage;
hawever, the SA must provide” a campl eta assessment af patanti al chemical hazards.

Conclusion .- Tine PSE has identified and analyzed a spectrum of accidents whic!r
appear ta encamp ass the propased project. Ca~cul ated cansequencas From thesa
accidents, wi thaut mitigation, range from minimal ta unaccspt~ble. Mitigative
measures apaear ta be avail able ta bring ali postulated accidents within dase
guidelines. Mars real istic, but stil 1 conservative,- assumpt!ans shauld bring
thes~ postul ated accidents further wi thin guidel ines. Ihe.usa af risk lmethadolagy
at the SA stage should assure that accidents wi th lesser consequences clan’:
reprssent di sprogot%ionats ri sks. As such, the accident calculations provided
at this stage in the praject appear adequat+ and the calcul atad cansequencss da
not precl ude continuation wi th mare detail sd design and rigorous safety analysis.
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The rsview summarized in this svaluatiatscaverad a considerable period OF time
and ilic~udednumerous experts from natianal laboratories, RL, RL and HQ support
contractors, privata industry and consultants. A suostanr.ial numiser of
questions, many unne~ ated to the scope of this evaluation, wers raisa~ and
resolved., Al1 of the associated questions and rssolutians ar~ csntained in the
review File and are available as requirad. All of the rsview information was

considered in developing this report.

As this review was being cornoletsa, RL recognized the n-eed to devel ap a mors
disciplined and cismolere rawew process. Tnat, pracass is being imolentenced on
sutmequent projects and will be used far the SA on this one; however, it did not
saem appropriate or necsssary to “start over” an this review. Tinis rsporz does
evoke a number of the principles being imolmented in this mors disciol ined and
comgleta review process and provides relatsd guiaancs so that the SA fwil1 be
cansistanc with the new requirements.

Reviewers’ cmnencs not coversd in this evaluation incl used: assurancs that the
necassary heat-bearing matarials wouid he removed by the sluicing, possible
Foaming of supernata, and potential altsrnate aoproach,es ?or retrieval . Although
these ars al1. val id issues and responses ‘were provided,. they da not directly
rslate to this waluation. The mars discipl inetireview gracedurss to be used For
Futurs RL safety reviews fwi11 assurg that safaty rsvi ewers’ cmnsents at-smot-s
properly Focused.

[t is important to nats, that from a safaty perspective; failurs of this project
to accomplish all of its goals is not necessarily negative. At same ooinr.,
twatchlist tanks such as C-!06 must be procsssad, either to rsducs their hazard
poten,tiai or to prwent their le+king. Sluicing and transfw is considered a
viable means of performing much of this processing. Lessons 1earned from this
demonstration project wil 1 aid in meeting this rsquir~ment. Should unexpected
results occw-, this infarmat ian cas be Fact.orsd inta futurs designs and
operations.
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RECENT FIENT.S

During the period of this review, Tank C-lO6 has expert encad anomalous
taperitura rsadings. Cool ing ware? in the tank was deli beratal y al1owed to drop
to the level of the sludge (as part of a procsss test) followed by the addition
0? ~bdut 98,000 1.(26,000 gal ) of water, Followiisgthe watar addttion, indicat~~
t.enqseratureon one of ‘t’#ainstalled thermocouples slowly rose to sisme Z17°F,
dropped to more normal values, and has experienced some oscillations. Although
this apgears, at worst, to be a local ef:ect, it emghasizss the concarms with
leaving Tank C-!06 in its curmst high-heat situation. At.this point it does not
appear that this recant anomaiy should affect the ,propasad sluic~ng and transfer
operation or the results of this evaluation. Rev~sion 2 OF the ?SE ac!<nowiedges
this situation and cmunits to rqiorzing further details and rasults of an
investigation OF it in the upcoming Sd $or the project.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the reviews canductsd as summarized in this evaluation, TWRS bel ieves
that there is reasonable assurzncs that Tank 24!-C-!06 Waste Retrieval Sluicing
System gro ject can be designed, ~rocurea, canstructsa, and tested with no undue
risk to facil ity wot-kers, co-locatacl workers,. the publ ic, or the environment.
[n 1arge measure, that conclusion is based on similar past SUCCSSS:U1operations.
From a safety and health stanagoi nt , Project ‘J-320protirement, construct ion, and
tasting are aoproved. This approval is based an !WHC’s.full comulianca ‘withANSI
931.3 Far the inner waste trans:er piping far Project !/-32!3,excsot that quality
assuranca and rscard keeping shal 1 be in accordance with 00E Order 5700, N. Any
proposed deviations or variancss from the rsquiwnents of ANSI i33 1.3 must be
identified, justified and requested in writing to O(IE. Tlney shal1 not be
implemented until written aaoroval is racaived. In no case will devi ations or
variances be approved if they decrease safety margins or otherwi s.ainc~~ase the
risk to Facil i?y workars, co-1ocated workers, the gubl ic, or the environment.

.The SA must include verification o? ca~ol iancs ‘with 631.3 for the inner piping,
identification of the standards used tor the outer piping and verification of
cwqsl.iance, and verification that the inner piping can withstand a 0.2g ZPA
earthquake including consideration of the behavior of the outer piping and
associated supports during this event.

Before a definitive conclusion can be reached on comme~cement of the grogosad
waste sluicing and transfer operations, an SA must be completed. This evaluation
ident i?ies several issues that must be considered i n that SA and wni ch wi 1~ be
assassed in RL’s rsview of the SA:

L . . Clocumentation that al1 piping carrying radiaacti ve or hazardous
materials has been designed, procured, and installed to ANSI 831.3
(or ASME B&?V code, Section 111). Any deviations or ‘fari ancss must
be justf ?ied and pre-appraved in writing by RL.

v“ Documentation, that “all guard piping (outar piping of dual piping)
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has beersdesigned, procured and instal led to clear~ y identified,
writtan pracsdurss and that the installation, aoeration, or fatlur~

of this piping or its cmsactions shall not compromise the integrity
of the inner piping.

.

.

.

●

✎

✎

●

✎

An a~alysis (including the inr?uencs of the existanc= and ?ailurs of
the outer piping) showing that the inner piping can withstand a
Category I (O.2g Z?A) earthquake ‘without fai1ure.

An appropriate, analysis and justification for t!Ie sluicing fluid
chosan, particularly as it affects recsiver tank chemistry and the
potent ial ?or hydrogen gas traooi ng.

Provision oi limits on sluicing energy as related to potsntial Yor
mechanical damage to C-!O6 containment.

Oesign evaluation using the known rel iabilities of the Safaty Class
1 seismic s~itch and other camoonents to bettar demonstrate
quantitatively that the rasultant risk is ‘wel1 ‘withinthe ac:sptaole
range.

Mors real i stic yet conservative, calddl scions, inclusing beyond
CD3AS, to P1acs a better perspective on overal 1 prgjecc risk.

Explicit evaluation of facility worker safety.

Complete assessment of potential chemical hazards.

Investigation, analysis and conclusions regarding the anomalous
tensperatursrsadings event.

.
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Faurke & Associates, Inc.

DATE January 12, 1996

TO: John Harris, WHC

FROM Marty p@

SUBJECT: C-106 Power Distribution

REFERENCE T. Bander,Revised ThermalHistory of Tank 24I-c-106, WHC-SD-WM-
ER-200, Nov. 9, 1993.

D. Ogden, WHC, personal communication, Dec. 28, 1995.

Independent of the properties of the waste in C-106, it is easily demonstrated that the heat
source is not grossly skewed toward the lower hardpanlayer of the tank, and that it is probably
fairly evenly dktributed. The references show that computer modeling is effective for a
detailed understanding of the waste temperature distribution, and that the models are in basic
accord with obsewations. The approach taken here is to show what would happen if power wereL
assumed to be skewed toward the hardpan, and to demonstrate that this would conflict with the
current understanding of the tank as described by the references.

For C-106, about 90% of the power is lost through the headspace, so the temperature
distribution can be fairly represented as one-dimensional for this analysis. For reference, an
average temperature drop between 33 to 40 C is observed over a distance of about 6 feet in the
soft layer at the riser 8 location. The temperature difference across the softer upper layer(s)
due to internal heat generation is given by:

A ~ . (Q/A)~

2k

where Q is the power generated in the layer, L is its thickness, and k is its thermal conductivity.
In addition, power produced in the lower layer induces a temperature difference in the upper
layer of exactly twice the value given by the equation above.

Clearly if all the power were generated in the hardpan, the temperature difference
obsenwd and calculated woud be much higher than actually observed, so this hypothesis can be
quictdy discarded. If a fraction F of the power were produced in the hardpan, the ratio of the
resulting temperature difference to the nominal temperature difference would be:.

16W070 West 83rd Street ● Burr Ridge, Illinois 60521 ● (708) 323-8750
Telefa (708) 986-5481
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AT’ F+o.5(1 -~

-E ‘ 0.5

L Note thatthk ratioisindependentof the waste propefiies and depth. If 25 % percent of the
power were produced in the hardparr, then the value of the ratio is 1.25, i.e., the observed
temperature difference would disagree by about 10 C with models assuming little power in the
hardpan. While a 10 C diacrepency between observations and calculations could potentisdly be
attributed to factors such as the thermal conductivity or two-dimensional effects (Riser 8 is near
the periphery), it would be unreahstic to hypothesize that much more than 25% of the power
could be produced in the hsrdpsn.

Therefore, independent of the waste properties in C-106, it can be concluded that most

of the power is produced in the soft, upper layer, and that it is unlikely that a substantial fraction
of the power is produced in the bottom hwdpan layer.

16w070 West 83rd Street ● Burr Ridge, Illinois 60521. (708) 323-8750
Telejm (708) 986-5481
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President
Westinghouse Hanford
Richland, Washington

Dear Sir:
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- Department of Energy
Richland Operations O~CS

P.o. Box 550

Richland, Wa$hingtm gg3S2

9503520
WC CC R8cd: 07120/9S am

Company

PROJECT 93 L-EWW-320, TANK 24 I-C-106 SLUICING - SLUICING FLUILl BASELINE CHANGE
TO CORROS1ON INHIBITED WATER

Reference: Letter from C. A. August Ine, Uesti nghouse Hanford Company (WHC) to
R. L. Long, Department of Energy Richland Operation Office (RL)
dated November 2, 1994, Project 93L-EWW-320, Tank 241-C-106
Sluicing - F1uid Baseline Change to “Corrosion Inhlbited Water

WHC has recommended to RL a change In the baseline S1ulclng fluid for Project
W-320, Tank 241-C-106 SIuiclng, to corrosion Inhibited water. This change
al 1 eviates safety issues identified in the Prel, ind nary Safety Evaluation (PSE)
and avoids charactization issues which would be dtfficult, time consuming and
expensive to resolve.

RL concurs with the UHC recommendation to proceed with use of corrosion
Inhibfted water to sluice tank C-106.

IIIHCshould continue to pursue waste minimization concepts (e.g. use of
supernatants, effluents) for waste retrieval operations.

Please contact Wendell Wrzesinski at 376-6751 with any ouestions on this
subject.

RTI:NLW
MSine ely,

.+

‘Georgi
Tank Waste Retrieval, Treatment and

hmnobilization Division
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Westinghouse Internal
Hanford Company Memo

From: PIant Systems Safety Bas.is
Phone: 376-2527 HO-34

74DI0-95-PSSB-KS-036

Date: September 20, 1995
Subject: CURRENT STATUS OF THERMAL HYDRAULIC ANALYSIS AND RESULTS IN

SUPPORT OF THE SAFETY DOCUMENTATION FOR PROJECT W-320

. ---- ..--–~q:~g

_._. .- -- —___

. ~,+ ~+ +4 is ““,

‘0’ ‘c . . ---- ‘------“ ~“’e”;
cc: R. J.. Cash S7-15 J. G. Propson S2-02

B. C. Fryer ‘ HO-34 G. R. Tardiff S5-05
J. P. Harris, 111 S2-48 M. J. Thurgood HO-34
G. T. Maclean H5-49 KS File/LB
D. E. Place H5-27

References: (I)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Internal Memo, J. C. Conner to D. M. Ogden, “Assistance
to be provided by Safety Fluid Mechanics “to Project SAR
Engineering in Support of the Safety Documentation for
Project W-320, ” dated June 15, 1995.

Hanlon B. M., 1995, “Waste Tank Summary Report for Month
Ending January 31, 1995, ” WHC-EP-0182-82, Westinghouse
Hanford Company, Richl and, Washington.

ccMail, Gary R. Tardiff to K. Sathyanarayana dated
August 30, 1995.

6ander T. J. and M. J. Thurgood, 1995, “Tank 241-C-106
~;:~al Hydraulic Analysis to Establish a Minimum Liquid

“ WHC-SO-WM-ER-495, Rev.0, Westinghouse Hanford
Compa~y, Richl and, Washington.

Purpose:

The purpose of the thermal hydraulic analysis is to provide support (Ref. 1)
for the Project W-320, Tank 241-C-106 S1uicing, safety documentation. The
analysis has been performed to address two areas of concern. The first item
of concern is the safe storage of C-106 sludge in tank AY-102 without
considering the operation of air-1 ift circulators (ALCS). The second item
deals with the Criteria for the sluicing activity.

Problem Description:

The proposed S1udge transfer from tank C-106 to tank AY-102 wil1 increase
both S1udge and thermal loading in tank AY-102. The increased sludge and
thermal loading wil1 lead to higher S1udge temperatures. Tank AY-102, a
double-shell tank, which has a design capacity of one million gallons,
presently contains 812,000 galIons of waste in the form of supernate and
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J. C. Conner 74D1O-PSSB-KS-O36
Page 2
September 20, 1995

sludge. Based on latest information (Ref.2), the tank contains 32,000
gallons of sludge and 780,000 gallons of supernate. Currently, tank AY-102
is operated with about 600 cfm primary venti1ation flow and no secondary
(annulus) ventilfationflOW. 8ased on the data about venti1ation flows,
S1udge temperature distribution and waste 1evel data, it is estimated that
the tank has a he”atload of 33,000 Btu/hr. The relevant parameters of the
waste in tank AY-102, tank C-106, and the combined waste in tank AY-102 are
given in Table 1. Based on the information of Gary Tardiff (Ref.3), it may
be possible to provide secoodary ventilation flow up to 3,000 cfm for tank
AY-102.

Tank C-106, a single-shell tank, which has a design capacity of
530,000 gallons, contains 197,000 gallons of sludge and 22,000 gallons of
supernate. Thermal hydraulic analysis (Ref. 4) of tank C-106 1994 - Process
Test resulted in an upper bound heat load estimate of 132,400 8tu/hr. The
heat distribution in the sludge (Ref. 4) is shown in Table 1. The sludge is
represented as three 1ayers with increasing heat 1oads from top to bottom.
The bottom layer of ‘2 ft contains a heat source of 64,500 Btu/hr.
Currently, the tank is cooled with a primary ventilation flow of about 2,300
cfm.

Results:

Combined sludge temperature distribution calculations are performed using
HU8, an engineering calculational software, assuming that a heat load of
92,400 Btu/hr (4.8 ft of C-106 sludge) is transferred to tank AY-102 and the
remaining ‘40,000 Btu/hr (-1.2 ft of bottom sludge) will stay in tank C-106.
It is also assumed that the sludge from tank C-106 will resettle in tank AY-
102 to twice its original thickness (Fluffiness Factor -2). Without the
operation of secondary ventilation to cool the tank floor (i.e., an -
adiabatic boundary condition), the S1udge temperatures (See Table 2 for zero
cooling effectiveness) will reach local saturation temperature and produce
steam if the sludge is a nonconnective medium. With the secondary
ventilation cooling available, the peak sludge temperatures can be reduced
below saturation if high air flow rates can be obtained. Sludge thermal
performance corresponding to two values of secondary ventilation flows of
2,000 and 3,000 cfm have been estimated and the results are shown in Table
2. CalCU1ations were performed to estimate the combined waste temperature
distribution versus the effectiveness of secondary ventilation flow. The
effectiveness of the ventilation flow is defined as the ratio of actual air
temperature rise to maximum possible air temperature rise. The maximum air
temperature is that which would occur if the air reached bottom sludge
temperature. Figure 1 shows the temperature distribution in S1udge for
different values of secondary ventilation effectiveness with 2,000 cfm flow.
Similar results for 3,000 cfm secondary ventilation flow are shown in
Figure 2.

The results show that the peak sludge temperatures will be about 203 and
190 “F with an effectiveness of 35% and flow rates 2,000 and 3,000 cfm,
respectively, for the secondary ventilation cooling system. Table 2 also
presents the local saturation temperature at the peak temperature location.
The lower saturation temperature assumes the 1iquid in the tank sludge is
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water and the higher value corresponds to an aqueous solution whose vapor
pressure is about 85% of water.

A separate detailed analysis of floor cooling channel effectiveness using
the GOTH Computer code was performed to evaluate two-dimensional thermal
effects in the slqdge near the floor and floor cooling channel . The
analysis shows that the effectiveness will be about 37% for 2,000 cfm flow
and 32.5% for 3,000 cfm flow. The peak S1udge temperature and the secondary
ventilation flow floor exit temperature for 2,oOO cfm flow are shown in
Figures 3 and 4. For 3,000 cfm secondary ventilation flow, these parameters
are shown in Figures 5 and 6.. For 2,000 cfm secondary flow case, the peak
sludge temperature of 204 ‘F is predicted at 3.75 ft from the tank bottom.
The secondary flow with an inlet temperature of 70 ‘F wil 1 enter the cooling
channel at the center of the tank bottom and is predicted to exit to the
annulus at 107 “F. Using 3,oOO cfm secondary flow, the estimated peak
sludge temperature is 192 ‘F at 4.25 ft from the bottom. The secondary
ventilation flow is estimated to heat up to 96 “F (See Fig. 7). Therefore,
as the results in the Table 2 show, the peak sludge temperature wil1 be
about 192 ‘F with secondary ventilation floor flow of 3,000 cfm and for an
assumed inlet air temperature of 70”F. To assure the peak temperature
during hot summer conditions will not exceed this value, additional GOTH
simulations are being performed using Hanford annual meteorological
conditions for the air inflow. This may result in lower peak temperature
values than those shown in Table 2 due to thermal inertia effects combined
with colder conditions during the winter.

Conclusions:

1. Thermal Effects of Combined S1udge:

The calculations performed using HUB show that the peak sludge
temperature of 191 ‘F at a sludge height of 4.25 ft and 201 ‘F at a
sludge height of 3.75 ft using 3,000 and 2,000 cfm secondary
ventilation flow, respectively to cool the tank floor. The GOTH model
to evaluate the cool ing effectiveness of the secondary flow in the tank
floor channels predicts 192 “F and 204 “F peak sludge temperatures with
3,000 and 2,000 cfm secondary flow, respectively. The cooling
effectiveness of these cool ing air channels at the tank bottom has been
estimated to be 32.5% and 37% for 3,000 and 2,000 cfm flow,
respectively. The local saturation temperatures range from 236 “F to
246 “F depending on the supernate vapor pressure characteristics and
total waste height of 24.5 ft. Therefore, in summary, the transfer of
92,400 Btu/hr waste from tank C-106 to tank AY-102 is acceptable
provided the annulus floor ventilation flow can be maintained between
~,000 and 3,000 cfm preferably at the higher level .

2. Criteria for the sluicing activity in C-106:

Sluicing may be initiated in tank 241-C-106 when the following
conditions are met after operation of the air chiller system to
mitigate any postulated “saturated zone” within the tank.
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1. The chiller on the tank inlet vent has run long enough to cool the
S1udge such that the temperature at thermocouple #1 on tree B is
at or below its normal winter time temperature (148 “F).

2. The behavior of the thermocouples on tree 14 do not contain large
random variations in temperature, such as occurred during the
process test.

3. Prior to initiating of sluicing, a GOTH simulation will be run
with the then current conditions to confirm the nonexistence of
the saturation zone.

S1 uicing may be continued so long as the following criteria are met:

1. The temperatures on all thermocouples remain below the local
saturation temperature.

2. The temperature of thermocouple #1 on tree #8 remains at or below
170 “F.

NOTE: It is very 1 ikely, though not certain: that the temperature readings
from the thermocouples on tree #14 will start to read high temperatures
similar to the readings that occurred following the process test since the
sluicing process may wash debris into the annular gap around the tree,
disrupting the convective cool ing of the tree. This should not cause any
concern as 1ong as the temperature readings are below the saturation
temperature. If readings at or above saturation temperature are read,
continuation of the sluicing process should be reviewed. It is also possible
that the temperature readings on tree #8 will increase as there are some
indication that some convective cooling of this tree is also occurring and
it may be disrupted by the sluicing process. This is acceptable as long at
the temperature of 170 ‘F (the maximum winter temperature predicted by GOTH
assuming no gap exists) is not exceeded.

P1ant Systems Safety 8asis

bab

Attachments 2

CONCURRENCE :

Dt/hL’L
D. M. Ogden f’
P1ant Systems Safety 8asis
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Table 1. Parameters Used in AY-102 and C-106 S1udge Consol i.dation.

1. Tank AY-102

Waste Volume: 812,000 gallons (24.57 ft)
S1udge Volume: 32,000 gallons (0.97 ft)

Supernatant Volume: 780,000 gallons (23.6 ft)
Waste Surface Level : 295 inches
Tank Heat Load: 33,000 Btu/hr

2. Tank C-106

Waste Volume: 219,000 gallons (6.64 ft)
Sludge Volume: 197,000 gallons (5.97 ft)
Supernatant Volume: 22,000 galions (O.67 ft)
Insoluble Solids Concentration: 48 wt%
Density of insoluble solids: 100.3 lbm/ft3
Tank H~at
Heat Load

3. Tank AY-102 with

Load: 132,400 8tu/hr (-110,000 +20% )
Distribution:
Top Layer: 2.78 ft , 22,147 Btu/hr
Middle Layer: 1.32 ft , 45,738 Btu/hr
Bottom Layer: 1.87 ft , 64,515 Btu/hr

Combined Sludge

1. S1udge
Bottom Layer: AY-102 S1 udge, 0.97 ft.,
Top Layer: Transferred C-106 S1udge,

S1udge Height: 9.62 ft
F1uffiness Factor: 2

Heat Load: 92,400

Total Waste Volume: 812,000

2. Primary Ventilation
Flow: 630 cfm
Inlet air Temperature: 70
Relative Humidity: 50%

3. Secondary Ventilation
Flow: 2000 and 3000 cfm
Inlet air temperature: 70

33,000 Btu/hr

Btu/hr (Heat load remained
in C-106=40,000 Btu/hr)
gallons (24.57 ft)
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Table 2. Tank AY-102 Combined S1 udge Peak Temperatures versus
Secondary Venti 1 ation Effectiveness.

Local
Peak sludge saturation
temperature temperature

Seconda;y venti 1 ati on (“F) (“F)

Effectiveness F1OW + 2,000 3,000
L (cfm) (cfm) (cfm)

0.0 518 51B 243 - 252

0.1 286 253 238 - 248

0.25 220 200 237 - 246

0.35 203 189 236 - 245

1.0 174 168 236 - 245
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Figure 1 Temperature Distribution in Sludge Layer of

Tank AY-102 with AruIulus Ventilation Flow

Effectiveness as a parameter for Secondary Vent.

Flow of 2000 cfm.
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Figure 2 Temperature Distribution in Sludge Layer of

Tank AY-102 with Annulus Vent. Flow Effectiveness as

a Parameter for Secondary Vent. Flow = 3000 cfm.
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..
Figure 3. Combined Sludge Peak Temperature for Secondsry Ventilation Flow of 2000 cfm.
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Figure 4. Secondary Ventilation Flow Air Temperature in the Tank Floor Cooling Channel
for 2000 cfm Flow.
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Figure 5. Combined Sludge Peak Temperature for SecondaryVentilationF1OW of 3000 cfm.
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Secondsry Ventilation Flow Air Temperature in the Tank Floor Cooling Channel

for 3DO0 cfm Flow.
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2

Figure 7. AY-102 Floor Ventilation Channel Regions and

Air Outlet Temperatures For 3000 CFM Floor Ventilation

Flow at 70 F after a 93400 Btu/hr C-106 Sludge Transfer
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;,,“~: ,, Depafirnent of Energy

,$~j

v

j.,, Richland Operzcion’ OfflC@

P.o. Box 550
.’,., ,.

Richland, Washio~on 99352

‘-m! ‘?q ?995 .-

95-TOP-063

-

Po.?t-lt - brand fastransmittalmemo 7671 #OfP.v..,

President
Westinghouse Hanford Company
Richl and, Washington

Oear Sir:

RISK ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA FOR TANK FARM OPERATION

Reference: WHC-CM-4-46 , “Nonreactor Facility Safety Analysis Manual ,” Rev 4,
March 31, 1995

Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC) is directed to apply the risk acceptance
criteria contained in the enclosure to this letter to all safety analysis for
the tank farms and the 242-A Evaporator. Any changes to this criteria WI11
require, at a minimum, concurrence and approval of the changes from my office.

Risk acceptance criteria for the evaluation of the acceptability of accidents
at Hanford is contained in the referenced document. The Department of Energy
(DOE) has approved application of the criteria taken from earlier revisions of
this document for tank farm operation. This was done in the approval of the
Evaporator Facility and Above-Ground Transfer Safety Anal ysis Reports.
However, WHC subsequent y revised thls document in a non-conservative
direction. This was done without knowledge or authorization from DOE. BY
definition, this would constitute an unreviewed safety question when applied
to new accidents, as DOE would be asked to assume a greater risk than it has
previously accepted for new accidents.

As pertains to tank farm operation, I have concluded that this change is
unacceptable.

Therefore, WHC Is directed to cease all appl I cation of the criteria contained
in the updated referenced document for the evaluation of any accidents
contained in any safety documents pertaining to any system or equipment in the
Hanford Tank Farms, new tank farms, connection systems for the farms, or to
the 242-A Evaporator facility. All safety documents pertaining to any system
or equipment in the Hanford tank farms, new tank farms, connection systems fOr
the farms or to the evaporator facility will use the criteria enclosed. This
includes documents under preparation.

The risk acceptance criteria shown in the enclosure to this letter shall be
used for al? safety analysis, pending further analysis and concurrence in the
revision of this criteria by DOE.
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If you have any questions, please contac? Mr. Greg Morgan of my staff on
(509) 373-2346.

Sincerely, ;

Enclosure

cc w\encl:
R. Raymond, WHC
J. Lee, WHC
R. Schlosser, WHC
G. Franz, WHC
J. Badden, WHC
D. Busch@, WHC
G. Jones, MACTEC

Ami B. Sidpara,
Tank Operations

\,

C&
Director
Division
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Enclosure

Tank Farm Risk Acceptance Criteria
,,

Radiological Criteria

Range of Annual Frequency Effective Dose Equivalent (REM)

On-Site Guidelines

1,0 E-01 to 1.0 E-Oi ● 1- 5

1.0 E-02 to 1.0 E-04 “ 5- 25

1.0 E-04 to 1.0 E-06 ● 25- 100

Off-Site Guidelines

1.0 E+OO to 1.0 E-132.’ ,01- .5

1.0 E-02 to 1.0 E-04” .5- 4

‘1.0 E-04 t.O 1.0 E-06 “ 4- 25

* Note: If a specific single point frequency is used, the guidelines
are to be applled as curves. However, if a qualitative frequency
ranking is used, the corresponding consequence 1imit (in REM)
shal 1 be used equal to the lowest REM 1imit for that frequency
range.

-1 of 2-
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Toxicological Criteria *

Range of Annual Frequency On-Site Off-Site
Guidelines Guidelines

1.0 E-02 to 1.0 E+OO < ERPG-I s PEL-TWA.

1.0 E-04 to J .0 E-02 s ERPG-2 s ERPG-1

1.0 E-06 to 1.0 E-04 s ERPG-3 $ ERPG-2

-2 of 2-
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United States Government Department of Ertefi

memorandum
,

OA~

m?uf 70
AR+ OP!

Wascn

Ta

J(IL13 i=

W-36
... .

Safety Oocumentation For Tank 241-C-106 Ratrieval Operatians

John Anttonan, Acting Program Manager
Office of Tank Waste Remedfatian System
00E Richland Operations Offlce

..
This memorandum is being sent to pr~vide guidanc~ ffs the Preparation af
safety ,Iodlmentation for Tank 2tl-C-106 retrieval operations.

For spv-i fic operations, such as retrieval af Tank 241-106-c, the safety
doamen tation should: systematical1y idant tfy the hazards; dascri he and
analyza nsaasuras t$hn to alimtnate, control, or ad tigats idantitfad
hazards; and analyze potential accidant$ and thair associated risks. This
documentation (safetY a$sassmant) should be pr?garstd tn accordance with the
at:ac~ad “!nter!m Guidancs for Pw?partng s~fety assassinents,* dated
March 6, 1992. Given our current strategy not to devel OP supgl ements to
the existing outdated Safety Analysis Ra?orzs (SARS), we baliava that the
safety assessment can serve as an ess.antialstap fn astaol ishing the s-afsty
anvelopa for Tank 241-C-106. Tha safaty assessment can later be usad as a
~eferenc~ documant for pravi di ng input to the new SAR For :+anford Tank

Farms.

Tha implementation of this guidance ‘would raquire that Westinghouse Hanford
Company (!IHC) natprepars SUPP1 ements to tha axisti ng SMs or any naw
?reliminary or Final Saf*ty Analysis Reports on this issua at this time.
[n add?tton, lWHC should discontinue unnacsssary work on devslo~ing SAR
ciaptars at this time and stop davel opment of Limited Scopa Sarety Analysis
Reoort~ whan much af the information is incarporatad by rs?ersncing
exlsti ng documents.

-,

“-- &-ti?ck
OffiC2 of Han~ard Programs
Offics af !4aste Mana9emant
Environmental !?ester~tion and

!faste ,$fanagement .

Attachment

cc:
8. Nicol1, DO’E-RL
!4.W%?sinski, 00C-RL
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Distribution:

bcc :
E!4-36i,K..Chacsy
SM-36L, J .;kfOC’k..~Ck+
EH736[, J. Daly
EM-362, H. Ec!cev.
EM-362, O. Gupca
WHC, N. Croskrsy

,>
<M-361 :Mac!mic!<:3-3028:mks:7/~/93:a(MUC<NICK)[ntsrirn

ZM.36 Fila $3.3 .~.3

-* Pre.lious Concw-rencss are vai id
. . “

EM-36 Correspondence Reviewer ~’fi~ ,..
?/q

[

. .
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~esdnghouse
Hanford Company

Internal
Memo

From; Radiation Physics and ?nielding Z2570-FIJG-36-J05
Phone: 5-3765 Ho-35
Oaze: January 6, 1994
SUOj2Ct: ‘iANKs 106-c ANO 102-JY EOUIFMENT PAC:QGING 00S; CONSEO,UENCS

.ANALYSIS FOR SAFEiY CL4SS ASSIGNMLYT

To: O. B. Calmus G7.-32

cc: J. G. Field G2-OZ
J. Greenberg Ho-35
R. L. Simons HO-35
S. R. Gedem HO-35
HJG File/L9

REFZ3ENCES: I“t&rnal Memo 22570-HJG-94-001, H. J.Goldberg to O.S.Cai,mus,
“Tanks 106-C and 102-AY Equipment pac!kaginq Oase tonsequenca
Analysis”, 7 October 1993

The following analysis is a nmdific~tion of the analYsis r+ersncsrj above
that was developed to SUOOOP. evaluations In :he SafSIY Evaluation for
Packaging (sE?) far the 106-C project. The prssent analysis is to

facilitate the assignment of a safsty classification to the pack:ges. The
release is assumed to be an unmitigated r’sleasa, and thus 100% or the
inventories have been assumed to have been released in the accident
scsnario. In addition, the onsite ,Aorker has ~ean assumed to be 100 n fro,r
the accidenc.. Thesa criteria were made io c~nrom- to ‘WHC-CM-5-l; Sec:~on
E?-i. l Rev. 1.,Standard fngjneering p7~c~fcss; -$ar~tY c7as5fficzrion.

ln the previous analysis, the ,wasz2 was in a solid crystalline fern. AS per
I,4HC-.C3-6-L,100% of this matarial was assumed to be released from tine
shipoing container. In oraer to asc=r:ain the fraction in the rssnlrable
range that becgmes airborne, the ~atzrlal was assumed to be in a powder fon
when releasad. Since the time of the original analysis, saveral questions
have arisen which will be discussed below.

It czn be argued that 100% of rslease FrOM the shipping container does not
inply 100% rsleIse of the material from the pump SUrfaCs. This matvial was
wasned with a 3,OOO psi warar spray. While it was decided that no credit
would be take” for the cleaning effect of this SPraY PrOcsss, it can ?asily
be argued that any material that remains on th~ PUMLI aftar this treatment IS
relatively fixed. It boggles the xind to lma91ne that material that is so
fixed could be completely dislodged by a fall of a meter or so from the
shipping contaimr on the back of a tr,~ck.

—o—. ti&vc—.””l.-’.-.l.fm. .s0..—---”!.1 En.rw
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0. B. Calmus
Page 2
6 January 1994

22570 -HJG-94-d05

In addition, only I fraction of these crjsta~ S wauld be crushed to a powder
that is respirab]a (< IL) . An analySi S Of an ~= lS.S@l Y came tD the
conclusion that, at most, only about 10% of the fuel would be powdered by
being crushed between a transport veisicle and a COflCrate floor. 1 czn dig
this number out of the 1iterature, but in the time available for this
epi st~e necessitates that I must rely on my memory.

I would think that, if an accident were to occur, the pumg S1ides out of the
damaged container, and a portion of it is crusned by the overturned t~Jc’t, a
conservative estimate Of that portion of the attached crystal 1ine material
that is removed from the psmp night be 50%.

Of this material , it is alSD quite cmrsarvati ve if we assume that half of
that rel eased ~ateri al is crushed into a powder Of a respi rabl e sizsd
Parti Cles. The rest will be in the form of larger crystals. !Jhile I da not
have very much experie”ca with this matx-i al and its form on removed

equipment, I do reczll reading reports about the removal of the air 1ants
from the 101-SYtank.

In that operation, 1arge chunks of !naterial , some solid and some in a more
1 iquid form, fell to the ground. From what I read of the sol ids in that
case it is extremely “nl ikely that crystals of that size would have become
airDome in less than a tornado. In addition it takes an active imagination
to imagine a nostril capable of inhal ing such chunks.

Thus, I would not find {t difficult to estimate that 25%-30% of the material
were to be rel eased to the ground in the fom Of particles that are
rssoirabl e. To this inventory, the Previousl Y aPPl ied air50me fraction
would be available for inhalation by persons standing 100 m from the
accident site. With these changes in the parameters of the problem, the
dos2s to a worker and to the maximal 1y exuoszd fanmer are as follows;
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ZZ570-HJG-94-005

‘ “’EFkttve. Dose..Eautval’ent:(~E~

~:~orker (r~~~ I DOS= tO Fi.er (rem, 1

106-C Heel Pumo 3.3
1

0.03

106-C Transfsr Pumn 0.45 0.00j? I

102-AY Aai tatar PUUVJ 2.0~ 0.036 I

Thus, it would seam :hat aIT OF the packages analyzed ars in Safety class
thrse. This conclusion is based on safsty class crlt.srla pI-2SantQC in :?
1.4 indicating that estjmated releases less than 0.5 rem ‘or offsi~s workers
and greatsr than j RZI for onsjte ,woriers ar: safety ci ass two a“a r~i eases
less than 5 rsm to ~nSite WOrISerS ara safety class thrss.
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Westinghouse Internal

Hanford Company Memo

From: Process Engineering Analysis 74A50-96-BAC-006
Phone: 376-0205 HO-34
Date: Februaw 27, 1996
Subject TANK C-106 HEAT DISTRIBUTION AND POST SLUICINGTEMPERATURES

To: R. J. Cash S7-14

cc

References:

H. Babad S7-14 J. P, Harris,Ill S2-48

T. J. Bander HO-34 D, M. Ogden HO-34

J. C. Conner AZ-25 J. P. Sloughter R2-54

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

BAC File/[B

WHC, Boyless, V. C., 1996, Operafing Specifications for Sing/e-She//

Wasfe Storage Tanks, OSD-T-151-00013, Rev. D-10, Westinghouse

Hanford Company, Richland, Washington.

Fryer, B. C., and M. J. Thurgood, 1995, Rev/seal Tank Heat Load

EstimateforTank C-206Based on GOTH Analysis of the Process

Tesf, JMI-WTO02, John Marvin, Inc., Richland, Washington.

Ogden, D. M., and K. Sathyanarayana, 1995, GOTH Tank C-f06

Thermal Hydraul;c Analysis Related to the 1994 Process Tests,

NAI-940708-3, Numerical Applications, Inc., Richland, Washington.

Webb, A. B., et al., 1995, Pre/imirx?ry Safety Ctiten”a for Organic

Watch List Tanks at the Hanford Site, WHC-SD-WM-SARR-033,

Rev. O, Westinghouse Hanford Company, Richland, Washington.

Gaddis, L. A., 1995, Supporting Document for the Hk+fon”ca/ Tank

Content Estimate for C Tank Farm, WHC-SD- WM-ER-3 13, Rev. O,

Westinghouse Hanford Company, Rich/and, Washington.

Willingham, C. E., 1994, Thermophysica/ Prupetiies of Hanford High-

Leve/ Tank Wastes - A Pre/imina~ Survey of Recerrf Dafa, PNL-9419,

Pacific Northwest Laboratow, Richland, Washington.

Bander, T. J. 1993, Revised Therms/ History of Tank 241-C-106,

WHC-SD-WM-ER-200, Westinghouse Hanford Company, Richland,

Washington.

INTRODUCTION

Retrieval of tank C-106 waste will be accomplished through Project W-320 in late 1996. The

goal of the project is to sluice the tank soft sludge and thereby eliminate the need for water

additions or active ventilation cooling. The success of the project depends in part on the heat

distribution in the waste. A concern was expressed during the Tier 2 review of Project W-320

that much of the lank heat may be in a non-sluiceable hard pan which could jeopardize the

success of the project.

H,n$o,~0wr880”s andE“w,,nog Ca”,mC!OC10,!.. US Cew”me”l OfE.,!w
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A study was performed 10 address this concern. Analyses have shown that for very
conservative assumptions for soft waste volume, heat load distribution and dry waste thermal

conductivity, sufficient heat can be removed to eliminate the need for furlher water additions.

[n addition, using best estimate heat load distributions, which are consistent with the measured

tank data, the projectwillachieve the fullprojectgoals.

HEAT LOAD DISTRIBUTION

Heat load estimates for tank C-106 were derived through thermal analyses of the tank and

comparison with tank temperature data. Reference 7givesan estimated heat load of

ll0,000Btu/h. This heat isdisltibuted overtwo regions (Oto4feef, 4t06 feet). The tank

data suggest that the tank heat is skewed Ioward the bottom with 89”A of the heat in roughly
66%of the sludge. Acomparison of theresul{s ofthismodel with the Riser 8 thermocouple

data isshown in Figure 1. There isexcellent agreement forthefirst three thermal couples.

Thermocouple 4 is believed to be near the poolldome space interface and therefore does not

represent a waste temperature.

The heat load estimate for tank C-106 was re-evaluated using a two-fluid computer code,

which mechanistically accounted forwater evaporation (Reference 2). Therevised heat load

estimate was 132,400 Btu/h. This heat load estimaie wasused forallthe analyses repotiedin

the following sections. Table 1summarizes theheat load dstributions used for fhissiudy.

These include the best estimate heat load distribution of Reference 7 and conservative

distributions that will be discussed later.

Tablel. Heat Load Distributions.

Best Estimate I 7.9 Etu/hr-ft3 (O -4 ft) I 1.9 Btulhr-ft3

132,400 Btu/h total (4 -6 ft)

Conservative Case 1 I 9.4 Btu/hr/ft3 (O -2,33 ft) I NIA

67,000 Btu/h

Conservative Case 2 I 18.4 Blu/hr-ft3 (O -2.33 ft) I NIA

130,100 Btu/h

I I
1

Conservative Case 3 I 21.3 Btu/h/f\3 (O -1.5 ft) I NIA
82,400 Btufh

! 1

Conservative Case 4 34..2 B[u/h/ft3 (O -1.5 ft) NIA
132,400 Btu/h

Differences in temperature in the was!e are an indication of the local heat load distribution

within theiank. Figure2 shows acomparison of the temperature gradients forthe Riser8
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thermocouples with the calculated gradients based upon the heat load distributionof

Reference 7. The temperature gradients for heat generation at the surface, heat generation at

the bottom, and uniform heat generation are also shown for information. The best estimate
heat load is in reasonable agreement with lhe data from Riser 8.

NON-SLUICEABLE HARD PAN

Concerns for the success of Project W-320 are based on the heat load distribution and the
volume of the non-sluiceable hard pan that may exist in the bottom of the tank. Figure 3 shows

the tank C-106 sludge level history. The metal bearing was!e was added 10 the tank during the
earty waste additions (prior to 1965). It is this material that may have formed a hard pan. As

shown in Figure 3, the maximum thickness of the hard pan region could be no more than
1.5 feet. This is about 15’A of the total waste volume, The historical document suggests that

most of the tank heat was added after 1965 (Reference 5). Thus, the hard pan should contain

ve~ little heat, Migration of radionuclides into the hard pan may have occurred but could not

exceed the best estimate uniform heat distribution.

MODEL DESCRIPTIONS

Scop;nq Model

Scoping analyses were pedormed with aone-dimensional model. Asolution to Poisson’s

equation for one-dimensional, steady-state heat conduction was used. The model assumed
axial heat conduction with no heat loss from the tank bottom. Heat removal from the dome

included heat conduction to the soil and convective heat transfer through the ventilation

system.

Detailed Thermal Model

Detailed two-dimensional models were used to confirm the results of the scoping analyses.

Theprimary modei employs P/THERMAL, astandard thermal anatyses computer code,

Models were developed for previous analyses of tank C-106 and are documented in

Reference. The P~HERMAL model isatwo-dimensional finite element model. Two

configurations of the model were used. Boih were derived from the model documented in

Reference. Oneofihe models isconfigured toaccount forabout 75 Y.wasteremoval (the

remaining waste vatiesfrom athickness of2.33feet inthecenter!o 1.33 feet aithe outside of

the tank). This isconsidered aconsewative estimate of thesluiceable sludge. The second

model isconrigured tomatch the best estimate of the sluiceable sludge (the remaining waste

varies from a thickness of 1.5 feet inihecenter to0.5feet attheedge of[he tank). The waste

conductivities were modified tosimulate theconductivity ofd~ sludge. Themodelis shown in

Figure 4.
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Drv Waste Thermal Conductivity

For a dry waste tank, a major determinant of peak wasie !emperafure is the dry waste thermal
conductivity. There are no reported values for thermal conductivity of Ihe waste in !ank C-106

that are based on an actual sample of the waste. The values used in the models of

References 2 and 7 are based on values that give the best fit to the observed temperature
data. These values are consistent with parallel conduction models for conduction in a water

sludge mixture. These values are for wet waste and will decrease significanity for dry waste.

Measured thermal conductivities for actual tank waste are documented in Refererice 6. These

data are shown in Figure 5. The average value of 0.27 f3tu/h-ft-°F at 300 “F was selected as

the best estimate dry conductivity. The lowest measured value (0.089 Etu/h-ft-”F) was

selected as a conservative estimate of the conductivity. The conductivity of tank C-106 hard

pan material is expected to be higher than these values since it is compacted with a much

smaller porosity than the powders of Reference 6.

TEMPERATURE LIMITS

The temperature limits for tank C-106 are based on the operating specifications for single-shell

tanks (Reference 1). The Operational Safety Oocument (0S0) structural temperature limit is

300 “F in the waste and 350 ‘F in the concre{e.

Organic reactions may be possible if organics are present, However, these reactions normally

occur near 390 ‘F (Reference 4) which is well above the OSD temperature limit.

The 1994 process test and subsequent analyses (Reference 3) demonstrated Ihat tank C-106

operates near saturation temperatures, creating the potential for steam release events. This

will not be a concern after sluicing since the remaining material will be hard (non-sluiceable)

and therefore not subject to steam bumps. Steam generated during drying will be released

nearly continuously.

Based upon the above considerations, the 0S0 limit of 300 “F in the sludge was selected as

the temperature limit for this sludy.

RESULTS OF SCOPING ANALYSES

Results from the one-dimensional scoping calculations are shown in Figure 6. The analyses

assume waste dryout occurs with ventilation cooling (2300 cfm) only. The analyses were done

for the best estimate (BE) and conservative thermal conductivifies. The straight lines represent

the remaining heat load as a function of remaining waste depih. This is shown for both the

best es!imale heat load (Table 1) and 2 times the BE heat load. The curved lines are the result

of the scoping model for the two thermal conductivities considered. They represent the heat

load as a function of remaining waste depth that will result in a maximum waste temperature of

300 “F (0S0 limit). The point of intersection of the curves is the maximum waste depth

allowed for the assumed thermal conductivity. As an example, for the best estimate heat load

and best estimate thermal conductivity, the OSD limit will not be exceeded for waste depths up
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to about 3.25 feet. For the consewative heat load the OSD limit will not be exceeded for waste
depths up to about 2.25 feet. For the consewative thermal conductivity, the values are 2 feet
and just under 1.5 feet. The non sluicable hard pan is not expected to exceed 1.5 feet in the

center of the tank. Thus, these scoping analyses suggest that, both on a best estimate and

conservative basis (for both heat load and thermal conductivity), no water additions will be

required after sluicing to keep sludge temperatures below OSD limits.

RESULTS OF P/THERMAL ANALYSES

Analyses were pefiormed fortwowaste retrieval scenarios. The first assumes th&75% of the

waste wil[beremoved by sluicing. This isclearly aconservative assumption since lhe hard

panmatetial asdiscussed above should benomore than 15Yoofthe waste volume. The best

estimate second scenarios assumes thP.t all soft waste is removed by sluicing Ieaving onlya

hard panmaterial ofabout 15%. Theanalyses resulls are presented below.

CONSERVATIVE WASTE REMOVAL

Removal of 75% of the waste by sluicing leaves a depih of 2.33 ft in the center and 1.33 ft at

theedge (see Figure 4). Analyses were pefiormed todetermine howmuch heat load could

remain without exceeding the OSD temperature limit. Thewaste wasassumed to be dry and

heat removsl occurred by soil heat conduction and dome ventilation flow of 2300 cfm (no

evaporation).

Theresults aresummarized in Table2. Three heat load distributions were considered as

summarized in Table 1. The consewative heat loads were selected so the maximum waste

temperatures did not exceed the OSD limits for the two thermal conductiviiies considered.

Best estimate HLD with 56,000 264 “F 175 “F

2300 cfm ventilation

Conservative HLD with 66,600 300 “F N/A
conservative conductivity
Conservative Case 1

Conservative HLD with 130,000 N/A 300 ‘F
best estimate conductivity

Conservative Case 2
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For ihe best estimate Heat Load Distribution with full ventilation flow, the maximum waste

temperature would be 264 “F for the most conservative conductivity and 175 ‘F for the best

estimate thermal conductivity (Note that the scoping model results discussed in the previous

section predict that the OSD limit would be exceeded for a waste depth of 2.33 feet. Because
[he scoping model is one-dimensional, it does not account for the !ank bottom dish nor thermal

conduction to the soil through the tank bottom and sides. Thus, as expected the model gives

conservative results).

The second analysis establishes the maximum allowable heat load with the conse,wative

conductivity. With 75”/0 waste removal, 67,000 Btu/h could remain in the sludge without

exceeding the OSD temperature limit. This is 51% of the total tank heat load.

The third analyses shows the maximum allowable heat load for the best estimate thermal

conductivity. A heat load of 130,000 Btu/h or 98”/. of the total tank heat load could remain after

sluicing without exceeding the 0S0 limit,

A representative temperature contour plot is shown in Figure 7. This temperature distribution

is representative of 75% waste removal with a Conservative Case 1 heat load distribution and

best estimate thermal conductivity.

The results of both the scoping and P/THERMAL analyses show that for lhe conservative case

of 75% waste removal, the dry waste temperatures can be maintained below OSD temperature

limits without evaporative cooling with a significant amount of the total heat load remaining in

the waste, These heat load distributions however are clearly not consistent with the measured

tank temperature data. The steady-state temperature gradient (prior to sluicing) for the two

conservative heat load distributions are compared with actual tank data in Figure 8, The

measured temperature difference between TC1 and TC2 for {he riser 8 thermocouple tree is

less than the temperature difference that would exist for either of the conservative heat load

distributions,

The P/THERMAL analyses show that water additions following sluicing will not be required

even for very conservative assumptions for waste removal, heat load distribution, and dry

waste thermal conductivity.

BEST ESTIMATE WASTE REMOVAL

The analyses of the previous section assumed only 75”/0 waste removal. This is a very

conservative estimate. The best estimate for the non-sluiceable hard pan is 15% of the waste

volume with a thickness at tank center of 1.5 feet. Analyses were performed with the two-

dimensional P/THERMAL model to again demonstrate that a large amount of the tank heat

could exist in the hard pan without jeopardizing the success of the project even though such

heat load distribution are inconsistent wilh the tank data, The analyses assumed total waste
dryout and were performed for full ventilation (2300 cfm) and ventilation flows representative of

passive ventilation flow rates with high lank heat loads (50 cfm). The results are summarized

in Table 3. The conservative heat loads were selected so the maximum waste temperatures

did not exceed the OSD limits for the two thermal conductivities considered,
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Table 3. Results for Best Estimate Waste Removal.

For the best estimate Heat Load Distribution with full ventilation flow, the maximum waste

temperature would be 151 “F for the most conservative conductivity and 106 “F for the best

estimate thermal conductivity. These temperatures are well below the OSD limits. The heat

load of 32,000 Blu/h is also below the 40,000 Btu/h limit for high heat tanks. Thus, the project

should be successful in eliminating the tank from the high heat tank list and eliminating water

additions.

[t should be noted that the best estimate heat load assumes a uniform heat load in (he bottom

4 feet of the tank. While the data are sufficient to show that large amounts of heat are not

present in the hard pan, the data cannot show that the hard pan is not heat bearing, However,

the historical record of !ank waste additions suggests that the hard pan should contain little

heat. Thus, the actual remaining heat load would probably be less than 32,000 Btu/h.

The second analyses were performed with the best estimate heat load and 50 cfm ventilation

flow. This value is comparable to natural convection flows or passive breathing. The analyses

indicate the removal of the soft sludge will allow for the elimination of active ventilation with no

water additions even assuming conservative values for dry waste thermal conductivity.

The third analyses establishes the maximum allowable heal load wilh the conservative

conductivity. This is Conservative Case 3 in Table 1. with removal of all the soft sludge,

82,000 Btu/h or 62”/o of the total tank heat load could remain in the sludge without exceeding

the OSD limit.
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The fourth analyses shows the maximum allowable heat load for the best estimate thermal

conductivity. This is Conservative Case 4 in Table 1. The entire heat load of the tank could
remain without exceeding the OSD temperature limit,

The results of both the scoping and P/THERMAL analyses show !hat for the best estimate

waste removal, dry waste temperatures can be maintained below OSD temperature hmits

without evaporative cooling with a significant amount of the total heat load remaining in the

waste. These heat load distributions however are clearly not consistent with the measured

tank temperature data. The steady-state temperature gradient (prior to sluicing) for the two

conservative heat load distributions are compared with actual tank data in Figure 9. The

measured temperature difference between TC1 and TC2 for the Riser 8 thermocouple tree is

significantly less than the temperature difference that would exist for either of the conservative

heat load distributions.

The PiTHERMAL analyses show that water additions and active ventilation following sluicing

will not be required even for very conservative assumptions for heat load distribution and dry

waste thermal conductivity.

PROJECT GOALS REVISITED

The Project W-32 Ogoalsare based inpatiupon szfetyand environmental concerns. Because

of the heat load oftank C-106, frequent water additions and active ventilation are required to

control the waste temperatures below OSD limits. In the event of a tank leak, the drainable

liquid would be leaked to the environment and water additions (either bulk or spray) would still

berequired, which could allow continued leakage. lnaddition, the1994 process test

demonstrated Ihat steam can accumulate in the waste, thus providing a potential for steam

bump events. ltneeds to beunderstood that Project W-32 Odoesnot need torettievealllhe

soft sludge intank C-106to reduce the environmental andsafety risk associated wilha

potential tank leak.

Figure 10shows thecalculated peakwaste temperature asafunction ofwaste dep[h using the

best estimale thermal conductivity (0.27Btu/h-ft0F) ofd~waste. Theanalyses were performed

with the P/THERMAL model using the best estimate heat load distribution and full ventilation

flow. Theanalyses show that ifthetank leaked andwasaIlowed tod~out with the current

water inventory, thetempera!ures would well exceed the OSD limits, This would createa

serious concern forthestmctural integrity of the tank. Thus, continued bulkwater additions or

awaierspray system would berequired tomaintain tank cooling. However, ifthree feet of

sludge is removed, the tank temperatures could be maintained below OSD temperature limits
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with ventilation flow only. Removal of any sludge will allow the remaining waste to be cooled

more easily. This is due both to heat removal and a shorter conduction path.

Achieving the full goals of Project W-320 is very desirable, but any was!e removal will improve

both the environmental and safety risk associated with tank C-106 operations,

(M2Tq-
D. M. Ogden, Team Leader

Process Engineering Analysis

B. A. ‘Crea, Principal Engineer

Process Engineering Analysis

T. J~Bander, Principal Engineer

Process Engineering Analysis

bab
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Figure 3. Tank C-106 Fdl Histo~
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Figure5. ElevatedTemperatureConductivity.
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pre9. ConservativeHeat distributionCompared toData
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DA’rih February 6, 1996

TO: Mr. John Harris - W3iC

FAX NO.: 509-376-0546

FROM &@rtin G. Ply$ wIGf’

I
SUBJECT: C-106 “Jxndir@&Q@ ion” ResrsorI.w

This F~ fm.n.wnitcaf espk a Hszf oj~mge(s).
I

1.0 INTRoDUCTION

Dana Powers of lhe chemical reactionssub-TAP askedwhetherfhcleadingedgeof

pumped slurrycouldfreezeor gel as it passes through a cold &+nsfer line. F~ing maybe a

prior ruled out because the lop of pipe of (he encasement has an earth cover of 36” and the

maximum fist Iiee dep(h is 30” [1]. Cooling of the leading edge of fluid may occur if the

lransf~ begins when the pipe is cold (W still above O“C), so aall may precipitate. A straight-

fonvard hat transfer analysis is presenfed here la estimate the cooldown of slurry fluid and

estimarc Urc solid fraction chmge.

The following approximate values arc used bawd on references [1] and [2]:

D = O.lm 4” Line, slight rounded overestimate,

A= 0.0378 ml Comqmnding area.

U = 2 m/a 6 ftis approximately.

L = 550 m 1800f!= 549 km slurryline.

N = 0.1 kglms Case of about 30% solids,

= 0.01 kgfms Caae of about 10% solids.

16w070 West 83rd Stree! ● Burr Ridge, Illinois 60521 ● (7(28) 323-8750

Telefar (708) 986-5481
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Edge Question” Rqmnae

P = 1100 kg/m3

k = 0.5 WlmX

CP
= 2000 J/kg K

w= 17 kgls

a= 2.3 x 10-7 mzls

v == 9.1 x 10-s mzls

9.1 x 104 mzls

Pr = 4CCJ

= 40

Re = 22W

- 22,0MJ

P = 0.31 m

To = 27-C

Tw = l-C

Page 2
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Caseofabout10% solids.

Water value.

Water value.

L3erivcd by W - PtiA.

Derived by a = ~P~.

Case of 30% solids by Y = PIP,

Csse of 30% solids.

Case of 30% solids Pr = via,

case of10% solids.

Case of 30% solids Rc = UD/v,

Case of 10% solids.

P = TD.

80”F approximately.

Above frcszing, consesvativdy low.

3.0 -LEIWPEUTUXE DROP ANALYSIS

Using the data listed in the ‘Summsry of Assumed Values” szrd foUowing symbols lismd

in “Nomenclature” the slurry line Reynolds number may tske on values between 2200 snd 22@XJ

for 30% snd 10% solids, respecdvel y, so that turbulent flow should be expected for the leading

edge. Tbe heal tsansfer coefficient is given appmsimately by:

N“ = ~ . O,m ReQA ~OS (1)

from which h = 300 WlmzK for 30% solids and h = 120 W/m2K for 10% solids.

The temperaum change of !he fluid along she Inrrsfer line is given by:

TTW
—.
To -T- ‘w [01

-&L = CXP(LL)
P

(2)

So for 30% solids XL = 1.5, snd for 10% solids XL = 0.60. Thus, the final fluid

temperatures sre 7°C and 15“C for tbe two cases, respectively.
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4.0 mCm&IIQN m TENTfAL

From [3] the concentrations of imptant salts in c-106 solution arc

NO, 67 glL NaN03 quhltml 92 g/L.

OH 2 gtL NaO1-Iequivs.fent3.5glL.

PO, 4.4glL N~P04 equivalent 7.6 glL.

S04 5.0 glL Na2S04 equivalent 7.4 glL.

bcking solubililydam forsucha mixture, a heuristic approach is to assume an

cquivaSent of 120 g/L NaN03, which exceeds the sum of salt concentmtions.

intcrcst for volubility is:

g Nitsate @ Nitrate 120— - - — - 0.11
g SVatsr LYLSol.tion -gIL Nitrate - 1180-120

The ratio of

(3)

where it is assumed that otbe.zcompaunds have negligible concentration bycampazfson.

Thesolubility limit of Nd403is about 0.037 gNaN0, 1 gHzOat O”Cand0.178at

25”C [4]. Bytiruaz interpolation, :hcsolubility limits at7"Cznd 15”Care 0.077 and0.12g

NaNO, 1 gH20, respectively.

Since the C-106 sludgeand interstitial solution will be diluted by sluicing water, it is

clczazthat atigurebelow O.05 g NaNO, 1 gH20isbetter represcntativeof the pumped slurry

than theac(ual C-106 value. Hence, nopmcipitationofslurrys altswotsldb eexpedcd.

5.0

A

CP
D

h

L

Nu

P

Pr

NOMENCLAISDQ

Pipe area, mz,

Spezific hd of fluid, J/kgK,

Pipe diameter, m

Heat transfer coefficient, W/m*K,

Pipe length, m

Nussell number,

Pip wall perimekx, m,
Prandtl number,
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Edge Question” Response

Re

T
TO

T.

u

w

a

P

P

v

x

6.0

[1]

[2]

[3]

[4)

Reynolds number,

Fluid tempesalurc, K,

rnidsf fluid Iempmatum, K,

Wsll (pipe) tempemture, K,

Fluid sped, mls,

Fluid mass flowmte, kg/s,

Thermal diffusivity,m2/s,

Densily, kglm’,

Viscosity, kg/ms.

Kinematic viscosity, m2/s, and

Inverse length for temperature profile, m-i.

D.L, Evans, WC internal memorandum to T.H. May, W-320S Process Transfer Lines,
Physical Data, Jsnusry 26, 1996.

Tom May, WHC, personal communication.

Bruce Casting, 101-AY, 102-AY, and 106-c Data Compendium, WHC-SD-WM-TI-
578, Rev. 1.

International Critical Tables, p. 372.

MGPvdl
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DATE:

TO:

FROM

SUBJECW

t2509 376 0546 MO-294/200 EAST --- S.A.P. )tMAG-XT @3002

m

Fuu~ke & Asmciares, lnc,

February8,1996

JohnHarrisandBtiCush,WHC: >33.37L-OSYL

Respnnse to C-106 “Trailing F!dgt$’Question

Dana Powm oftheChemical Reaction sub-’~AP asked whether slurry solids ifi Ote trsnsfer
line would settle out whenpumping is sso~d and !1OWreverses. By examining the fallout velocity
for Iasgc shiny particles. w may show that little settling would bc er@ctsd during rhc flow reversal
and spilIhack time. According 10 [1], about 25”/0of’the particle mass is ibnnd between 40 and 5S
microns, wirh 45 micmn bciwj roughly the average diameter ot’ this size bin. A)so from [)], the
mixture viscosi~ inc?eoscs from 4 CP(0,004kglm,s)forclearliquid (water) to 13 CPat 10°Asolids
loading and 105 CP at 30% solids loading, Clearly ~he Iorge increase in viscosity is due to the
abundance ol’small particles, corsd-m-ated by 3S% of the ms..s &longing to particles bckrw 10 micron
siz The small psrdcles simply cannot fall out during o~rdoos, and WI io im~dc the fallout of Ihe
large particles,

Thus, fidlout of the large particks can hc treated as ifthe mixture viscosity acts upon them,
The ca= of 10% wlid! loading will& considered hers tccausc S%IIOUItimes for tbc 30”AInading case
would k ten tire= longur. The Stokes law lcrmind velocity for a 45 micmn panicle of dtmsily 1720
kg/mA3 in fluid with a density of 1000 kg/m”3 and viscosity u.013 kg/m.s is 0.06 mm/s. This mesns
that during the fluid velocity reversal rime on the order of 10 seconds or less, the lsrgcst parlicles
wou[d fdl less than I mm, or less than 1‘/oof a pipe diamctm. “1’hcrcfore,during the time period
when bulk fluid velocities in the pipe m~y Ix lnw, vcr-ylittle settling can occur.

hdced, dw’ng tic reverw tlow dminagc time which ia less tian 10 minutes, d-me particles
would only [all akmf 30% of Ute~“pediameter. Note that puticlcs that muld Ml out during transfer
line reverse flow dmimge could also he remmmincd While methods exist tn predict the batch sertlj”g
ofpardcjesmoreprecisely,asaheuristicndeforthisexamplewe canstatethutlessthan50?6ofthe
lurg~@iclcs, rcpwscnting about 12?4of the smal sus~nded mass, cauld potentially fall mu in this
case, which m.euns thnt the tofal solids fraction would chostge tim 10% [o 9%, Simplyput, [hemWiII
not he enough solid falloui to block a pi~,

[1]‘Yom May, Wc$ting.hous.Hanford Company, personal communication, U24/96

16W070 WCS! ?f3rd S[reet. Burr Ridge, Illinois 60521. (708) .?23-87S()

2’elu’u (708} 986-S481

. .
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Faurhi?& Associates, inc.
16w070 Wc.s~83rd St., BurrRidge, E 60521

FXX: (703)986-S481● Phone: @X) 323-8750● cmail:fai@ner. com

DATE

m:

FAX NO.:

FROM:

Sm.nzcm

REFERENCES:

February 28, 1996

John Ham”s, WHC

Sflq
S9Kf76-0546

M, G. Plys /q’l&v

C!-1063-Phase Flow

1) Hopkins, J. D., Flammable Gas Evaluation of Tank 241-C-106, WHC
InternalMemo, February26, 1996.

2) Collier, J. G., ConvectiveBoilingand Condenwion, McGraw-Hill,
1981.

3) TomMay, Wcstinghou=HanfordCompany,personal communication,
1124196

* FAXtramsmti quaLs a ti of 1 page(s).

AccordingtoHopkins,Reference1, the stord gas volume fraction in C-106 waste is about 2%.
If thk gas is r@akredas large bubbles, it may k rcl~ in the tank during sluicing, while if
it is retained as small bubbles, it may be pumped with sluicing liquid. At such a low volume
fraction, thegas will be transportedas a bubbly or intermittentplug flow if the bubbles can
coalesce (see any two-phaseflowreferenu suchas Ref. 2). There is no mzson tn supposethat
the prssencc of this small quantityof gas would cause settling of susp?nded sofids, most of
whose mass is representedby particlesbelow40 micronsize (indeed35% of the mass is below
10 micron size, %f. 3).

MGP:jgk
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J. P. Harris, III S2-48
O. M. Ogden HO-34
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INTRODUCTION

Engineering analyses has been performed to address specific comments
resulting from the Tier 2 review of Project W-320 (Tank C-106 retrieval).
The following questions have been identified by the Technical Advisory
Panel, Chemical SubTap (J. L. Kovach letter, dated November 10, 1995):

●

✎

✎

Would the remnants of the waste in tank C-lO6 still require water
addition to prevent waste dry-out, or would the waste be permitted to dry
out?

If tank C-106 remnants are left to dry out, would there be an aggravation
of the potential organic condensed phase reaction probl em?

Is it considered that tank C-106 may require humidification or other
means of water addition after the ’75% waste removal?

The peak waste temperatures following the Project W-320 sluicing operation
is dependent upon the quantity of tank waste removed, the spatial
distribution of the tank heat and the thermal conductivity of the “dry
hardpan” remaining.

The purpose of this letter is to summarize the results of an engineering
study which evaluated the above issues. Parametric analyses were performed
for the tank heat load distribution and waste conductivity. The study
determined the minimum fraction of heat that must be removed as a function
of remaining waste thickness to maintain the tank waste below applicable
temperature limits without the continued addition of cool ing water.

MOOEL DESCRIPTIONS

Scoping analyses was performed with a one dimensional model A solution to
Poisson’s equation for one dimension, steady state heat conduction was used
with the following assumptions:

. Energy removal by convection only from the waste surface

+la.!ocd0..,.! ..., . . . F“,,...,”, C-S.,,,. !., ‘., ,,. “s cmp.”ma”, ., E..,gy
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● No heat loss from the tank bottom
. Dome ventilation at current levels (2300 cfm).

Detailed two-dimensional models were used to confirm the results of the
scoping analyses. The primary model employs P/THERMAL, a standard thermal
analyses computer code. Models were developed for previous analyses of tank
C-106 and are documented in Reference 1. The PITHERMAL model, shown in
Figure 1, is a two dimensional finite element model. The model was modified
from the model documented in Reference 1 to account for about 75% waste
removal (the remaining waste varies from a thickness of 2.33 feet in the
center to 1.33 feet at the outside of the tank) and waste conductivities
were modified to simulate the conductivity of dry sludge.

Both the one- and two-dimensional models used a total tank heat load of
132,400 Btu/hr as recommended by Reference 3. The basic heat load
distribution was however derived based on a model with a tank heat load of
110,000 Btu/hr (Reference 1). A comparison of the results of this model
with the Riser 8 thermocouple results is shown as Figure 2. The heat load
distributions used for the study are summarized in Table 1. The best
estimate distribution with 110,000 Btu/hr total best fits the Riser 8
thermocouple date. The conservative heat load distributions will be
discussed in the results section.

Table 1. Heat Load Distributions.

Distribution

Best Estimate
110,000 Btu/hr
Total

Best Estimate
132,400 Btu/hr
Total

Conservative Case 1
67,000 Btu/hr

Conservative Case 2
130,100 Btu/hr

7.9 Btu/hr-ft3 (O - 4 ft) 1.9 Btu/hr-ft3
(4 -6 ft)

1

9.4 Btu/hr/ft3 (O - 2.33 ft) N/A

18.4 Btu/hr-ft3 (O - 2.33 ft) NfA

I

Differences in temperature gradients in the waste are an indication of the
local heat load distribution. Figure 3 shows temperature gradients. The
temperature gradients for heat generation at the surface, heat generation at
the bottom and uniform heat generation are shown for reference. The best
estimate is based upon the Reference 1 distribution using the Reference 3
total heat load. It is in good agreement with the data from Riser 8 for the
lower portion of the tank.
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ORY HASTE THERMAL CONOUCTIVITY

For a dry waste tank, a major determinant of peak waste temperature is the
dry waste thermal conductivity. There are no reported values for thermal
conductivity of the waste in tank C-106 that are based an an actual sample
of the waste. The values that are used in the models documented in

References 1 and 3 are based on values that give the best fit to the
observed temperature data. These values are consistent with parallel
conduction models for conduction in a water sludge mixture. These values
are for wet waste and will decrease significantly for dry waste.

Measured thermal conduct ivities for actual tank waste are documented in

Reference 2. This data is shown in Figure 4. The average value of
0.27 Btu/hr-ft-°F at 300 “F was selected as the best estimate dry
conductivity. The lowest measured value (0.089 Btu/hr-ft-°F) was selected
as a conservative estimate of the conductivity. The conductivity of
tank C-106 “hardpan” material is expected to be higher than these values
since itis completed with a smaller porosity.

TEMPERATURE LIMITS

The temperature 1imits for tank C-106 are based on the operating
specifications for single-shell tanks (Reference 4). The OperationalSafet!
Document (0S0) structural temperature 1imit is 300 ‘F in the waste and 350 F
in the concrete. Organic reactions may be possible if organics are present.
However, these reactions normally occur near 390 “F (Reference 5) which is
well above the 0S0 temperature limit. Therefore, the 0S0 limit of 300 “F in
the sludge was selected for this study (analyses have shown that the
concrete temperatures are lower than the sludge temperatures).

ANALYSIS RESULTS

Results from the one-dimensional scoping calculations are shown in Figure 5.
The results show the heat load that can remain after sluicing and not exceed
the 0S0 limit of 300 “F. The analyses was done for the best estimate (B.[.)
and conservative thermal conduct ivities. The straight 1ines represent the
heat load distribution for the best estimate heat load (Table 1) and 2 times
the best estimate heat load. Uith the B.E. conductivity and heat load,
3.25 ft of sludge could remain, it would have a 115,000 Btu/hr heat load.
With the conservative conductivity and heat load distribution, leSS than

1.5 ft of sludge could remain, it would have a 100,000 Btu/hr heat load.
The hard pan region is thought to be on the order of 1 foot thick, and based
on the historical tank data should not contain much of the tank heat load.
These analyses therefore suggest that both on a best estimate and
conservative basis, no water additions will be required after sluicing to
keep sludge temperatures below 0S0 limits.
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Anal yses were also performed with the two-dimensional P/THERMAL model.
Seventy five percent of the waste was assumed to be removed by the sluicing ~
operation. This gave a depth of 2.33 ft in the center and 1.33 ft at the
edge (see Figure 1). Analyses were performed to determine how much the tank P7

heat load could remain without exceeding the 0S0 temperature limit. The
waste was assumed to be dry and heat removal occurred by dome ventilation
flow of 2300 cfm (without evaporation) and soil heat conduction.

The results are summarized in Table 2. Three heat load distribution were
considered as summarized in Table 1. The conservative heat loads were
selected so the maximum temperatures did not exceed the 0S0 limits for the
two thermal conduct ivities considered.

Table 2. Results of P/THERf4AL Analyses.

Heat Load Heat Load Conservative Best Estimate
Distribution (Btu/hr) Conductivity Conductivity

Best Estimate 56,000 264 “F 175 “F

Conservative Case 1 67,000 300 “F 193 ‘F

Conservative Case 2 130,000 300 “F

For the best estimate case, the maximum temperature would be 264 “F for the
most conservative conductivity. Assuming the best estimate thermal
conductivity, 130,000 Btu/hr could remain in the sludge. This is 98% of the {
total tank heat load. A heat load of 67,000 Btu/hr or 51% of the total tank
heat load could remain for the most conservative thermal conductivity (The
one-dimensional model (Figure 5) for a 2.33 ft waste depth gives a values
1ower than the P/THERHAL model . This is expected because of the nonuniform
waste depth and conduction losses from the tank bottom) .

A representative temperature contour plot is shown in Figure 6. This
temperature distribution is representative of a Conservative Case 1 heat
load distribution combined with the best estimate thermal conductivity.

The results of both the scoping and P/THERMAL analyses show that for 75%
waste removal , the dry waste temperatures can be maintained below 0S0
temperature limits without evaporative cool ing with a significant amount of
the total heat load remaining.

The steady-state temperature gradient (prior to sluicing) for the two
conservative heat load distributions are compared with actual tank data in
Figure 7. While the 0S0 temperature limits will not be exceeded with these
conservative heat load distributions, they are clearly inconsistent with the
Riser B data.
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CONCLUSIONS

Tank C-106 waste temperatures wil 1 not exceed the 0S0 temperature limits

following Project W-320 waste retrieval and evaporative cooling, and
continued water additions will not be required.
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Figure 1.P/TlenndFinite Element Model.
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Figure3. C-106TemperatureGrzdients.
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Figure S. Allowable Remaining Heat Load as a Function of Depth for

30D T Mnimum Tempemlure.
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Figure 7. Conservative Cases Compared to Data.
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cc: S. W. Clay brook HO-34
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A comparison of transient calculated temperatures with

thermocouple measurements during the ventilation outage in
1992 indicate that the total heat source in tank C-106 is
110,000 +/- 20,000 Btu/h. The attached figures show the
calculated temperatures curves versus the measured
thermocouple data (x’s) for total heat sources of 130,00~,

110,000, and 90,000 Btu/hr. The top figure is for level 1
of the thermocouple tree (4 in. from the bottom of the
tank), the middle figure for level 2 (2 ft 4 in. from the
bottom of the tank), and the bottom figure for level 3 (4 ft
4 in. from the bot,tom of the tank) . Differences between

measured and calcul ated temperatures at the other three

levels of the thermocouple tree (6 fi 4 in. ; 8 ft 4 in.;
IO ft 4 in. ) are small.

A two-1ayer model was used for the cal CU1 ated temperatures,

since the temperature profiles for this model fit the

measured profiles best. This model combines the bottom two

s] udge 1 ayers of the three-layer model previously developed.

Some of the heat from the top layer has been included in the

bottom layer due to settling of the radionuclide particles

from the top 1 ayer to the bottom 1 ayer. The analyses for

the complete history of the tank can incorporate this

movement between 1 ayers by adjusting the heat source in each
Iaver.

T. J. Bander

Software Engineer

dsa

Attachment

CONCURRENCE :

Date: l\x~j~3
T. B. McCall
Manager

.Hanlord 0..,.,,..s and Enwe.,,no C.mtr.c,o, +., me US De..rmen, of En.,c.,
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flECOMMENDATION FOR C-106 SLUICING
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cc T.J.Bander HO-34
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Bander, T. J., B.A. Crea, and D. M. Ogden, 1996, Tank 241-C-106
SluicingEvaluation,WHC-SD-WM-ER-588, Rev. 1, Westinghouse
Hanford Company, Rlchland, Washington

Conner, J. C., 1996, Safety Assessment forTank 247-C-106 kVaste
Retrfeval,ProjectW-320, WHGSD-WM-SAD-024, DRAFT,
Westinghouse Hanford Company, Richland, Washington.

Bander, T. J., 1995, Tank 241-C-106 Process Test Repoti, WHC-SD-
WM-427, Rev. O, Westinghouse Hanford Company, Richland,
Washington.
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Chiller System Analysis, WHC-SD-WM-ER-457, Rev. O,
Westinghouse Hanford Company, Richland, Washington.

Introduction

A thermal evaluation of the Project W-320 retrieval process was performed and documented in
Reference 1. This study recommended incremental sluicing of tank 241-C-1 06. Incremental
sluicing and hold periods of tank cooling will maintain the maximum waste temperatures below
the local saturation (boiling) temperature during the sluicing operation as required by the
project safety evaluation (Reference 2). The purpose of this letter is to provide a
recommendation for the size of the incremental steps, the duration of the cooling periods, and
necessa~ tank monitoring.

Hanford Ope,abans and Engineering Contractor for the US Dopaflment of Energy
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Proposed Sluicing Strategy

The proposed incremental sluicing eliminates the potential for steam bumps by maintaining a
safe margin of subcooling (waste temperatures below the local saturation temperature) in the
waste at all times. The sluicing is performed in incremental steps which are small so that the
loss of pressure due to the waste removal will not reduce the saturation temperature to the
local waste temperature, which is possible with the designed capacitiy of the sluicing system.
The size of the incremental steps must account for uncertainties in parameters such as the
maximum waste and saturation temperatures and level control duflna sluicino (uniform sluicina
is desirable).

. .

A meeting was conducted with Project W-320 personnel (John Harris, Construction Projects;
John Bailey, Retrieval Engineering: John Conner, Proiects SAR Enaineerina) to review the-,
sluicing operation and le~el -
control issues. Historically, the
liquid pool is removed prior to
sluicing. This makes level control
difficult and level monitoring

possible by visual inspection only.
In light of these difficulties, John
Bailey recommended that the 241.
C-106 sluicing be performed with
a liquid pool covering the waste.
Level would be maintained by
controlling the slurry and sluicing
jet pump rates. Sluicing (at a
constant level) will continue until
the particle loading of the transfer
line reaches a minimum value,
indicating that the waste some
distance below the surface has
been removed. Past sluicing has
shown that sludge can be
removed up to 1 foot below the
liquid surface. The constant level
sluicing will control the maximum
sluicing depth and promote
uniformity of the sluicing,

The proposed incremental sluicing
(based upon the thermal
evaluation of Reference 1 and
discussions with Retrieval
Engineering) is shown in Figure 1
and discussed in the following,
The proposed liquid level for the
first constant level sluicing is 72
inches (ENRAF measurement).

Figure 1. Proposed Incremental Sluicing for 24 I-C-106.

—- -Waste saturation Curve

~lnltlal Level

~Flrsl Increment

~Second Increment

Ternperature(oF)

The C-106 1994 process test (Reference 3), which evaporated the liquid pool, showed that the
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sludge level was near 69 inches. This would leave 2 to 3 inches covering the sludge.
Figure 1 shows the saturation curve for C-106 waste, which includes vapor sutwression. The
saturationtemperaturefor a waste
level of 72 inches is about 229 “F.
The maximum waste temperature
following the operation of the tank
chiller system (Reference 4) is
predicted by analyses to be 224 ‘F
(shown on the abscissa of the
graph). This is approximately 5 “F
subcooling, which should provide a
margin of safety for uncertainties in
temperatures and level.

The first incremental sluicing (prior
to the draw down to the second
incremental step) will remove sludge
down to the 60-inch level while
reducing the tank bottom pressure
by only 5Y0. The liquid pool supporls
only a veiy small temperature
gradient (due to convective flows),
Thus, the conduction length for the
sludge will be reduced by 1 foot with
nearly the same pool boundafy
temperature and bottom pressure.
A simple one-dimensional slab
conduction model can be used to
estimate the effect of the reduced
conduction length (Reference 1).
Figure 2 shows the transient
temperature response of a 5 foot
slab of waste with a step change in
the boundary temperature equivalent
to the removal of 1 foot of sludge.
After two weeks, the temperature at
the 6 foot elevation has decreased
from 224 “F to near 216 “F (shown

Figure 2. Slab Model (5 ft) Transient Temperatures,

I

‘;OL
1 2 3 4 5 6

Distance from Waste Surface--ft

on the abscissa of Figure 1). Thus, sluicing with a tank level at 72 inches followed by a cooling
period of 14 days will reduce the maximum waste temperature to about 216 “F. If the liquid
level is then drawn down to the 60-inch level to complete the first incremental sluicing, as seen
in Figure 1, the saturation temperature will decrease to about 228 “F, but the waste
temperature will have decreased to approximately 216 ‘F. This is over 10 ‘F of subcooling,
which again will provide a margin of safety for uncertainties,

The second incremental sluicing should be performed at a constant liquid level of 60 inches,
following the same procedure described above, The effect of the removal of an additional foot
of sludge is shown in Figure 3, which shows the transient temperature history for a 4 foot slab
of waste with a step boundary temperature change equivalent to the removal of 2 feet of
sludge. After 14 days, the maximum waste temperature has decreased over 30 ‘F. The new
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waste temperaturewould be
approximately 185 “F to 190 “F
(shown on the abscissa of
Figure 1). The second incremental
retrieval is completed by drawing
the liquid level down to
48 inches. The new saturation
temperature will be about 226 “F,
while the maximum waste
temperature will have decreased to
190 “For less. This is over 30 “F
subcooling. Furthermore, the
maximum waste temperature is
below the saturation temperature at
atmospheric pressure, which
completely eliminates any potential
steam generation. Incremental
retrieval to prevent steam bumps is
not required afler the second
incremental step. However,
flammable gas issues in
the receiver tank (241 -AY-102) rpay
require the continuation of
incremental retrieval.

Tank Monitoring

The proposed sluicing strategy
requires the monitoring of tank
liquid level during the retrieval
process. The slurry submersible
pump, which will be sluiced into the
sludge, will include conductivity
orobes. The oumose of the r.3robes

74A50-96-DMO-O06

Figure 3. Slab Model (4 ft) Transient Temperatures.
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is to measure’ the level in the’ well surrounding the pump. For the proposed constant liquid
level sluicing, this instrument will measure the Pool liquid level. This will provide a continuous
level measu~ement. The ENRAF gauge will be withdrawn during the actual sluicing operation.
However, it is recommended that the ENRAF gauge be periodically inserted to provide a
second level measurement. It is recommended that the level be maintained as near constant
as possible during sluicing, However, because of the subcooling margin discussed in the
previous section, the level can deviate from the intended level by 6 inches and still provide
adequate subcooling.

O[her tank data, including temperature, should be continuously recorded, but will be most
useful for a post sluicing evaluation. During the cooling period after each incremental sluicing,
the temperature and ENRAF level data can be used to provide an assessment of the remaining
tank heat load.
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J. P. Harris, Ill
Page 5
July 12, 1996

74A50-96-DMO-O06

The following is a summary of the recommendations:

1. Tank 241-C-106 sluicing should be performed in 1 foot incremental steps with a 14 day
cooling period, Two incremental steps are {equired toeliminatethe steam bump
potential.

2. The sluicing should be performed with a constant liquid pool, 72 inches for the first step,
and 60 inches for the second.

3. Level should be continuously monitored by the submersible slurry pump conductivity
probes with periodic verification by ENRAF measurements.

7’] @--J-.,
T. J.Bander, Principal Engineer
Process Engineering Analysis

B.A. Crea, Principal Engineer
Process Engineering Analysis

D. M. Ogden, team Leader
Process Engineering Analysis

bab
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Hanford Company Memo

From: Waste Tanks Process Engineering
Phone: 373-2461
Date: June 10, 1996
Subject: TANK 241-C-106 RETRIEVAL INDUCED

To: J. P. Harris S2-48

cc: D. G. 8aide S2-48

$ ~: ;;~; * ~:~
. .

74A1O-96-O82

FLAMMA8LE GAS PLUME ANALYSIS

P. A. Gauglitz P7-41
F. J. Heard HO-34
C. W. Stewart K7-15
SDE File/L8

This memo discusses the issue of a potential gas plume resulting from
disturbance and subsequent release of gas trapped in tank 241-C-106 waste by
the mechanical agitation imparted by the sluice spray. At focus is the
possibility of a localized gas release from the waste which could produce a
gas plume in the tank headspace with a fuel concentration sufficient to
support combustion. This memo documents the technical viewpoints of a
number of experts on the behavior of gases in tank waste. The viewpoints
regarding a sluicing induced gas plume at tank 241-C-106 are detailed in the
supporting Attachments. The general findings are summarized below:

- There is not a significant amount of gas trapped in the tank.

It is highly unlikely the gas is concentrated in any one
location prone to immediate agitation and subsequent release by
way of the sluice spray.

- Any waste, regardless of how rapidly or vigorously it is
agitated, would release gas relatively slowly permitting
significant dilution of the emitted gases by forced ventilation
and other means of convection within the tank headspace.

- The gas would be diffused through a relatively large area of the
waste surface, a fact which naturally tends to limit the resulting
fuel concentration in any generated plume.

J 4. 2+
S. D. Estey
Senior Engineer

rnj 9

Attachments

Hanford Operatic... and ..oineetino Contractor for the US Department of Energy
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TANK 241-C-106 RETRIEVAL INDUCED FLAMMA8LE

consisting of 6 pages

GAS PLUME ANALYSIS
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Introduction

This analysis provides estimates of the magnitude of a plume formation in tank
241-C-106 which would be caused by the mechanical agitation of the tank waste
due to the sluicing spray. The unique subjects to be addressed in this
analysis are:

1) Distribution of Trapped Gas: What is the distribution of the
flammable gas trapped within the tank waste?

2) Maximum Waste Volume Immediately Disturbed: What is the maximum
amount of tank waste which could be immediately disturbed by the sluice
spray?

3) Maximum Immediate Gas Release: Combining (1) and (2), what would be
the maximum amount of gas which could be immediately released into the
tank headspace?

The referenced memo analyzed the global situation where a maximum amount of
trapped gas is immediately released and uniformly distributed within the tank
headspace. With the assumptions and a~alyzed conditions, the limiting results
were a total release of 100% of 531 ft of trapped gas, which is 97% hydrogen
(Reference 1) equating to 546 SCF of hydrogen when corrected for estimated gas
temperature and pressure (Attachment 8). This would result in a fuel
concentration of 17% LFL in the tank headspace. Thus, in this case the entire
volume of gas trapped in tank 241-C-106 waste is insufficient to form a
uniform flammable concentration throughout the tank headspace.

Distribution of Trapped Gas

The distribution of gas within the tank waste represents a range of
possibilities. The gas could be trapped homogeneously throughout the waste or
concentrated in discrete locations. The extreme situations would be that the
waste volume which is being immediately sluiced contains either the entire
volume of trapped gas, or none at al1. A more reasonable scenario obviously
is the one where the trapped gas is distributed uniformly throughout the waste
volume. Varying degrees of these possibilities could be imagined, but uniform
gas distribution would be viewed as more credible than the two extreme cases.

For the gas to be released from the waste, it must be located where the
mechanical energy input of the sluice stream can dislodge it from the solids
matrix. This leads to a conservative assumption that all the gas must be
located in the soft sludge of the tank - the upper 3/4 of the waste volume -
as it is believed that the bottom 1/4 of the waste volume - the hardpan - has
mechanical strength higher than that which can be overcome by the sluice
stream. This assumption leads to a waste volume of 150 kgal in which the gas
can be distributed.
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Two methods are used to estimate the volume of trapped gas for this analysis:

Case 1 - The values from Reference 1 and Attachment 8 are used, yielding
531 ft3 of compressed gas with 97% hydrogen which equates to in 546 SCF
of hydrogen.

Case 2 - A conservative assumption that the tank waste has a 5% void
volume containing gas. Level rise/evaporation methods for estimating
tank waste gas content, which were used in Reference 1, may be
considered unreliable. Therefore, a conservative approach, when no gas
volume estiniate is available, is to assume the waste has a 5% void
volume. The 1atest estimates of waste gas generation show that the
hydrogen content in the waste gases produced can be conservatively
stated as 50% by volume (Reference 2). With such an estimate, the
maximum volume of gas that can be released is 150,000 x 0.05/7.48 x 0.5
= 500 ft3 hydrogen, which can be equated to 500 x 1.22 x 0.87 or 530 SCF
hydrogen in accordance with the assumptions of Attachment 8.

Maximum Waste Volume Immediate y Oisturbed

Two estimates have been provided by Project W-320 to indicate the maximum
volume of waste which could be disturbed by the sluicer spray at any one time.
The calculation of these estimates are shown in Attachment C. One estimate is
that approximately 3,500 galions, or about 2.3% of the total volume of waste
capable of trapping gas within the tank, can be immediately disturbed. The
second estimate yielded a volumetric disturbance rate of 1,800 gal ions per
second, which could be maintained for a maximum of 15 seconds at the maximum
sluicer sweep rate of 6 degrees arc per second. These estimates yield a
number of possibilities for the gas “source term”. These include 3,500
gallons of waste disturbed instantaneously, 1,800 gallons of waste disturbed
in one second, and 27,000 gallons of waste disturbed in 15 seconds. This
analysis will choose two of these possibilities:

Case A - 3,500 gallons of waste disturbed instantaneously

Case 8 - 27,000 gallons disturbed in 15 seconds

Any 1arger waste disturbances would require longer agitation periods, and thus
the gas released would more 1ikely be dissipated by headspace convection to
lower fuel concentration.

a

Resulting Gas Release

From the preceding, the smallest volume of gas that could be immediately
released is, obviously, O SCF. The 1argest would be the entire volume of
hydrogen, 546 SCF for Case 1 and 530 SCF for Case 2. A more reasonable
estimate of the volume of gas released would be that originating from the
volume of waste which is disturbed. This would be (3,500/150,000) or 2.3% of
the total hydrogen volume for Case A or (27,000/150,000) or 18% for Case 8.
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Hypothesized Hydrogen Release Volumes (SCF)

Gas Inventory Estimate

Waste Disturbance Estimate Case 1 Case 2

Limiting (all gas released) 546 530

Case A (3,500 gal disturbed) 13 12

Case B (27,000 gal disturbed) 98 95

Additional Considerations

The problem with the 1imiting scenario, the instantaneous release of the total
volume of trapped hydrogen, is that there is no known mechanism which explains
how it could occur. For example, it is estimated that if tank waste has
enough mechanical strength to retain a 1 m3 (55 ft3) gas bubble, it will have
a yield strength of 6700 Pa. If the yield stre gth is reduced to 67 Pa, the

Y
maximum bubble size becomes 1 cm3 (5.5 x 10-5 ft ) (References 3 & 4). The
fact that the high heat sludge in the tank is easily sampled via the bottle on
a string method indicates that the yield strength of this sludge can be no
more than a few hundred Pa. Correspondingly, the ~argest bubble size to be
expected is no more than a few to a few tens of cm , an indication that any
trapped gas must be wel1 distributed throughout the waste. Therefore, it
appears the probability that the gas is distributed in such a way as to be
immediately released upon agitation by sluicing is extremely unlikely, thus
preventing the 1imiting release from becoming the best estimated release.

A temporal mitigating factor is thought to apply to this situation. This is
the actual rate of gas release from the agitated waste. As has been
demonstrated in testing with the mixer pump in tank 24I-SY-101, the gas
released from agitated waste is not instantaneous (References 5 & 6).
Although the situations are different in that gas released from agitated waste
in tank 241-C-106 does not have to diffuse and/or buoy itself through as great
a distance as in tank 241-SY-101, some delay between waste disturbance and the
majority of gas release is expected. This provides the expectation that a
gas release on the order of minutes would be much more likely than a release
on the order of seconds following an immediate disturbance of the waste.

The apparent 1ag time between waste agitation and complete gas release from
the waste seems to suggest that over short time periods (e.g., 15 seconds or
less) , it is the total volume of waste disturbed, and not the rate at which it
is disturbed, that is important in determining the volume of a gas release.
However, regardless of the volume of hydrogen released, any delay between
waste agitation and complete gas emission allows for dilution of the released
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hydrogen through convective action in the tank headspace, making it less
1 ikely that a flammable plume could develop. This argument is assumed here to
indicate that the hydrogen release determined from Case B forms a better “best
estimated worst release” than that determined from Case A.

In addition, spatial factors should constrain the maximum achievable plume
fuel concentration. The gas produced from the disturbance of tank waste will
be emitted over a significant area of the waste surface. This is particularly
true for Case B, where the waste disturbance is over a path six feet wide and
through an arc length of about 70 feet with radius 45 feet, yielding a surface
area of about 420 square feet. Even a waste disturbance over the smal1est
surface area, indicated by Case A as a circle six feet in diameter, represents
an area of about 30 square feet. Compared to a point release, the geometry of
S1uicer operation suggests a small hydrogen flux passing through the waste
surface, further 1imiting the achievable fuel concentration at any point in
the tank headspace.

Other Gas Release Concerns

Concerns over the rel ease of gasses dissolved in the tank waste can be
postulated. The only gas of significance in this category is ammonia.
Agitation of the tank waste wil 1 alter the pressure on and temperature of the
wastes containing the ammonia and will result in a new partitioning of the
ammonia between its gaseous and condensed phases - possibly increasing the
ammonia concentration of the headspace. However, even this concern has
several mitigating features associated with it. First, the amount of ammonia
wil 1 not be sufficient to create, or significantly contribute to, a flammable
condition in the tank headspace. Second, the act of agitating the sludge with
the sluice spray will most likely cool the waste, increasing the volubility of
any dissolved gases, thus lowering the partial pressure of the ammonia.
Finally, the rate of release of the soluble gas depends on the surface area
for mass transfer, which itself is a function of the amount of waste
agitation. This indicates that the rate of release of dissolved ammonia can
be controlled by the rate of sluicing in the tank, and will decay to its
steady state equilibrium value when sluicing is stopped.
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Conclusions

The hydrogen volumes which could be released due to sluicing agitation appear
to be insignificant for tank 241-C-106, and the physical behavior of the
released gases further diminishes the probability of forming a flammable plume
in the tank headspace. The best estimates from this analysis are that:

1. If the total volume of gas trapped in the tank waste is released,
the maximum amount of hydrogen gas emitted should not exceed 550 SCF.
However, because homogeneous distribution of trapped gas is suspected,
the total amount of hydrogen released over a short time period due to
sluicing agitation is unlikely to exceed 100 SCF.

2. Even if the hydrogen is released over a short time period, the
actual rate of gas release from the waste would tend to lower the plume
fuel concentration when compared to an instantaneous gas release.

3. Regardless of the amount of hydrogen released, the 1arge waste
surface area through which the hydrogen wil1 be diffused would produce a
plume with significantly lower fuel concentration compared to that
produced via emission from a point source.
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Barometric Analysis - Tank 241-C-1 06

Tank No. D

calculation date:

Total Waste, gal. - from HanIon’s Summary RPI [-(,.,

Total Waste, ft3. - converted from above 1!3
Total sofids (sfudw + .saItcake), M. gas - from HanIon’s Summaw Reporl -J,d

Total solids, ft3.- converted from above II 3

Current surfaca level ht. in inches.

❑
enter in.

?.upernate vol., gal - from HanIon’s Summary Repofl enter Q.!

Supernate density, g/mL If unknown, enter 1.40. enter #rnL

Supemate depth = supernate VOI (gal)/2754 galfm In.

Sofids density, @mL If unknown, enter 1.80. ~[@L

WET Solids (below water table) S solids thickness - est. fm photo & total sol;ds in.

Average gas Iocatlon above tank bottom l..

Solids thickness over center of trapped gas (from lop of sofids)

Average temp, “F: -1:

Average tank temp, “~ c

Average tank temp, fC
Tank TOTAL VOL, f13 - info in following lines W;I

!13

SST. Dish,520 kgal. B. BX,C, T, U 1!3

SST,D&l, 75s w w, s, TX, m tt3

sST, C+chICOI koi - SX 1,3

ST. UT, IOCOW. A &AX 113

DST. FLAT: AN, AP. AW, AY, AZ, W 1,3

was!. V.lumo (m 10 whh @Pnd ws, calculatedfrom c.nwm M.- kvel f13

Tk Hd Space (M release) .Dome vd+wasle volume(w !m.wd gas) 1!3

0.0062966307

CALCULATION USING PAUL WHITNEY’S SLOPE

Patm, in. Hg

Patm

Ftiq

Kq density
Iiqheight

Pfiq

Psolids

solids density

solids height over center of trapped gas

Psl

Pswface tension

uenler here h.Hg

ml?

g/mL

in

*I

PToTAL 1=~

EEl

l~j,a,
1!3

zq,al
1,3

❑
enter in.
enter Qd

on!er g)rnL

l“.

{~lo,rnL

In.

In,

In,

-],

c

-:3
113

lt3

113

1,3

113

113

1!3
113

uenter here I.. ng

ph

g/mL

1“

p,!

g/mL

1“

PSI

P~

I 229,000

30,613

I 197000

26,335

=

79.00

32000

1.10
11,62

q

15.2
52,21

~

341.5
1 14,400]

30,750

83,641

29.5

14,489

1.10

11.62

0,462

“1.43

52.21

2,697

0.050

17.698

Percentile level enter here 75% enter here 7s% 75%

Paul Whit”ey% SLOPE =Asurfwalevel/A in. Hg M“ Hg 1“4. Ho I .0.040
Porosity: 1.0 for normal eval, actual porosity for ILL data f

V(ft3, compressed) . Porositj at fiqsfc- A(sqlt)x Toial P(in, Hg)x slope(in, fin Hg) I(3 Hg) 113 531

V(scf) . Porosity x V(compressed) “ T Correctn - Pcorrectn

5/291S6, 3:02 PM 1
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Tank No. am
CALCULATION OF %LFL
Volume of Entrapped Gas Released to Dome Space

Relevant data copied from data section

Compressed Vol of entrapped gas Its 113
supemate densify gint Q/mL

.SuP%mate depth In. 1“.

solids density g/mL

Sofids thickness to center of trapped gas

Q/nlL

l“. l“.

Waste temD at Qas depth [F) Y F

Waste Iemi at ~as de&h (K)

%H2 in entrapped gas

Fraction of entrapped gas released (%) m“ 0.25=” ,25*

531

1.10

11.62

1.43
52.21

t55.o

341.48

Calculations

Supernate head - supemale density x supemt depth (psi) w

Solids head = solids density x solids &pUI (psi)

Pressure in dome, in psia (If cal’g H2 in scf, use 14.69) -?’
Total head (psi) = Press in dome + SUP. head + solids head P=

Pressure adjustment to scf = total head’TANK PRESSURE in psia

Temperature adjustment to scf . 29S.15KMasle temp at gas depth (K)

Oomprsd VOI x P adjstmt x T adjstmt x fractn of gas releasd. SC!

Vol of entrapped gas released to dome space (sco ,.1

Votume of H2 Released to Doms Space

Comprsd VOI x P adjstmt x T adjsimt x %H2 x fractn of gas releasd. ml

H2 Released 10 Dome Space (scf) ‘cl

Vol. of Head Space

Vol of head spaca before burp ftl

Compressed VOI X fraction of entapped gas released = sfc level drop

‘-head space vol. increase caused by sfc level drop” 1!3

Vol of head space after burp 113

H2 % in Head Space

Vol. of HZ in Head SpaceNol of head space after burp

NH3 % In head space =

Assume NH3 VOI= this fraction of entrapped gas released (max . 0.259) =
NH3 VOIin head space = NH3 fraction X VOIof entrapped gas released f13

NH3 % In head space =

TEST VS. CRtiERIA (% of LFL)

“/. LFL - ([H2]/0 ,04) + ([NH3]/O.l 5) =

REALITY CHECK void space of 10M waste (except for pockel$, voids . 20% tmtikely)

I
REALITY CHECK void space .1 sotids [excepI 1.x pcckels, voids > 20% .nl(kely)

RESULTS:

Tank No.

Slope at 95% confidence

Slope at 75% confidence

5!20!96, 3:02 PM

d

cd

!13

113

1!3

IEEa
I(3

0.462

2.70

14.69

17.85

1.22

0,87

563

563

546

.546

83,641

53t

84,172

0.649%

0.220

124

0.147%

17.20%

1.73%

2,01%

Cx

2
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tleeting Minutes
Discussion of Interim Status Requirements

Pump and S7uice Pits at Tank Farm 241-C
S1 uicing of Tank 241-C-106

VIDEOCONFERENCE MINUTES
June 27, 1995

The undersigned indicate by their signatures that
reflect the actual occurrences of the above dated

/ ,/

&//~? ;$’4

.E. Xa is, 111,’’ Contractor flepresentative, WHC

?(’”

these meeting minutes

Meeting.

~>:”7%J ./’772%%:.. ...7 Date: ,>/:.fl, ,-
tiashington, cS.tate Department of EcoTogy ,,

Purpose: Discuss coating of the pump and sluice pits at Tank Farm 241-C and
the associated ventilation duct secondary containment.
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MEETING MINUTES

Subject: Project W-320, Tank 241-C-106 Sluicing/Pit Compl iance and

Ventilation Duct Containment Issues

TO: Scott McKinney BUILDING Ecol ogy/Lacey

FROM: John P. Harris 111 WHC, SST Retrieval Projects

Department-Operati on- Number

Component Area Date of Meetina Attendinq

Tank Farm Transition Projects 200E June 27, 1995

This meeting was called by lWHC to discuss two issues, the first of which

involved the coating of the pump and sluice pits at Tank Farm 241-C. The
second issue involved the ventilation duct containment.

Issue #l

The preparation for the sluicing retrieval does not include plans to apply an
impervious coating to the internal concrete surfaces of the pits due to the
radiological activity levels within the pits. These activity levels require
all upgrade work to be done remotely with the associated increased costs and
time required before the sluicing operation may begin.

The pump and sluice pits are to be used during the sluicing of Tank 241-C-106
(C-106) to resolve the high-heat safety issue within the tank in accordance
with Tri-Party Agreement Milestone M-45-03A (the third pit on the tank, the
heel pit, is not currently within the project scope to be used during the
sluicing retrieval). The sluicing of Tank C-106 is the first phase of, and
supports the eventual closure of this single shell tank. Therefore, it was
felt that any upgrades to this ancillary equipment on the tank, as required by
40 CFR 265.193(f), would not provide a benefit commensurate with the
environmental and health risks, based on the radioactive dose investment
requirements by the involved workers; nor would it be cost effective, based on
the cost and schedule impacts to the successful completion of the safety issue
resolution. The waste retrieval sluicing system (WRSS) is being designed and
constructed for a useful 1ifetime of 2 years, of which the sluicing retrieval
is expected to take a period of approximately 3-6 months of actual pumping
operation. Current requirements call for a scheduled commencement of
retrieval In October, 1996 (DOE Secretarial Safety Initiative) ; one year ahead
of the Tri-Party Agreement Milestone requirement of October, 1997.

During the sluicing activity; two at-grade, bermed, double-encased transfer
lines are to be installed between C-106 and Tank 241-AY-102 (AY-102). These
lines are to be used simultaneously to set up a flow loop between the tanks.
The sluice line will transfer 350 gpm of clarlfied supernate from AY-102 to a
slulce nozzle in C-106. The mobilized slurry will then be pumped back to AY-
102 via the slurry line, again at roughly 350 gpm, where the solids will
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settle, and the flow loop will continue. The slurry 1ine will enter the C-106
pump pit, where it will be Jumpereo’ to the slurry pump discharge riser. The
sluice line will be routed to the sluice pit directly, bypassing the pump pit.
Because of this piping arrangement, a possible accident scenario for the pump
and sluice pits would involve a maximum leakage rate of 350 gpm, which has
been provided for in the design via slotted extensions to the pump riser and
the sluicer riser to be able to drain the worst case leakage flow to the tank
without accumulating liquid in the pits. In addition, the pump pit also has a
floor drain with leak detection to accommodate small volume leaks (the sluice
pit floor drain is currently plugged and will probably not be able to be
cleared) Should there be a recurrence of past difficulties with pluggage of
the floor drain in the pump pit (the floor drain design involves the use of an
annular space on the order of 1/8” around a 12” riser in the pit, so that
debris and sand have plugged these in the past), sump pumps will be installed
in the pits to remove the approximately one inch depth between the bottom of
the high-volume drain slots and the pit floor.

Visual inspections during preparatory work in 1994 to clean the pits of debris
and lower the radiation fields revealed some standing water in the pits from
precipitation intrusion (the floor drains in both pits were then plugged).
Videotapes of this standing water in A-pit (Pump pit) were obtained on
October 12, 13, and 14, 1994 and again on November 15, 16, and 17, 1994. The
C-pit (sluice pit) was videotaped on January 16, 17, and 18, 1995.
Examination of these tapes, combined with field observations around these
dates indicated no visible drop in the liquid levels in the pits. Based on
this evidence, it was determined by WHC that the pits could contain any

potential leakage experienced (until the sump pumps could remove any residual
liquid below the bottom of the high-volume drain slots) with minimal risk of
additional environmental insult to the soil column in the vicinity of the
tank.

The pits are of concrete construction with a sloping bottom. The pump pit has
dimensions of 11 feet by 14.5 feet by 6.4 feet depth for a volume of 1021
cubic feet. The sluice pit has dimensions of 8.5 feet by 9 feet by 7.67 feet
depth for a volume of 587 cubic feet. The maximum drainback possible from the
transfer 1ines to C-106 pits with the pumps stopped is approximately 1000
gallons per line. Given these considerations, any threat to the environment
from a pipe failure would be minimal. -.

Originally, the scope of the project included a coating of the pits. These
pits are extremely contaminated, and will be in use only during the tank
sluicing. The ALARA concerns involved in coating these pits far exceed any
potential benefits. Workers are exposed to general radiation fields around
the pit of approximately 70 mrem/hr, though current decontainlnation efforts
are continuing to attempt to lower this by an order of magnitude. In order
for the pit coating to be done (assuming no great success in reducing the
radiation field) , workers would be exposed to fields as high as several rem
(directly in the “shine” of the radiation fields coming out of the pits).
These factors greatly increase the costs and time that would be involved in
coating the pit, since this work would involve several employee-months of time
to complete. Currently, there is also a move to bring the project costs
within the available budget (recent events such as the temperature anomal ies
experienced in the tank In 1994 have caused delays in the project’s schedule
with resultant schedule compressions and cost increases) This cost reduction
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effort has driven some project scoPe reductions (as outl ined in the Unit
Manager Meeting of June, 1995). Coating of the C-106 pits was dropped based
on the aforementioned cost/risk/benefit evaluation.

Given that the design of the pits, combined with operational commitments on
the operation of the pit sump Pum!Js,will prevent the accumulation of 1iquids
within the pit, as well as the ALARA and cost concerns discussed above, it was
agreed by the signatories of these minutes that this project will proceed
without requiring coating of the C-106 pits.

Issue #2

The second issue that needed to be discussed was the acceptability of the
proposed method of providing secondary containment for a valve in the proposed
tank ventilation system recirculation duct. This issue arose as a result of
analyses relating to tank headspace radioactive and non-radioactive source
terms. The design, as originally provided to Ecology, included the use of a
heater in the recirculation line (downstream of a condenser and a de-mister)
which would ensure that the air flow would have a moisture content well below
the saturation point. The aforementioned analyses indicated that a
possibil ity existed that the use of the heater could accumulate dry
particulate in the headspace of the tank beyond that reported as a source term
for the Air Permit Notice of Construction. So, WHC proposed to leave the
heater off during operation, at which point it was real ized that this would
result in cold, saturated air going through the vent duct back to the tank.
Though this was not a process problem, it would require a double containment
for the non-sealless valve in the duct, since some condensation could occur in
the duct (though the duct would remain at several inches negative pressure
during operation so that any leakage occurring should be inward)

40 CFR 265.193(f) requires that ancillary equipment for a tank system must
have double-containment unless it contains sealless valves, that are inspected
on a daily basis. The secondary containment planned for the applicable
sections of the vent 1ine is a flexible membrane, which has been standard
practice for similar systems at the Hanford Site. The vent 1ine will be
visually inspected for leaks on a daily basis. Any accumulated 1iquid in the
secondary containment of the vent line will be removed in as timely a manner
as is possible to prevent harm to human health or the environment, though
Ecology stressed at the meeting that it was D.Q the intent that operators
should immediately remove any 1iquid discovered in the container, since
condensation from the air in the secondary container bag was a 1ikely
occurrence, especially during warm weather. Rather, it was expected by
Ecology that operators would exercise sound judgement in observing the
condition of the conta~ner to determine whether ambient conditions and trends
supported an apparent leak, or a sweating of the duct. To try to minimize the
occurrence of sweating of the duct, the signatories agreed to the insulating
of the ventilation recirculation duct from the process building to the tank,
combined with the “bagging” of the valve. It was agreed by the signatories of
these minutes that this method of providing secondary containment for the
associated vent lines meets the intent of the interim status standards
contained in the WAC 173-303-400 and 40 CFR Part 265.193.

As an additional discussion area, WHC brought up the point that, during the
investigation of the physical configuration of the recirculation line valve in
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the design drawings in preparation for the meeting, it was realized that there
were several other singly contained ventilation 1ines coming out of the
process building with non-sealless valves. All of these lines ended with a
blank flange (i.e., a bolted cover which would be removed immediately before
use) These 1ines included maintenance lines for flushing of the condenser,
monitoring 1ines for determining decontamination factors for control equipment
such as the High Efficiency Mist Eliminator and the High Efficiency Metal
Filter, and a line for connection of a portable exhauster (should a failure of
the ventilation system occur) The signatories of these minutes agreed that,
because these 1ines were sloped inward toward the process building such that
no condensation could pool in the lines, they did not require secondary
containment.
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Westinghouse Internal

Hanford Company Memo

From:
Phone:
Date:
Subjec”

To:

Liquid Effluents Services
373-0087 H6-06
August 1, 1996

: CONSISTENCY REVIEW OF WHC-SD-WM-SAD-024, REV O “SAFE” V ASSESSMENT
FOR TANK 24I-C-106 WASTE RETRIEVAL PROJECT W-320”

J. P, Harris, III S2-48

CC: W. Abdul, RL S7-53
O. G. Baide S2-48
J. C. Conner A2-25
8. L. Nicoll, RL S7-53

Per vour reouest. I have comoleted a consistence review of the sub.iect
safe~y”asse~smen~ (SAD) with’respect to the con~l usions presented ~n the
following documents:

(1) WHC-SO-WM-ER-588, Rev O, “Tank 21-C-106 Sluicing Evaluation” and
the associated Westinghouse Hanford Company Internal Memo 74A50-
96-DMO-006, “Recommendation for C-106 Sluicing. ”

(2) WHC-SD-W320-TI-007, Rev O, “Flammable Gas and Steam Controls for
WRSS Operation, Project W-320. ”

(3) WHC-SO-WM-ER-594, Rev O, “Evaluation of Recommendation for
Addition of Tanks to the Flammable Gas Watch List.”

The consistency of the SAD to the above document conclusions was assessed by
first reviewing each document separately and listing the important
conclusions presented in each document. The product of this initial review
is provided in Attachments 1 through 3, where the important conclusions are
1isteal for each document. Next a page-by-page review of the SAD was
undertaken during which the SAD content was compared to the combined
conclusions contained in Attachments 1 through 3. Where it was felt that an
inconsistency may exist between the May 1996 version of the SAO and the
above document conclusions, this was noted along with the exact location in
the SAD and suggested modifications to eliminate the inconsistency. The
product of the page-by-page SAD review is as follows:

1. Section 2.1.6.2, p. 2-12, first paragraph: Suggest qualifying the
May 1996 version discussion on “ .continuous, closed-loop sluicing
process” to include the incremental waste retrieval approach followed
with monitoring or hold periods. An appropri ate SAO section reference
where this approach is discussed in detail should be provided.

Hanford Operations and Engineering!Contractor for ths US Depammnt of Energy
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J. P. Harris, III
August 1, 1996
Page 2

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

P. 7.-46,last paragraph: Suggest that the May 1996 version discussion
of “... series of sluice channels. ..to channel the slurry flow directly
to the S1urry pump” be revised since this may not be compatible with
the concept of incremental retrieval of waste by control led level
sluicing (i.e., constant liquid level covering the sludge layer).

P. 2-47, fourth full paragraph and subsection “Sluicing Temporary
Shutdown Operations”: Suggest that the May 1996 version discussion of
alternative approaches for precluding local superheated waste locations
,,...by maintaining a wet waste surface by either submersion or through
frequent. ..hosing down of the waste surface.. .“ and two bullets in
subsequent subsection be revised to indicate that sluicing will be
performed with a constant liquid pool level in tank C-106 with no waste
exposed (except possibly at the tank wall )

p. 4-34, first paragraph: Suggest that the May 1966 version discussion
of sluicing-induced steam flash in tank C-106 be modified to include
the concept that the waste S1udge wil1 always remain covered with
supernatant and that a constant pool liquid level will be maintained.
Also, the “...1 to 2 week hold period ...” should be changed to a
minimum hold period of 2 weeks.

Table 5-9, P. 5-18, Mitigation” column under “Temperature anomaly and
steam release” and Section 5.6.1.4, P. 5-30: Suggest that the May 1996
version be modified to include a discussion of the mitigation that will
be provided by the process controls and procedures associated with the
incremental waste retrieval operation followed by cooling hold periods.

Table 5-9, P. 5-18, “Mitigation” CO1umn under “Tank bump” event:
Suggest adding “monitoring/hold periods” to the controls that will
mitigate this event.

During the page-by-page SAD review, a number of typographical/editorial
errors were noted. These wi11 be forwarded for your review and
consideration under separate cover.

&47L=
D.1. Herborn, Fellow Engineer

ajb

Attachments (3)
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Attachment 1

IMPORTANT CONCLUSIONS

WHC-SD-WM-ER-588, Rev O, “Tank 241-C-106 Sluicing Evaluation”
and

WHC Internal Memo, “Recommendation for C-106 Sluicing”

1. Purpose of evaluation to characterize thermal response of tank waste
during the sluicing operation to define operating limits in terms of
maintaining waste subcooling and thus eliminating possibil ity of steam
bumping.

2. Sluicing ventilation system can be operated in three modes:

a) Normal day-to-day configuration

b) Pre-sluicing tank chiller system configuration that can subcool
bottom waste to near-winter conditions (takes 3 to 4 months and
achieves a minimum temperature of 224 ‘F [4 to 6 “F subcooling]).

c) Sluicing configuration for visibil ity defogging and not heat removal .

3. Waste must remain subcooled at all times during waste retrieval (below
~ saturation temperature) .

4. Rapid sluicing can eliminate the waste subcooling and result in local
steam generation in the waste.

5. Incremental retrieval of waste (sluicing 0.3 to 0.9 m [1 to 3 ft])
followed by cooling hold periods of 1 to 2 weeks which allows waste to
become significantly subcooled can el iminate the possibility of steam
bump.

a) First sluice step will remove sludge down to 60-in. level (3/4 to 1
ft) followed by 14 day cooling period.

b) Second sluice step will remove an additional 1 ft of sludge followed
by 14 day cooling period.

6. Sluicing should be performed with a constant 1iquid pool level with no
waste exposed (except at tank wall) in order to maintain a constant tank
waste bottom pressure an ensure accurate 1evel measurements.

a) For first sluice, perform at 72 in. (2 to 3 in. covering sludge)
which maintains about 6 “F subcooling.

b) For second sluice, perform at 60 in., which maintains over 10 ‘F
subcooling.
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c) After second sluice, draw liquid level down to 48 in., which will
result in 30 “F subcooling with maximum waste temperature below
saturation temperature at atmospheric pressure (eliminates potential
steam generation).

d) Pool liquid level should be continuously monitored by the submersible
slurry pump conductivity probes with periodic verification by ENRAF
measurements.

7. Post-sluicing dry waste steady-state analyses indicate sufficient heat can
be removed to eliminate the need for further water additions:

a)

b)

c)

d)

Non-s luiceable hard pan should contain very little heat; most tank
heat in waste above this region.

If 2 ft (33%) of waste retrieved and active ventilation is
maintained, water additions can be eliminated.

If 4 ft (66%) of waste retrieved with passive ventilation, water
additions can be eliminated.

Waste dry out will proceed slowly; time to reach peak waste
temperatures may exceed 10 years.
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Attachment 2

IMPORTANT CONCLUSIONS

WHC-SD-W320-TI-O07, Rev O, “Flammable Gas and Steam Controls
for WRSS Operation, Project W-320”

1. Operational control philosophy is that following a significant amount of
waste retrieval , sluicinq operations will be halted and waste analvsis

2

3

4.

will be performed during-the shutdown.

a) Approach cal1s for a sequenced incremental retrieval of waste from
tank C-106 (by volume) followed by a monitoring period during which
waste behavior will be observed.

b) I-ft depth waste retrieval increment represents a volume of about
25,000 gallons.

c) Minimum hold or monitoring period of 2 weeks.

Ability to detect a developing flammable gas retention condition in tank
AY-102 is also of concern.

a) Limiting waste retrieval from C-106 to 50% of total will eliminate
flammable gas retention in AY-102 and subsequent gas release event
(GRE) concern.

b) After 50% waste retrieval has been achieved, WRSS system will be
shutdown and tank AY-102 will be monitored for slurry growth .

General control actions will place 1-2 in. supernate above waste in C-106
(6 in. nominally) and AY-102 supernate level will be held constant during
sluicing period (controlled level sluicing).

a) Increments of l-ft depth of waste will be removed by sluicing.

b) Then 6 in. supernate pumped to C-106 from AY-102 and temperatures of
thermocouple trees 8 and 14 monitored for one week.

c) Then C-106 supernate volume pumped down until 1-2 in. remains over
solid waste; temperatures monitored for one week to verify adequate
waste subcool ing.

d) Sluicing sequence repeated.

To mitigate against tank C-106 flammable gas plume generation:

a) Suggested that HVAC system be operational during and following
termination of sluicing operations.

b) Standard hydrogen monitoring system (SHMS) will monitor C-106 for
indication of hydrogen being released into head space.
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5. To mitigate against tank AY-102 flammable gas retention/release:

a) Gas retention monitoring will be performed during each sluicing
incremental hold period (for slurry growth by observation during the
hold period).

b) l-ft waste removal increment and 2-week hold period will be
maintained beyond 50,000 gal waste retrieval specification.

6. Upon satisfactory removal of 50% (100,000 gal ) waste from C-106, a heat
balance measurement will be made to see if sufficient source term has been
removed.
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Attachment 3

IMPORTANT CONCLUSIONS

WHC-SO-WM-ER-594, Rev O, “Evaluation of Recommendation for
Addition of Tanks to the Flammable Gas Watch List”

Additional tanks should not be recommended for the Flammable Gas Watch
List. (FGWL).

a) Results of analyses are not sufficiently definitive because models
are too primitive and current data lacks precision.

b) FGWL tanks do not include C-106 or AY-102.

c) 32 candidate tanks for FGWL Q.LQ include C-106 or AY-102.

Tanks with a significant potential for radioactive release are controlled
under the USQ process for flammable gas.

Level perturbations induced by atmospheric pressure changes [Barometric
Pressure Effect (BPE)] considered possible basis for establishing
flammable gas retention by waste.

Level perturbations by continuing surface level increase [Surface Level
Rise (SLR)] considered possible basis for establishing flammable gas
retention by waste.

Tank liquid or solid

FIC gauge .-
;] ENRAF gauge.

Manual tape.
:] Neutron logging

waste surface level can be measured by:

instrumentation.

Calculational model relates waste surface linear displacement measurement
with volume of retained gas:

a)

b)

c)

d)

Concentration of flammable gas in tank headspace following postulated
gas release event (GRE) depends on fraction of gas trapped in waste
that is released (assumed 25%) and fraction of gas released that is
flammable (assumed 97% hydrogen).

Criterion for candidates to FGWL is general flammable gas
concentration in headspace assumed to be a hazard when greater than
25% of the Lower Flammability Limit (LFL).

Reexamination suggests 100% of the LFL more appropriate requirement
for determining serious release consequences.

Non-flammable gases (e.g., nitrogen) normally constitute at last 50%
of released tank gas; assumption of 97% hydrogen concentration is far
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too conservative (nominal 25% hydrogen with bounding value of 50%

expected)

e) Current methods yield “ballpark” estimates of the volume of trapped
gas.

7. General view is that buoyancy-induced rollover is the only mechanism
likely to produce rapid release of large fraction of waste-retained
flammable gas:

a) Rollovers occur in tanks with a supernatant liquid depth
approximating the depth of settled waste SO1 ids.

b) Effects of massive release of plumes of waste-retained flammable gas
stimulated by intrusive activities (e.g., sluicing) have not been
considered.

8. Consideration of released flammable gas plume burn is very important,
versus consideration of average dome space flammable gas concentration.
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Department of Energy
FiichlandOperationsOffice

P.O. Box 550
Richland,Washington 99352

9601358
!.’HC cc Reed: 06106196 an

MY31t?3S

96-WSD-062

Dr. A. L. Trego, President
Westinghouse Hanford Company
Richland, Washington

Dear Dr. Trego:

DIRECTION FOR RISK EVALUATION GUIDELINES AND OFFSITE MAXIMUM EXPOSED
INDIVIDUAL (MEI) LOCATION

References: 1. Memorandum from R. Guimond, HQ, to Manager, RL, “Interim,
Radiological Dose Acceptance Criteria for the Hanford Tank
Farms Safety Analysis, ” dated April 4, 1996.

2. Letter from A. Sidpara, RL, to A. L. Trego, WHC, “Risk
Acceptance Criteria for Tank Farm Operation, ” dated
June 14, 1995.

3. Letter from W. B. Scott, RL, to President, WHC,
“Clarification of Hanford Site Boundaries for Current
and Future Use in Safety Analysis, ” #9504327, dated
September 26, 1995.

4. Letter, from P. W. Kruger, RL, to President, WHC, “Further
Discussion on previous Site Boundary Meinorandunl, “ #g600588,
dated March 5, 1996.

This letter provides direction for use of risk evaluation guidelines and
defines the location of the offsite ME I for consideration during preparation
of Tank Waste Remedi ation System (TWRS) safety analyses. Specifically, this
direction applies to the safety documentation associated with TNRS projects
and the TWRS Basis for Interim Operation (BIO)/Final Safety Analysis Report
(FSAR) .

The risk evaluation guidelines presented in Reference 1 are effectively the
same as those presented in Reference 2 for the offsite receptor. The
guidelines presented in Referen~e 1 are more conservative in application (step
function) than those presented In Reference 2 by about a factor of two for the
onsite receptor when considering events with an extremely unlikely estimated
frequency of occurrence. Very 1ittle difference in controls and other
mitigative measures required for risk management is expected through
application of either set of risk evaluation guidelines.
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Therefore, TWRS safety analy~es that were initiated for projects prior to
issuance of Reference 1 (April 4, 1996) shall continue utilizing the risk
evaluation guidelines previously established in Reference 2. Examples of
these include those safety assessments in progress for Rotary Mode Core
Sampling of F1ammabl e Gas Tanks and Saltwell Pumping of Flammable Gas Tanks.
These safety analyses will be revised as required to reflect the risk
evaluation guidelines presented in Reference 1 during the first annual update
or when incorporated into the TWRS BIO/FSAR unless Reference 1 is superseded.

The TWRS BIO/FSAR will use the risk evaluation guidelines presented in
Reference 1. Other safety analyses within TWRS that start after
April 4, 1996, shall also use the risk evaluation guidelines presented in
Reference 1.

References 3 and 4 identify that, as a public waterway, access to the Columbia
River is not controlled by U.S. Department Of Energy, Richland Operations
Dffice (RL) . During the performance of safety analyses, the Columbia River
must be considered as potentially being the nearest point of uncontrolled
public access. This will depend upon the location of the facility or activity
being analyzed and associated meteorological parameters.

For TWRS facilities, the near shore of the Columbia River becomes the location
of the offsite MEI. Examination of dispersion parameters indicates that the
radiological dose consequences for a re$eptor at this new offsite ME I location
compared to the previously defined offslte ME1location would increase
approx~mately 30 percent for events lnlt~ated at TWRS facilities in 200W,and
approximately 50 Percent for e~e:ts ~nltlated at TWRS facilities in 200E. No
additional controls or other mltlgatlve measures required for risk management
are expected through application of either offsite llEI location in TWRS safety
analyses.

Therefore, TWRS safety analyses that were initiated for projects prior to
issuance of Reference 4 (March 5, lg96) shall continue utilizing the
previously defined offsite ME I loca~ion (Hanford Reservation Boundary). These
safety analyses will be revised during the first annual update or when
incorporated into the TWRS BIO/FSAR as required to address the new offsite ME I
location resulting from consideration of the Columbia River as the nearest
point of uncontrolled public access.

The TWRS BIO/FSAR will use the new offsite MEI location resulting from
consideration of the Columbia River as the nearest point of uncontrolled
public access. Other safety analyses within TWRS that start after March 5,
1996, shall also use the new offsite HEI location.
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The above direction will resu~t. in a smooth and consistent transition to these
new requirements while maintaining adequate risk management. This direction
does not impact current project safety doc~mentation preparation activities.
Westinghouse Hanford Company shall expedlt~ously submit a change request for
RL approval addressing the impact of the above direction on the TWRS BIO/FSAR
preparation activity.

If you have any questions, please contact Carol Sohn on 376-8523.

“ WSD:MJR

cc: R. F. 8acon, WHC
M. L. Cowan, WHC
G. L. Dunford, WHC
G. R. Franz, WHC
R. S. Popielarczyk, WHC

Sincerely,

~QQ&
Assistant Manager

Office of Tank Waste Remediation System
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0y Westinghouse
Hanford Company

P.O. Box 1970 Richland, WA 99352

June 10, 1996

Mr. B. L. Nicoll , Project Director
TWRS Waste Retrieval
U.S. Department of Energy
Richl and Operations Office
Richl and, Washington 99352

Dear Mr. Nicoll :

PROJECT 93E-EWW-320, “TANK 241-C-106 SLUICING, ”
FLUIO SELECTION

References: 1. Letter, C. A. Auqustine. WHC,

9652542

MODIFICATION OF SLUICING

to R. L. Lonq. RL. “Proiect
93L-EWW-320, Tank 241-C~106 Sluicing - Slu~cing’ Fluid”--”
Baseline Change to Corrosion Inhibited Water, ” 9457345,
dated November 17, 1994.

2. J. P. Sederburg, WHC-SO-WM-ES-290, Rev. 2, “Chemical
Compatibility of Tank Wastes in 241-C-106, 241-AY-101, and
24I-AY-102, ” dated August 24, 1994.

3. Letter, S. W. Bork and R. A. Barrington, ICF KH, to

J. W. Bailey, WHC, “Project W-320 Tank 106-C Waste
Retrieval Study Analysis Session Report, ” W-320-04, dated
August 17> 1993.

This letter documents the technical baseline change to Project W-320, “Tank
241=C-106 Sluicing”, changing the sluicing fluid from corrosion inhibited
water to Tank 241-AY-102 (AY-102) supernatant. The technical basis and
justification are discussed below, as well as background and insight into
the selection changes experienced during the project’s formulation, design,
and construction phases.

Originally, Tank 241-AY-101 (AY-101) supernatant was selected as the
sluicing fluid of choice, based on the outcome of a Study Analysis Session
(SAS) facilitated by Inner City Fund - ICF Kaiser Hanford Company (ICF KH)
in 1993 (Reference 3) . This SAS utilized Value Engineering principles to
consider compatibil ity issues in connection with other issues to make a
decision about the designation of a receiver tank and the sluicing media to
be used by the project. These issues included schedule, 1ikelihood of
success, program interfaces, initial cost, minimization of liquid
transuranic (TRU) waste, support of overall waste minimization, 1ife cycle
costs, and tank configuration. The major criterion for selection of the AY-
101 fluid as the optimal sluicing media was the desire to minimize complexed
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Mr. B. L. Nicoll
Page 2
June 10, 1996

waste volume, since
comDlexants.

9652542

both wastes had been classified as containing organic

In November, 1994, Reference 1 was sent to the U.S. Department of Energy,
Richl and Operations Office (RL) Tank Waste Projects Division, outlining a
change in the baseline sluicing fluid from AY-101 supernatant to corrosion
inhibited water. This change was predicated on ammonia concentration
uncertainties in the new ventilation system stack exhaust as a result of
potential ammonia concentrations in the AY-101 supernatant. Certain AY-101
characterization data suggested supernatant ammonia concentrations which
could have been high enough to be a significant concern. Using that data,
analyses of ammonia transfer into the atmosphere of Tank 241-C-106 (C-106)
had been unable to preclude the possibil ity of ammonia releases from the new
ventilation system which would be dangerous to on-site personnel .

As a result of this discovery, other sluicing fluid options were evaluated.
The project’s Chemical Compatibility Analysis Reference 2, had been revised
prior to this (in August 1994) to evaluate a total of four potential
sluicing fluids as a result of questions/comments related to alumina
precipitates in the AY-101 fluid. These options included: 1) sluicing with
AY-101 supernatant, 2) sluicing with 2.5 molar hydroxide solution, 3)
sluicing with other dilute or concentrated wastes such as AY-102 or AN-106,
respectively, and 4) sluicing with corrosion inhibited raw water.

In addition to the results of the compatibil ity analyses, which indicated
that any four of the options were satisfactory from a compatibil ity
standpoint, programmatic drivers were included in the evaluation. At that
time, Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC) Tank Farm Transition Projects East
Tank Farm Operations held discussions with project management staff in which
it was requested that 102-AY supernatant be made available for future 242-A
Evaporator campaigns. The conclusion was therefore reached that the W-320
sluicing fluid be changed to corrosion inhibited water. Concurrence was
rece-ived from the WHC organization responsible for waste volume projections,
which assessed that tank space was available to support this change. Other
sluicing fluid options, such as the use of Liquid Effluent Retention
Facility (LERF) waste for recycle back to AY-102, were evaluated and
rejected due to an ammonia content similar to that of AY-101.

Up to this point, project environmental and safety documentation had not
specified a particular sluicing fluid. Rather, documentation referenced the
compatibility study and stated that one of the “compatible” fluids would be
used as the sluicing medium. Comments received during the second tier
review of the project’s Safety Assessment (SA) Document (WHC-SD-WM-SAD-024)
requested specificity regarding the sluicing fluid. The SA text was
modified to denote corrosion inhibited water (the baseline) as the sluicing
fluid.
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Mr. B. L. Nicoll
Page 3
June 10, 1996

9652542

Following the SA modification, East Tank Farm Operations informed project
management staff that AY-102 supernatant was no 1onger required as an
Evaporator feed, and requested that the use of AY-102 supernatant be
evaluated as a sluicing fluid. This fluid had already been evaluated in
Reference 2 and found to be compatible, and its use would dramatically
improve the waste minimization aspects of the retrieval activity. Also, the
use of the existing AY-102 supernatant would greatly simplify the
preparatory steps for the sluicing retrieval in that a decant and refill of
AY-102 with corrosion inhibited water would no longer be required.

Because of the foregoing, it was agreed within WHC that the use of AY-102
supernatant was now the optimal choice, and the technical baseline for the
project was changed. The discussion of the sluicing fluid in the project
Safety Assessment Document has been modified to reflect the new basel inc.
Revised pages will be submitted to RL for the document’s Tier III reviewers
during the next scheduled update (to incorporate completion of comment
resolutions) in June, 1996.

If you have any questions on this subject, please contact K. W. Leliefeld at
373-2759.

Very truly yours,

i~, ,

I

, i, L.,—.——

G. ‘A. Meyer, Manager
Waste Retrieval Project
Tank Waste Remediation System

jld

RL z W. Abdul
A. H. Wirkkala
W. R. Wrzesinski
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Westinghouse Internal

Hanford Company Memo

From: Materials and Corrosion Engineering 74A40-96-JLN-O06
Phone: 373-6296 R1-30
Date: April 16, 1996
Subject: EVALUATION OF CORROSIDN STATUS OF 241-AY-102

To: L. A. Tusler R2-11

cc:
T. M. Blaak “.s5-13 ! D. A. Reynolds R2-11
K. G. Carothers RI-51 W. E. ROSS S5-07
J. M. Jones S5-13 J. P. Sloughter R2-54
N. W. Kirch R2-11 M. J. Sutey T4-07
P. C. Ohl R1-30 JLN LB/File

References: (1) Internal Memo, O. L. Herting to J. M. Jones,
“Characterization of Sludge Sample from Tank 241-AY-
102,” 75764-PCS-96-021, dated April 3, 1996.

(2) Meeting Minutes, [. A. Tusler to Distribution, “Get-Well
Plan on Low PH,” meeting date March 4; 1996.

(3) Internal Memo, L.’A. Tusler to N. W. Kirch, “Double
Shell Tank Composition Status - Quarterly Report, ”
74A30-96-008, dated February 27, 1996.

In response to action item 1 of Reference 2, a corrosion evaluation of the
chemistry conditions in 241-AY-101 has been completed. The evaluation is
based on the analytical results from a Oecember 6, 1994 sludge sample plus
that for the current estimate of the tank waste composition from mass
balante calculations (Reference 3). This tank has most recently been
corrected from a low hydroxide condition by the addition of 1,700 gallons of
19 molar sodium hydroxide in January, 1996. There are currently no
identifiable disqual ifying conditions for continued storage of this waste.

The hydroxide, nitrite, and nitrate concentrations used in the corrosion
evaluation are shown in the table below. The relative concentrations of
these species are prescribed in the double-shell tank corrosion control
specifications. The concentrations of other reactive species are used in
the evaluation of uniform corrosion rates, but are not reported here. These
are avail able in Reference 1.

Hanford Oc.er.mns and En.aimering Conlra.tor for The US Department of Energy
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74A40-96-JLN-O06L. A. Tusler

Page 2
April 16, 1996

EmEEKIEEl

EE
Hydroxide (M) 0.05 o* o“

Nitrite (M) 0.02 0.0222 0.0217

Nitrate (M) 0.01 0.0093 0.0093

Corrosivity Factor 0.14 0.42 0.43

Minimum Nitrite (M) 0.017 0.015 0.015

% Elongation >20 >20 >20

Uniform Corrosion, mpy <1 <I <1

9 Hydroxide concentration below detection Iimit of 0.00225H
Calculations based on waste at 40”c

In the table above, “Supernate calculated” refers to the estimated bulk

supernate waste composition based on a combination of analytical results and

a running mass balance of waste transfer activity in the tank, as reported

in Reference 3. This represents the best estimate of current supernate
waste composition. The column “Supernate from 12/6/94 Sample” reports the
analytical results for the supernate waste from a sample taken December 6,
1994, as reported in Reference 1. It is believed that the “Supernate
Calculatedt’ data more accurately represent the current actual supernate
composition, since nearly 15 months have elapsed from the time the sample
was taken. The tank has been receiving new waste during this time and has
had the previous caustic deficiency corrected by the direct addition of
sodium hydroxide.

The column “Sludge ISL from 12/6/94 Sample” reports the analytical results
for the sludge interstitial liquid (ISL), as reported in Reference 1. The
ISL composition is used for the corrosion evaluation because it is believed
to provide the controlling chemistry for the corrosion reaction, rather than
the bulk sludge chemical composition. The relationship between changes in
sludge ISL chemistry and changes in bulk supernate chemistry from waste
additions is unknown. However, it is expected that changes in the sludge
ISL chemistry will lag behind changes in the supernate chemistry because
such changes will be governed more by diffusion through the sludge layer
than by mixing. Thus the sludge ISL sample analytical results may still
most accurately represent the current corrosion conditions at the tank
bottom, even though the supernate chemistry has changed significantly from
the time of sampling.

The Corrosivity Factor utilizes the ratio of nitrate to nitrite and
hydroxide concentrations to estimate the tendency to stress corrosion crack
the tank walls. Based on an assessment of single shell tank failures,
corrosivity factors of greater than 2.5 are cause for concern and immediate
corrective action. There are no corrosivity factors greater than 2.5
calculated above.
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L. A. Tusler
Page 3
April 16, 1996

74A40-96-JLN-O06

The Minimum Nitrite calculation estimates the lowest nitrite concentration
required to inhibit nitrate induced pitting. This estimation is based on an
algorithm developed from laboratory studies at the Savannah River Site
(SRS). There are no nitrite values below the minimum. Moreover, the
publ ished algorithm includes a 50% factor of safety for the recommended
1imits, i.e. the calculated minimum nitrite values are 50% higher than the
estimated critical value to preclude pitting.

The Percent Elongation evaluation util izes a regression fit of recent
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (Pacific Northwest) laboratory test
results on stress corrosion cracking in dilute waste systems. Previous
laboratory studies at the SRS have identified elongations of less than 13%
as indication of stress corrosion cracking. Appl ication of the Pacific
Northwest data to the SRS criterion does not indicate stress corrosion
cracking for the above waste systems. The Pacific Northwest data were
generated at a significantly higher temperature (92-C) than found in this
waste tank. Nonetheless the results provide a useful independent
corroboration to the corrosivity factor calculation.

The estimated uniform corrosion rates 1ie within acceptable ranges. The
uniform corrosion rate model is highly dependent on temperature and
hydroxide concentration. In the case where hydroxide is reported
conservatively as O (below detection limit) , the model cannot accept this
concentration as an input. Extrapolation of the model output for hydroxide
concentrations below the 0.0001 M input ‘limit indicates an acceptable
uniform corrosion rate through at most one order of magnitude decrease in
hydroxide concentration (0.00001 M) Reliable estimations of corrosion
rates below this 1imit are not possible without further study. Reference 1
reports an average supernate pH of 10.4. For dilute solutions this would
calculate to a hydroxide concentration of 0.00025 M. This is greater than
the above estimating limit, indicating the output of the model may still
have some validity. A temperature of 40”C was used as a conservative upper
limit for the corrosion calculations.

Attached are the worksheets for the above evaluation. If you have any
questions, please feel free to call me on 373-6296.

$?A2k%
J. L. Nelson, Senior Principal Engineer
Materials and Corrosion Engineering
vmm

Attachment
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A:,ammen, ,0 74 A40.9S.JLN.0D
Page 1 0( 2

PNL Un,fcmnCo,.,,.” Ra!e Mcdel
Esl,na@a .nt.a,m mrms,m ra!esat 40 c, WY
w OH .Oncenlrallon

H@r.,?d. C.”c. ”,,.,,.”, h!

SUp,(”,le S“pe(mk Sl”dQe ISL
Calculated sample sample

OH 005 0 0 le., th, n 0,!,.1,.”
N02 0020 0022 0022
N03 0030 0009 0009
Temp c 40 40 40

C.arr.wty Fad., I 0?41 0421 0.3
M,n,mm N02 ,equ,,m 10,nhlbi N03 ,nd”c@ Ptmn~ 0017) 00151 0015
Max,mumternper,l”,e 10,nh,b,tN03 ,mduceawng

J

421 44] 44
(fromSRL PI”,ngnmde:)

F=NL S1.age Wash,ng Stud”

Efffl
%Ek.wabm % Ebw. m % E!wo,, m

Supernale S.pe,nae sludge ISL
OH Calculated Sam I, Sam I,

001 21 1% 21 2% 27 2%
005 21 6°% 2, 6% 21 6%
0? 22 on% 22 o% 22o%
03 23 O% 23 0°% 23 0%
05 236% 23 w 236%

1 23 7% 23 7% 23 7W

1 Calculated % E!o”gat, on ,, Hydroxide C.ance”tr,,,on

I
!+d,.,id,C.”c.”,,. !lm, M

102-AY C.lc”la,ron,
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An.achrnen, to 74,440.95.JLN.005
Page 1 of 2

PNL u.,f.wm c.ros,on Rate MtieI

Eshm!ed un,fom corm,,..,, !,, ,140 C, rnpy
k? OH ,.”.,”!,. !,.”

S“wnae S“pem.m Sludge [SL
OH (M) calculated sample sample

0? 0.1 0,, O.T

001 0,15 0.15 0.,5

0001 0.27 0.27 0,2,
00007 0.46 0,46 O,dg

1 Hydro.,d,c.,,,.,,,,. !,.., M

-“ss’
Corrm,vty Fad., I 014[ 0421 043

Mmmum N02 fe.q”t,ed ,. ,mh,t,” N03 ,fl~uce~ ~,fl,ng 00371 00,5] 00,5
Maxmwm lempr.atu,e 10 ,“tnbrt N03 tmdwm P,U>nQ 42[ 441 44

(km SRL Ptn+ng retie!]

PNL Sludge Wmh,ng Study

ERn
%m.!q,m ?. E*,,.. !4 E*a,m

S.mr.ateS.pema!eSludgeISL

OH Calculated san ,. Sam 1,
001 21.1% 21 z% 21 z,%
005 21 6% 21 6% 21 6%
01 220% 22 0% 22.0@/.
03 230% 23 O@/, 23 O%
05 23 6% 23 6% 23 6°%

1 23 7% 23 7,% 237%

Calculated % Elon@on “s Hydr.axld, Conce”trat,on

,,. delm!,on

4/1 .Q6 ,02.AY Calc”la,,o”,
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DON’T SAY IT --- Wrire [t! DATE June 25, 1996

TO: John Bailey FROM: D. Nguyen

cc: Dean Jones 373-2398

SUBJECT: w-320 pressure puke

John,

I found some information on tie mechanical properties of HEPA filter rhat I believe will
answer the question tha[ you have regard to the 2 psi. overpressure. Please review the

attached document and let me know if YOU would like anymore information. Thank you

1
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3.2.3 Weigh! ofHEPA Filters

“1heweightoffi!kre!emen[skan important f~c[or

Indcsi~n and maintenance. ruble 3.2givcs thcc!cxn-
IilIer weight of’ open-[at: and enclosed recta”~ular
models. Lliny-lilmr weights. for design purposes. are
approximately 4 lb more per 1000 cfm of rated
mpacity,

3.2.4 Mechanical “Propenic;

Uther factors [heo[. moisture) being equal. uood-
cased tillers are, preferred to s[ee!-cmed rlimrs
bec~use of their greamr rigidity. superior vibration-
damping characmristics. greater corrmion re>i~[ancc.
and greater corner s[ren~! h.’” Common prac:ic: in
nuclear plant e.xhau>[ systems is to compre>> filter
gaskets by MJ[;b or more. Fhi> amount of gu>ke[
compression requires a clamping force 0(2[ ICIW IS
lb per square inch”ofgasket surface, or a total load of
1250 lb or more on [he fmmeofa 1000-cfm Iilterunit.
Because its section modulus is nearly 20 times that oi
astee!c. se, :hewood cxeisbetler able to withstand
such high compress ivc. s.xialloads onrhecasepane!s.
The wood case, with properly constructed (rabbc!ed)
comers, also has about twiccthc comer strengh ofa
swel case of thesame size andistherefore berter able
to withsmnd racking or skewing whcasubjec[cd !oa
fore: couple. Racking, which frcqucady occurs
during handling, shipping, and installation, can
damage either the filter medium orthescalbetwecn
thecore andcxe, or both. Face yards, consistingoi
hardware cloth orexpanded-me!al scrc:ns fastened
to each face of the filter, inc:c3se [he resismnce to
racking or skc.wing.

Resislanc: [o shock prmsures is important in a

HEPA filter bemuse it is of[en the final barrier
between the contaminated space and the atmosphere.
‘l’he shock ovcrprtssurc resistance of Open-fat?
rectangular filters, based ontestsbythe U.S, Navy, [2
is given in Table 3.3 and Fig. 3.4. The recommended
values are the maxim umshock overpressure rhat the
filters should withstand without visible damage or
loss in filtration efficiency when exposed to a shock of
approximately 50 msec duration. Filters with face
guards on both faces have about 4070 greamr shock
resistance than (hose without. Dirt-loaded filters in
the Navy tests exhibimd about 1570 less shock
resistance thm cle~n filters. At overprcssuresof O.5 to
1.0 psi greater than the failure value, the filter
medium burst on thedownstresm side of the pies.ts;
at overpressure of 2 psi greater than the failure value,
extensive damage to thecore occurred; and at 5 psi,
blowout of :he entire filtercoreoccurred.’2 The
grmter shock resiscanc: of filters with facc guards is
significant. The AEC, and more recerttIy ERDA and
NRC, has long advocated face guards on HEPA
filters to minimize damage to rhe fragile core during
handling and installation. The additional factor of
higher shock overpressure resistance gives added
we!ght to this recommcndat ion. Theshockoverpres-
sure resistant: of enclosed filters is probably less than
that of open-face filters, because the shock loading
wiil be concentrated at the center of the core.
However, no tests have been made to verify this
phenomenon.

Another imporunt property of HEPA filters is
their ability towithsm ndcontinuous overpressure. By

Table 3.1, Weight of .nuxd HEPAfilIt.=

+.w..:m~(. *.ishl (lb)
Filler SOm,nalaicllow 0[till,,,w,[h-
sz, mpac,ty
(i”.] (C!nl) wood ,,,, SICCI,2X

gx s x 3’,,
8 X8X5’,,
1? x 12 x 5’,
24 x :4 x 5’,

23 x 24 x ,,,,,

Opm-iam

25

Endo=d

25

so

12s

XJl
1Ocnl

s
7

9
10.5

300
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Table 3.3. Shock overprcssurc rcsistanct O( opn-iacz
HEPA fillers

Ovcrprcss.re (psig)

Rccommcndcd

Fwr design Iim!l for used fillers

dimensions (in,) Overprcss.re
— at W,,h face ‘A<izho.t face

Face Wp,h fa,lure’ guards z,ards

KX5 3‘i,, 3.7
. 2.0

xxx 5’;, 4.5 2.5
!2 x 12 5’, 3.6 2.0
24 x 14 3;, 2.2 1.7 i.2

24X 24 11’:: 3,2 2.7 1.8

“Clean filter wth 4- byd-meshface~uards on both fac:s.

‘Face Suard% not ava,lablc.

Source: W. L. Anderson and T. Anderson. ‘E fftz: of Shock
Ovwpress.rc on High Eificicncy FOtcr IJnics.- Pm.. 9th .4EC.4 ir

Clean. Conf.. L’S.4ECRcp.m COSF.d60904,1966,

specification. new H EPA filters mus have w{ficient

structural >trength 10 withstand a continuously

~p?liedOicw-ure Or10in.w. or Wcr. for iIt
least 15 min \\,ilhoulvisibledam:{ge or ION o{
c![iciency. For used lil(crs. J value of S in. wz is

recommcaded for design or planning purposes. In
addilion. the filter should be able 10 withstand [he
~o”siderably hi~hcr. but shon duration. over-

pressures [hat might be encountered in a tornado or
when a damper inadvencntly slams ,hut i“ the duct
system. Although the design basis !orn~do >pcci!%s
an ovcrpressure of 3 psi for a period of 3 sec. ” it is
unlikely that the HEPA fillers would be wbjcct IO
,uch a condition bemuse of the atlc”uating e(fcc,s O(
the ~tack. ductwork. and fans. rem 21 Los Alamos
showed that an 8 X 8 X 3’/,. in. HEP4 filter could
w]~h>tand a Y-see pressure pulse dufing which {h~

maximum pressure o(3 psi MUShcldl’o rjsccwi[huut
vi>iblc damfige or rcduc lion in cfficimcy. ” corn.
parison of lhese resulls ui~h the data of rfible 3.3
indimtes that the 24 X 24 X I I ‘!: in. filter c!!n prohahl~
withs[and a 9-WC pressure Pulse of 2.5 mi. which is
probably substantially worse than whal [he ITl[cr
would experience in [he event of a tornado.

J’v%’z,>m.’ I 11 ,=---7 I

lji”+~jlXA.J4.,>..!,,),s.1 I

t ,,, ,,, ,,!

“!2.6 ,Io m..
)

60 ,0 ICa
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TO: John Harris,WHC

DATE: July 9,

FROM: Marty Plys

@#””

SUBJECT: Hypothetical AY-102 Burn Analysis

1.0 suMMARY

A hypothetical flammable gas burn in AY-102 isanalyzedhere to illustrate the potential
consequences. The key feature of the analysis is that combustion would be incomplete, and the
pressure rise is calculated for bounding combustion completeness fraction, assumed here to be
10%. This yields a pressure rise of 1.4 psig, well below the 4.3 psig HEPA failure threshold.

2.0 DATA

From an electronic mail communication, the AY- 102 headspace is at 25 % of the LFL,
i.e. 1% hydrogen, when 1000 SCF of gas containing 50% hydrogen are released, and therefore
the headspace volume is 49,500 SCF or 1400 cubic meters. Also from the communication, the
HEPA filter can withstand a headspace pressure of 4.3 psig. From other personal
communications, there are 500 SCF of stored gas per inch of pressure rise, so 1000 SCF is
equivalent to a 2 inch rise.

Per my previous memorandum, gas from C-106 has a nominal composition of 54%
hydrogen, 31% methane, and 15% ammonia, and the corresponding heat of reaction is 426.8
MJ/kg-mole; pure hydrogen has a heat of reaction of 241.8 MJ/kg-mole, so clearly the C-106
case is limiting. From my previous work also, .a good heat capacity for the gas is 30 kJ/kg-
mole-K. Finally, also from my previous work, incomplete combustion is expected when the gas
concentration falls below 7%.

3.0 INCOMPLETE COMBUSTION

Gas would be stored in a rather even distribution in the sludge in AY-102, and released
incoherently over a time interval of minutes and over much of the supernatant surface area, per
the physical phenomena of rollovers commonly observed. This means that the released gas

16W070 West 83rd Streo+● Rurr RidFe,Illinois60.521● (708)323-8750
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would mix intimately with headspace air to form a flammable cloud near the waste surface, but
further mixing would reduce the gas concentration in the cloud. The physical picture of gas
mixing is not that of a well-defined plume released at a partictdas, Jimited area which entrains
surrounding gases, but rather a very large number of bubbles acting as sources for tiny phrmes
distributed over much of the waste surface. In particular, for a release of 1000 SCF of pure
flammable gas corresponding to a 2 inch level rise, dilution to the LFL would occur within
(1000/35.29)/(0 .04”411) = 1.7 m if the gas were emitted over the entire waste surface, or
within about 3 m if the gas were emitted over a little over half the waste surface.

The flammable gas cloud thus would have a pancake shape, i.e. its height of no greater
than about 3 m is much less than its diameter of about 22 m. A flammable gas cloud of higher
gas concentration would of course be commensurately shorter, so its aspect ratio would be more
skewed. Note that it is conservative to assume that all the gas would be present in one coherent
cloud, because over a release time of aboutone minutethegascan travelfarther upward than
the cloud layer thickness assumed here. In fact, the presence of a cloud of lean gas is
guaranteed by the finite release interval. The real cotilguration of the “cloud” could just as
likely be set of small clouds of flammable mixtures over individual release areas separated by
nonflammable gas, and thus again incomplete combustion is the only physically possible
phenomem.

It is experimentally observed that the combustion completeness is lower for systems with
smaller aspect ratios (height to diameter ratios) than for spheres or vertically oriented cylinders,
and physical models can adequately account for the effect of geometry P!ys, 1988A and B].
Based on the experience of this author, a combustion completeness of only several percent would
be expected for the proposed flammable gas configuration, and ten percent is a bounding figure.
Thus, a bounding estimate for the amount of gas that could actually burn is 10% of 1000 SCF,
or 2.83 cubic meters. A better estimate could be obtained by using the model described in the
references.

4.0 METHOD

A simple method is used here to relate post-combustion pressure to the volume burned.
From an energy balance,

-r= ~+,
(1) —=

T( Cv T,

where

c. = Average heat capacity, J/kg-mole-K

-7-2 . Post-burn temperature, K

-i-= Initial temperature, K

F; = Fraction of volume occupied gas that burns
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DA = Heat of reaction, J/kg-mole
4

For the gases of interest, the pre-burn number of gas moles is nearly equal to the post-burn
number of gas moles, allowing the expression above. Using the ideal gas law then yields

where

bP = Pressure rise, Pa

~ = Initial pressure, Pa

5.0 RESULTS

Burning the specified amount of gas yields a pressure rise of

+= (&,;:) 92~k,,o’ r,k$x,(30,2 T/q,@,,<) (366 K) ‘ 0<’96

or about 1.4 psig.

6.0 REFERENCES

Martin G. Plys, memorandum to John Harris and John Conner, Westinghouse Hanford
Company, Hypothetical C-106 Retrieval-Induced Gas Release and Combustion, June 18, 1996.

Martin G. Plys et al, “A Flammability and Combustion Model for Integrated Accident
Analysis, ” Proc. Int. Conf. Thermal Reactor Safety, Avignon, France, Oct. 2-7, 1988 (A).

MartinG. Plys and Robert D. Astleford, Modifications for the Development of the MAAP-DOE
Code, Volume III: A Mechanistic Model for Combustion in Integrated Accident Analysis,
DOE/ID-10216 Vol. 111,November, 1988 (B).
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i
Fauske & Associates, Inc.

DATE: July 23, 1996

TO: John Harris, WHC

FROM: Marty Plys

Nw

SUBJECT: Hypothetical AY- 102 Bu~n Analysis, Revised

1.0 SUMMARY

A hypothetical flammable gas burn in AY-102 is analyzed here to illustrate the potential
consequences. The key feature of the analysis is that combustion would be incomplete, and the
representative combustion completeness fraction has been discussed with the Chemical Reaction
Sub-TAP, yielding an agreed value of 30%. Given a 4.3 psig HEPA failure threshold, the
tolerable flammable gas release volume is about 930 SCF, and an equivalent level rise is about
1.85 inches.

2.0 DATA AND ASSUMPTIONS

From an electronic mail communication, the AY-102 headspace is at 25 % of the LFL,
i.e. 1% hydrogen, when 1000 SCF of gas containing 50% hydrogen are relemed, and therefore
the headspace volume is 49,500 SCF or 1400 cubic meters. Also from the communication, the
HEPA filter can withstand a headspace pressure of 4.3 psig. From other personal
communications, there are 500 SCF of stored gas per inch of pressure rise.

From personal communication with Hanford engineers, gas from C-106 has a nominal
composition of 54’%hydrogen, 31% methane, and 15% ammonia, and the corresponding heat
of reaction is 426.8 MJ/kg-mole; pure hydrogen has a heat of reaction of 241.8 MJ/kg-mole,
so clearly the C-106 case is more limiting. We do not know what the composition of gas from
AY-102 will be, but this heat of reaction is at least representative. A good heat capacity for
headspace gas is 30 kJ/kg-mole-K.

A discussion was held with the Chemical Reaction Sub-TAP at WHC on July 23
regarding release morphology and combustion completeness. It was agreed that complete
combustion was not exuected and that a urecise value of the completeness could not be
rigorously assigned. However, a value of 30% was agreed upon as representative
evaluation and 1/3 is used here below.

16W070 West 83rd Stv@ _ BrivrRidge,Illinois60521 ● (708)323-8750
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3.0 METHOD

The post-combustion pressure rise in the headspace may be shown to be given by:

where

6P . Pressure rise, Pa

f’ = Initial pressure, Pa

c“ = Average heat capacity, J/kg-mole-K

~= Initial temperature, K

~= Fraction of volume occupied gas that burns

bb = Heat of reaction, J/kg-mole

For the gases of interest, the pre-burn number of gas moles is nearly equal to the post-burn
number of gas moles, allowing the expression above, and for the moderate temperature change
a constant specific heat is appropriate.

4.0 RESULTS

Allowing a pressure rise of 4.3 psig yields a burned flammable gas volume fraction:

Multiplying by the headspace volume of 1400 cubic meters and by 3 for the combustion
completeness yields a total release volume of 26.3 cubic meters or about 927 SCF, which at 500
SCF/inch is equivalent to a level rise of 1.85 inches.
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b
Fade & Aswctites, Inc.

August 9, 1996

John Harris & John Conner - WHC

Incomplete Combustion Model u

memorandum discusses the FAI incomrslete combustion model and its

application to C-106 and AY-102. The model and its validation are described in detail ~
the references.

1.0 FAI Incomplete Combustion Model

The FAI incomplete combustion model is strictly applicable for premixed gases. It

accounts for:

Combustion morphology - experimental observation of the behavior of the
burned g=es, which form a fireball that glows and accelerates upwud from
the ignition point,

Gas composition - which affects the flame speed,

Geometry - which affects the distance a flame front travels before quenching,
and incfudes the effect of the height/diameter aspect ratio,

Turbulence - which affects the burning rate by incrcting entrainment, and

Temperature - which affects the flame speed but is unimportant for this
application.

Mathematical details of the model are contained in the referetrccs.

The model was validated for experimental data on a variety of scales in order to

dctemtine appropriate coefficient values for reactor safety application. The key finding was

16W070 WesI 83rd Slree( ● Burr Ridge, Illinois 60521 ● (630) 323-8750
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that turbulent gases required larger values of the flamefluxmultiplier than quiescent gases

in order to match the combustion completeness.

Recall that incomplete combustion is expected whets the well-mixed hydrogen

concentration is below about 8~0. IO the discussion below, it is assumed that the gas release

vohsme is low enough that the well-mixed wrncentration is below the lean flammability limit

of 4Y0, so that flammability is only possible in the first place in a fraction of the tank

headspaee where released gases initially mix with headspacc gases.

2.0 Tank Amriicatlon Versus Experiments

The most iurportant aspects of Hanford tank application are:

1. Geomet~. Tank headspaces have relatively small heightkbrrreter aspect

ratios. This leads to a IOW combustion completeness because a growing,
accelerating fireball will only occupy a small fraction of a volume with large
radial extent, whereas it could occupy most of a volume whose radial extent
equals the fireball radius. During incomplete combustion, quenching occurs
at the tank walls and dome.

2. Turbulence. Some turbulence is expected as lighter flammable gases mix with

and rise upward into heavier headspace gases; this promotes greater
combustion completeness.

3. Nonuniform concentration. Concentrations are clearly nonuniform in the
mixing region, with the largest cmcentrations of flammable gas being at the
waste surface. If the release is over a non-trivial fraction of the tank surface
area, as with a rollover GRE, then mixing of the rising gases ocrurs with
overlying headspace gases and entrainment horn the perimeter is negligible;
a discrete plume where perimeter entrainment is important is not applicable
for a rollover GRE case. Tle flammable gas Conwntration is fairly uniform
at any given axial elevation, and is basically only a function of height. Tlris
implies that a fireball originating from an ignition source near the waste

surface would rise by buoyancy and eventually attain elevations wlrcre the

average concentration lies below the LFL, unless the dome were encountered
first; quenching would occur in either case.

Compared to the experiments used to validate the model, the Hanford tank aspect

ratio implies lower combustion completeness than obscswed. The nonuniform concer)tmtion

where fuelcmntentdeclines with elevalion has a similar implication. Turbulence due to
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Combustion Model

mixing implies that experimerm with quiescent atmospheres would provide a lower bound

on combustion completene~, and experimen~ with fan-induced turbulence would provide
an upper bound on combustion completeness.

3.0 Tank Calculations

The FAI model was applied for various hcadspam heights and a uniformly mixed

hydrogen concentration of 670 with results as shown in the table. The turbulent results were

calculated using a flame flux multiplier of 10, the value recommended to account for intense

turbulence induced by large fans or spray systems. The highest combustion completeness

wasjustunder 11%, fora turbulent,Well-mixed headspace and a 5 meter vertical distance

between the ignition point and dome.

4.0 References

Plys, M. G., et al, “A Flammability and Combustion Model for Integrated Accident Analysis,”

Proc. Int. Conf. Thermrd Reaclor Stiely, Avignon, France, Oct. 2-7.

Plys, M.G. and Astleford, R. D., “Modifications for the Development of the MAAI-DOE

Code Volume 111 A Mechanistic Model for Combustion in Integrated Accident

Analysis; U.S. Department of Energy Advanced Reactor Severe Accident Program,

DOWID-10215, Vol. III, November 1988.
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1 6 IAlninar 3 1233 6.22 7.2a 6.21 6.02 1.098 1.159 3.0 0.051

2 6 2ntiaI 4 1644 8.29 959 825 7.s 1.(W7 12Q3 5A 0.109

3 6 hminar 5 2S5 10.34 11.56 1035 954 1.097 1159 7a 0.162

4 6 Turbulent 3 1233 6.22 6.92 6.21
w

5.96 1.099 L179 3.9 0.08

N 5 6 lhtxlknl 4 1644 829 9.15 8.28 7.72 1.(W7 1.237 6.8 0.14

6 6 Turbulent 5 2055 1036 1L37 10.3s 9.24 1.097 1.318 10.8 0.221
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Westinghouse Internal
Hanford Company Memo

From: Process Engineering Analysis
Phone: 376-2527 HO-34
Date: July 12, 1996
Subject: W-320 AND W-030 DESIGN INTEGRATION

To: J. P. Harris

CC: W. Abdul
J. W. Bailey
R. J. Cash
J. C. Conner
R. L. Fritz
J. R. Kriskovich
G. A. Meyer

S7-15

S7-53
S2-48
S7-15
A2-25
S2-12
S2-24
S2-48

74A50-96-KS-018

D. M. Ogden HO-34
W. J. Powell H5-49
P. D. Rice G3-12
S. H. Rifaey RI-56
R. L. Schlosser RI-56
J. P. Sloughter R2-54
KS File/LB HO-34

References: (1)

(2)

(3)

Internal Memo, K. Sathyanarayana to J. C. Conner,
“Current Status of Thermal Hvdraul ics Analvsis and
results in support of the sa~ety documentation for
Project W-320, ” dated September 20, 1995.

Sathyanarayana, K. , and 8rent C. Fryer, 1996, “Thermal
Hydraul ic Evaluation of Consolidating Tank C-106 Waste
into Tank AY-102, ” WHC-SO-WM-ER-534, Rev.0, Westinghouse
Hanford Company, Richland, Washington.

cc:Mail, J. P. Harris, 111 to K. Sathyanarayana, “Re:
AY-102 Ventilation Quest ions/Answers,” dated July 3,
1996.

Purpose:

The purpose of the analysis is to provide a technical basis for using the
Project w-030 ventilation system under Project W-320 conditions to limit
peak sludge temperatures below ISOR 1imits.

Problem Description:

The previous thermal -hydraul ic analysis was performed to provide a technical
basis supporting the transfer of tank C-106 waste into tank AY-102 (Ref. 1).
It has been assumed, based on the project assurances, that the project W-030
ventilation system can provide up to about 600 cfm of primary ventilation
flow with ambient inlet air temperature and humidity conditions when
operated in the once-through mode. Using the same volumetric flow rate,
safety analysis calculations (Ref. 2) were also performed for accident
conditions such as loss of ventilation and to estimate the floor cooling
channel effectiveness. However, now we have been informed (Ref.3) that the
w-030 system at best can only provide a total df 500 cfm with 200 cfm of
ambient air and 300 cfm of recirculation air flow. The operation of the
w-030 system in recirculation or in once-through mode, as pointed out in
Reference 2 is less effective in providing cooling compared to the current

Hanford Operation. and Enoine. rlw Contractor for th. US D.p. rtrn.nt .1 Enerw
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J. P. Harris, III
Page 2
JUIY 12, 1996
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702-A system since air flow rates are lower and the tank inlet air
conditions are worse than for the current system. For the same heat and
sludge loading conditions, it should be expected that the operation of the
W-030 system would increase the S1udge peak temperatures and reduce the
thermal safety margins available. In order to assess the magnitude of the
increase to the earlier estimates of peak sludge temperatures for the
consol idated waste in tank AY-102 and to provide data for making engineering
judgments to mitigate this problem, several parametric calculations were
performed using expected normal and best inlet air flow conditions for the
tank (Ref. 3) with the operation of the W-030 system and using increased
secondary ventilation air flows for tank floor cooling.

Results:

Steady-state temperature distribution calculations for the consolidated
sludge in tank AY-102 were performed assuming that 4.8 ft of C-106 sludge
with a heat load of 92,400 8tu/h has been transferred to tank AY-102, and
the transferred sludge will settle to twice its original thickness
(Fluffiness Factor = 2). This transfer will leave ‘1.2 ft of bottom sludge
having a heat load of less than 40,000 Btu/h in tank C-106. The details of
other parameters of the current waste in tank AY-102, tank C-106, and the
estimated parameters of the consolidated waste in tank AY-102 are given in
Table 1. For a given set of inlet air flow conditions of the primary
ventilation system and specified air flow rate of tank floor cooling, the
combined waste temperature distribution in tank AY-102 is estimated using
cooling channel effectiveness as a parameter. For 2000 and 3000 cfm air
flow rates, the floor cooling channel effectiveness values (Ref. 2) were
estimated to be about 37% and 32.5%, respectively. For the 2500 cfm flow,
it is assumed that the effectiveness will be 35%. The waste saturation
temperatures were calculated assuming vapor pressure characteristics of
waste as that of water. The Interim Operational Safety Requirements (IOSR)
document for the tank farms specifies the limits on sludge peak temperature
based on the local saturation temperature/boil ing point to eliminate the
potential for a tank bump. The peak sludge temperature must be 17 ‘C
(30 ‘F) less than the local saturation temperature.

The results of the calculations are summarized in the Table 2. The table
provides the estimated peak sludge temperatures and the corresponding margin
available for each case of air inlet flow conditions of both the primary
ventilation flow to the tank dome and the secondary ventilation flow for
tank floor cooling. The S1udge temperature distribution for average summer
inlet flow conditions of 630 cfm flow for the primary ventilation system and
2000, 2500 and 3000 cfm air flow through the tank floor cooling channels is
shown in Figures 1 through 3 with cooling effectiveness as a parameter.
These air flow inlet conditions correspond to the current 702-A ventilation
system or what the new system is supposed to provide if operated in once-
through mode. For the W-030 new ventilation system operation, assuming that
the primary ventilation air entering the tank will be at 83 ‘F and 100%
relative humidity with a flow rate of 500 cfm and the secondary ventilation
flow of 2000, 2500, and 3000 cfm, the results of sludge temperature
distribution is shown in Figures 4 through 6, respectively. The sludge peak
temperature values have increased by about 7 to IO “F and therefore,
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Table 1. Tank Waste Parameters of AY-102 and C-106.

Current Waste in Tank AY-102

Waste Volume: 812,000 gallons (24.57 ft)
Sludge Volume: 32,000 gallons (0.97 ft)
Supernatant Volume: 780,000 gallons (23.6 ft)

Waste Surface Level : 295 inches
Tank Heat Load: 33,000 8tu/h

Current Waste in Tank C-106

Waste Volume: 219,000 gallons (6.64 ft)
S1udge Volume: 197,000 gallons (5.97 ft)
Supernatant Volume: 22,000 gallons (0.67 ft)
Insoluble Solids Concentration: 48 wt%
Density of Insoluble Solids: 100.3 lbm/ft3
Tank Heat Load: 132,400 Btu/h (-110,000 +20%),
Heat Load Distribution:

Top Layer: 2.78 ft, 22,147 Btu/h
Middle Layer: 1.32 ft, 45,738 Btu/h
Bottom Layer: 1.87 ft, 64,515 Btu/h

Consolidated Waste in Tank AY-102

S1udge
Bottom Layer: AY-102 S1udge

Sludge Height: 1 ft
Heat Load: 33,000 Btu/h
Thermal Conductivity: 0.35 Btu/hr-ft-OR

Top Layer: Transferred C-106 Sludge
Sludge Height: 9,62 ft

Fluffiness Factor: 2
Heat Load: 92,400 Btu/h (Heat load remained in C-106 = 40,000 Btu/h
Thermal Conductivity: 0.43 Btu/hr-ft-OR

Total Waste Volume: 106 gallons (30.0 ft)
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Table 2. Tank AY-102 Consolidated Sludge Peak Temperatures and Potential
Margin from Local Saturation Temperature.

F(OOr Primary vent flon 630 cfm at Primary vent flow of 500 Primary vent f~ou of 500
. ..[ ing 70 “F and 50% re[ative cfm at 83 ‘F m-d 100% cfm at 76 ‘F and 75%
channe ( humidity

flow
relative hwnidity re[ative humidity

(CU ft/min) Peak s(udge Margin frcfn Peak sludge margin frcm Peak s(tige Hargi” frcin
temperature Loca Tsat

&
Wmpeorature 10.. Tsat

(“F)
& t~:;;y tom Tsat

( F) ( F) ( F)
A

( F)

2000 201 42 209 32 206 36

2500 195 68 202 40 199 43

3000 190 53 199 42 196 46

correspondingly reduced the margin for example, with 2000 cfm tank floor
cooling flow from 42 to 32 ‘F. Under these primary air flow conditions, it
requires that the cooling air flow through the tank floor channels has to be
increased up to 3000 cfm to maintain the same margin.

Due to features of the evaporative tower control system, it is reported
(Ref. 3) that the W-030 recirculation ventilation air supply to the tank can
be as low as 75 ‘F (saturated). If the recirculation loop is operated at
its design flow of 500 cfm with 300 cfm supplied to the tank through the
recirculation loop and 200 cfm ambient air flow, then the effective mixed
air flow conditions (Ref. 3) will be 500 cfm flow rate at 76°F and 75%
relative humidity. Using these tank inlet air flow conditions for the
primary ventilation system, the sludge temperature distribution calculations
were performed for 2000, 2500, and 3000 cfm secondary ventilation flow
rates, and the results are shown in Figures 7 through 9, respectively. As
summarized in Table 2, the peak sludge temperatures were reduced by 3 ‘F
and the corresponding improvement in the margin compared to normal operating
conditions of the W-030 system. Based on these results, if the W-030 system
can be operated to provide these effective inlet flow conditions for the
primary air flow, then to maintain the same temperature margin of 42 ‘F for
the peak sludge temperature, the secondary ventilation flow for tank floor
cooling should be increased to at least 2500 cfm.

Conclusions:

The peak temperature in the consolidated sludge of tank AY-102 will be about
209 ‘F with the normal operation of the W-030 new primary ventilation system
at design conditions with 100 cfm ambient air flow and 400 cfm recirculation
flow having effectively tank inlet flow conditions of 83 ‘F and 100%
relative humidity. This peak temperature corresponds to 2000 cfm secondary
ventil ation flow for tank floor cool ing and the temperature margin from
local saturation will be very close to the IOSR requirement of 30 ‘F. This
margin can be improved either by increasing the secondary flow rate and/or
operating the w-030 system at best conditions to provide lower temperature
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and relative humidity conditions for the tank inlet air flow. Based on the
results of these calculations, it is recommended that the secondary
ventilation air flow rate be increased from 2000 cfm to 2500 cfm to maintain
the same margin for the peak sludge temperature from the saturation value.

Process Engineering Analysis

bab

Attachment

CONCURRENCE :

()&h L(L lhte:~
D. M.-Ogden? ~eam Leader
Process Engineering Analysis
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Figure 1. Temperature Distribution in S1 udge Layer of Tank AY-102 with
Annulus Venti1ation F1 ow Effectiveness as a Parameter for

Secondary Venti1ation F1 ow of 2000 cfm.
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Figure 2. Temperature Distribution in S1 udge Layer of Tank AY-102 with
Annulus Venti1ation F1 ow Effectiveness as a Parameter for

Secondary Venti1ation F1ow of 2500 cfm.
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Figure 3. Temperature Di st.ri bution in S1 udge Layer of Tank AY-102 with
Annul us Venti 1 ati on F1 ow Ef festiveness as a Parameter for

Secondary Venti 1 ati on F1ow of 3000 cfm.
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Figure 4. Temperature Distribution for the Combined S1udge of AY-102 and
C-106 Using 500 cfm Primary and 2000 cfm Annul us Ventilation Flow.
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Figure 5. Temperature Distribution for the Combined S1udge of AY-102 and
C-106 Using 500 cfm Primary and 2500 cfm Annulus Ventilation Flow.
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Figure 6. Temperature Distrlbution for the Combined S1 udge of AY-102 and
C-106 Using 500 cfm Primary and 3000 cfm Annulus Ventilation Flow.
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Figure 7. Temperature Distribution for the Combined Sludge of AY-102 and
C-106 Using 500 cfm Primary and 2000 cfm Annulus Ventilation Flow.
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Figure 8. Temperature Distribution for the Combined Sludge of AY-102 and
c-106 Using 500 cfm Primary and 2500 cfm Annulus Ventilation Flow.
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Figure 9. Temperature Distribution for the Combined S1 udge of AY-102 and
C-106 Using 500 cfm Primary and 3000 cfm Annulus Ventilation Flow.
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Westinghouse Internal
Hanford Company Memo

From: Ooubl e-Shell Tank Safety Analysis 29140-94-001
Phone: 376-2613 H4-63
Oate: January 11, 1994
Subject: SAFETY CLASSIFICATION OF THE STANDARD HYDROGEN MONITORING SYSTEM

FOR FLAMMABLE GAS WATCH LIST TANKS

To: R. E. Clayton SI-54

cc: K. O. Fein H4-63 R. J. Kidder H4-61
K. D. Gibson H4-61 D. T. Lott R3-49
J. M. Grigsby H4-62 R. W. Reed R1-51
J. A. Hurley R3-49 T. C. Schneider L7-04
M. N. Islam R3-08 M. H. Shannon H4-61
RJVV File/LB

This letter provides the safety classification of the standard hydrogen
monitoring system. This is a piece of monitoring equipment to be installed
on both single-shell and double-shell flammable gas watch 1ist tanks.

To date, a controversy exists for safety classification of monitoring

equipment. It is well recognized that the failure of the equipment itself

usually does not create an immediate consequence. However, if the failed

monitoring equipment is not fixed, potential changes in the tank (waste

level , temperature, or in this case flammable gas generation) could lead to
an unsafe condition that potentially could cause a safety class 2 or
possibly safety class 1 consequence to occur. This issue is currently under
negotiation with the U.S. Department of Energy.

The first standard hydrogen monitoring systems were installed on Tank
241-SY-101 (101-SY). The safety basis documentation for this is contained
in the following places.

IWHC-SO-WM-SAD-003, Rev. 3, Safety Assessment for !4indow B
Activities in Tank 101-SY, describes installation of probe
assemblies into the tank (these will be used for single-shell
tanks) and installation of instrumentation in the exhaust header
(the aoDroach to be used for double-shell tanks).

41@’im;;;-:w;-oo> Rev. 1, Safety Assessment for Operation of the

>~toring System in Tank 101-5Y, describes the
components used to make up the temporary gas monitoring system.
The same or similar components were used to make the standard
hydrogen monitoring system.

External letter 9255759, “Safety Documentation for Non-Pump Work
in Tank 241-SY-1OI, Window G,” from D. C. Richardson to R. E.
Gerton, dated July 31, 1993, contained an attachment entitled
“Basis for Installation of Standard Hydrogen Monitoring Systems. ”
This provided the basis for installation, operation, repair, and

Hanlord Op.rariona and Engin.. nng Cn. rr.. mr for lh. US D. Paernant of Energy
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removal of the standard hydrogen monitoring system. The U.S.
Department of Energy (both HQ and RL) authorized instal1ation for
Tank 101-SY.

External 1etter 9308225B R], “PLANNEO WORK ACTIVITIES FOR TANK
24I-SY-103, ” from H. O. Harmon to J. H. Anttonnen, dated November
24, 1993, contained an attachment entitled “Basis for
Installation, Operation, and Repair of Standard Hydrogen
Monitoring Systems in the SY Tank Farm.” The U.S. Department of
Energy, Richland Field Office, authorized the installation for
Tank 103-SY.

The standard hydrogen monitoring systems to be.~nst~ll ed on the other
flammable gas watch list tanks present no new<hazards that have not already,
been analyzed in the above mentioned document. Al1 cornpo~entsof the ..sw.t~m
meet the specifications of the National Fire Pr.otect”ionAssociation National
E~eclrlc Lode tor use in class 1, ul~ision 1, Group B (hydrogen)
atmospheres. No credible accident initiating everitswere determined to
exist In the above documentation. The drilling of the sample hole and the
return hole in the ventilation system was also analyzed. In fact, it was
determined by a laboratory demonstration that the autoignition temperature
for hydrogen could not be reached during the drilling operation.

If the standard hydrogen monitoring system failed, flammable gases
accumulated in concentrations that could be ignlr,ed, and an ignition source
was introduced, a fire/deflagration could occur in the tank. This is a
highly unlikely situation tisince all tanks are ventilated (active or
passive) , the tanks on the flammable gas wat”ch list require a sampling of
the tank vapor space to ensure that concentrations are below 25 % of the
lower flammable 1imit before and during any activity in the dome space
and/or ventilation system and measures are taken to eliminate spark sources
(e.g. , electrical grounding and bonding, spark resistant tools and
materials, and slow and deliberate insertion or removal of equipment) .

However, tha.~o.nseauences of an ignition, of a larqe auantity of flammable
gas have been calculated Tor lanK iO1-SY. This calculation assumea “that a
34.3 cm (13”5 inch] level drop occurred and when the peak hydrogen
concentration was reached, an ignition source was introduced. This resulted
in a fire/de flagration with an associated pressure pulse. The pressure
pulse propagated through the ventilation system and blew out the HFPA
filters. The HEPfl filt.r. were at their maximum load’ing. There was also
material picked up from the waste surface that was entrained in the gases
leaving the tank. The nnsite receptor received an effective dose equivalent
of .3.9 mSv (0.39 rem) and the offsite receptor received an e7fective aase
equivalent of 1.u5 mSv (0.105 rem) . The majority of the dose consequence is
due to the filter loading. Therefore, even if ather tanks have entrained
material from the waste surface that contributes more to the dose
consequences, they will not change significantly. Thus, these consequences
are representative of consequences on other tanks.

These consequences do n~ s.upp.ortthe classification of the standard
hydrogen monitoring system as safety class 1 or safety class 2. None of the
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other criteria for safety class 1 or 2 (see MRP 5.46) are satisfied either.
It is felt that the failure of the standard hydrogen monitoring system could
preclude the implementation of the as low as reasonably achievable
principals for exposure to radioactive or nonradiological hazardous
materials.

The following table presents the various components of the standard hydrogen
monitoring system and gives their safety classification.

Table 1. Safety Classification of Standard Hydrogen
Monitoring System

Safety Class
System, Item, or Component

Standard Hydrogen Monitoring System 3

. concrete pad 4

. tubing 3

● heat tracing 3

. saddle clamp (DSTs)a 3
● water jacketed probe 3

assemblies (SSTS)

● electric tie-ins 3

● environmentally control led 3
instrumentation cabinet

● gas rack and bottles 3

a Note that the exhaust header is safety class 2
while the SHMS is safety class 3.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me on 376-2613 or via
cc: Mail . Thank you very much.

-24’-ji?LqzG%24-
R.. J. Van Vleet, Ph.D.
Principal Engineer
Doubl e-5hell Tank Safety Analysis

gj r
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